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OVERVIEW
THE CONTEXT FOR STUDY

Overview

Papua New Guinea today
At the water 's edge barefoot children wrestle
And chase each other among the stilt huts
Behind them, Port Moresby sprawls over dry hills
And across the bay, ships ride the blue-green water
Awaiting cargoes of copper, gold and other commodities
From the jungles and islands of a still-born nation
Such riches should be the currency of development
But in Papua New Guinea that promise is yet to be realized
For all its wealth, the nation remains troubled
After 27 years of independence
Widespread poverty is overlaid by whispers of corruption
The clamor of civil unrest and urban violence
And a faltering social infrastructure.
Lisa Clausen, 6 October 1997
This PhD research could have been conducted anywhere in a developing nation, for
example, in one of the southwest pacific island nations. However, Papua New Guinea
(PNG) is the setting because almost one third of the world's languages are spoken there,
and I have over ten years experience of teaching PNG students who continue to struggle
in a foreign language to learn science.
In Papua New Guinea a tension exists between the aspirations of a nation and the
stubborn claims of the village. In almost every aspect of national life politics,
economics, law and order, social services tradition and development are locked in a
struggle to shape the country's future.
-

-

The power of the village the call of tribe over nation has its source in PNG's
a third of its people had no contact with the
extraordinary topography. Until the 1930s
outside world; its high mountains and steep-sided valleys guarded a thousand lost worlds.
Each community became a nation in miniature, with its own borders, hierarchies and
rituals, common purpose, even common speech in a nation of more than seven hundred
languages, was always an ambitious goal. Two decades after the country gained
independence from Australia, it remains elusive. National planning is still confounded by
tribal interests. Each project must account for varied local traditions; a largely
undocumented system of customary ownership covers more than 90 per cent of the
country.
-

-

In a land of tribal diversity, the few-shared customs have great power. The strongest is
wantok: the obligation to support one's kin through jobs, money and gifts. The system of
patronage and influence creates village hierarchies headed by 'big men' of wealth and
xii
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authority. On the national stage, it has too often been translated into corruption,
inefficiency and nepotism. National issues are of secondary importance in elections
fought on the basis of clan and local needs. And the high turnover among MPs up to 60
per cent at each election gives them little opportunity to pursue long-term policies.
Frantic sessions of political horse-trading in post-election negotiations produce unlikely
-

-

coalitions.
The dominance of the tribe in national politics is echoed in the architecture of the
Parliament building in Port Moresby, its curved façade patterned with mosaics of tribal
life and animal totems. For example after the 1997 elections, the welcome for PNG' s new
Prime Minister had the same motif. Bill Skate, of Lese village in Gulf Province, pledged
to 'be fair to all provinces and not just to this one', but much of the celebrations after his
victory focused on his origins as the first prime minister from the Papuan region.
Skate, a former accountant and ex-Governor of Port Moresby, took power in one of the
nation's most troubled years. War in the island province of Bougainville continued until
2001, when peace was finally brokered between the rebels, Bougainville Revolutionary
Army, and the PNG security forces. Since the Bougainville conflict the economy has
almost collapsed, the public's faith in its politicians and the public servants has eroded.
The most corrosive of those ills, the most damaging to national will, is corruption the
favors, deals and nepotism that have perverted the tribal ethos of wantok
-

Today, graft creates and compounds other problems; inefficiency in a public service
starved of funds and trained staff; a failure to deliver badly needed services like education
and health. On the latest figures, some now a few years old, PNG has the lowest life
expectancy, fifty three years, of any of the main South Pacific countries and one of the
region's highest infant mortality rates.
Education is suffering as badly. PNG has one of the South Pacific's lowest adult literacy
rates; there are two national universities but only one of every one hundred children who
start primary school continues to Year eleven. The most crucial factor, which inhibits
delivery of goods and services to the majority, is dishonesty exhibited by higher-ranking
public service officials at various levels of government. For example, the national
government provides annual grants and subsidies to each school (pre- to high schools,
vocational schools, etc.) through the provincial government. Outright stealing and misuse
prevents monies earmarked for schools to reach them. Police at times cannot fight crime
effectively due to fuel shortages. The nation's premier hospitals cannot adequately attend
to the care of the sick due to drug shortages.
PNG is ahead of many developing nations on per capita GNP, but World Bank figures
show that real per capita income was the same as 1990 as it had been fifteen years earlier.
Many of the 85 per cent of Papua New Guineans who live in rural areas depend on
subsistence agriculture and still lack electricity, running water and local roads. The World
Bank estimates that 80 per cent of the population earns less than US $350 a year. For
many people who were involved at independence on 16 September 1975, this is not the
xiii
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track they thought the country would go down. There are only five million people.
Everyone should have been all very comfortable with the management and use of the
country's natural resources, but they're not.
During the hard economic times of the past five years the deterioration in social services
and infrastructure has accelerated in many parts of the country. In general the delivery of
services in the past year has collapsed. People rely on creeks. There are no pipes running
water to remote villages and people are walking further and further for water. The wealth
has been misdirected. The mineral money has gone into conspicuous consumption rather
than building up things which are going to take over and make the country stronger when
the mining is finished.
While some customs have pervaded national life, others have led to confrontation
between tribe and nation. On Bougainville, rebels have waged a decade-long war against
the Port Moresby government over their share of profits from massive copper deposits. It
is a modern war of mortars and gunships, contested in jungle-covered mountains and
burnt-out villages. At the heart of the battle is Panguna, the giant copper mine owned by
global minerals company Rio Tinto and the PNG government, which accounted for 35
per cent of PNG's export earnings before it was closed by the fighting in 1989.
Other projects have also become centres of protest: OK Tedi mine in the country's northwest, where local people alleging environmental destruction won a AUD500 million
settlement in 2001 from mine operator BHP Ltd. PNG rates very highly in terms of the
wealth of its natural resources, but that is not necessarily a benefit. It has become the
natural resource curse people worrying about how the cake is distributed rather than
about making the country better off. The potential for conflict remains.
-

Whatever the curse of local jealousies, that flow of riches is still the nation's greatest
blessing. PNG is a country with tremendous but difficult-to-realize potential. A promising
gold mine on the island of Lihir has just opened, while several other large mines are being
planned elsewhere. There is plenty more to look at in terms of mining with natural gas
adding to the wealth brought by gold, copper, oil, silver and timber.
A longer-term hope is the new generation, who have been born since independence and
taught the tenets of nation as well as tribe. By 2004 a new education plan will be in place,
promising all children nine years of basic education. Villages are being encouraged to use
government-supplied materials to build classrooms for new elementary schools. A
national health reform package is being introduced, as are radical changes to the
administrative system, in which responsibility for planning and budgeting is transferred
from Port Moresby to the local level, cutting out the provincial level of government.
The violence that agitates PNG must be calmed if the country is to prosper. Rural
unemployment and a growing population, predicted to double to nearly ten million by
2050, pushes many to the towns where the wantok system of extended family gives them
a home but no income. Crime itself has taken on tribalistic elements where criminal
xiv
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leaders are rather like traditional 'big men'. They take care of their followers and
redistribute the rewards selectively through the communities they come from in order to
buy their acquiescence. In Port Moresby, where the problem is worst, there have been
regular curfews and razor-wire-topped security fences ring most buildings. In the
Highlands, engineers from an Australian government aid program are widening one-lane
bridges on the Highlands Highway because of an epidemic of ambush attacks on drivers
slowing to let oncoming traffic pass.
While much of crime is the work of roaming criminal gangs, other violence comes from
village traditions of payback and compensation: the burning of a classroom or the
destruction of a health aid post in tribal fighting. Some schools and health centres in rural
areas were still closed a month after the June 2002 elections because of payback attacks
by the supporters of losing candidates. The web of gangs throughout the country is often
used by politicians to spread their message. If a candidate can mobilize the youth through
gang network, that can work to his electoral advantage.
So many problems for a young nation. Part of the fault will always rest with Australia,
which failed to properly prepare its foster child for independence. But it is now twenty
seven years since the PNG flag was first raised; seemingly time enough for a resourcerich country to find its own path. It was always going to be a long road, but PNG seems
frozen in mid-stride, uncertain whether to follow the call of the village or the world. As
for the mainly rural area folk PNG has all these resources but they do not get what they
are supposed to.
(Adapted from Lisa Clausen's observations of 6 October 1997)

Lisa Clausen was an Australian Volunteer worker who was attached to the Sandaun
(West Sepik) provincial government from 1994 to 1998. The above observations, which
she made, whilst working with various women's groups from the Sandaun Province
suffice to provide, in my view, an accurate description of the changes PNG is currently
going through. In order to help provide a full picture of PNG's current socio-economic
and political climate, its brief history prior to becoming an independent nation, has been
presented first.

Papua New Guinea's brief history
In modem history, New Guinea would be considered as a late arrival. The people are a
mixture of Polynesian, Negrito, Malay, Melanesia, Australian Aboriginal and even a
strain of the Hairy Ainus (first inhabitants of Japan). Europeans were very late arrivals
with the first to land being the Portugese in 1526. They named the land 'lihas dosPapuas'
(Malay for Fuzzy haired man). In 1545 the Spanish called it Nueva Guinea and this name
appeared on the Mercator world map of 1959. Occasionally the land was mapped in
various places but no territorial claims were made until 1828 when a Dutch expedition
xv
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claimed all land west of 141 Longitude. This part of New Guinea became Dutch New
Guinea and remained so until 1963 when it became Irian Jaya, (currently West Papua
province of Indonesia). In 1884 the Germans took possession of the northern part of the
remaining territory with the Southern part becoming a British protectorate. The British
regarded it as a 'great commercial failure' and in 1901, when Australia became
independent from the British; it became the Territory of Papua.
In 1914 when WW1 began, German New Guinea fell to the Australians. After Germany
was defeated, the Australian Military Occupation continued until 1921 when German
New Guinea became Australian Mandated Territory, (Territory of New Guinea), via the
League of Nations. Not only was the Law different for both Territories, so was the
Australian Governments' attitude towards financial appropriations. New Guinea received
nothing and Papua received AUD200, 000.00 yearly. New Guinea had to become selfsufficient. Salary for Patrol Officers was gained by collecting taxes from the population.
With the discovery of very good paying gold at Edie Creek, seven thousand feet up on Mt
Kaindi, a gold rush started, not only from Australia but also from beyond. Fifty years after
the first miners went gold mining from Port Moresby the 'big find' became a reality. The
Mandated Territory of New Guinea and Papua was changing and although it would
it became known as TAIM BILONG MASTA
remain a Frontier until the late 1950s
(Time of the Master). During this period until the late 1960s the indigenous New Guinean
was relegated to menial labor. With the advent of the Pacific War and until it ended in
1945 there was an awakening among the local people. They met Australian soldiers who
did not particularly like the 'Masta!Boi' setup and treated them as ordinary people. The
New Guineans also saw black American soldiers and began to think 'if they can do it so
can we'. Without them realizing it WWII was the first step towards independence in 1975
(Suzanne, 2002).
Papua New Guinea has a population ofjust over five million, with an overall population
density of about eleven people per square kilometre. About 83 per cent of the population
lives in the rural areas, relying mainly on subsistence farming. About 98 per cent of the
people are Melanesian. Other groups include those of Polynesian, Chinese, and European
descent. Politically, the country is divided into four groups: Papuans, who live in the
Southern Gulf of Papua region; Highlanders, who inhabit the central mountainous region;
New Guineans, who live in the northern Sepik and Ramu River valleys, and the outlying
northern islands. What I have attempted to provide above is a brief narrative of PNG, a
nation with abundant natural resources but has not yet realized its potential. I have also
provided a picture of how outside forces have shaped PNG into what it is today socially,
economically, and politically. What I will provide next is some justification for why I had
to undertake a research of this nature.
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Personal Brief
I was born in 1964 in Pangia, a district in the interior of the PNG highlands. I am the
eldest of six children and did my primary schooling from 1971 to 1976. From 1977 to
1980 I did my high school, and attended university from 1981 to 1986. Upon graduation
from university in 1986 I taught for four years as a secondary school teacher. I was
offered a scholarship to do a Masters course in Education at the University of Adelaide in
1990. Upon graduation from the University of Adelaide in 1992 I was offered a teaching
position at the Goroka Teacher's College, (now the University of Goroka). I taught at
University of Goroka for six years, before I won another scholarship in 1998, this time to
do my doctoral studies in Education at the Northern Territory University (NTU) in
Australia. Having studied full-time at NTU for five years (1998 to 2002), I am back in my
old position at the University of Goroka.

Rationale for taking up this study
The factors, which contributed to my undertaking of this study, are both personal and
professional. These factors were all to do with the medium of instruction, through which,
I was educated. My education began at Pangia, which is the home of about forty thousand
Wiru speaking people. Of the seven hundred PNG languages Wiru is considered an
'isolate' as it is unrelated to its neighbors and has limited borrowing from the languages
that surround it: Kewapi to the west (spoken in Kagua District), Imbong'gu to the north
(spoken in lalibu), Melpa across the Kaugel River (spoken in the Western Highlands
Province), Daribi to the east (spoken in Chimbu Province), and Foraba to the south
(spoken in Erave district). (See the map of districts and sub-districts of PNG on the next
page).
Pangia is set in the Eastern corner of the Southern Highlands Province. The Southern
Highlands was established as a district in 1951. Pangia was only created as a district a
decade later only when Southern Highlands became a province in 1961. From the Stone
Age, Pangia may have remained uninfluenced by outside contact until the 1930swhen a
number of early Australian Administration patrols went through the area. Most notable
were those of the Leahys in 1934 and Champion and Adamson in 1936. Both these
patrols only touched a few villages in the northern parts of Pangia and had a marginal
impact in terms of outside influence with Pangia people. In comparison, the surrounding
districts lalibu, Kagua, Karamui and Erave had their first contact with European
explorers quite early, in the 1920s.
-

-

Because of World War II not many other incursions into Pangia by outsiders occurred
until the Sheekey and Claridge Patrol in 1952. Whilst the patrols in the 1930s had
established 'contact' it was not until the 1950s that 'control' was enforced over Pangia. It
was opened to expatriate influences other than kiaps, (Australian Government
Administration Officers), in 1960. While the patrol post at lalibu was established in 1953,
Pangia remained a closed area until 1960 with only official patrols allowed in by the
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government. Between 1952 and 1960, sixteen major patrols through Pangia were
mounted from lalibu, a nearby district to the north. Their objectives were to extend the
government's influence, promote pacification, conduct census, health, road and airstrip
surveys, and to deal with murders and clan fights.
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As interest in Pangia intensified missionaries were allowed into the area in 1960. Harland
and Marie Kerr, an SIL (Summer Institute of Linguistics) couple, were the first outsiders
to settle in Pangia. They were allowed in by the government on 41 August, 1960, and
settled at Bolora. The Catholic, Lutheran and Evangelical missionaries followed suit a
month later and settled at Yareporoi (Catholics), Mele (Evangelicals) and Kauwo
(Lutherans). The government did not move to Pangia to establish an infrastructure until
September 1961. In March 1962, the first and the only airstrip at Pangia was opened. The
sixties were a period of extensive activity as a new infrastructure was built in Pangia.
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Villages acquired churches, schools and aid posts. Land was marked for cattle and tea
plantations. The first schools to teach in English opened in 1962 by the Evangelical Bible
Mission at Mele, the Lutherans at Kauwo, and in 1963 by the Capuchins at Yareporoi and
the Government at Pangia station. By 1970 there were eight schools teaching in English
in the district. One of these schools was the one I attended to do my primary schooling,
from 1971 to 1976. The curriculum used by the Education Department at that time was
from Queensland. Local teachers were trained by the then Australian administrators to
teach as closely as possible to what the Queensland curriculum dictated.
The first year was spent learning English, the medium of instruction. Instructions were
delivered solely through English. Local languages were banned from the school grounds.
Corporal punishment was meted out to those who spoke their first language at school.
The first year was not the happiest of my school years. English had to be picked up and
learned quickly merely to avoid punishment but importantly to follow instructions from
the teacher. In that first year oral, listening, reading and writing drills were taught
extensively. This was followed by instruction in English of other subjects (social science,
science, expressive arts, etc.) in the next five years. By the final year at primary school my
English became better. My confidence in the use of this second language grew, and I was
ready to do further studies in English.
When I left primary school to do high school in 1977, PNG had already acquired its
independence from Australia. It was one year old as an independent nation. The first
change I noticed, which was a big relief, was the discarding of language drills by the
English teacher. As with other subjects English was studied through mostly listening and
writing, (which was restricted to copying down sentences or answering questions).
Reading and speaking were developed only when completing set tasks in the classroom.
Outside of the classroom, really there was no use for using English. I acquired the same
experience with English language development when studying at university. I have
provided some of my own personal reflections in order to highlight the difference
between two curriculums. The first, provided by the Queensland government placed more
emphasis on the integration of language skills development in all subject areas. The
second curriculum, PNG government's post-independence curriculum, abandoned the
integration of language skills development in the subject areas.
After I had taught for some years I am now of the view that those language drills (oral,
listening, reading, and writing) which were abandoned after primary schooling should
have followed me, at least into the high school years. From my own experiences and from
observations made of students in high schools or at university I have come to conclude
that extensive development of all language skill areas (oral, reading, writing, and
listening) should be pursued at least up to first year university level. Since English is still
the medium of instruction effective learning in English will take place only if two
remedies were put in place. Firstly, in schools English language development should be
integrated with all subject areas. Secondly at colleges and universities a centre for English
Studies should be established to serve all students', especially those in the sciences,
English language development needs.
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This study is only a small contribution to the solution of what I think is a bigger problem
area needing more investigations and remedies. The reality in PNG classroom situations
is that, oracy and reading skills development for students is non-existent from high
schools and secondary schools to higher levels of education. This is in line with
curriculum statements, which do not provide for oracy or reading skills development at
all levels from high school onwards. The most emphasized forms of language arts areas
through which learning takes place are listening and writing. Essentially, having
identified the problem, I set out to carry out the following related investigations.
The initial aim of this study was to, through a given course in science, develop science
students' reading, writing, listening, and oracy skills. At the end of study the goal was to
test students to gauge whether this approach to teaching had increased students'
understanding of science concepts, and whether this approach to teaching had increased
science students' motivation to study science. However, given the time limit for data
collection in the field, and for the reasons noted above, and other field constraints the aim
of study was narrowed down to only two.
Firstly, to seek to develop, through the 'Light and Geometrical Optics' course, science
students' reading and writing skills. (See chapter 3.3.3 for details about this course, its
origins and authorship). Secondly, to gauge whether this teaching approach promoted
students' increased understanding of science concepts. In developed countries like
Australia a study of this nature was conducted three to four decades ago, (e.g. Bourke et
al, 1976). However, in PNG the need for this study has been realized only recently
because of the current situation with English being the official language of education but
not of the home or street.
Reading and writing skills development materials within the course, 'Light and
Geometrical Optics', developed to effect increased understanding of science concepts
targeted the following specific skills development.
Comprehending Words.
Understanding Instructions.
Comprehending Short Passages.
Comprehending Long Passages.
Indentifying Purpose.
Comprehending Statements.
Comprehending literal meaning.
Comprehending implied meaning.
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Outline of chapters
has
This study was conducted with research subjects whose socio-economic background
's
been outlined in chapter one. That chapter establishes the picture of Papua New Guinea
this
socio-economic, language and literacy background, which provided the context for
study. It is intended that the socio-economic background information about research
subjects would give readers clear indications about these subjects' learning outcomes.
of
There are 7 chapters. All chapters have been organized to provide a greater continuity
flow
thought and language. In other words, the ideas used in one chapter are intended to
PNG's
of
review
on or make links with the next chapter. Chapter one starts with a short
brief history as an independent state. It then maps out the educational development
ary
starting from when the first elementary school was established by the London Mission
of
Society in the 1870s to where it is now. This is followed by a summary of the effects
on.
PNG's (successive) Government's Development Strategy on the economy and educati
it
Chapter two discusses the problem of defining literacy, and highlights the confusion
can cause when the same term is used to define knowledge level or competency of a
specific area or field. It then looks at different aspects of literacy forms there are around
a
us, before focusing on the school-based literacy in the content, whose acquisition plays
this
is,
significant part in children's learning. Having defined what content area literacy
chapter then shifts its focus to scientific literacy, what it is, its effect on children's
learning and the implications it has for science teachers in PNG. Finally it looks at the
meaning-centred curriculum model, and how it can be adapted for literacy-based science
(See
instruction aimed at fostering content comprehension and literacy skills acquisition.
s
chapter 2.5.1 for a definition of meaning-centred curriculum). Chapter two also attempt
e.
to connect the acquisition of content area literacy with children's' acquisition of languag
Chapter three argues that students can increase their science content understanding
through language development in relation to their learning. It first discusses what
n
language is and how children acquire it with less effort. It then draws a parallel betwee
the learning of science language and natural language. Finally it discusses what science
language is; its evolution, its problematic nature for students and how it can be
approached when modeling instruction aimed at increasing science content
comprehension and at improving the image of science.
a
Chapter four aims to derive a teaching strategy, which facilitates literacy activities as
es
means of improving some of the teaching and learning outcomes in science. It discuss
in
tions
applica
l
five models of teaching strategy, which offer some clear paths for practica
school-based literacy programmes. It also looks at literature on adult literacy, its
acquisition and some important language issues pertaining to literacy learning and
es
acquisition. The chapter finally discusses application of literacy-based teaching strategi
in English as Second Language (ESL) classrooms.
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Chapter five discusses the development of a teaching strategy, defined as 'Word
Structured Teaching Strategy' or 'WSTS' for short, which was tested in this study.
Designed to test the objectives of this research, WSTS was not previously used with
research subjects in this study or other places in PNG.
Chapter six looks at data collected in the field, both primary and secondary. It then carries
out some statistical analysis to highlight any significant findings, which tables alone
cannot reveal. The chapter then looks at the language background of research subjects,
which part of PNG they were from, what language they used at home, and the age at
which they first learned to speak English. Finally the chapter focuses on the analysis of
the subjects' overall module scores for courses studied prior to their participation in this
study. This pre-study data, will serve as a reference point from which to evaluate the
effect WSTS had on the learning outcomes of the subjects during the study.
Chapter seven briefly outlines the major conclusions, which can be drawn from this
study. It also provides some alternatives to improving language skills development for
school children in Papua New Guinea.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN PNG

Chapter /

1.1 Introduction
This chapter attempts to establish the picture of Papua New Guinea's (PNG) socioeconomic, language and literacy background, which provided the context for this study.
The study stemmed from my observations and experiences with students and teachers in
secondary schools whose English literacy levels and oral proficiency are still
unacceptably low after almost three decades of studying and using the language. The
study was aimed at probing whether a modified literacy skills-based science instruction
would have any positive effect on PNG secondary students' understanding of science
concepts.
The chapter starts with a short review of PNG' s brief history as an independent state. This
enables the study to be placed in a context. It then maps out the educational development
starting from when the first elementary school was established by the London Missionary
Society in the 1870s to where it is now. This is followed by a summary of the effects of
PNG's (successive) Government's Development Strategy on the economy and education.
The summary also attempts to highlight the poor state of schools in PNG. The underlying
factors for the current state in which schools are in, are many. However, only the issues of
language and literacy are discussed, as these are the focus of this study.

1.2

Brief Historical Note

Papua New Guinea (PNG) comprises the eastern section of the island of New Guinea, the
world's largest island after Greenland, along with a great number of smaller islandsestimated to be about 600, in the surrounding area. It is located just about 100 miles north
of the coast of Queensland in Australia and covers an area ofjust over 46,000 square
kilometres. The western part of the island, now known as Irian Jaya, was formerly a
Dutch colony but is now politically part of Indonesia.
The main island in PNG is very rugged and mountainous with high mountain ranges
extending as a backbone from east to west. This makes land transportation very difficult
and largely explains why there are still no road links between the capital city, Port
Moresby, and the Highlands or the towns on the north coast. The main form of transport,
which serves the country well, is a very costly internal air transportation system. This
high -cost transport system has contributed to coastland regions having many advantages
over the Highlands in terms of their development.
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Fig. 1.1: Map ofAustralasia and the South Pacific: (Source: BaldaufJr, R.B and Luke,
A., 1990: 1).
The geographical features of PNG partly account for the large number of diverse groups
on the islands who speak about 700 different languages and dialects and largely explain
why the highlands regions have not had much contact with the West until World War II.
This is one factor, which has contributed to the unequal distribution of amenities and
services, including education, throughout the country, accounting for the fact that a
province like East New Britain is educationally much more advanced than one like
S imbu.
The island of New Guinea is said to have been the last inhabited land area of any size to
be explored systematically by the western imperial powers. European exploration efforts
in this part of the world started at the end of the sixteenth century and New Guinea was
first claimed for Spain by the Spanish Navigator Ynigo Ortis de Rees, towards the middle
of the seventeenth century but in 1660, largely as a result of the naval superiority of the
Netherlands, the Dutch East India Company was able to claim an undefined part of the
island.
But these first efforts at colonisation were not vigorously followed up until the early part
of the nineteenth century. So active contact with the west has only been recent as
2
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compared with other colonised territories. In 1828 the Dutch government annexed the
western portion of the island and established a number of coastal stations within its
annexed area. German interest in exploiting the resources of the territory began in the
1 880s and their efforts in this direction caused the United Kingdom Government to
declare the southeastern portion of New Guinea, a British protectorate, in 1884. Formal
annexation followed in 1888 when the section of the island, later to be known as Papua,
became a possession of the British Crown. The German flag was hoisted on the north east
coast in 1884 and in 1885 Germany formally annexed that part of the island. So the
southern part of what is now known as Papua New Guinea came under British rule while
the northern section fell under German rule. The area under British control was at first
referred to as British New Guinea, later Papua, while that under German rule was simply
called New Guinea.
In September 1906, formal control of Papua was transferred to Australia, and following
the declaration of World War I in 1914, Australian troops captured the German portion of
the island. This section was later assigned to Australia as a mandate under the League of
Nations. In 1942, the island was invaded and partly occupied by the Japanese but was
restored to Australia when Japan surrendered. And in 1946, the two sections became one
administrative unit known as the Territory of Papua and New Guinea. However, while
teclmically Papua was a possession of the Crown, New Guinea remained a Trust Territory
within the overall responsibility of the United Nations. Figure 1.2, below shows the
various territories of the island of New Guinea before 1962.

)(j

Figure 1.2: Map of New Guinea with its Territorial boundaries before 1962: (Source:
Foley, WA., 198: 6-7)
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Fig.1.3: Map of PNG Today: (Source. Foley, WA., 1987: 10-11)
This responsibility which the UN still had for its Trust Territories was one factor that
helped to focus international attention on what was considered to be the slow pace at
which PNG was advancing towards self— government and independence. In 1962, the
United Nations' visiting Mission under the chairmanship of Sir Hugh Foot commented on
the slow progress that was being made in the territory towards educational, political and
constitutional reforms. These criticisms along with the increasing international pressures
against colonialism, especially by countries, which had just won their independence,
helped to speed up the political advancement of the territory to self— government in 1972
and independence in 1975.
It is sometimes said that these external pressures did not determine Australian policy
towards PNG, a point made by Hasluck, the then Australian Minister for Territories when
he argued that,

4
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The relevance of the visiting mission's report and the influence it
had was not in shaping Australian policy or changing our judgement
on what was best to do, but in providing a peg on which I could hang
a case for earlier action than the Government had been ready to
contemplate (Hasluck, 1976: 397).

However, whatever the impact of the Commission on the views of the Australian
Government, there was no doubt that it considerably helped to speed up the
implementation of more progressive political, educational and economic policies within
PNG.

1.3 Early Development of Education in Papua New Guinea
While efforts at introducing formal 'western type' education in PNG started in the 1 870s
when the London Missionary Society established the first elementary school, progress in
the field was slow. Prior to these western influences the process of education on the
island was, as in most traditional societies, mainly 'informal' and 'practical'. In her study
of the people of Manus, which is a province in PNG, Margaret Mead (1953) observed that
while the adults did not believe it necessary to give formal teaching to their children, yet
by adolescence, as she reported,
The children have learned all the physical skills necessary
as a basis for a satisfactorily physical adjustment for life.
They can judge distances, throw straight, catch what is thrown
to them, estimate distances for jumping and diving, climb anything,
balance themselves on the most narrow and precarious footholds,
handle themselves with poise, skill and serenity either on land or sea.
Their bodies are trained to the adult dance steps, their eye and hand
trained to shooting and spearing fish, their voices accustomed
to the song rhythms, their wrists flexible for the great speed
of the drumsticks, their hands trained to the paddle and
the punt (pp.36.37).

According to the Report of the Five Year Education Plan Committee (Government of
Papua New Guinea, 1974) of the newly formed government of PNG, this type of
education served only one purpose efficiently, that is, it belonged to a society prior to
foreign contact, it only prepared young people for the existing, largely unchanging society
of the times, and that it would be unsuitable with modernization or development. If this
observation, which later became a major educational philosophy on which western
education was modeled for Papua New Guinea, (notably in mission run educational
institutions), was a blessing for the newly independent PNG, it was a disastrous one. (The
problems with PNG's education system have been discussed in section 1.6). After PNG
got its independence in 1975, all government schools were required to observe that school
children were banned from using their mother tongues whilst in the school grounds.
Mission run schools went further by encouraging school children and church followers
5
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alike to forsake all their cultural practices and customs, which went against Christian
teachings. This writer has bitter memories of what it was like for school children to speak
their mother tongues within the school grounds. First offenders were awarded five lashes
in front of the class. Repeat offenders were detained after school hours to perform various
manual tasks from clearing the bush within the vicinity of the school grounds with
machetes to tending the school's vegetable garden. Part of the punishment for repeat
offenders was arriving home late, usually after dusk.
1.3.1 Educational Developments in Papua
In Papua, the British Administrator Sir William McGregor, (1888 to 1897), set the policy
that was pursued in education for many years by allocating the responsibility for this field
of activity to the missions, whose major objective in providing primary education was
to enable the pupils to read the Scriptures, take a further
part in church activities, and improve the conditions of
village life (Weeden, 1969: 9).

The missions were so successful in their efforts that by 1960 they claimed adherence of
over half of the population of Papua New Guinea. MacGregor did attempt, in 1897, to get
the Government involved in education by making attendance compulsory for three days
per week for all children five to thirteen years of age. However, it was made ineffective
because the resources that were required for its implementation were never provided by
the Administration.
From 1909 to 1940 one man Sir Hubert Murray, Lieutenant Governor of Papua for
thirty one years, largely determined the policies for Papua. Though Murray's views were
sometimes regarded as liberal, one writer, (Dickson, 1976), probably more accurately
described it as a paternalism which had a regressive influence on the Papuan
development. He maintained a belief in the superiority of the Europeans and was opposed
to giving the Papuans too much education or even any political rights, on the argument
that this policy was necessary to avoid trouble. In his view Papuans would do well by
remaining as laborers and his main concern was to see the emergence of a pacified
Papuan as part of a skilled and industrious native population.
-

Murray was therefore supportive of the suggestion that the missions be asked to organize
technical education and by 1961 began to favor the encouragement of native agriculture
and support agricultural education in schools. His views on the education of the local
population was that he would sooner see among them 'a good agriculturalist than a good
scholar, or even, than a good carpenter' (Dickson, 1976: 29).
Like McGregor, he left the actual responsibility for education to the missions while at the
same time ensuring that the native population met the cost of their own education. This
6
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was done by introducing the Native Taxes Ordinance in 1918, through which funds were
made available for the educational activities of the missionaries.
From then on the formal granting of subsidies to the mission schools was approved, based
largely on a system of payment by results, especially after 1920. However, there was
some limited increase in numbers receiving an education under the subsidization scheme.
By the end of his thirty one years of administration, nothing higher than a fifth grade
education was supported by the government, and less than one hundred pupils annually
were successful at this grade. As Meek (1982) noted,
In 1921, Grade 2 was the highest pass awarded, and 130 pupils were examined. By 1940 the number

of pupils examined (at all levels) was 3,000 and the highest level of examination had risen to Grade
5. In all schools in Papua, it is estimated that there were 12,000— 14,000 pupils in 1940, though
most were in village mission schools, which offered little more than religious indoctrination
in the vernacular (p.52).

1.3.2 Educational Developments in New Guinea
In New Guinea, the Administration began to establish its own system of education, at first
rejecting the idea of involving missions in the educational enterprise. This was largely
because of the fact that, due to the early German occupation, the missionaries to New
Guinea came primarily from Germany and other non-English speaking European
countries. They were, therefore regarded with some suspicion. Also, since an important
objective of schooling was to develop the loyalties of the young children to the
Government of Australia and to the British Crown, it was considered doubtful whether an
education system, which depended mainly or heavily on foreigners for its teaching staff,
could perform this role effectively.
However, the policy later changed and, as in Papua, the missions later carried out the bulk
of education in New Guinea. The reason for this change in policy was, due to the
administration's view, that nearly all mission-run schools were providing better education
than most of the government-run schools. The Administration also placed emphasis on
practical training in its schools and it too subscribed to the view that the funding of
education for the natives should come from taxes on the natives themselves. This policy
only lapsed in 1933 when educational expenses began to be met from general revenue.
In 1922, a residential elementary school was established along with a tecimical school.
The elementary school, which drew its students from a wide area, was preparing a few
selected pupils for lower level positions in the Administration and for elementary school
teaching. This need for local teachers made it necessary for the Administration to broaden
gradually the elementary education base.
Enrolment in all Government schools in New Guinea increased from 146 in 1924 to 588
in 1940 with an average yearly enrolment of312. There were also by then a number of
educational institutions operated by the missions. These included,
7
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thirty five school training centres, 158 elementary schools, 2,329 village schools and
approximately 65,000 pupils. However, for the most part, the education received by these students
was mere religious rote learning in the vernacular (Meek, 1982: 54).

1.4 More Recent Educational Developments in the then Territory Of
Papua and New Guinea
Taking both Papua and New Guinea together, it was estimated that by the outbreak of
World War II there were about 90,000 pupils in mission schools, many of which were
small village schools with mainly untrained local teachers who had six years or less of
primary education. In an overall summary of the Administration's achievement in the
field of elementary education in PNG Meek (1982) noted:
Before World War II Australia did very little in terms of even establishing primary schools in the
Territories; and the little that was accomplished was wiped out by the Japanese invasion. After the
war the Australian Administration was forced to build an educational system from the bottom up
(P.S I).

Based on this record, Meek (1982) concluded that the educational policies evolved by the
Australian colonial administration for the pre-World War II PNG were far from
progressive.
Since World War II a major factor in the development of education in the Territory was
the increasing involvement of the Government in this area of activity. The 1945-46 Act
provided for education to be controlled and directed by the Administration. Emphasis was
placed on primary education, though priority in the allocation of funds and other
resources were still given to the children of expatriates.
By the mid-I 950s there was evidence that a clearer educational policy was emerging from
the Administration. Its main concern was to develop education at the grassroots level by
pursuing a policy of mass literacy and universal primary education, with all children
being able to read and write English. Special attention was also given to the training of
teachers. Further, manual and technical training were to be emphasized and the
cooperation and the involvement of the missions were seen as key factors in the actual
implementation of these policies. Secondary education was de-emphasized on the
grounds that a sound primary education should first be provided for as wide a section of
the population as possible.
However in 1952, a new Education Ordinance was passed to provide a legal basis for the
development of education as a joint enterprise between the government and the missions.
This ensured that the Administration was now really responsible for the control and
direction of secular education. Some of the important policy objectives of the Ordinance
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included universal literacy, the provision of a full range of educational institutions
primary, secondary, tertiary, technical and adult (Mair, 1971).

-

Yet despite the Administration's recognition of its new responsibility to strengthen and
extend the range of educational institutions in the country it did very little to improve the
quality of education. For example after its 1965 visit, the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (1965), found that by then 179,000 (i.e. eighty one per
cent) of the 220,000 pupils in school were still attending mission schools and 69,000 (i.e.
thirty nine per cent) of these were in low standard schools which had not qualified for
government recognition. Further, less than one percent of the adults in PNG then had a
full primary and less than one hundred a complete secondary education. Six years later,
and by the time this writer was first enrolled in a government school, there was one child
of school age who was enrolled at school for every ten children who did not make it.
There was no one in the writer's area who had attained education beyond Grade two.
Nevertheless, in spite of the low quality of the education that was being offered, increases
in school enrolment, at both the primary and secondary levels began to acquire
momentum in the post-war years especially in the period just prior to self-government
and independence. During the decade 1958 to 1968, primary school enrolment in the
government and the recognized mission schools rose steadily, from 40,762 to 203,818, a
four hundred percent (four hundred per cent) increase over a decade. At the secondary
level, school enrolment also rose markedly during the same period, climbing from 1,517
in 1958 to 13,441 in 1968. Looking at these figures against the total population, it was
noted that while in 1966 only about one-third of the children aged seven to twelve were
enrolled in primary schools, by 1975 the figure was getting nearer to two-thirds of the
population of primary school age (Meek, 1982).
-

One of the hurdles which children faced in securing an education at that time was the
language, the medium through which they would receive their education. As Brown
(1971) noted,
Having begun primary school, one of the first things the child
has to do is to learn the European language. In most cases
his parents will not speak English and it is quite likely that
his first teachers will not have a very good command of the
language. Not only will he have to cope with a completely
foreign language, but he will also have to acquire an equally
foreign range of concepts. Basic ideas of number, quantity,
time and space are often quite different from the Western concepts,
and the child entering school will probably have had none of
the learning experiences in these concepts that his Australian
counterpart has had through his play, his language learning
and his everyday experiences (p. 78).
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Brown's view of a Papua New Guinean school aged child embarking on formal schooling
can be best illustrated with this writer's personal experiences whilst attending primary
school from 1971 to 1976. During that time this writer's school was staffed by about
thirty per cent Australians, with the remaining seventy per cent being Papua New Guinea
nationals. Corporal punishment was commonplace at this writer's school and in other
twenty or so schools; both mission and government run schools, in the district. This
practice saw to student's ready acceptance of rules and procedures laid down by the
school. For example the use of the English language at all times in the school grounds
was strictly enforced, names of familiar objects were re-learned in English and stored
away for recall later, the counting system had to be learned, recited and rotely memorized
and stored. Many students were good at doing this. Most learning was done through
reading and listening. Verbal expression of one's views was limited to answering
questions from the teacher. This type of learning only took place in the school grounds.
Students would openly complain about using English only at school, and looked forward
to going home at the end of the school day, as this meant leaving behind all strict rules
and foreign ideas.
Whilst Brown's view can be seen to have inhibited swift expansion of secular education
it nevertheless was an accurate prediction of the current language, literacy and learning
problems, which need redressing in educational institutions, the workplace and trading.
(These problems have been discussed in section 1.7).
Despite the problems, which the PNG school children faced in coping with the
educational challenges that the schools presented to them, their enrolment figures
continued to rise steadily. One of the reasons for this rapid increase in the numbers
attending school was the substantial reward, which accompanied formal schooling. The
popular view, that schooling brought huge benefit to the individual and subsequently to
his or her family, prevalent at that time also prevails today and is the driving force which
motivates parents and children alike for the child to enroll in schooling and go as far as
his or her abilities will allow. As Meek (1982) noted,
The Form IV (approximately Grade 10) school leaver can
expect a salary fifteen times that of the urban minimum
wage,. In 1972 while it was estimated that the average per
capita cash crop income in the more advanced rural areas
was about $29 per armum, the university graduate can expect
to earn on to three hundred times the wage of the average
indigenous inhabitant of PNG (p.65).

Added to this were the efforts of the missionaries who were keen on extending their
influence in the country and, the increasing popular demand stemming from the prestige
conferred on the individuals who had been to school.
Meek (1982) further noted that technical and vocational education were also expanded,
almost at the same time as secondary education. Between 1961 and 1970 the number of
10
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students receiving technical and vocational training rose from 662 to 4,715 while
enrolment in teacher training institutions moved up from 576 to 1,665 during the same
period.
In 1963, a Commission of Higher Education was appointed under the chairmanship of Sir
George Currie to enquire into and report on the means for further developing tertiary
education to meet the present and prospective needs of the Territory and to serve the best
political advancement of their country. The Commission recommended the establishment
of the University of Papua New Guinea, and an Institute of Higher Technical Education,
closer links between certain tertiary level educational institutions and the University, and
the upgrading of certain technical schools. The University of Papua New Guinea opened
its doors in 1966 and the Institute of Higher Technical Education which was originally
located in Port Moresby was transferred to Lae in 1967, becoming the University of
Technology. There are now about two hundred post-secondary educational institutions in
the country offering training at various levels.

1.5 Papua New Guinea's Development Strategy
The PNG Government has continued to follow a development strategy, the main features
of which were established by the Australian Government just before independence. This
strategy consisted of focusing development efforts primarily on measures which were
aimed at (a) increasing the strength and vitality of the nation's export sectors, and (b)
reducing the country's dependence on imports by encouraging import-substitution
industrialisation.
In pursuit of this policy economic incentives were offered, not only to local
entrepreneurs, but also to international investors who, by various tax concession measures
were actively encouraged to undertake large scale investment projects in the country. The
hope was that these measures would eventually produce enough foreign exchange
earnings to replace the Australian Government's large budget subsidy, which as a
percentage of the country's recurrent budget, has been steadily declining. Further, it was
expected that the additional earnings from exports would be utilized to develop the rural
sectors of the economy where about eighty per cent of the population still earn their living
(National Planning Office, 1982).
What were the outcomes of this development strategy? The outcomes were not always as
intended. First, there has been a gradual movement away from the ideas of self-reliance
and rural development, which were the two key development goals of the Government.
As early as the mid 1970s,
the Director of Central Planning Office indicated that PNG
Government had accepted the view that self-reliance might be a politically and
economically unrealistic policy to pursue. The government had two reasons for accepting
this view. The main reason was that the country was increasingly dependent on revenue
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from its exports and a substantial subsidy from the Australian Government. The other
reason was that PNG's natural resources needed external sources of capital and
technology for their development (Lepani, 1976).
In the field of rural development the Government continued to subsidise export crop
farmers, and the 1982 World Bank Report reaffirmed the point, that 'PNG's economy
will remain predominantly rural and agricultural' (p.ii), and that 'the agricultural sector
will have to absorb the great bulk of the additions to the labor force during the decade'
(p.ii). Yet, in 1973 Rene Dumont was observing at the Sixth Waigani Seminar that, 'until
now, little has been done for the great mass of farmers' (p.17). The developments which
took place in the agricultural sector were focused on increasing the production of export
crops and resulted in a fairly high degree of prosperity for a relatively small number of
farmers, especially those who lived in regions where the cultivation of such export crops
as coffee was possible. The more prosperous ones were able to extend their cultivation by
acquiring additional arable lands, mainly at the expense of some of the poorer subsistence
farmers or other members of the various communal groups (Dumont, 1973).
A second important outcome of the development policies pursued by PNG Government
was the rapid expansion in the size of its public service. The large budget subsidies
received from Australia by the PNG Government resulted in a sizeable increase in the
administrative bureaucracy and in the activities of the public sector generally. This soon
became the leading growth sector in the economy and its spending rose by about sixty
seven per cent between 1972 and 1976. The number of public servants increased nearly
six fold between 1947 and 1963, from 7,500 to 44,120, and by then the total public sector
was employing 64,300 persons. In 1971 the number of individuals directly employed in
the government service had reached 25,000 and by 1974 the figure was nearly 50,000.
When a manpower study was done in 1979 it was found that their numbers, in central and
local government, the teaching and the uniformed services, had increased to about
70,000, which represented nearly forty per cent of those employed in the formal sector.
The public sector therefore became the major employment sector in the economy with the
number of its employees being more than double those who were engaged in the
plantation sector (National Planning Office, 1979).
By the end of 1980 public servants made up about thirty four per cent of those employed in
the formal sector of the economy and the cost of the administration of the public service
became enormous. For example, according to Lepani (1976), in the 1975-76 budget sixty
eight per cent of Government expenditure was on administrative and other non-economic
services, an amount which exceeded total revenue by fifty million kina.
A third outcome of PNG's development strategy was an increasing level of social and
economic differentiation leading to increasing inequality, in a society that has
traditionally been egalitarian. For example in 1971 the Post Courier made the observation
that,
12
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In light of the egalitarian ideals of the Eight Point Improvement Plan (Papua New Guinea's
blueprint for development), many Papua New Guineans are asking with Michael Somare whether
or
not this rich black elite...is emerging ... at the expense of the village people (Bacchus, M.K., 1984:
19).
In the urban sector Young (1973) indicated that there was a widening gap between
the

new educated elite and the mass of their uneducated compatriots. The middle and
especially the high-income groups, which emerged in the process, seemed to have been
reaping most of the benefits from the economic development, which had taken place.
According to Dumont (1973), four years before independence about 9.4 per cent of the
income earners in PNG were receiving 43.2 per cent of all incomes. It seems PNG's selfgovernment was already doing too much for the privileged minority while the masses
were still earning a mere fraction of that amount.
Immediately after independence, in 1975, differences in the society, especially those
between the rural and the urban sector, were also sharpened. An indigenous rural
commercial class developed, largely as a result of the expansion of export agriculture.
This brought not only marked increases in personal wealth to some members of this
group but also the marginalization of the not so well-off monetarily, largely the
subsistence agricultural sector, of the economy with adverse effects on the living
standards of those residing in some of these areas. The emergence of the local
commercial elite was largely the result of the Government's policy to develop a PNG
entrepreneurial class by giving preferential treatment in some areas of commerce to local
businessmen. The third group of elites who emerged was the administrative or
bureaucratic class who rose to their positions, mainly as a result of their education, to fill
senior posts mainly in the rapidly expanding Government sector, with some entering the
private sector (Bacchus, 1984).
The fourth class is the most influential, and found at the top of the local elite pyramid.
These are the politicians. Income wise, this group has ensured by law they are the highest
paid public servants in the land. They aspire to an expensive well furnished house
surrounded by a high, wire fence as protection against urban vagrants, latest Japanese
cars, quality education for their children and frequent overseas trips on some (usually
vague and untended) government business. The international jet tour in particular, which
has become a major symbol of status for ministers and departmental heads, (notably
provincial governors), and the high incidental allowances or spending money associated
with these tours, have become a public scandal.
After handsome salaries this group enjoy other perks and privileges, which go with the
positions they hold. These can sometimes, (in the case of a government minister), be in
the form of a self-imposed contract approval fee. For example, a contract entered into
between a government department and a major resource developer. In the case of a newly
13
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appointed senior government departmental head it is a self written contract which can
include a five year term in office, a five figure annual salary and numerous allowances
and entitlements. Calling for corrupt leaders to be punished a noted author and senior
statesman, Sir Paulius Matane (2002) expressed
Great satisfaction over the court actions being taken against parliamentarians including ministers
of the current Government for alleged misuse of K3.5 million belonging to the National Gaming
Control Board. He.. appealed to the voters throughout the country to avoid reelecting. leaders ... that are causing problems of corruption and misuse, causing shortage of funds
for delivery of goods and services (Matane, 2002: 4).

These developments have amounted to what is now a class of local elites who have
developed a marked difference in lifestyle from the masses, a lifestyle that has become
increasingly modeled on the Western lifestyle. This is reflected in their consumption
patterns, which reveal a growing appetite for imported products that is putting an
additional strain on the foreign exchange situation, which faces the country.
In summary, it can be noted that the developments in PNG have also produced a
bureaucratic, a commercial, a farming and a political elite who have not only benefited
most from the economic growth that has been taking place, but whose interests,
aspirations and consumption patterns are so externally oriented that they have become or
remained strong supporters of the present development strategy which has diverted much
needed resources, not to where it is most needed, (i.e. to vitalize the rural subsistence
sector), but to encourage the expansion of the export agriculture and to develop the
modern, formal and urban sectors of the society. Giving support to this present
development strategy allows only the elite, (not the semi-educated or the rural villager
who are in the majority), to control and benefit from government policies on economy,
natural resources and infrastructure developments.
A fourth outcome of the present development strategy was the increasing economic
dependence of PNG on forces outside the country. As was already noted PNG is highly
dependent on a substantial annual budget subsidy from the Australian Government and
financial aid from other rich donor countries. In the last five years as donor countries have
gradually reduced their contribution to the annual recurrent budget PNG has moved to
rely heavily on the World Bank and the world market prices for its exports to keep the
economy from total collapse. It has already reached a stage where its economy is owned
and controlled by individuals and groups outside the country. As noted by Amarshi and
Mortimer back in 1981,
the heights of the economy remain firmly as ever under foreign domination, the country is
overwhelmingly dependent upon foreign aid and investment for financial viability and economic
activity remains restricted almost exclusively to agricultural and mineral exports to world markets.
The mass of the people have experienced change as a process by which their culture has been
disrupted, their society made more unequal, their country become more dependent (p.xvii).
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Twenty years on Papua New Guinea's dependence on foreign aid has worsened. It has
reached the stage where the country's primary resources would soon be sold out to
foreign interests. Niesi Peter illustrates the situation more clearly in the Post Courier of 4
December 2002.
The Australian Government yesterday agreed to the Somare-Marat government's 2003 money plan
and announced the release of $A16 million (K39.8 million) of re-scheduled aid monies. The final
K46.9 million ($A19 million) will be released if Papua New Guinea maintains the current direction
of economic policy, including engagement with the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and
Asian Development bank and other international institutions. Australian Prime Minister John
Howard announced both trances following a meeting with his PNG counterpart Sir Michael
Somare in Canberra yesterday (p.3).

The developments which have occurred, including economic dependence on external
forces, have adversely affected PNG's progress toward the achievement of some of her
major development goals such as a more self-reliant economy and a more egalitarian
society. In essence, they have contributed to sharp differences in the society between the
elites and the masses and the urban and rural areas, particularly the subsistence sector.
In summary, an important observation which can be made from the results of
development policies pursued by PNG is that the current underdevelopment of its rural
areas was due not only to exploitation by the economically more developed countries but
also arose from the internal situation in the country itself, which facilitated the
exploitation of the masses by the local elites.

1.6

Effects of the Above Development Strategy on Secondary
Education.

The educational system left in place by Australia before its departure has neither made
PNG literally well off nor has it ensured the preservation of many exotic cultures.
Successive PNG governments have always been inclined to readily accept and use
western ideals, for example the education system, all and whole without customizing
them to accommodate the important aspects of different communities. This attitude has
had disastrous outcomes for cultures and education within the communities. For example,
within many cultures the old folk teaching traditional dances or art and crafts to the young
are things of the past. Today, some Papua New Guineans see learning about or taking part
in traditional art forms, especially ones which do not generate income, as shameful and
un-western. Outlined below are some of the effects of the above development strategy on
secondary education.
1.6.1 Present Structure of the Education System in Papua New Guinea.
From the early 1970s to around about 1985 primary education-renamed community
education began at age seven and extended for a period of six years. This was followed by
15
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a period of four years high school education up to Grade ten. A Grade ten level education
allowed students to enter one of many tertiary level educational institutions in the
country, including the three government run universities, the teachers' colleges or the
various agriculture and technical colleges. Alternatively Grade ten students entered the
National High School, which offered Grades eleven and twelve courses, and after
successfully completing these they proceeded directly to a degree course at any of the
three Universities. Fig.1.4 shows the flow of students up the educational system before
1980.

STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 1980
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Fig. 1.4: Flow of students through the education system in 1980
Progress up the educational ladder remained selective and the 'dropout' or 'pushout' rates
at various stages of the system was still very high. For example, from the 1980 Census
data it was estimated that while just under seventy five per cent of the seven year olds in
the country entered Grade one, only fifty per cent of the relevant age group was enrolled
in Grade six. About 37.1 per cent of the 1981 Grade six students proceeded to Grade
seven in 1982; 71.4 per cent of the Grade eight students proceeded to Grade nine, and
12.4 per cent of those in Grade ten proceeded to Grade eleven over the same period of
time (Bacchus, 1984).
The system has changed since the early 90s. It was put through a number of reforms until
1997 when the National Government implemented the final "National Education Plan",
which would set the direction for the future of education in the new Millennium. Peter
Baki, the current Secretary for Education, had this to say in the Post Courier of 4 April
2000.
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The plan highlights the need to change the structure of the education system, improve
the curriculum at all
levels, strengthen teacher training efforts and improve the planning and managem
ent capacity at the
national, provincial and local levels (Baki, 2000: 1).

This new education structure consists of nine years of basic education: three years
of
elementary and six years of primary education followed by four years of second
ary
education. Elementary education commences at preparatory level and ends in
Grade two
covering the six to eight year age group. Primary education begins at Grade three
and
finishes in Grade eight, with all children being able to complete nine years of
basic
education. Secondary schools cover Grade nine to twelve where fifty per cent
of children
in primary gaining entry to secondary schools. The transition rate from Grade
ten and
eleven is maintained at twenty five per cent. It is intended that only fifteen per
cent of the
total student population should find paid employment in the government and private
sectors with post Grade twelve educational qualifications.
The new system returns the bulk, eighty five per cent of school leavers, to the
communities to engage in subsistence farming and community-based small-scale
commercial enterprise. This means school leavers need to be equipped with some
technical and business management skills. To accommodate this need vocatio
nal training
has been integrated with secondary education courses with competency-based
training
leading to formal accreditation. The vocational training component of secondary
education courses are customised to also provide further training for those already
in the
workforce. The structure has been upgraded after a number of reviews and Baki
(2000) is
of the view that it should now rectify most of the weaknesses and problems in
the
education system.
1.6.2 Public Pressure for Expansion of Secondary Education at the Expen
se
of Primary Education.
In developing countries like PNG with a western-type democratic political system
it is
very difficult for any government to ignore the increasing popular pressures for
more
levels of education, and still have a chance of remaining in office at the next electio
n.
Since 1975, successive PNG governments have built more and more secondary
schools
despite the fact that the social and even private rates of return on education at
these levels
are considered to be less than for the primary level. Educators often disagree with
politicians succumbing to popular pressures to provide additional educational
facilities
when a rational diagnosis of the situation would seem to indicate the need for
other lines
of action, e.g., qualitative improvement of the services already available. But this
is one
of the characteristics of a democratic political system. Such increasing popula
r pressure
for higher levels of education, beyond the primary stage is a worldwide phenom
enon,
which is experienced also in most third world countries. Another factor contrib
uting to
the expansion of secondary schools has been the demand for more workers in
the modern
sector, especially those with post-primary education.
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1.6.3 Urban Migration
The demand for more workers in the formal sector has made the rural sector less
attractive to secondary and even primary school leavers. For this and other reasons,
secondary education was increasingly being demanded as a means of entering the modern
sector job markets, which are located mainly in the urban centres. It has now become
increasingly difficult for the rural agricultural sector to attract back young people with
some years of high school education.
Twenty years ago, it was the better educated who dominated the rural-urban migration.
Now it is dominated by an increasing number of both primary and high school leavers
who are in pursuit of paid jobs in the modern sector. Taking up subsistence farming
would be the only other alternative if they were to return to the rural areas. However,
sometimes this is not even a choice.
For example, some children from poorer families who attend secondary school often have
their instructional and boarding fees paid by their relatives. This has created a pressure on
the students to terminate their secondary education earlier, either at Grade eight or ten,
and get ajob in the formal sector as soon as possible to help repay the costs of their
education. If they fail to find a job, they are usually not readily accepted back into the
villages, and so they drift into the urban centres hoping to stay with other relatives while
trying to find employment. Urban migration has now been made more acute, as late as
five years ago, by university and college graduates from different disciplines going on job
queues. The current unemployment figure put out by the Secretary for Education, Peter
Baki in The National of 13 January 2000 stands at 50,000 for school leavers alone. As he
notes,
Fifty thousand young people around PNG are looking for work right now. It is frightening statistics
because... we are dealing with young unemployed people whose numbers grow and grow (Baki,
2000: 2).

1.6.4 Educational Qualification Escalation
The increasing popular pressure for higher levels of education, beyond the primary stage
is a worldwide phenomenon, which is experienced also in most third world countries. The
reason for this, according to Latukefu (1981) is that as the job market becomes saturated
with individuals holding certain levels of qualification, popular pressure increases for
even higher levels of education. As Grade six graduates find it difficult to secure jobs,
popular pressure increases for more secondary education, up to Grade eight level. As the
market becomes oversupplied with Grade eight leavers the pressure continues for
expanding secondary educational opportunities up to Grade ten level. And the process
goes on. This qualification escalation has already taken place in PNG.
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1.6.5 Context and Content of Education in PNG today
The overall picture of the current state of primary and secondary schools in PNG has been
sufficiently summarised below. First, with regard to the context of education,
Huge disparities exist in the level and of physical and operational facilities between remote/rural
and urban schools, and between rich and poor provinces. Urban schools are better equipped, while
remote schools desperately need basic teaching items like chalk, seed and tools. Compared with
government schools, church schools appear to have good to excellent facilities. A grim situation
now confronting PNG the threat to the access of appropriate education for all school children.
Signs are already showing that school children from remote or rural schools, particularly those
from the poor provinces, will miss out on any form of education (Parapi, 1999: 60).

And second, with regard to the content of education,
Students attend school to merely follow basic routines of assembly, roll-call, reading prepared
texts, copying chalk-board notes, doing imported exercises, doing unsupervised fieldwork, and
doing unplanned homework everyday. If that is the reason for schooling, then they would be better
off in the village. There they would at least learn useful life skills through experiential learning.
They should not be in school to be systematically and progressively deskilled, decontextualised
and alienated from their communities. In fact, schools these days seem to exist to sort out students
into good, and bad. Only a few, progress up the educational and elite ladder to prosperity, while
the majority are left to return to the villages without any dependable skills, a situation neither
adequate nor desirable (Parapi, 1999: 60).

The above excerpts summarise fairly well the general picture of schools in PNG. It
appears now that there are a good number of secondary schools in all provinces preparing
young people aspiring to enter the work force or pursue further studies. However the
existing strategies in the education system generally, the level of physical and operational
facilities in most educational establishments across PNG, and the unrecovering economy
have not helped to capably maintain the quality of education and the graduates from
secondary to tertiary institutions. The underlying issues and factors for this current state
of schools and the near collapsed economy are many however, only the issues of language
and literacy will be discussed as they have been the focus of this study.

1.7 Language and Literacy Issues in Education
The language situation in PNG is one of the most complex in the world. Almost three
decades after independence it remains in a state of considerable flux (Swan & Lewis,
1990). Given this situation it is not easy to predict the likely outcomes of the present
interplay between the country's seven hundred indigenous languages and the two main
lingua franca, (Tok Pisin used in the New Guinea region and Motu in Papua), and
English (the language of education and official life). Tok Pisin is the name given by its
speakers to Papua New Guinea's largest language. It is also known by a number of other
names including New Guinea Pidgin, Melanesian Pidgin or Pidgin English.
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Tok Pisin is about one hundred years old and it arose as pidgin language to meet
communication needs where no common language existed in plantations of New Guinea.
Labourers from other regions, (especially the Highlands of PNG), faced the problem of
communicating with one another and with the overseeing expatriate planters who only
spoke a simplified or Pidgin English to the labourers. On their return to their home areas
the pidgin, which developed and stabilised still served a useful role in the diverse
linguistic situation of the area. New Britain, (now divided into West and East New Britain
provinces), is where Tok Pisin developed since it was the centre of recruitment for
plantation labourers (Smith, 1990).
As Swan and Lewis (1990) noted, Tok Pisin is the largest spoken language and it may be
very close to reaching its maximum expansion. Despite this it may not develop further to
a national language or language of education. The main barrier to further development of
Tok Pisin is that there is little or no evidence of government support for its use within the
educational system. The consequence of this is that the vast majority of those who speak
Tok Pisin rarely or never read or write. Without this kind of literacy there will be little
chance of standardisation of the language.
The development of English in PNG was outlined in the preceding parts of this chapter
(see sections 1.3 and 1.4). Although English has been the dominant language of education
the country is nowhere near to achieving universal literacy or even oracy in English.
According to (Swan & Lewis, 1990) only about ten to twenty per cent of the population
would understand radio broadcasts in English. Primary schooling is more widely
available throughout the country yet drop out rates are still high, currently fifty per cent
(Baki, 2000). Those who drop out are unlikely to have any further use for English. They
join the unfortunates of primary school-age-children who have never been to primary
school.
In the 1980 census figures the percentage of population who could not read or write in
any language was seventy seven per cent (Bacchus, 1984). According to Morauta (2000),
the 1990 Census placed Papua New Guinea's print literacy rate 45.1 per cent. This
equates to about fifty five per cent of the population being illiterate. A literacy rate of
41.5 per cent is a huge improvement, from ten per cent, of the total literate population of
PNG in the early 70s. Forty five point one per cent is an overall figure for persons literate
in one or both of two main languages, Tok Pisin and English, and a handful of native
languages, which have found their way to print through the Bible translation.
This was the percentage of people with no formal education. Young population below the
age of twenty five, in urban centres like Port Moresby, does not speak any of the
indigenous languages. This is due to the fact that most people in this age bracket have no
contact with their own languages used back in the communities. Consequently their
mother tongue is the Melanesian Creole or Tok Pisin. From the writer's perspective
English literacy for students exiting education at year twelve level is still unacceptably
poor although they have been taught in English all their lives. They are neither fluent in
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English nor in any of their indigenous languages. Tok Pisin continues to dominate
communication in homes or the workplace.
1.7.1 Dilemmas of Teaching and Learning in English
There is no doubt that the language of instruction is fundamental to students' learning
effectiveness in all subjects. For this reason English, as a language of both instruction and
learning, influences to a great extent the outcome of students' learning. The basic
problems English presents with learners and instructors alike stem from the fact that it is
a foreign language now used in a different cultural context. As noted by Brown (197 1 ) it
is a language with its own range of concepts from basic ideas of number, quantity, time
and space to grammar and speech patterns which are sometimes absent in the learner's or
the teacher's experience. And before English can successfully serve as a medium for
conveying foreign ideas one needs to master its literacy and oral proficiency.
The situation in PNG with English development in schools is that, as the official language
of education, it is taught and learned as it should be however, the learner's literacy level
and oral proficiency do not equate to the effort and time invested in learning the language.
This unbalance, which should be given the proper title, 'dilemma of teaching and learning
English in PNG' has been best summed up by Kale (1990).
In Papua New Guinea a large amount of program time is allocated to the teaching of English, and
it is debatable whether the majority of children are being educated or merely half-learning a
language of dubious usefulness to them in the immediate future or the long run (p.1 94).

and May (1986). According to May when students first enter tertiary institutions they are
presumed, by university lecturers from different subjects areas, to be at ease in English
after many years of primary and secondary education in English. However, this
expectation is false.
The reality is that they may have a recognition vocabulary of 5,000 words or less, as against an
estimated 40,000 word recognition capacity for the native English speaking tertiary student... a
large part of their schooling is spent in a fog of linguistic semi-comprehension and the first few
years of primary school in total incomprehension (p.1).

1.7.2 Ways of Addressing Language and Literacy Problems in Schools.
A number of ways have been suggested to overcome English literacy and oracy problems
in schools. One of these measures has called for the replacement of English as a medium
of instruction with one of the native languages. For example in trying to find ways around
the problem of poor expression by students in English, Yamuna (1999) argued that
students should be allowed the use of a language in which they could express themselves
better. In his view the national language policy, that English only should be the medium
of instruction, should be seriously reviewed because far too many students continue to
struggle to express themselves adequately in English. A valid reason (e.g., Brown, 1971)
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for poor mastery of English language by the time students reach Grade ten, especially
when they have been instructed in English for ten years, is the fact that English is taught
in PNG schools but away from its specific native culture.
To alleviate this situation Yamuna's solution calls for the introduction of one of the seven
hundred PNG languages to play a pivotal role in the instruction for school children at an
early age and, should be continued to at least year ten. Only afterwards can English be
introduced, initially as a compulsory subject for students to study, but would later be used
for both learning and instruction. Yamuna's proposition, it seems, is a well-informed one
and grounded in theory (e.g., Goodman et al, 1987; Krashen, 1982; and Sampson et al,
1991). However, the immediate threat to either of the two Creoles, (Motu and Tok Pisin),
becoming a successful standard language for education is the rivalry this would create
between the two Creoles. Apart from the Creoles it would be unthinkable for a
government to pass by law any one of the seven hundred indigenous languages as a
standard language of instruction in schools, let alone the national language. As Kale
(1990) noted,
.the promotion of a wholly indigenous language to the rank of national language is potentially
divisive and disruptive internally. Further, international politics and economics could be somewhat
disrupted by such a choice (p.185).
• .

The problem of the choice of language for education and official life in a multilingual
state like PNG has been discussed in chapter four. Essentially, it notes that where there
are several prominent indigenous languages, all vying for the same position, that is, to be
elevated to a literate status, all other indigenous languages are immediately excluded
when only one vernacular is chosen. The consequence of this decision is that, besides
political and economical isolation internationally, some members from the excluded
languages could not bother taking up literacy learning, especially in a vernacular language
they do not speak (Fordham, 1994).

Another strategy which has been tried out in some countries would involve the
employment of one native speaker of English in each school to help teachers with literacy
and oral aspect of the language. But this strategy is not enough to cope with a major
problem involving students from so many different language backgrounds. It has proved
to be a failure, for example in the case of Malaysia, which had recruited native speakers
of English from outside to teach lower secondary students in rural areas (Ozog, 1990).
A more practical measure which involves mostly local teachers but, with some input from
outside expertise, is the establishment of a Centre for the Teaching of English Language.
The centre could be located at any one of the three universities, most ideally at the
University of Goroka, which is tasked with training of teachers. The centre would be
charged with the responsibility of researching the difficulties which teachers and students
face in teaching English in Schools in Papua New Guinea and coming up with
suggestions of how these problems might be overcome. The idea proposed in the Bacchus
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Report of 1984 was read but, as with all other Government sanctioned reports, no steps
were taken to look into it.
In essence what I have attempted to establish in this chapter is the picture of PNG's
socio-economic, language, and literacy background which provided the context for this
study. In the next chapter, (chapter two), I will look at literacy and science literacy, and
what literacy has to offer for science instructional practice.
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LITERACY AND SCIENCE LITERACY

Chapter 2

2.1 INTRODUCTION
It is necessary for a person to attain a certain level of literacy in order to function
adequately in society. This chapter first discusses what literacy is, the problem of defining
literacy, and highlights the confusion it can cause when the same term is used to define
knowledge level or competency of a specific area or field.
Several other observations about literacy also apply to this discussion. First, the
acceptable levels of literacy have increased over the years. Second, the number of those
within the population who are expected to be literate has expanded to include virtually
everyone except the severely or developmentally disabled. And third,' schooling is not
synonymous with acquiring literacy' (Bybee, 1997: 70).
The discussion then looks at different aspects of literacy forms there are around us, before
focusing on the school-based content area literacy, whose acquisition plays a significant
part in children's' learning. A mastery of both the content-specific and general literacy
skills of the learning area enables content comprehension. Having defined what content
area literacy is, the discussion shifts its focus to scientific literacy, what it is for the
purposes of this study, its effect on children's learning and the implications it has for
science teachers in PNG when it is given attention in their teaching programs.
Finally the review looks at the meaning-centred curriculum model, and how it can be
adapted for literacy-based science instruction aimed at fostering content comprehension
and literacy skills acquisition. The chapter also attempts to connect the acquisition of
content area literacy with children's acquisition of language, discussed in section 3.2.3 of
the next chapter. Both chapters, (2 & 3), pave the way for the construction of a model of
literacy-based science instruction for ESL science learners, which is the focus of chapter
4.

2.2 Literacy
2.2.1 The Meaning of Literacy
Definitions of literacy abound in various journals and textbooks on the topic, but defining
literacy has been a difficult and divisive task. The reason being, the meaning of literacy
changes with time and place of its use (McKenna & Robinson 1993). Others (e.g. Heath,
1985) are of the view that there is no precise definition for what literacy means and what
it means to be literate. But the term has been defined and used in various contexts over
time, and its many definitions do exist.
To gain an understanding of literacy, the various meanings of this single term can be
ordered from its most basic definition of signing one's name to a more broader one which
encompasses the use of language skills, critical thinking and the cultural knowledge in
order to function adequately in a society. The commonly held view, especially in the
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western world, is that literacy means the ability to read and write. But the meaning of
literacy has varied over time, from being able to write one's name to being highly
educated (Graff, 1986). For example the ability to read a scripture or a newspaper
demonstrated literacy, (this definition prevails in most non-western cultures today).
Many experts on literacy (e.g. McKenna & Robinson, 1993; McNamara, 1994;
Tatloonghari, 1992; Hall, 1987; Samuels and Harowitz, 1987; and Keeves et al, 1987)
still regard literacy to mean the ability to use reading and writing to interpret information.
Some definitions of literacy, which are variants of but still governed by the more
traditional definition include: 'Using printed and written information to function in a
society, to achieve one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge and potential' (Kirch &
Jungleblut, 1986: cited by Mckenna & Robinson, 1993: 5). About the printed information
Hall (1987) had this to say.
The western print media is the most complex and even demanding
ever experienced by the human race. All of us who live in it cannot
help but be substantially involved in it. The speedy advance of information
technology, far from reducing the burden, has added to the complexity (p.1),

and today, this view exemplifies the importance placed on print media, (both paper and
electronic forms), compared to other forms of literacy. The common view of literacy is
kept alive by many writers on literacy, (e.g. Downing (1999), Scribner (1999) and
Wagner (1999)), who still associate literacy with reading and writing. These writers,

together with Samuel and Horowitz (1987), see speaking and listening as not literacy
skills. They are oracy skills, which only enhance literacy. In discussing literacy they
often
interchange the term literacy with 'reading and writing' or vice versa. For example
,
Literacy actions are.. profoundly and pervasively social since the
purposes for which people read and write, and the settings in which
these actions take place are socially organized and maintained
(Scribner, 1999: 26).

In contemporary times,
literacy involves not only the integration of listening, speaking,
reading, writing and numeracy, but also critical thinking and the
cultural knowledge, which enables a speaker, reader or writer to
Recognize and use language appropriate to different
situations (McNamara, 1994: 6).
Goodman et al (1987) also support McNamara's view in noting the broader definitio

n of

literacy to include all language arts, (i.e., singing when speaking, drawing when writing,
visualizing when reading and listening).

McNamara (1994) & Tatloonghari (1992) have defined literacy as
a socially-constructed
set of practices, defined and created by those in power and society.
Literacy is never
static, and changes over time as socio-cultural conditions of the society in which it is
used
changes. As McNamara states:
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Literacy is a socially constructed set of practices, which cannot be
viewed or assessed outside of the context in which it occurs. Literacy
has had, and will continue to, have different meanings in different
settings over time, depending on the prevailing socio-cultural
conditions with which literacy is so inextricably linked (p.4).

Another version of the broader definition is that proposed by one of the leading experts in
literacy developments, Jerome C. Harste (Monson & Monson, 1994). Harste defines
literacy as an 'inquiry curriculum', involving printed material, as well as the use of any
kind of sign system to make sense of the world. According to this definition a successful
expansion of people's use of different sign systems to make sense of their world would
result, if the school curriculum treats literacy as inquiry problems. Harste illustrates this
more clearly:
.1 see literacy as the using of any kind of sign system to make sense
and share meaning ... the use of art as a language and a way of making
sense of your world ... math as a system symbol and another way of
making sense of the world ... J can see all of the disciplines and humanities
as forms of literacy ... what I'd like to see is people become proficient in
an expanded use of different sign systems to make sense of their world
and share that meaning with others ... that inquiry becomes the whole frame
for curriculum and ... start thinking of reading as inquiry, writing as inquiry,
and at any kind of problem that comes up in the curriculum areas as
an invitation to inquire (p.7).

Harste's 'inquiry curriculum' facilitates literacy development through the process of
inquiry across all subject disciplines, and trains school children as researchers where they
pursue and investigate topics of interest in any subject area, with the teacher only acting
as a guide.
To sum up, although the definitions have varied, being literate has consistently referred to
mastering the processes needed to interpret culturally significant information (Bybee,
1997).
Literacy is both quantitative and qualitative. It can be measured from zero to some upper
limit, and is a term, which generates much confusion when it is employed once more, and
this time, to define knowledge level or competency of a specific area or field. For
example if literacy means being able to read and write, then what does computer literacy
or scientific literacy mean?
According to Bybee (1997) scientific literacy refers to being well-educated and wellinformed in science. It does not mean being able to read and write about science or being
able to understand science vocabulary. So, the traditional sense of literacy, being able to
read and write, assumes another meaning. Certainly, scientific literacy includes the
understanding of scientific terminology, but it is more than mere vocabulary. It extends to
concepts.
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Similarly, computer literacy as defined by Moursund and Billings (1979) 'is...knowing
what a computer can and cannot do, how computers are used, and how they may change
our lives' (p.2). Computer literacy is not about reading and writing to learn about
computers.
For a layperson this definition was sufficient to function effectively in society. The
definition still holds today but for many it can be extended to knowing about computers
plus knowing how to use one. There are times when ordinary people are called upon to
read about new technological developments in the media, enroll in courses or take up job
offers, which require the use of a computer. These responsibilities place extra demands
on people affected to know more than merely knowing what computers can do. They are
now required to learn some computer related vocabulary and how to operate a computer.
This learning involves upgrading their current functional knowledge about computers to a
level they can now understand how to use a computer to assist with their learning or
trades.
For example, to install and operate a home personal computer people who did not have
any need for knowing about or using computers are now forced to familiarize themselves
with a whole range of computer-related accessories and language. They learn about the
modem what it does, how it is installed; the keyboard how it is used to input data; the
printer its brand name, how it is installed and operated; and creating and working with
documents. For home PC owners their level of computer literacy increase from knowing
about what computers are to effectively using one? If they chose to they could still
increase their computer literacy to a level where they can write computer programmes or
build computers.
-

-

-

2.2.2 The problem of definition
Defining literacy, as discussed and highlighted in the preceding sections of this chapter,
has not been an easy task for teachers, students, or experts in the area. There exist
differing views about what literacy. Some of these views include:
A person is functionally literate when he has acquired the knowledge
and skills in reading and writing which enable him to engage effectively
in all those activities in which literacy is normally assumed in his culture
or group (Gray, 1956: 19).
Literacy is a characteristic acquired by individuals in varying degrees
from just above none to an indeterminate upper level. Some individuals
are more literate or less literate than others, but it is really not possible
to speak of literate and illiterate persons as two distinct
categories (UNESCO, 1957: 18)
It appears that a functional competence (in literacy) has been defined
so that it is merely sufficient to bring its possessor within the reach
of bureaucratic modes of communication and authority (Levine, 1982: 261)
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Literacy is not simply... a set of isolated skills associated with
reading and writing, but more importantly ... the application of
those skills for specific purposes in specific contexts ... There is
no single measure or specific point on a single scale that separate
the "literate' from the "illiterate". Literacy can no longer be defined
simply as the ability to sign one's name, completion of a particular
year of schooling, or attainment of a specified reading grade
level (Kirch and Jungeblut, 1986: cited by Wagner, 1999: 5).

With the publicity it has received and the multitude of experts and books published on the
topic, it is reasonable to assume that there would be a fair amount of agreement as to how
to define literacy. The varying views on the meaning of literacy, cited above, reveal that
an adequate definition of literacy, which will satisfy everyone, may not happen soon.
What is more revealing from these varying definitions is that writers are free to propose a
definition of literacy, which would suit their purposes. Why has it been problematic to
define literacy?
Wagner (1999) and Scribner (1999) reasoned that literacy is a socio-cultural
phenomenon, and that a model of a universal literacy, defined in technical terms, is not
consistent with actual social practices in a given society. The functions and the meanings
of literacy, and its effect on social relationships always change with the power structure
and belief systems in each society.
However, the working definition of literacy which most specialists, and UNESCO (1957)
agree on is the general notion of functional literacy, as defined by Gray (1956). That is
literacy involves the acquisition of knowledge and skills of reading and writing to be able
to function effectively in a society. The major debates, which need resolving, continue to
revolve around such issues as what specific abilities or knowledge count as literacy, and
what levels should be defined for measurement.
The notion of functional literacy has a great deal of appeal because it can be adapted to a
given cultural context. Yet it has not been widely accepted simply because the term is
inadequately defined for measurement purposes. For example it is unclear in an
industrialized nation like Australia what level of literacy should be required of all
citizens. Does a taxi driver have different needs than a corporate company director?
Similarly in a developing nation, does an illiterate farmer need to learn to read and write
in order to know the movement of world market prices of raw agricultural products, or is
it more functional (and cost effective) to have his school-going son provide the
information to him? For the third world farmer, it may be perfectly normal for his son to
collect any information he may need. He needs no effort on his part to educate himself to
read and write. The term "functional literacy" fails to hold as an agreeable definition for
literacy because it is so difficult to adequately establish the norms of a society.
In his recent analysis of developments on literacy Wagner (1999) has linked some of the
controversy, over the definition of literacy, to how people have attempted to study literacy
in the first place. The methodologies chosen usually reflect the disciplinary training of the
investigator. For example, anthropologists provide in-depth ethnographic accounts,
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(usually a qualitative description to construct a persuasive argument), of single
communities. Whilst they try to help us understand how literacy is woven into the fabric
of community cultural life, little attempt is made at quantifying levels of particular
literacy abilities. The contributions from many fields (psychology, history, linguistics,
sociology, and computer science) have been valuable in helping people understand
literacy better. However, the typical divisions that separate the disciplines from one
another have made it difficult for a common agreement to be achieved for a valid
definition of literacy.
The definition of literacy, which I personally see as workable in any society, is that
proposed by Wagner (1999). He sees:
literacy as a fuzzy continuum of abilities (and potentially concepts
dealing with literacy) which goes from zero to some undefined upper
limit. Since there exist a dozen of orthographies for hundreds of languages
in which innumerable context-specific styles are in use everyday, it would
seem ill advised to select a universal operational definition, either at minimum
or maximum needed (p.6).

This definition stems from two sources: UNESCO (1957) and the work of Kirsch and
Jungeblut (1986). It implies that literacy is not restricted to the acquisition of knowledge
and skills in reading and writing. It should be expanded to include the application of
reading and writing skills for specific purposes in specific contexts. In addition it implies
literacy to be acquired in levels; in varying degrees from just above none to an
indeterminate upper level.
2.2.3 The Problem of Acquisition
Available research literature, (e.g. Downing, 1999; Graff, 1986), shows that very little
research has been undertaken on the relationship between childhood and adult literacy
acquisition. In both the post-industrial and pre-industrial nations there is a great need for
this type of research, which would provide many insights, concerning the relation
between cognitive and knowledge-based skills, social factors and reading achievement.
Much of the available literature on literacy acquisition is heavily biased in favor of
studies undertaken in the post-industrial nations.
The focus of these studies has been on the acquisition of reading and writing skills, with
a heavy emphasis on the relationship between cognitive skills, such as perception and
memory, and reading skills, such as decoding and comprehension. Most of this work has
been carried out with school-aged children, rather than with adolescents or adults. Any
studies on literacy acquisition undertaken in the third world has typically focused more on
adult acquisition than on children's learning to read. This result can be attributable to the
emphasis placed by western and international organizations on promoting adult literacy in
pre-industrial nations (Wagner, 1999).
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However, science and technological literacy
.,.is 'scientific' because most definitely science concepts and the
manner in which problems are approached (scientific method) are
very much relevant to an understanding of our world of today... It is
'technological', because, for relevance, the processes of technology
are heavily intertwined with those of science ... And 'literacy', because
it is no good having conceptual understanding if it can't be utilized. It is
no good knowing science if it cannot be communicated to help solve
problems or handle decision-making for concerns within the
society (Holbrook, 1998: 14).

According to Flaste et al (1991) scientific literacy is not a test of scientific competence,
or
the memorization of vocabulary words, principles, and times and places. Science literacy
is about ordinary people becoming broadly familiar with: '...the day's major scientif
ic
issues and the key concepts that underlie them (let the specialized vocabulary come
along
when it will' (p.3).
But the view presented by Jarcho and Roeder (1998) clearly opposes the above definiti
on.
They state that a scientifically literate person is someone whose understanding of science
can match the level of understanding of the scientist. The person is expected to have
achieved the required science content standard recognized by the scientific community.
He or she would be expected to be competent in the use of science processes to explain
natural phenomena. This is an ideal definition of a scientifically literate person. Howev
er,
it is not a workable definition because, for various reasons, not many people would
want
to become scientists.
A definition offered by Carrasquillo and Rodriguez (1996) states that scientific literacy

is:

an active understanding of scientific methods and of the social and
economic roles of science as they are conveyed through various
media and is thus built on an ability to acquire, update, and use
relevant information about science (p.125).

This definition, like Flaste et al's (1991) definition comes very close to the widely
accepted meaning of scientific literacy, as that proposed by Shamos (1995). Shamo
s'
definition states that, it is impossible to make every person learn enough science to
make
independent judgments about major scientific issues. Therefore, scientific literacy should
not be about giving children the heavy diet of scientific terms and facts they now get
in
their education. Instead science literacy should be about the '...appreciation of science
as
an ongoing cultural enterprise; and awareness of technology's impact on one's persona
l
health, safety and surroundings; and the need to use experts widely in resolving science
/
society issues' (Shamos, 1995: 262).
The definition of scientific literacy put forth by the NSES, the American authority on
science literacy and education, is a very broad one. It attempts to encompass other views
of scientific literacy discussed thus far. According to Yerrick and Vellom (1998), this
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What criteria must the citizen fulfill in order to function effectively in the literate society?
The literature provides no definite answers as to what universal standard or literacy level
one needs to attain in order to be counted as a literate member of the society. What we
know is there is a variation in the specific contexts for literacy, with many parallels
existing within and across different countries. For example in many different countries
the low-literate individual must cope with a similar set of problems concerning the
accomplishment of literacy tasks; from dealing with government bureaucracy to knowing
how to set up a mobile phone. Being a low literate does not usually prevent the individual
from functioning adequately in his society. He may be able to resolve his literacy needs
through other culturally accepted means such as a literate nephew or a range of specialist
hire services.

2.3 Scientific Literacy
2.3.1 Many Views
There is no one standard definition of scientific literacy. Like the general definition of
literacy, scientific literacy carries with it a number of meanings reflective of the contexts
in which it has been used. According to Shamos (1995) the concept of scientific literacy
is clouded by vagueness and imprecision.
A survey of scientific and technological literacy literature, (e.g. Shamos, 1995; Holbrook,
1998; Yerrick and Vellom, 1998), revealed the following.
scientific literacy is about understanding how science and technology impinge upon
public life (Kantrowitz, 1975).
Many scholars, particularly social scientists but also some natural scientists persist in
arguing that science literacy means primarily an ability to cope with the societal
implications of science, from understanding what science does to exercising control over
it (Shamos, 1995).
functional scientific literacy means the level of understanding of science and technology
needed to function minimally as citizens and consumers in our society (Miller, 1989).
Requiring that the individual be able to function minimally begs the question who should,
or would want to function minimally as a scientific literate, many individuals actually
believe they function quite well despite their poor level of scientific literacy.
Holbrook (1998) notes that science and technological literacy
is not a static target and
...can be achieved in various levels ... as a concept, there is no specific definition' (p.14).
'...
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definition was the working national definition that was same throughout the whole of US.
It states that the definition of scientific literacy should include:
1) constructivist notions of learning and teaching ... 2) evolving
philosophical representations of the nature of scientific thought
and activity ... 3) etlmographic, anthropologic, and socio-linguistic
interpretations of thinking, speaking and acting members of a
scientific community (p.6).

However, as a general definition, its interpretation allows a whole range of views of
scientific literacy, and is prone to generating yet more differing views.
2.3.2 The Scientists' Model of Scientific Literacy
Miller (1989) further suggests that scientific literacy requires:
(1) a basic vocabulary, (2) an understanding of science process, and (3) an understanding
of the impact of science and technology on society. There are many variants of this
theme, but the same three basic ingredients are found in all; the only difference is in
emphasis and the amount of detail included in each topic. Millers first two topics are
really no different than those normally covered in conventional high school and college
science courses. Few educated individuals are totally illiterate in science; everyone knows
some facts of nature and has some idea of what science is about, however naive or
misconceived these notions may be. Hence it is an oversimplification to assume that an
individual is either literate or illiterate in science. Instead, one might distinguish several
levels of literacy, levels that are normally attained sequentially by science-bound students,
for example, during their formal exposure to science.
Shamos (1995) provides a description of science literacy which is acquired in three
levels, and which build upon one another in degree of sophistication as well as in the
chronological development of the science-oriented mind, and which, because of its
vertical structure, may be useful for judging scientific literacy.
1. Cultural ScientfIc Literacy
Clearly the simplest form of literacy ... means a grasp of certain
background information that communicators must assume their
audiences already have, is the hidden key to effective education...
Included are several science-related terms, with appropriate definitions...
constitute a lexicon for the scientific literate (p.88).
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Functional ScientUIc Literacy
The second level requires
...that the individual not only have command of a science lexicon,
but also be able to converse, read, and write coherently, using
science terms in.. .a non-technical but.. .meaningful context. This means
using the terms correctly, for example knowing ... some of the simple,
everyday facts of nature, such as having some knowledge of our solar
system, of how the earth revolves about the Sun and the Moon revolves
about the Earth, and how eclipses occur ... to get a bit more sophisticated,
expecting the individual to identify the ultimate source of our energy, or the
greenhouse effect, or knowing what clean air means or how we get the
oxygen we breathe. And getting more sophisticated, hoping that the individual
knows the difference between electrons and atoms, or what DNA is and the
role it plays in living things (p.89).

True ScientfIc Literacy
The third level is the ultimate (true) level of literacy. This level is the most
difficult to attain by general students. At this level the individual actually
knows something about the scientific enterprise. He or she is aware of some
of the major conceptual schemes (the theories) that form the foundations of
science, how they were arrived at, and why they are widely accepted, how
science achieves order out of a random universe, and the role of experiment
in science. The individual also appreciates the elements of scientific investigation,
the importance of proper questioning, of analytical and deductive reasoning, of logical
thought processes, and of reliance upon objective data (p.89).

The first level of scientific literacy is obviously a necessary but hardly a sufficient
condition for scientific literacy beyond its most limited meaning. If all one needed were
such a lexicon, scientific literacy would be easy to acquire by rote. One could simply use
a companion dictionary of science words (e.g. The Dictionary of Cultural Literacy
developed by Hirsch et al, 1988). According to Shamos (1995) this is the only level of
literacy held by most of the educated adults who believe they are reasonably literate in
science. He added that many adults, with this level of scientific literacy, recognize many
of the science-based terms (the jargon) used by the media, and this could be their only
exposure to science. Such recognition may provide some comfort to these adults that they
are not totally illiterate in science. For the most part, this would be where their knowledge
of science ends.
The estimates of the number of adults in the US, for example, who might qualify at the
second functional level, that is, possessing a minimal understanding of scientific terms
and concepts is about 30 per cent. This figure being low indicates that science recall of
most adults is poor; especially when most of the terms and concepts tested probably
would have been at their fingertips during their school years (Shamos, 1995).
The third level is obviously a demanding definition of scientific literacy and some argue
that it is designed to make such a literacy unattainable by the public at large. Shamos
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(1995) argues

that this is not to be the case. He emphasizes the scientific literate is not
required to have at his or her fingertips a wealth of facts, laws, or theories, or be able to
solve quantitative problems in science. He or she is not required to posses advanced
mathematical skills; the literate is only expected to understand and appreciate the central
role played by mathematics in science. But even this modest criterion puts scientific
literacy beyond the reach of most educated individuals, (or first degree holders excluding
graduates in the field of science). Shamos's estimates are four to five per cent of the adult
American population, nearly all being professional scientists or engineers, who qualif' as
true scientific literates.
The meaning of scientific literacy is still elusive. Everyone seems to have a vague, illdefined notion of what scientific literacy should be. However, all formal definitions of
scientific literacy are bound by the conventional view that at the very least scientific
literacy means having some grasp of science, the main difference being in the level of
scientific knowledge that should be requisite for said label. At one extreme, some
members of the scientific community would demand the equivalent of a baccalaureate
degree. At the other extreme is the view that little or no formal science is needed, that
understanding the social problems brought on by science and technology is more
important than knowing how to solve them.
Between the two extremes is a wide range of prescriptions for scientific literacy. But none
of these are very specific in the sense that achieving the purpose is remote when
definitions are translated into curriculum statements. As an example consider the widely
accepted meaning of scientific literacy, (e.g., Goodrum et al, 2000 and Shamos, 1995),
which was translated into curriculum statements in Australia.
• scientific literacy is defined as helping people to be interested in,
and understand the world around them, to engage in the discourses
of and about science, to be skeptical and questioning of claims made
by others about scientific matters, to be able to identify questions and
draw evidence-based conclusions, and to make informed decisions
about the environment and their own health and well-being
(Goodrum et al, 2000: 4).
According to Goodrum et al (2000) the actual picture of science teaching and learning
varied greatly but on the average, the picture was disappointing. Although the curriculum
statements in States/Territories generally provided a framework for a science curriculum
focused on developing scientific literacy and helping students progress toward achieving
the stated outcomes, the actual curriculum implemented in most schools was different
from the intended curriculum. In some primary schools, often science was not taught at
all. When it was taught on a regular basis, it was generally student-centred and activitybased, resulting in a high level of student satisfaction. Teachers still stuck to their
traditional chalk-and-talk teaching where students listened and copied notes.
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Goodrum et a! (2000) further discussed that the consequences are obvious. When students
move to high school, many experience disappointment, because the science they are
taught is neither relevant nor engaging and does not connect with their interests and
experiences. A dislike of science is reflected in the declining numbers of students who
take science subjects in the post-compulsory years of schooling.
2.3.3 Disincentives to Science Literacy
Science is already perceived by school-age children to be a difficult subject to study.
Coupled with the difficulty of learning science is the fact that there is no real incentive for
some students to make the commitment necessary to become literate in science, Most
individuals appear to be unwilling to make this effort. This should not be surprising, for
after all, what incentive do they have? Adult literates learn to read and write when they
realize that being literate is in their own self-interest (Harman, 1986). The same is
certainly true of science; students and adults will evidence a genuine interest in scientific
literacy only when they are convinced that becoming literate in science is for their own
good, not simply because science educators or commission reports tell them so.
Why become literate in science? The popular argument generally offered is that it better
prepares a non-scientist to function in business or professional life. Students generally do
not see science literacy as relevant in their lives or future careers. They need only to look
at their own professional family members and friends, at wealthy businessmen and
powerful public figures, at people in the arts and entertainment or professors of
humanities all successful and respected members of society. Most, if not all, of these
people did not have to satisfy scientific literacy requirements to be successful.
-

And certainly most people do well in their careers without scientific literacy. For
example, what bearing does a lawyefs understanding of the double helix have on the
success of his practice? How many times does a banker call on the uncertainty principle
to make an investment decision? Is it necessary for a surgeon doing laser surgery to
understand the physics of laser? The same question might be asked of all educated adults
in the workforce, with essentially the same answer: there is no convincing evidence that
understanding science is important to them.
For the consumers of technology, the history of technology clearly shows that literacy in
science is not required to operate sophisticated equipment in the workplace or as a
consumer product. Manufacturers fully realize that their customers cannot be expected to
understand the inner workings of their products, or even to handle them with great care.
Hence they try to design their equipment to be as 'idiot-proof and durable as possible
within economic constraints, and the consumer expects this of them. Simple instruction
manuals, and occasionally a demonstration, are all that the average consumer needs to
operate what is often highly sophisticated equipment. And the manufacturers provide
warranties and service to restore the equipment to operating condition in the event of
failure. Suppliers could not remain in business for very long if they did not make it easy
as possible for the consumer to use their products.
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Some level of technological literacy might be useful, but even this, as a general rule, can
be challenged. People learned to use electronic type-writers, office copiers, automobiles,
FAX machines, video equipment, electronic machine tools, and the like through specific
on-the-job training or simple instructions, without knowledge of their inner workings,
because such devices are specifically designed for use by non-experts. And students
realize that they do not require science (or even technological) literacy to enter the nonprofessional job market.
2.3.4 A Teaching Model of Scientific Literacy
Another broad definition of scientific literacy, which has been adapted for teaching in
secondary schools, has been developed by the Science Curriculum Branch of the NSW
Department of School Education (see Fig.2. 1 below). This model of scientific literacy,
which closely resembles Holbrook's STL definition (Holbrook, 1998) takes and
accommodates other views discussed above, but rather than leaving itself open to
differing interpretations, it is restrictive about what should be regarded as aspects of
scientific literacy. The literature survey has revealed that what one person means by
science literacy may not be the same to another. With its many faces, this definition can
also create misunderstanding among its users. Therefore, when using it care still needs to
be exercised about the specific aspect of science literacy one is referring to.

Fig. 2.1: The Model of ScientUlc Literacy, in which Science, Technological, Numerical
and English language Literacy are intertwined. (Source: From Science Curriculum
Branch, NSW Department of School Education, 1997)
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The above model of scientific literacy, (Fig.2.1), has been summarized below. It has a
number of roots upon which it was constructed. Firstly, there is the science component
whose underlying concepts include the citizenry requirements of science, that is, having a
basic understanding of science concepts, processes and skills, and the appreciation of
science and technology.
The second requirement of a scientifically literate person is technological literacy. For
example, having basic understanding about computers and a possession of basic
computing skills. Numerical literacy is a third requirement of a scientifically literate
person. A possession of basic numerical skills and the understanding about the role of
mathematics in everyday life is also regarded as part of a person's scientific literacy
skills. The fourth requirement of a scientifically literate person is being proficient in the
science language, or science English, as it is sometimes known. Having a basic
understanding of science language, (whose vocabulary is part Latin, Greek, English,
graphic symbols, and tables), and being able to communicate well in the language
constitutes part of a person's scientific literacy.
In summary, a scientifically literate person should basically possess the tools of science.
That is, he or she should have some basic computing and numerical skills, and
communicate effectively in science language. He or she should also know enough about
science concepts, processes and skills to keep up with new science and technological
developments taking place around her I him, and appreciate these changes.

2.4 Specific literacy / Content Area Literacy
Mastering a learning area means mastering its specific literacy. In mathematics, for
example, students are required to comprehend and compose a range of written and oral
genres that use mathematical language, tables, graphs, symbols and formulae. Since these
tasks can be demanding for students McKenna and Robinson (1993) have emphasized
that instruction should be modeled to explicitly teach or demonstrate the specific
vocabulary and the language features and structures of genres that are commonly used in
their learning area. According to these writers students demonstrate their understandings
of learning-area-specific content through language therefore, when time is spent
improving students' literacy skills, they are able to demonstrate their understandings more
effectively.
In essence improving literacy skills means improving learning outcomes, as literacy
serves as the vehicle for communicating and understanding learning-area-specific content.
2.4.1 A Model of Content Literacy
The importance of content area literacy has been emphasized by Monson & Monson
(1994). They noted that learning involves a learning of and the understanding of new
language. According to these authors, students studying in a content area for the first time
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need to study the language of the area to be fully literate in the area. The reason they note
is that mastery of literacy process skills enhances content learning. McKenna & Robinson
(1993) have also pointed out the optimizing effect of the use of literacy activities on
student learning. They define literacy as, 'the ability to use reading and writing for the
acquisition of new content in a given discipline' (p.8). This ability includes three
cognitive components of content literacy. (a) general literacy skills, (b) prior knowledge
of content, and (c) content specific literacy skills.

Fig. 2.2: Cognitive components of content literacy. SOURCE: From 'Teaching Through
Text: A Content Literacy Approach to Content Area Reading' by McKenna & Robinson,
1993, p.9. Copyright 1993 by Longman Publishing Group
When compared the concept of content literacy shares many features with the meaningcentred curriculum, which has been illustrated by Fig. 2.3 on page 43. One of these
features is the recognition of students' prior content knowledge. Many researchers, (e.g.,
Casteel & Isom, 1994; Goodman et al, 1987; Kintsch & McNamara, 1996; May, 1986;
McNamara, 1994; Monson & Monson, 1994; Padilla et al, 1991; Rosenthal, 1996), have
acknowledged students' background knowledge to be the main factor influencing the
outcome of learning through texts. That is, adequate background knowledge maximizes
students' comprehension of text. For example, the form of language already developed
and brought to school by children is a resource on which to expand the development of
thinking and language process skills.

2.4.2 Implications of the Content Literacy Concept for Content Area Teachers
According to McKenna and Robinson (1993) content literacy is not the same as content
knowledge. Content literacy represents the literacy process skills needed to acquire
knowledge of content. The term 'literacy' in everyday language means 'having
knowledge' of a particular area. For example, a person who is computer literate is
assumed to know about computers. This kind of usage, unfortunately distances us from
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the actual literacy process skills, of reading and writing, involved in acquiring knowledge
of computers.
Content literacy is not a prerequisite for content knowledge, since one can acquire
knowledge of content without reading or writing about it. However, content knowledge is
a prerequisite of content literacy. It facilitates reading and writing as activities leading to
integration of new knowledge. Suggested below are some more implications of the
content literacy concept.
• Teaching content automatically makes students more content literate.
• Content literacy is content specific.
• In content literacy, reading and writing are complementary tasks.
• Content literacy is germane to all subject areas, not just those relying
heavily on printed materials.
• Content literacy does not require content area teachers to instruct students
in the mechanics of writing.
• Content literacy is relative to the tasks expected of students.
• Content literacy has the potential to maximize content acquisition
(McKenna& Robinson, 1993: 10).

2.4.3 Teacher Resistance to Content Literacy
McKenna and Robinson (1993) also note that despite research evidence, which suggests
the effectiveness of literacy-based instruction, that is, it increases content-area learning,
content-area teachers choose not to use literacy activities in lessons. Summarized below
are three reasons these writers discussed for teachers opting to avoid the use of literacy
activities in their lessons.
Firstly, teachers feel they do not have the necessary skills to handle reading problems
students may have. This is true, where reading problems are severe enough to warrant
specialist attention. However, only a few individuals with reading problems are found in
classrooms once reading is taught. It does not require the expertise of reading specialists,
content area teachers are already highly qualified to design content literacy strategies to
assist all students, the poorest reader included by facilitating their use of text while
reading and by extending their thinking through writing.
Secondly, teachers feel that literacy activities would unnecessarily take up content matter
time. There is no need to design and teach reading skills development activities on their
own using any portion of the time set aside for content matter instruction. Instead teachers
should only rearrange the discussion (direct oral instruction) time and merge reading and
writing with content acquisition. The aim of this strategy is not to directly improve
reading and writing abilities of students, but to increase their content learning.
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Finally, content area teachers feel there is no need for content area reading and writing
techniques. Some teachers eliminate this need by avoiding literacy activities altogether, in
their courses. If oral instruction adequately transfers new content knowledge, why bother
employing literacy activities. This view creates an atmosphere in which reading and
writing have no place.
These attitudes clearly would mitigate against the acquisition of content area literacy.
Unfortunate or sad they may seem they are attitudes, which are prevalent in today's
science classrooms, for example, from primary to secondary in the Australian society
(Goodrum et al, 2000).
2.4.4 A Challenge
Literacy activities have the potential to improve content learning. Despite research
evidence, which suggests that literacy-based instruction increases content area learning,
some teachers do not use literacy activities in lessons, while others are skeptical about
their outcomes. Teachers are challenged to give literacy-based instructions a fair trial in
their classrooms.
Conduct an action research study in which comparable classes
are exposed to the same unit with and without the use of literacy
activities. Use your own unit test, or some similar performance
measure, as the yardstick by which you compare the classes.
We're confident your own evidence will satisfy your doubts
(Mckenna & Robinson, 1993: 15)

2.5

A Literacy-based Curriculum for Content Areas

2.5.1 The Meaning-Centred Curriculum
Where does this curriculum begin? One of the recent developments in the area of content
literacy has been the realization that literacy-based content instruction needs to be
supported by a curriculum model, which first recognizes students prior knowledge, then
provides experiences in which they encounter all the communicative process skills.
Sampson et al (1991) have translated this need into a curriculum model named, the
'meaning-centred curriculum' which considers the relationship between the language
process skills, and between teaching and learning. The meaning-centred curriculum
model is one application of the cognitive field theory, because it relies heavily on the
interactive / communicative explanation. According to these authors, the meaning-centred
curriculum offers the best curriculum model for language and literacy acquisition. Fig.2.3
below, illustrates the model.
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Fig. 2.3: Curriculum mode/for a meaning-centred perspective. SOURCE: From
'Pathways to Literacy' by Sampson et al, 1991, p.10. Copyright 1991 by Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc.
The distinguishing features of this model, as the name suggests, is its meaning-centred
approach, which groups literacy activities into three strands.
• Strand One emphasizes acquiring literacy through self-expression
activities and experiences.
• Strand Two emphasizes impression, the influence of the language and ideas
of others on literacy development.
• Strand Three emphasizes the exploration of those characteristics or
conventions of language structure that help a person to
be literate (Sampson et al, 1991: 9).
-

-

-

This model suggests that teachers should integrate the three strands so that learning
occurs through the interaction among these literacy areas. It also suggests that the three
strands should not be taught in isolation, because the instructional focus is not on the
strands, but on their overlap where learning takes place. Furthermore, the model provides
the theory, resource materials and design for an overall literacy-based science
instructional strategy that can be developed and tested out in a second language learner
classroom.
In summary what I have discussed in this chapter is the concept of literacy whose
meaning is not static but changes with time. I have also attempted to explore ways in
which science instruction can be improved using various literacy-based instructional
models. In the next chapter, I will discuss the complex nature of science language. I will
highlight that like science all disciplines, (for example business, law, or medicine, and so
on), have their own languages.
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3.1 Introduction
(introduced in the
This chapter paves the way for a language-based science instruction,
and aimed at improving the
next chapter chapter 4), which will be modeled on theory
y defined in this
mastery of science content and its specific literacy. The kind of literac
y forms in the
study has been discussed and compared extensively with other literac
y means students
preceding chapter, (Chapter 2). In science, mastering its specific literac
s that use science
are able to express themselves in a range of written and oral genre
sion of the science
language, tables, graphs, symbols and formulae. It means a comprehen
are commonly used in
vocabulary and the language features and structures of genres that
science teaching and learning.
-

se their science
The focus of this chapter is on demonstrating that students can increa
age is and how
content understanding through language. It first discusses what langu
the learning of science
children acquire it with less effort. It then draws a parallel between
science language is; its
language and natural language. Finally this chapter discusses what
ached when
evolution, its problematic nature for students and how it can be appro
sion and at
modeling instruction aimed at increasing science content comprehen
improving the image of science.

3.2 Language
3.2.1 What language is
in language are not
Language is the use of symbols to communicate. The symbols used
mathematicians use
restricted to the alphabet; they can be mathematical symbols, which
capture special
to express theories about the universe, or paintings of an artist, which
just the words in a
moments in life. Language itself is not a subject, and certainly is not
by which knowledge
book. It is the medium through which thought passes; the vehicle
moves ( Sampson et a!, 1991).
To this definition, Miller (1991) adds:
Language in general is a generic and highly abstract idea; specific languages
are
are instances of language in general, just as specific breed of dogs
of
set
instances of dogs in general. A specific language is a particular
ces
utteran
social conventions governing the formulation of grammatical
lar
particu
and their use in achieving personal goals. People learn
t
languages-English, Urdu, Swahili, Japanese- and use them to interac
with others in their society (p. 1).

we live through
We make sense (meaning and conceptualization) of the world in which
s of the world to the
language. Language represents reality and carries symbols and image
of her/his language
person. What reality means to a person exists only within the limits
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but not in any absolute sense. However, to the person and her/his language community
this reality is what they will ever know. Consider an Eskimo's reality of what snow is. It
is the many classification of snow the Eskimo knows as allowed by her/his language in
the environment. To persons living in the temperate zone their grasp of the reality of such
many classifications of snow is non-existent. Any language can be learned. However, this
fact still does not destroy the validity of the reality. The reason is that new language
learners will always lack something about the psychological depth and sensitivity gained
by native speakers from extended interactions with their environment through the
medium of language (Goodman et al, 1987)
The reality represented by language is manifested in the vocabulary of a field, and is
developed as result of people labeling important ideas with words. For example,
Mountain people will have a word for mountain; people
who live on the plains and have never seen mountains
will not have such a word. The more important something
is .... the more words there are likely to be.. .for example... Painters
have many words for colors, chemists have many words
for chemical compounds, horsemen recognize many different
kinds of horses. Every professional group develops its
own technical jargon for talking about matters of critical
concern (Miller, 1991: 4).

3.2.2 Learning Language
Consider why children learn language. According to Goodman et al (1987), 'Children
learn a particular language not just because it is the only one available but because it is
the one that makes communication possible with the people around them' (p.26). In other
words, children's immediate reason for learning language is the need for communication.
As their language develops they struggle to construct meaning of the world around them.
It is this struggle for communication that leads to their language expansion.
It follows that the more opportunities children have to communicate, the more effective
they will become in using language, and the more acceptable will be their language by
adult standards. The adults have a responsibility to speak, listen and respond to children,
as they need to see and hear people using language. In literate societies, communicative
need plays the same prime motivational role in children's learning to read and write, as it
does in their learning to speak and listen with understanding (Goodman et al, 1987).
3.2.3 How Children Acquire Language
Nativist Theory
Many textbooks, (e.g., Goodman et al, 1987; Krashen, 1982; Sampson et al, 1991) have
used three major theories to explain how children learn language. The first view suggests
a process based on the innate theory. First proposed by Noam Chomsky (1988), this
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theory explains that children are naturally born with the potential to acquire language.
The analogy used to describe this potential is the imaginary Language Acquisition
Device, (LAD), which children arrive with. The
LAD receives information from the environment in the form
of language. The language is analyzed and rules generated.
These rules are then applied as expressions take place through
language communication. The LAD continues to operate as a
generating rule system for language as the children pass through
the levels of maturation. Thus, children are able to organize
incoming characteristics of language, including rules, grammar,
categories, and other linguistic structures. This internal learning
is viewed as developing in a natural manner (Sampson et a!, 1991: 6).

In summary this theory implies that, whether children are taught language or not, they are
able acquire it naturally, through the LAD, by being adequately exposed to it. As far as
the theory relates to application in language-arts classrooms, the teaching of language
process skills is not necessary. It suffices to design only the learning environments which
allow children to encounter the language process skills, adequately and as naturally as
possible. According to Goodman et al (1987), research evidence, which strongly supports
this view, demonstrates that children acquire language far more easily than other
concepts.
Behaviorist theory
The behaviorist theory explains that language and thought acquired by learners originate
from the environment. Children as learners wait for any stimuli coming from their
environments, then respond to it. In this process of language learning children imitate
sounds, words and phrases. The adults in the environment provide models of words and
phrases to be imitated with rewards as conditioners attached to children's responses.
This theory successfully explains the 'parrot fashion' learning of words and phrases but
fails in two areas of language process skills acquisition. Firstly, unlike parrots children
are active interpreters of words and phrases. Secondly, children can produce new
sentences determined by circumstances before them, by applying their own rules and
rists
making hypotheses. As Sampson et al (1991) put it more clearly, the behavio
.fail to recognize what children bring to the learning environment.., they

...lose sight of the child as a hypothesis-tester ... through this hypothesis
testing, children develop their own rules for analyziig language and
form abstract understandings about language that they apply on
a daily basis (p.6).

However, the theory is still seen to strongly support how children acquire literacy,
because of the fact that, literacy is a language process, which is learned over a
considerable period of time in children's lives, and not acquired instinctively.
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Interactionist or Cognitive Field Theory
The theory, often known as the 'interactionist theory' has been described by Sampson et
al (1991) using another name, 'cognitive field theory'. In this theory the meanings of new
things learned by children is the product of their interactions with their socio-cultural
environment. The meanings do not exist in the environment or the learner. Children who
are part of the culture are capable social beings who can create, learn and use language.
Language evolves as children build personal meanings for words or concepts. As they
interact through language they construct their own rules of meaning and the grammar of
language. The language, in turn is used to transmit culture. A summary of the three
theories, which explain language acquisition by children, is given below.
—

r
BEHAVIORAL VIEW: Stresses the rewarding of
certain behaviors through
stimulus-response bonds. The student's
personal production of language
is of no consequence in behavioristic model.
ENVIRONMENT >> > LEARNER
NATlVlSTtC VIEW: Language Is innate and the
learner is central
Learning Is related to the assimilation of internal knowledge.
explain how we got from the chilcfs Innate knowledge to overtFails to
performance.
ENVIRONMENT <<<LEARNER
COGNITIVE FIELD VIEW: Stresses the process of an Interaction
between
learners and their environment. Language
is embedded and shaped by
th&soclat-cuitural environment in which it is generated.
Meanings result as
children Interact with environments.
PERSONAL MEANINGS

/\

ENVIRONMENT

LEARNER

Fig. 3.1: Language Acquisition Theories.' SOURCE: From 'Pathways to Literacy' by
Sampson, et a!, 1991, p.8. Copyright 1991 by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
3.2.4 What it Means to know a Language
Language is vigorous and dynamic and constantly changing as words change meaning in
the course of time. Knowing a language means speaking it and be understood by others
who know that language. It means having the capacity to produce sounds that signify
certain meanings and to understand or interpret the sounds produced by others. The
speaker knows what sounds are in that language and what sounds are not. Language
(especially, a first language) is learned and spoken unconsciously, just like a child can
walk without understanding or being able to explain the principles of balance and
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support. This unconscious knowledge is revealed by the way speakers of one language
pronounce words from another language. For example, French people speaking English
often pronounce words like this and that as if they were spelled zis and zat. The English
sound represented by the initial letters th is not part of the French sound system, and the
French mispronunciation reveals the speakers' unconscious knowledge of this fact
(Rodman and Fromkin (1993). This innate knowledge of on&s own language has been
costly for some.
On one Christmas day in WWII, in a small town called Rabaul, in Papua New Guinea, a
lone American sentry was manning the gates to his camp. Both sides, the Japanese and
the Americans, had agreed to a cease-fire on that day. To safeguard the camp from
possible Japanese intruders the camp commander decided the appropriate password to
gain entry to the American camp was 'Merry Christmas'. As was often the problem with
keeping passwords secret among the GI's the Japanese had quickly learned of the
password. A very thirsty Japanese, who was in need of a beer to celebrate Christmas with,
decided to go into the American camp to buy some. Having disguised himself as a
drunken GI the Japanese fronted up at the American camp gates and demanded entry.
Somewhat put off by the Japanese behavior the lone sentry, who was eager to get rid off
the Japanese, asked for his password; to which he replied, 'Melly Klismas'. The
Japanese's unconscious knowledge of the fact that Chr and -rry are not part of his
language sound system cost his life.
When a language is learned something finite must be learned: its finite vocabulary that
can be stored. If putting one word after another in any order formed sentences in a
language, then language could simply be a set of words. It can be demonstrated that
words are not enough by examining the following string of words. 'John kissed the little
lady who owned the shaggy dog. Who owned the shaggy dog John kissed the little old
lady' (Rodman and Fromkin, 1993: 10).
It is the knowledge of a language, which enables words to be combined to form phrases,
and phrases to form sentences. One cannot buy a dictionary of any language with all its
sentences, because no dictionary can list all the possible sentences. Knowing a language
means being able to produce new sentences never spoken before and to understand
sentences never heard before. The linguist Noam Chomsky (1988) refers to this ability as
part of the 'creative aspect' of language use. Not every speaker of a language can create
great literature, but all persons who know a language, can and do 'create' new sentences
when they speak and understand new sentences 'created' by others.
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3.3 Languages of the Disciplines
Each discipline has its own language. In the science field the physics discipline has its
own specific vocabulary and so do biology or geology. In the arts the legal language and
the languages of sociology, geography and economics demand a significant investment of
time and effort to acquire. The expertise of these disciplines involves an effort with
language to embrace ideas that attempt to describe the world from different vantage
points. The chemist describes and explores a world made up of myriad of interactions of
particles of matter. Each particle and compound is given a chemical name, and
relationships between particles and compounds are described in shorthand sentences
called formulas and equations. Knowing something of chemical views helps us appreciate
the awesome natural phenomenon of chemical change and aids us in making everyday
decisions about cooking, health care, and home repair (Goodman et al, 1987).
3.3.1 The Language of Science
Like all other disciplines science has its own language. How is it different from the
language used for everyday communication? The English language represents a universe
of language skills, and certain areas of language are used for specific purposes. Natural
language, the language used in everyday communication, is one of the components or
'subsets' of this universe. The language used to discuss computer technology or that used
for mathematics topics are two other subsets. Linguistically, these subsets of language are
referred to as 'registers'.
The science register is composed of meanings appropriate to the communication of
scientific ideas together with the terms or vocabulary used in expressing the ideas and the
structures or sentences in which these terms appear. Like other registers or styles of
English, the science register includes unique vocabulary, syntax (sentence structure),
semantics properties (truth conditions), and discourse (text) features (Dale and Cuevas,
1987).
It is not the aim of this study to investigate the effect of syntax, semantics or discourse
features of the science register on science teaching and learning. Any language-based
science course should take care of these features when instruction is modeled for
vocabulary development. Many experts in this field (e.g., Miller, 1991; Cruikshank and
Shefield, 1988) recognize that
It is not the speech sounds or the rules for generating grammatical
sentences that require the most extensive learning. It is the
vocabulary: thousands of words, each with its own sound,
its own spelling, its own meaning, its own role, its own use,
its own history (Miller 1991: 5),

which gives a discipline its identity.
EVA
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3.3.2 Evolution of the Science Language
8
Science language evolved in the late 1 th century to serve the need of a single medium of
communication for scientists of different speech communities to communicate their
discoveries (Hogben, 1969)

The need for students of natural science to acquaint themselves with the influx of
technical terms bombarding them from science texts was realized in the early 1600's.
However, professor Hogben's The Vocabulary of Science published in 1969 was one of
the first dictionaries prepared to help his students overcome their inadequate working
knowledge of the overwhelming majority of Latin and Greek terminology which occur as
components of internationally current scientific terms. The worldwide vocabulary of
science derives its stock from two dead languages, Latin and Greek.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Latin was a medium of instruction in all
universities across Europe. Like English today, Latin then was the gateway to study. Up
to the eighteenth century Latin was still the medium of scientific publications for
physicists, chemists, astronomers or mathematicians in Western Europe. However, at the
same time scientists of other speech communities were not communicating their
discoveries in Latin. The lack of a single medium of communication was intolerable
among the leaders of science. There was then, an urgent contemporary concern for a
standard language (Hogben, 1969).
Around 1664 numerous attempts were made to reform a common science vocabulary,
however due to the lack of widespread support and other reasons all attempts failed. For
well over a century thereafter, interest in the promotion of a common medium of
communication for scientists remained dormant. The first publication of the current
scientific nomenclature, Methode de Nomenclature Chimique, was finally undertaken in
France in 1767 by four French academians; Guyton deMorveau and his three associates,
Lavoisier, Berthollet and Fourcroy (Hogben, 1969).
3.3.3 Understanding the Science Language.
Science language, sometimes referred to as scientific English, scientific nomenclature,
science technical terms, science vocabulary, science language or scientific jargon, all
mean the same thing: that is, current scientific terms which have Latin and Greek
occurring as their components. It is a particular characteristic of science that its technical
language grows at a very fast rate. According to Goodman et al (1987), and Edwards
(1978) the science vocabulary is growing constantly and is impossible to predict where
the limits of its vocabulary lie. Hogben (1969) reasons that this happens because science
has a tradition for creating new words for new things or new concepts through its wordbuilding process. For example the compound term, telephotography, has been constructed
by permuting its three components; photo, tele and graph. Each of these components also
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occurs in many other words, e.g. telephone, graphite, telescope and photons. The meaning
of telephotography is found by comparing the different words in which its components
occur. Generating a vocabulary using this word-building process is endless
The notion that 'science language is the jargon of the expert' is of the past and no longer
holds. Although the language is important to science and technical personnel, time and
time again it has demonstrated its potential to invade the speech habits of any community
and find its way into the vernacular. Its acceptance as part of the vernacular can be best
demonstrated in all countries where new developments in modern medicine, engineering
or agriculture requires its use to embrace ideas that attempt to describe these
developments (Goodman et al, 1987).
Some examples of the growing number of scientific terms which the public have
assimilated into their everyday language use are: cosmic radiation, spiral nebulae, stars,
galaxy, atoms, nucleus, protons, electrons, electron cloud, sub-atomic particles, X-rays,
etc. At the start of this century, half these terms were not in existence (Wellington, 1994).

3.4 Science Words
3.4.1 Technical Terms
Words of science have a distinct order representing the different levels, from simplest to
the most abstract of words, in which they can be categorized.
The lowest level on the words of science ladder has naming words.
These are words that denote identifiable, observable, real objects
or entities: words like 'trachea', 'esophagus', 'tibia',' fibula',
'ftilcrum', 'meniscus', 'vertebra', 'pollen', 'saliva', 'iris', 'larynx'
and 'stigma' (Wellington, 1994: 170).

Many naming words are simply synonyms for everyday words already familiar to
students, for example 'windpipe', 'backbone', or 'spit'. Therefore what students learn is
assigning new names to familiar objects. Learning at a slightly higher level, involves
giving new names to unfamiliar objects, objects which pupils may never have seen
before, for example, a cell, which cannot be seen with a naked eye, or objects which
belong to school science laboratories (such as beaker, conical flask and splint) or the
names of chemical elements (Wellington, 1994).
Process words belong to the second ladder of the words of science. Words found at this
level of abstraction denote processes that happen in science. These are words like
'evaporation', 'distillation', 'condensation', 'photosynthesis', 'fusion', 'combustion',
'evolution', and so on. Students acquire meaning of some words at this level more easily
than others because they represent processes, which can be shown or demonstrated in the
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science laboratory. For example, a teacher can point to a rising vapor from boiling water
and say, 'there, that's vaporization'. Other process words such as 'evolution' belong to a
higher level within this category. These words can only be learned as theoretical
constructs or abstract concepts since they cannot be made immediately visible to students
(Wellington, 1994).
The third level is the largest category of scientific words. These are concept words. They
denote concepts of various types: words like 'work, energy, power, fruit, salt, pressure,
force, volume, temperature, heat and so on' (Wellington, 1994: 170).
Students encounter most learning difficulties in this area of science, because concept
words denote ideas at gradually increasing levels of abstraction. Science concepts at the
lowest level in the third category of science words are derived directly from experience.
Termed as sensory concepts they can be defined and learned simply by pointing out
examples. For example, the color concept is learned by visually inspecting, comparing,
and grouping all seven-color components into a single concept. The next category in the
third level contains words, which have double meaning; one for science and the other for
everyday language. These are problem words which students encounter most difficulties
with. Always carrying two meanings they denote two different ideas and cause students
understanding difficulties and confusion. Words with dual meanings include 'work',
'energy', 'power', 'fruit', Torce', charge' and 'salt' (Wellington, 1994).
The last level in this category is the concept words used to denote theoretical constructs.
According to (Wellington, 1994), these are words like 'atom', 'compound', 'mixture',
'valency', 'field', 'mole', and so on. Some of these abstract concepts are unobservable
entities, even though they exist. These are words like 'atom', 'nucleus' or the 'electron'.
'Others are simply idealizations, or total abstractions, which cannot
possibly exist, such as point masses or frictionless bodies, except in the language of
mathematics' (Wellington, 1994: 171).
The last category of words is the language of mathematics. This category of words can be
placed at the highest level of abstraction on the ladder of scientific words. Maths
language is composed of both 'words' and symbols. The language cannot be directly
derived from or applicable to experience. 'Its meaning is so detached as to become
almost autonomous' (Wellington, 1994: 171). Table 3.1, on the following page,
summaries Wellington's classification of science words.
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Level 1: Naming words

1. 1 Familiar objects, new names (synonyms)
1.2 New objects, new names
1.3 Names of chemical elements
1 .4 Other nomenclature
Level 2: Process words

2.1
2.2

Capable of ostensive definition, i.e. being shown directly
Not capable of ostensive definition

Level 3: Concept words

3.1
3.2
3.3

Derived from experience (sensory concepts)
With dual meanings, i.e. everyday and scientific, e.g. 'work' of specialist or technical language
Theoretical constructs (total abstractions, idealizations and postulated entities)
-

Level 4: Mathematical 'words' and symbols

Table 3. 1: Class/Ication of science words. Source: From 'Secondary Science,
Contemporary Issues and Practical Approaches', Wellington, 1994: p.86.

3.4.2 The Problematic Nature of Science Language
Having looked at what science language is a discussion of its effect on science teaching
and content mastery is in order. It will further highlight some of the problems science
language presents the teacher with, and how they can be addressed.
First of these is the meaning of science words at the higher levels. Many science words in
level I of the taxonomy of words in science can be pointed out or labeled as observable
entities. For example the word 'iris' can be diagrammatically labeled whilst it can be
observed at the same time. However, '...the meaning of words in the higher levels is not
as clear. At best they denote, or refer to, some mental image or abstract idea'
(Wellington, 1994: 172).
For example the word 'electron', although it is a naming word, belongs to the highest
level of the taxonomy of science words. Its meaning only belongs to a theoretical world
of nuclei, atoms, electric fields, shells, and orbits. Thus, the problem of meaning at these
higher levels of abstraction is a major cause of failure in science education (Wellington,
1994).
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stage
The second problem area of science language is pupil readiness. Are students at the
s
where they can function comfortably with new terminology? Students' misconception
about science or their failure to make sense of science can be attributed directly to the
y.
lack of meaning of science words for many of them in the third level of the taxonom
a
Most important is the concern about students' readiness to acquire any meaning for
scientific term denoting a theoretical construct before he or she has reached a certain
stage in his or her intellectual development (Wellington, 1994).
For example, some teachers wrongly assume that students already know and will use
confidently the non-specialized forms of language. Non-specialized words (e.g., work,
force and charge) carry double meanings; one when used in science context, the other
g
when used in everyday language. It was discussed earlier that words with double meanin
ted
conduc
study
are problematic and pose most difficulties for students. For example in a
by Cassels and Johnstone (1980), over 70 per cent of first year American high school
,
students used in their study did not understand everyday words such as angle, audible
a
is
This
.
disperse, erect, decline, incline and incident when used in a science context
common experience for students of other disciplines, for example economics, law or
politics.
The third problem area is the absence of wider experiences needed to develop the
language. Do students have the time and resources needed to practice the use of new
science words in as many situations as possible? The students' development of word
meaning in their minds should come about through appropriate teaching and wider
word
experiences. Teachers need to be aware of the gradually increasing sophistication of
meaning in science. This means modeling a range of word development experiences
which can be sequenced to start with simple naming words, then extending the
experiences so that the words become concepts. For example to increase students'
to
understanding of the word 'gas', illustrations or diagrams can be prepared and used
a
ng
introduce it as a naming word. Next in sequence would be exercises involvi
s into
comparison of gases and their characteristics so that to the learner, the term develop
a concept (Wellington, 1994).
and
To this end, some science teachers have been blamed for talking too much in class
s
teacher
(1980)
not doing enough on science language development. According to Carre
insist more on the exactness remaining insensitive to the language they use and the
expectations of their students. Quite often students are not given the time to get
acquainted with or make meaning of concepts and new ideas represented by science
to
words. As a result students attempt to use teachers' words incorrectly when called upon
ce
substan
a
express new ideas on their own. For example, 'Mass is density or volume of
43).
weight is how much it weighs how much the density weighs girl 13' (Carre, 1980:
There are other reasons why science language has been difficult to comprehend and
to
continue to present teaching and learning problems. The following sections attempt
identify some of these reasons.
-
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3.4.3 Non-Technical Words
When one thinks of the vocabulary of science, one immediately thinks of its specialist
technical terms or physical concepts such as 'mass', 'force' and 'energy', names of
chemical elements, parts of plants and animals, processes such as 'respiration' and
'photo-synthesis', and so on. It would be a mistake to assume that the difficulties with
technical language are the sole source of poor science comprehension and retention.
However, both technical and the ambiguous nature of some non-technical English words
have and continue to present content comprehension problems for science students.
Teachers and textbooks use large numbers of ordinary English words as they present
technical subject matter. If the meanings of these non-technical terms are not understood,
the meanings of the technical subject matter may also be obscured. Gardner (1972)
identified a set of five hundred and ninety nine non-technical words used frequently in
teaching secondary science, and measured the difficulties of these words for secondary
school students in PNG and in Australia. The criteria for the choice of words in these list
was:
• They were all included in the Thorndike-Lorge (1965) list of the twenty thousand most
frequently used words in English.
• They were all selected by a panel of teachers and educational researchers as being likely
to occur with some frequency in the teaching of one or more topics of a secondary science
curriculum.
• They were all rated by another panel as being either essential or valuable.
• They were all classified by this second panel as 'non-technical', i.e. it was unlikely that
a teacher would enter a classroom with the deliberate intention of teaching the meaning of
the word.
The results of Gardner's study (Gardner, 1972) showed that there was a general decline in
item difficulty as one moved up the school. For example, for second year students, only
three hundred and fourteen of these terms still proved difficult to more than 10 per cent of
the sample. By third year, the figure had dropped to two hundred and seven, and by the
fourth year, sixty one.
Naturally, some students who have difficulties with subjects drop out at each grade of the
education ladder, and the above decline in item difficulty may be owed to this natural
selection. However, one interpretation of this result is that the majority of non-technical
vocabulary difficulties apparently take care of themselves as students grow older and
acquire a richer vocabulary. The result can also mean that early difficulties with
vocabulary hinder achievement in science in the early years, and even retard the
development of favorable attitudes towards the study of science. If that is the case, then
vocabulary difficulties need to be identified early and rectified promptly, even though the
student will most likely rectify the matter himself as he moves up the education ladder.
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3.4.4 Logico-grammatical terms
Weak Vocabulary Strength of Science Students.
Studies (e.g. Kirkman, 1966) have shown that university entrants in the science I
technology faculties perform poorly on general (i.e. non-scientific) vocabulary tests
compared with their arts I social science counterparts. After four decades this situation
has not changed. For example, this study found that eighty percent of the research
subjects demonstrated poor literacy skills. This weak vocabulary strength of science
students could be owed to the following.
• Treatment effect. Science courses offer less scope for students to develop their linguistic
skills. For example arts courses require students to read more widely and discuss issues
more deeply.
Self-selection effect. Arts courses attract students who are relatively better at using
language.
• Sex-linked. Women who tend to outscore men on tests of language, gravitate towards
arts courses, while men, who tend to outscore women on spatial and numerical tests make
up the higher proportion of the enrolments in science.
Logico-Grammatical Terms.
Whilst science words serve to describe objects, processes, activities and properties there
is another set of words and phrases which serve as logical operators, connecting together
phrases, clauses, sentences and paragraphs. These are terms such as, 'moreover',
'consequently', or 'if and only if, etc. They are frequently used in science but are
common to all educated discourse. These word-connecting terms have been labeled
logico-grammatical items. According to Gardner (1972) comprehension of these items is
also vital to an understanding of science or any other academic discipline. However, to
date not much research has gone into the effect logico-grammatical terms have on
students understanding of science.
The Communication Gap
Science is a difficult discipline because of its extensive specialist vocabulary and because
of its heavy demand on pupils' power of abstraction and reasoning. Many pupils, through
educational poverty in the home and school, or through other disabilities abilities, cannot
cope well with science. It is all too easy to dismiss the problem of language difficulties in
science simply by arguing that they are inherent in the nature of science or in the nature of
children. The teaching of science may be regarded as a task of translation of the thought
patterns and findings of scientists into a form in which they become accessible to
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children. Science teaching involves communication, sometimes via the printed word, and
sometimes via the spoken word. Yet textbooks and teachers frequently fail to
communicate effectively. The language patterns adopted are often unintelligible to the
student; there is a wall or a gap interposed between the emitter and the target of
communication (Gardner, 1972).
3.4.5 Dealing with Specialist Language
In summary this chapter discussed that there are two sources of difficulty in learning
technical language. One results from the introduction of new terms, which are at such a
level of abstraction that some pupils are incapable of understanding them at their present
state of cognitive development. The other stems from introducing pupils to abstract terms
prior to giving them the concrete experiences which may be needed to give those terms
meaning. A literature search (e.g., Gardner, 1972, Sutton, 1974; Jacobs, 1989; Marshall &
Gilmour, 1990; Marshall et al, 1991; Pickersgill & Lock, 1991; Wellington, 1994; Bird
& Welford, 1995) pointed to a number of ways science language difficulties may be
addressed.
One way of combating students' problems with specialist language understanding, as
discussed by Wellington (1994), Bird & Welford (1995), Gardner (1972), and Marshall &
Gilmour (1990) is to identify problem words and provide their specialist or science
context meanings. In a way this approach is similar to making available a glossary of
technical terms (e.g. Van Sickle and Kubinec, 1999; (Oxenhorn, 1983) at the end of a text
for readers to consult should they encounter words they may meet for the first time.
Restricting science language development to merely providing a glossary of technical
terms at the end of texts has its problems. According to Sutton (1974) and Carre (1980)
the learning of science words from a glossary does not lead to improved science
understanding, and certainly it does not enable students to become fluent in science
language. The strategy is inadequate because a glossary does not often provide the
contexts in which new words can be learned.
In discussing how children form mathematical concepts Miller (1991) stressed that
children require a number of common experiences relating to the concept. For example,
in the case of a child coming to know or form the concept of potato, the concept does not
usually become known until it has been seen, felt, smelled, and tasted in many ways. The
potato has to be experienced in numerous guises before it is formed as a concept. The
importance of using concrete experience in science teaching could not be stressed more.
In the light of overwhelming support for its inclusion in science teaching the provision of
practical experience is worth the time and effort. However it is not the lack of practical
work that should be of concern for science language developers.
The reason is that practical work is what science teaching is all about and so it still is a
prominent feature of science lessons. Researchers like Sutton (1992) see practical work as
being 'in danger of having a higher status than ... other lesson components such as...
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thinking, talking and writing activities' (p.3).
If these other lesson components are receiving more attention in science lessons they may
not be used effectively. Sutton (1992) argues that in schools words and word-based
activities in science are accorded too low a status as compared with practical work at the
bench. Teachers continue to act as if the practical work were the source of knowledge,
with language just a descriptive commentary. The reasons for including more word-based
activities becomes increasingly clear:
that practical experience of itself does not bring about learning
unless it is animated by ideas, and these ideas are carried in words.
For new experience to be properly linked in with a learner's thought,
more attention will have to be paid to words and what is done with
them (Sutton 1992: 4)

The outcome of not paying sufficient attention to language development has obviously
been a disastrous one. A good number of science graduates are neither persuasive nor can
they relate easily what they know to the ordinary person in plain language. The public
perceives science as being cold and distant from the human concerns of many
adolescents.
3.4.6 The Most Suitable Teacher of Science Language
Who should be the most appropriate person to teach science language? Is it the science
teacher or the English teacher? The answer is science teacher, for two reasons. First, the
science teacher is already helping to enrich students' vocabulary by teaching them the
specialist language of science so that the argument that the science teacher is incapable
of improving children's language has little force. Science words have a complex
taxonomy but this does not call for the introduction of entirely different teaching
methods.
-

-

Second, the science teacher is likely to have a much better grasp of English than the
English teacher will have of science. This means that the science teacher will know the
scientific contexts in which non-technical terms will arise. He I she is then likely to be
able to select more relevant examples for teaching purposes. However, a necessary
preliminary step is that science teachers are sensitized and made aware of the part that
language plays in scientific discourse (Gardner, 1972).
In summary this chapter discussed that there are two main sources of difficulty in learning
technical language. One results from the introduction of new terms, which are at such a
level of abstraction that pupils are incapable of understanding them at their present state
of cognitive development. The other stems from introducing pupils to abstract terms prior
to giving them the concrete experiences which may be needed to give those terms
meaning. It was also discussed in this chapter that subject content learning could be
improved if teachers keep in mind that specialist words do pose learning difficulties for
students. In the next chapter, (Chapter 4), I will look at some of the important language
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issues for adult literacy in the context of a developing nation, (e.g. Papua New Guinea).
That chapter will also discuss how literacy models have been translated to science
instructional strategies.
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4.1 Introduction
Different meanings of literacy were discussed in chapter two. They varied from just
knowing how to write one's name to a definition, which encompasses a wider range of
functional skills and knowledge. What implications do these statements have for the
school-based literacy curriculum? Some definitions are one-line statements, which hardly
qualify as adequate models worth adapting into the school curriculum. Of the broader
definitions most lack a clear direction for school-based literacy programmes. They are
vague about the aspects of literacy skills, which might be translated into curriculum
statements and fail to guide the school literacy programmes to the areas of literacy worth
developing.
Five models, (the meaning-centred perspective, the scientist's model, the citizen's
model, the NSW Education Department model, and the content area literacy model), offer
some clear paths for practical applications in school-based literacy programmes. These
models will be discussed. Finally the chapter discusses literature on adult literacy, its
acquisition and some important language issues pertaining to literacy learning and
acquisition. The application of literacy-based teaching strategies in English as Second
Language (ESL) classrooms will also be discussed.
The aim of this chapter is to derive a teaching strategy, which facilitates literacy activities
as a means of improving some of the teaching and learning outcomes in science. The
outcome areas investigated in this study were science knowledge comprehension and
language skills development. That is, to what extent will a literacy-based science
instruction improve ESL students' understanding of science, and language skills?

4.2

Some Important Language Issues for Adult Literacy

World literacy conferences, books and discussions have often been focused around
literacy as an educational issue. In this regard common questions often asked are, how to
teach literacy, what sort of methods, what sort of classes and who should be taught
literacy? An important area of literacy often left out when addressing literacy by
governments, aid agencies and world leaders on literacy, (e.g. UNESCO, 1957), is the
issue of language. Barton (1994) argues that behind every literacy programme or initiative
is a theory of language and also a theory of literacy. Unknowingly or for convenience
these are theories, which are not made explicit, but they are there to be discovered. Barton
discusses three language issues relating to literacy and attempts to clarify the hidden
language theory or literacy theory behind any literacy initiative.
First, it is common knowledge that a small number of world languages, (e.g. English or
French), are spreading. There are good and bad aspects to this. Good because everyone
needs a shared language to communicate effectively, but bad because it threatens other
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languages, (e.g. Dutch or Danish), to a point their use can be greatly diminished. The
dilemmas surrounding the spread of English, for example, are a common language issue,
but the issue is also a literacy one.
It is not just the spread of English throughout the world, which is an issue, but the very
particular literacy practices which are being spread along with English. English learning
requires certain ways of teaching and assessing or certain ways of evaluating writing.
English then becomes an imported literacy bringing its own practices with it and
consequently has the ability to stamp out indigenous or local literacies. The fact about the
spread of international languages, such as English, is that wherever there is literacy work
anywhere in the world there is a world language close by. That is, behind any literacy
programme is a world language (Barton, 1994).
The second issue concerns the situation with dialects, Creoles, and other varieties of
language, which are only spoken. What happens to these spoken languages when the need
arises to establish a standard language in which to spread literacy? Politicians, schools
and the society at large tend to place more emphasis on the standard language being the
vehicle for literacy transmission. As the standard language becomes more literate (i.e.
widely read and written), it is given greater value. The consequence is the spoken
varieties, the Creoles and dialects within the society get devalued because they can
neither be read nor written, and so they only exist at the fringes of the standard language.
Over time many of these languages die off. For example,
in Alaska eighteen of the twenty native languages are moribund: they
have no children speaking them. In South America over one hundred of
the four hundred languages of the continent are moribund, with no
children speaking them. 90 per cent of Australia's aboriginal languages
are in the same situation... 50 per cent of the languages of the world will
disappear within a lifetime (Barton, 1994: 5)

The third issue is the choice of language for education and official life in a multilingual
state. This is the most common language issue which all literacy programme workers
encounter. That is, through what choice of language should literacy be taught? Since
1953 the assumption of many literacy organizations has been that literacy work is best
carried out in the vernacular (Barton, 1994). Two major problems can be used to illustrate
this issue.
First, where there are several prominent indigenous languages, all vie for the same
position: to be elevated to a literate status. When a vernacular is chosen other indigenous
languages are immediately excluded. The consequence of this decision is that some
members from the excluded languages do not see the need to take up literacy learning,
especially in a vernacular language they do not speak. Second, there is a general
agreement that 'mother tongue' or the vernacular language is the best starting point for
literacy learning (Fordham, 1994). A problem of limited uses of literacy arises when the
literacy of vernacular is restricted to local use. It then becomes frustrating for local
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literacy learners if the literacy of the vernacular is different from the printed and televised
messages in advertisements or newspapers with which they are surrounded. Some
countries have tried to overcome this problem by opting for the most widely used
language, or lingua franca, as starting point for literacy. In PNG's case, with over seven
hundred different languages spoken by four million people, the government has declared
mother tongue literacy schooling to be conducted in PNG pidgin or Creole.
For many governments language policy has been a matter for crucial decision within the
country. Most countries have decided on one and sometimes more than one
'national' language.
But the commonly promoted idea of a national language coupled with early
mother tongue instruction as the best solution for language policy is often
complicated by the use of former metropolitan colonial languages which remain
the languages of much of the elite and which in some cases have also become
lingua francas, or even 'national' languages in former colonies, as with
Portuguese in Mozambique (Fordham, 1994: 66),

and English in Papua New Guinea. English, the colonial language, in PNG is sometimes
used as lingua franca (e.g. in the area of trade), sometimes it is the language of the elite,
sometimes it is used in the workplace, and sometimes used in the home but in education
it is the nationally recognised language of instruction from pre-schools to universities. In
summary, literacy needs a language in which to be taught, learned and passed on.

4.3 Acquiring Literacy
A summary of what is known about language, language acquisition, literacy and literacy
acquisition is in order. From the discussion in chapter 2 it was noted the dominant view
of literacy, which most experts on literacy agree is mastering the processes of reading and
writing to interpret culturally significant information (Bybee, 1997). Other literacy forms
all emerge from this basic definition, but are tagged with names to identify the target
population to which the form of literacy applies. For example the kinds of literacy forms
we may have heard about or are familiar with include emergent, workplace, school-based,
occupational, adult, functional, computer, science, local, imported, English, colonial, and
the list goes on. According to this basic definition of literacy listening and hearing, the
two other language skills are not necessarily literacy skills. They are classified as oracy
skills (Wagner, 1999 and Scribner, 1999).
However, according to Downing (1999) literacy and oracy are not two distinct entities, as
some experts would like to think. As oracy is one mode of language behaviour so is
literacy. There is no great divide between the two. Contemporary research literature of the
social sciences suggest that
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although there are important differences between spoken and
written language, they are obviously related and influence one
another ... oracy and literacy are varieties of language behaviour...
the universal laws of learning in general, and the universal princip
les
of language learning in particular... apply to literacy as well
as to oracy (Downing, 1999: 31).

Importantly, Downing (1999) adds that some characteristics of
literacy, due to its visible
features, may differ from the acoustic features of speech. Howe
ver, since both are related
modes of language behaviour, they share many features, which
are reflected in the
acquisition process. Dividing a line between oral and literate mode
s of languages is
highly artificial. It is appropriate to apply the processes of langu
age development to those
aspects involving literacy acquisition.
Literacy acquisition is a universal process. However, some societ
ies do not develop
literacy so, they have no written language. This does not constitute
negative evidence to
the position that literacy is a universal process. Piaget (1959
) pointed out that the
universal stages of cognitive development and the ages at which
they occur are influenced
by the individual's experiences of the appropriate environment.
Therefore, if literacy
exists in the environment, one would expect to find universal chara
cteristics in people's
responses to it. If literacy is not present in the environment, peopl
e's potential universal
responses to it still exist, but they remain undeveloped. The same
is true of spoken
language. Children who are deprived of experiences of speech
do not learn this universal
human skill despite their potential capability (Downing, 1999).
Having said that literacy can be acquired in the same way langu
age is acquired, and so
there are universal features of literacy acquisition, there are differ
ences with respect to
how children learn to read and write in different cultural and langu
age settings. For
example the observations of how children read and write in an
American school would
not be generalised to how children will read and write in a PNG
setting. Thus, steps
needed by American school children to acquire reading would
not be declared as a
universal reading acquisition process without evidence from crosscultural research on
literacy learning (Downing, 1999). To date insufficient research
data exists on crosscultural research on literacy learning (Downing, 1999, Wagner,
1999 & Scribner, 1999).
In the absence of sufficient research data it has not been possib
le to define the universals
of literacy acquisition. That is, what generally established featur
es or process enable
literacy acquisition across different cultures and languages.
The type of literacy discussed and written about in this thesis is
English literacy. In
comparison to literacy forms learned and used in preliterate societ
ies of the third world
(e.g. the Agoyei and the Gadsup speakers of PNG, Downing (1999
)), English literacy is
not local but imported. Sometimes writers (e.g. Street, 1999) give
English literacy another
name, "colonial literacy", to mean it was imported from outsid
e and imposed onto the
preliterate society. In developing countries like PNG English langu
age is one of the
legacies, which remains long after the colonial masters have left.
And the English literacy
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is very much school-based, as it often does not fulfil the functional needs of the wider
illiterate adult population.
Local literacy forms apply too much of what donor agencies, missionaries and Summer
Institute of Linguistic workers contribute to adult literacy in the developing country. As
part of the literacy development programmes adults in these situations are taught to
become literate, not in English, but read (e.g. the Bible), in the vernacular or the lingua
franca of the country (Barton, 1994 & Street, 1994). As yet current literature (e.g., Falk,
1993; Wagner, 1999 & Scribner, 1999) reveals that little research has been done in
literacy for adults. However, the desired outcome of adult literacy programmes,
(especially those of the third world), have been to get the illiterate adult to read and write
in the vernacular. From the missionary's point of view they see 'the need to translate the
Bible stories into the language of the people they are attempting to convert and to teach
them to read those stories' (Mangubhai, 1999: 213)
It is the local literacy programmes, which try to serve any fulfilling literacy needs of the
illiterate population. The different target populations to which each literacy programme,
(adult and school-based), is directed means that, there is very little to draw from adultbased literacy programmes for input into the school-based literacy programmes or viceversa. The most obvious dividing factor being the medium of instruction or the language
through which each group learns its literacy.
In the case of PNG, nearly all PNG cultures with nearly all their seven hundred languages
were preliterate. It means local literacies, in their own rights, did not exist until the
introduction of Bible translation programmes by missionaries and the SIL in the late
1960s.
In a sense current local literacies of PNG can be regarded as imported, however
since the medium of these literacies, that is the vernaculars and the standard PNG
languages, are owned by the locals any literacy being transmitted through the vernacular
and the standard languages must be locally produced.
In contrast some cultures were already literate well before outside literacy forms (e.g., the
international literacy programmes initiated by UNESCO) set foot in their cultures. For
example, in some parts of Iran villagers had already learned to read and write through
their 'Quoranic classes. And these villagers had adapted their 'Quoranic literacy to the
needs of commercial literacy, filling in forms, keeping lists of products or writing
cheques, well before the introduction of new literacy forms (Graff, 1986).
4.3.1 General Literacy Teaching and Acquisition
Literacy programmes have attracted widespread support from governments to aid donor
organizations around the world. Nowadays it is not unusual for governments, (especially
of the third world), to allocate substantial funding for literacy programmes in schools and
to donor agency initiatives. The underlying reason for this change in attitude by many
governments is simple. Governments realize that national development is linked to
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education, with education frequently measured in terms of literacy. It follows that the
educated have been those who can read and write.
The acquisition of literacy, both by individual and whole societies, has been presented as
universally desirable and essential. But there are vital literacy issues, which still remain
unresolved. For example what really is literacy, and what universal path leads to literacy
acquisition? These issues have led to increasing concern with, and search for, methods
and materials for making people literate (Bogle, 1999 & Street, 1999).
The study of literacy acquisition has traditionally been in connection with the reading
process (Bogle, 1999 & Teale, 1999). During the past century research on beginning
reading and writing, (or emergent literacy), tended to focus on the first year or two of
formal literacy instruction in school, because it is during this period that most children
become able to read and write in conventional ways. Emergent literacy research in the
United States, like many other literate societies, stemmed from, rather than led to, mainly
instructional practices on reading (Teal & Sulzby, 1986). To a large degree reading
research has centred on identifying which methods of teaching beginning reading worked
best (Teale, 1999).
In recent years attention has been focused increasingly upon the emergent literacy of
children, from infancy up to school entry. Three main periods of research prior to the
current focus on emergent literacy can be identified. At the turn of the century the literacy
of young children (up to school entry at age 6) was not held in high esteem. It was simply
neglected by parents. Then, in the 1930s the idea of reading readiness began to be
examined through research studies and implemented through instructional practices in
schools. Reading readiness was first interpreted in the context of maturation; the research
question was 'When should the child be taught to read?'. The third era saw reading
readiness as maturation followed closely by reading readiness as experience. The
Research question of this era being 'What can be done to increase children's readiness for
reading instruction?' (Teale, 1999).
During the present period, for the first time, research began to lead, rather than merely
follow instruction. The era of emergent literacy treats young children as being in the
process of becoming literate long before schooling or long before they are taught
conventional reading and writing skills. And research (e.g., Scollon & Scollon, 1981;
Sulzby, 1986) suggests that children acquire oral and written language long before they
are able to read and write conventionally. How do children acquire literacy status before
conventional instruction?
Backed by research findings, (e.g., Goodman, 1980; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Taylor,
1983; Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). Teal (1999) suggests the following:
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Children learn written language through active engagement
with their world, particularly through language interactions
with adults.. Rather than being the product of "lessons in literacy",
this literacy learning takes place in real-life settings for real-life
activities (p.132).

n acquire
Even more recent findings strongly support Teale's reasoning on how childre
ition prior to
literacy well before conventional instructions. For example literacy acquis
voluntary
receiving conventional instruction may be attributable to the influence of
literacy activities (Morrow, 1991), a combination of this and the child's active
of parent
engagement with adults (Neuman & Roskos, 1991, 1993), and the involvement
s, is that
or family. An important conclusion, which can be drawn from these finding
• children's literacy acquisition is enhanced when they experience
literacy as a meaningful event in which they are somewhat like
apprentices observing the expert and afforded the opportunities
to participate (Bogle, 1999: 96).

tion of clear
However, very little research data pertaining to the development or applica
Having
instructional models for literacy acquisition, (both adult and emergent), exists.
can be
tion
instruc
said this, there are some theoretical standpoints from which literacy
launched.

4.4 A Discussion of Some Models of Literacy
e knowledge
First, is the scientists' model. This really is a three-level structure of scienc
e scientific
and skills competence acquisition. If this is the requirement for one to becom
reason is the
literate, the model has failed to win widespread public support. The main
the lack of
er,
public perception that science is already a difficult area to study. Howev
to be
incentives to studying science has also led to a general public perception that
know about
successful in life or to function adequately in society it is not necessary to
well by
science, its laws or its processes. Clearly this model has not been embraced
by Shamos
society. The less demanding definition, (or the citizen's model), proposed
literacy.
(1995) is what the public might want to understand and accept as scientific
familiar with
That is, a scientific literate need not be a scientist, but to become broadly
and to
the day's major scientific issues and the key concepts that underlie them,
ion, which
appreciate the role of science and technology in the society. This is a definit
s efforts to
has finally dawned on many experts (e.g.Shamos, 1995), after years of fruitles
reasons it has
promote the scientist's view, from students to the wider public. One of the
does not
more public appeal is because the criteria for scientific literacy acquisition
that any
meant
has
require one to study science. However, its broad and vague nature
to translate
curriculum statements transpiring from this model have not always been easy
rs who
teache
into practice. For example, according to (Goodrum et al, 2000) Australian
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translated this model found it to have unaccomplishable mission statements. The simple
reason behind the failure was that science teachers' overloaded teaching schedules did not
allow broadly stated aims to be transformed to a practical reality.
To many in the field of science education scientific literacy has often been associated
with the incorporation of science language development into the school science
curriculum. According to the scientists' model knowing the science vocabulary is the first
step one takes towards becoming a scientific literate. But for most people knowing some
science words is where their scientific literacy ends. In schools, in the developed world
school-based literacy teaching practices still focus on addressing difficulties posed by
science technical language in student's learning. Only in the last decade has the scope of
science language development in schools been widened to meaningfully apply all the
communication process skills. This has come about due to the recognition that language
plays a crucial role in the transmission of science literacy. Until recently (e.g. Goodrum et
al, 2000), school-based science literacy programmes have not ventured beyond this level.
It emerged from this discussion that the problem with defining science literacy has been
created by literacy experts' failure to resolve the three views of scientific literacy imposed
on the public. The first two views have been discussed above. The third view stems from
the traditionalist's view of literacy, which is, to be literate in science one needs to be
fluent in the use, (reading and writing), of science language. This definition of scientific
literacy is really one aspect of the content area literacy model proposed by McKenna and
Robinson (1993). They define content literacy as 'The ability to use reading and writing
for the acquisition of new content in a given discipline' (p.8).
According to the content area literacy model content literacy is not content knowledge. It
represents the literacy process skills, reading and writing, needed to acquire new
knowledge of content. Its acquisition is dependent on three cognitive factors; the prior
knowledge of content, overcoming the language barrier of content area, and general
literacy skills, (namely reading and writing). The model identifies well with the
traditionalist view of literacy in that its basic theme is the use of reading and writing to
acquire new knowledge. Whilst the model may not be an entirely new approach to
combat scientific illiteracy, it does offer some practical guidelines for classroom
practices. In the light of current public resistance to science literacy (Shamos, 1995),
including teacher resistance (McKenna and Robinson, 1993), the authors of this model
have endeavored to illustrate that teaching science literacy is not always an impossible
task. Where does the meaning-centred literacy model fit in all these?
The meaning-centred literacy model proposed by Sampson et al (1991) integrates three
communication processes through which literacy acquisition is implied to take place. The
processes are defined as self-expression activities and experiences, the influence of the
language and ideas of others on literacy development, and the exploration of those
characteristics of language structure that help a person to be literate. According to the
model literacy is acquired only through the interaction between the three communication
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processes, but not through developing any of the processes in isolation. The model's
communication process statements are so broad that they are open to one's imagination
for interpreting statements into the kinds of activities and experiences needed to develop
each process, let alone combining the activities to integrate all three processes. For
example what activities or experiences should qualify as self-expression activities and
experiences? How should experiences for all processes be designed and integrated?
Should reading, listening, dancing or painting qualify as self-expression activities, if they
were seen to contribute to literacy acquisition? As a definition of literacy the model does
little to resolve the conflict on the view of literacy. In fact it further widens the view.
But as a broad meaning-based literacy model it does allow for the simulation of, (or if
possible the actual introduction in lessons of), real-life events in literacy or literacy-based
content lessons. The underlying assumption behind this model is that literacy acquisition
can take place and will improve when students are allowed to express themselves fully in
meaningful events and experiences encountered through diversified literacy and oracy
tasks. For example music and art, (painting and dancing), should form part of literacy
learning experiences.
Finally, a model of scientific literacy proposed by the NSW Department of School
Education (1997). This model evolved from the policy statement of the Australian
Language and Literacy Policy Paper (DEET, 1991), which states that:
Literacy is the ability to read and use written information
and to write appropriately, in a range of contexts. It is used
to develop knowledge and understanding, to achieve personal
growth and to function effectively in our society. Literacy also
includes the recognition of number and basic mathematical
signs and symbols within text.
Literacy involves the integration of speaking, listening and
critical thinking with reading and writing. Effective literacy
is intrinsically purposeful, flexible and dynamic and continues
to develop throughout an individual's lifetime.
All Australians need to have effective literacy in English,
not only for their personal benefit and welfare but also for
Australia to reach its social and economic goals
(DEET, 1991: cited by New South Wales Department
of School Education, 1997: 6).

The meaning of scientific literacy proposed by NSWDE (1997) is comparable to and
identifies directly with the scientists' model. That is, to be a scientific literate one needs
to know his or her science (the technical words, the science method, models, principles,
theories and laws of science); have some knowledge about the ethics, applications, design
and use of technology; and be able to work with or interpret numerical data. However
there is a slight difference between the two models; the NSWDE model has an additional
requirement that to be fully scientifically literate one must also be good with language.
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A glance at this model shows that its teaching application in school-based literacy
programmes will not be an easy one.
4.4.1 Science Literacy Teaching and Acquisition
The traditional approach to teaching science literacy has been the treatment of science
words, since scientific terminology is still regarded as a great reading hurdle that needs to
be overcome to properly understand science texts (Bulman, 1985). According to Sutton
(1974) the awareness of and attempts to resolve the language barrier to understanding the
text started in the early 1960s. Initial science language treatment strategies ranged from a
provision of mere glossaries at the back of texts to printing of standard scientific
and the 1980s saw an evolution of word-based activities and
dictionaries. The 1970s
experiences, designed for science terminology comprehension, and all directed towards
effective reading of the text. The proper terminology for these activities is the DART,
(short for Directed Activities Related to Texts).
These activities and experiences, for example Reading for Learning in Science (Davis &
Green, 1984), ranged from 'fill-in blanks', where students were required to provide (from
memory or a choice list of words) the appropriate missing words in sentence construction,
to demonstrating the main ideas Is of a passage from the text.
The current version of the original DART, for example Ideas Bank for Language in
Secondary Science (Lancashire County Council, 1999), still retains its original features.
However, it has been expanded with diversified writing and oral tasks, such as writing
and presenting a short essay on a related science topic.
Since the early 1990s science language development in schools has shifted focus from
teaching reading skills for science text comprehension to addressing the wider literacy
needs of the science student. In other words, the purpose of science language programmes
in schools today is no longer a case of tackling difficult science words only but, also one
of providing meaning-based learning activities and experiences through which science
literacy can also be learned. This has led to the expansion of school-based science
language development programmes from teaching reading skills only to a wider
application of all language or communication process skills. The NSWDE 's Literacy.
Teaching Literacy in Science in Year 7 (NSWDE, 1997) is a case in point. The WSTS,
(short for Word Structured Teaching Strategy), discussed in the next chapter is another.
These literacy-teaching strategies have been discussed below.
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4.5 Translating Literacy Models to Teaching
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Literacy and Numeracy for Health Studies produced and taught by Batchelor College in
the Northern Territory of Australia (School of Health Studies, 1996) is a course module
offered to students from Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander backgrounds at the college.
As the name suggests it prepares adult students, not only for further study, but also to
function adequately in the Australian work place and society. Literacy needs addressed in
this course range from comparing prices of everyday consumer goods in shops to using
telephone manners. But the central theme of the module is acquiring functional literacy
through diversified reading and writing tasks.

4.6 Justifying Literacy-based Science Instruction
The benefits of a literacy-based science teaching are many. First, there are some recent
claims, which justify literacy-based science teaching. They include:
Literacy processes are the root system for growth in scientific
knowledge; they are the means by which science content is
not only learned, but also conveyed, since content information
is rooted in written and oral language (Carrasquillo & Rodriguez,
1996: 125)
The literacy processes produce comprehension and the communication
of ideas, and these are manifested through reading, writing, listening,
speaking, and thinking. These processes in turn support the development
of science process skills necessary for gaining knowledge and
understanding of the physical world (Casteel & lsom, 1994: 28).
Diversifying writing tasks will help pupils to construct
meaning for themselves and through the process make
sense of laboratory work (Carre, 1980: 27)

Second, a review of recent literacy literature, (e.g., Downing, 1999; Wagner, 1999 &
Scribner, 1999), revealed that currently there is a lack of cross-cultural research on
literacy learning, including school-based literacy learning. This study is one step in that
direction. The question now arises, how or what teaching practices should cater for the
literacy needs of the ESL science learner?

4.7 The ESL Student and Science Literacy
Third, an important issue is the common misconception that ESL or English as Second
Language itself is a form of literacy. According to Bianco (1998) ESL is not literacy, and
certainly ESL learners are not failed literacy learners (NSW Department of School
Education, 1997). ESL learners, wherever they are found, learn spoken English. In
addition they learn the culture of the English language. They also learn reading and
writing. ESL involves literacy but in a wide sense of the term literacy.
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ESL learning makes possible the ability of learners to participate fully in the various
contexts of the English language culture, and the plaimed learning experiences or the
curriculum that educators put in place. ESL learning greatly assists the acquisition of
literacy. Central to ESL is the idea that expert intervention at all stages of learning is
required, as the learner progresses from non-English speaking status towards full
participation in learning. There is always a need for explicit support at each stage of
learning, as subject areas widen and the literacy practices of the curriculum becomes
more complex. Whatever support may be rendered it can only come from the trained
expertise of the ESL specialist (Bianco, 1998). In this study the trained expertise of the
ESL specialist came from the local science teacher, who was well versed in the language
of instruction and cultural practices of the research subjects.
In summary this chapter discussed five models of literacy-based instructional models,
which offer some clear paths for practical applications in school-based literacy
programmes. The chapter also discussed literature on adult literacy, its acquisition and
some important language issues pertaining to literacy learning and acquisition. The
application of literacy-based teaching strategies in English as Second Language (ESL)
classrooms was also discussed. The next chapter, (Chapter 5), will discuss the research
method used to collect field data for this study. It will also clarif' how the newly
developed literacy-based science instructional strategy was tested in the field.
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5.1 Introduction
As far as the quantitative methods of data collection are concerned, the basic procedure
for collecting field data has always been to identify the problem of concern I interest,
design the information gathering instrument, decide on the sample size, collect, present,
and analyze data, then finally write a report outlining any conclusions found from the
study or field research. This procedure requires the researcher to decide on a topic and
redefine it with specific objectives stated to guide the data collecting instrument's design,
and the way this instrument should be used to gather field data. The basic question to
answer when planning a field data collection strategy is, 'what is the best way to collect
information?
In her, A Guide For First Time Researchers in Education and Social Science, Bell (1993)
notes that various constraints placed on the researcher will determine the best possible
approach, which must suit the conditions in the field. Although some approaches depend
heavily on one type of data collecting method, field constraints usually do not allow a
data collection approach to rely solely on one single method. For example, a study
making use of a questionnaire can be quantitative but can also have qualitative features.
Bell (1993) explains this more clearly:
Case studies, which are generally considered to be qualitative studies,
can combine a wide range of methods, including quantitative techniques.
Methods are selected because they will provide the data you require to
produce a complete piece of research. Decisions have to be made about
which methods are best for particular purposes and then data collecting
instruments must be designed to do the job (p.63).
As the following discussion will demonstrate the method of data collection in this study
has features drawn from quantitative, qualitative and action research approaches. The
method although was shaped by standard texts on research methods (e.g. Burns, 1994), its

selection was determined mainly by conditions in the field.
In essence the method required a development of a teaching strategy, to be known as
'Word Structured Teaching Strategy', or WSTS for short, by the researcher and its testing.
The testing phase involved the field teacher, (the teacher who assisted in this research to
teach the light and geometrical optics module to two groups of research subjects). He
used his own teaching strategy with one group while using WSTS with the other. For
definition purposes, the field teacher's own teaching strategy will be defined as the

'Normal Teaching Strategy', or NTS. Designed to test the objectives of this research,
WSTS was not previously used with research subjects in this study or elsewhere.
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5.2 The Objectives
The objectives of this study were two fold. Firstly it set out to investigate the effects
WSTS, developed for this research, had on ESL students language skills (namely reading
and writing). Secondly it was aimed at finding out the extent to which WSTS would
promote, (if any), ESL students' understanding and retention of new science concepts.

5.3 The Method
5.3.1 Sample size and selection
Research problems need to be investigated with a target population. Having identified the
population the first decision is what size the sample should be.
There are no hard and fast rules about sample size, except that
the larger the sample, the greater the reliability of the results ... samples
that are too large are costly and time consuming and often
unnecessary (Bullock et al., 1999: 216).

Having identified the target population it is now possible to randomly select an ample
size sample from the population. The random selection process ensures all members of
the population have an equal chance of being chosen in the sample (Findlay, et al., 1999).
The random selection process can be further modified to suit the objectives of the study.
These modifications range from multi-sampling to cluster, systematic, stratified and quota
sampling. According to the researcher, quota sampling was deemed to be the most
appropriate method for this study. That is, a sample of students chosen for this study,
already existed as one group out of four in a given location. Coming from the target
population, the group involved in this study shared characteristics similar to those of the
other three groups. The research subjects in this study were second year science teacher
trainees at the University of Goroka, (UOG), in the Eastern Highlands Province of Papua
New Guinea. UOG is a teacher-training institute located in the heart of the township of
Goroka.
The problems stated above were considered to belong, mainly to the fifteen to twenty year
old student populations in PNG. The findings from this study would be more beneficial to
the above target population. Ideally, this research would have required a sample of ample
size selected at random from the total target population. However, the nature of this
study, (i.e. the underlying research method, financial viability, time factor, and the spread
of target population in the field), did not allow for such a method of sample selection.
It is quite normal for classroom teachers to investigate, with their own students, problems
associated with teaching or learning. The aim is to probe for and arrive with data, which
can point to ways the problem can be resolved (McKenna and Robinson, 1993). The
group involved in this study was a stratified sample already existing as a group, among
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others, in the target population. That is, a group of fifteen to twenty year old UOG
students were chosen as the ideal subjects for the study. Whilst in the field the principal
researcher put in place steps to utilize three schools from different locations within the
region. Two classes were selected from secondary schools on the outskirts of the
township of Goroka, in the Eastern Highlands of PNG, and one from UOG. To the
principal researcher these classes were identified to best represent the target population.
However, the secondary schools' involvement in this study was limited by field
constraints, which have been outlined in section 5.3.4.
5.3.2 Language-based science teaching strategies.
Chapter four explored school instructional models of science literacy and summarized
how these have been designed, then applied to cater for the learning needs of students in
different teaching contexts. As discussed in that chapter there is no standard textbook
prescription for a method of teaching that will suit a given situation. The problem about
choosing the most appropriate method, which will foster effecting teaching and learning,
and which applies to a specific target learning group the method was intended for was
noted as early as 1974.
The real difficulty is that every teaching situation is unique. Each class is unique.
A teaching method may prove suitable for one group but completely inopportune
for another on another day. Furthermore, each teacher is unique and only if he can
project his own personality into his teaching can the pupils find human warmth to
respond to. Ultimately, each must develop a style of teaching which is compatible
with, and an expression of, his own personality (Head, 1974: 67).

Thirty years on, the problem still confronts teachers even in well-resourced classrooms.
Current research (e.g.Brady, 1985; Borich, 1988; Kameenui and Carnine, 1998) in the
areas of teaching and learning still does not provide a precise blueprint for successful
teaching but the findings do provide information which can help teachers develop and
modify their own teaching styles.
The language-based science teaching strategy, defined as WSTS during introduction of
this chapter, designed and tested in PNG is a product of researching various like strategies
intended for students whose characteristics were comparable with the ESL, but culturally
unique, trainee science teachers at UOG. Science education instructors at UOG in turn
recognize the teaching of their students as a unique situation. To this end they have
employed teaching strategies they deemed appropriate to students' learning needs.
However for some time now, the problems stated in the objectives of this study have been
a concern for science education instructors at UOG and other higher education
institutions in PNG. Namely the problems identified by the principal researcher were that
in general science students at UOG exhibited poor language skills. It was the principal
researcher's hypothesis that a poor understanding of science by students at UOG was then
directly a consequence of their poorly developed language skills.
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At UOG these problems might be addressed by current teaching practices employed by
science education instructors. However, views expressed by researchers (e.g. May, 1986;
Nagai, 1999) about literacy needs of students in elementary to higher educational
institutions in PNG strongly support alternative teaching practices are necessary. To this
end WSTS is one alternative which may contribute to students' learning outcomes in a
more positive way.
5.3.3 The Field Teaching Strategy
To confidently make any claims for success or failure of WSTS the objectives required
WSTS to be tested over a period greater than the four weeks that was available. The study
was constructed to compare the effect of WSTS with the way science modules would be
normally taught at UOG. For definition purposes, the 'normal' approach used by teachers
at UOG to teach science modules was defined during the introduction of this chapter as
the field teacher's 'Normal Teaching Strategy', or NTS. In the opinion of the principal
researcher and his field assistants it was practical to measure the effects of both teaching
approaches, in just less than four weeks. That is, it was deemed that sufficient but reliable
data would be collected to gauge any success or failure of WSTS.
These opinions were based, in the case of the principal researcher on his past teaching
experience, (over nine years in PNG as a PNG national), with cohorts of the subjects of
this study, and from the survey of a number of studies involving teaching strategies
employed with ESL science learners elsewhere (e.g. Fathman, Quinn & Kessler, 1992;
Sutman, Allen & Shoemaker, 1986). The opinions of field assistants were based firstly,
on their experience with the subjects in the previous year, where they were taught other
science modules.
Secondly, the field assistants who were university instructors had taught the module
based on the topic of light and geometrical optics itself over the last five years. They were
satisfied that the time length and the amount of content of the light and geometrical optics
topic required to successfully test WSTS was appropriate. This decision was arrived at,
only because this study would not interfere with UOG science section's normal teaching
schedule for the semester. That is, the following conditions formed some of the
constraints under which the fieldwork was carried out. Testing WSTS with the module
based on the light and geometrical optics topic would not interfere with the UOG
semester timetable, UOG science section's other modules teaching schedules would not
be disrupted, the module content based on the topic of light and geometrical optics would
not be altered, and that UOG's module completion requirements would not be
compromised. For example, the research participants would still be awarded a grade for
successfully completing the module used to test WSTS.
There are eight science modules offered to second year science teacher trainees at UOG,
in term one of each academic year. The age range of these students is sixteen to twenty
one years. During the period of this study the subjects were studying the following
science modules concurrently with the light and geometrical optics module: dynamics,
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zoological taxonomy, periodicity and reactivity, electricity, vertebrate form and function,
quantitative analysis, and introductory earth science (University of Goroka Handbook of
Courses, 1998). Any module would have sufficed to test WSTS, however, light and
geometrical optics module was used because the principal researcher had adequately
developed and taught it on behalf of UOG over some time prior to this study. In addition
it was in the principal researcher's experience that this particular topic would serve the
needs of this study far better than other science topics-based modules from other science
strands. Like all other modules, light and geometrical optics was taught for four weeks.
Contact times between the field teacher and subjects comprised of three lecture hours, 1
tutorial and two practical hours a week, as per requirement of UOG Handbook of
Courses.
5.3.3.1 NTS
The NTS is simply a name used in this study to label the way the field teacher would
normally teach her / his light and geometrical optics module to students at UOG.
The practice has been to compile relevant lecture material for module topics, teach
content in the prescribed time, and assess students at the end for content mastery. This
practice has prevailed in the last 10 years, and is still the norm for two main reasons.
Foremost is the PNG government's drive to quickly upgrade science teaching competency
levels for its primary and secondary school teachers, as part of PNG's structural reforms
for science education (Vlaadingerbroek & Olney, 1994). In the Opinion of
Vlaadingerbroek & Olney
...a traditional weakness of science teacher training in PNG has been the weak link
between science and mathematics content which has most probably been a major
factor in the dilution of high school science curricula since the 1960s ... The present
practice at Goroka Campus is to strongly encourage three-year diploma students
to opt for science and mathematics ...to address their mathematical inadequacies
as much as their scientific background (1994: 72).

The other reason is owed to the UOG science course structure. As future science teachers
the UOG trainees' understanding of science and its application needs to be strong. To
fulfill this need the science course structure requires an adequate cover of topics in each
of the strands: biology, physics, chemistry, and earth science. Science Education and
Advanced Math for science are additional courses offered to science teacher trainees.
Because of the limited number of teaching staff available to teach all year level science
courses, Levels Ito IV, the courses have all been modularized. For example light and
geometrical optics is a Level II science module, that is, it is taught to second year science
teacher trainees at the university.
The teaching of any of the topics of light and geometrical optics would involve the
teacher to first summarize main ideas of topic via a lecture. Students would then
investigate the important ideals of topic via a laboratory experiment. Next, through
homework exercises or assignments, students get the chance to apply the newly acquired
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ideas of the topic in problem solving situations. Finally students are tested via an end of
module test for their comprehension of the topic. This procedure has been defined above
as the field teacher's Normal Teaching Strategy, or NTS.
In the principal researcher's view, the NTS, which has been geared towards content
mastery, has failed to make allowances for the students' language skills development. The
importance of language skills development for students from pre-schools to students
studying at tertiary levels in PNG was highlighted in chapter 3. In recent times calls have
been made by prominent educationists, (Tololo, 2001; Waiko, 2001; Murphy, 2001), to
shift focus away from content mastery based school curriculum to one which embraces
both content delivery as well as life supporting skills like language skills development.
Murphy (2001) illustrates the need for language skills development in PNG schools:
..reading was important to education and students in the past,
from primary to secondary schools.. .however, they hadn't done
enough of it.. Students have a literacy problem that comes
from the education system, the fact that reading is not such a
high priority (p.15).

WSTS was developed to address literacy or life long language skills problems prevalent in
schools throughout Papua New Guinea; from primary schools right through to tertiary
institutions.
5.3.3.2 WSTS
During this study both the control group, which was exposed to NTS, and the
experimental group, which received instruction through WSTS, already existed as two
different second year science classes. All that the principal researcher did was randomly
chose which class should be experimental and which should be control. The experimental
group was taught the same science topic concepts taught to the control group, they carried
out the same laboratory work, weekly assignments, and sat for the same module test as
the control group. However, the teaching strategy for experimental group was varied as
follows.
First, the reading material (see Appendix 1). Generally good teaching practice requires
material to be drawn from a number of sources, including a choice of texts and visual
aids. However, the module-based teaching of science courses at UOG leaves little room
for teachers to adopt a flexible use of teaching resources. (There are four modules in each
strand: physics, chemistry, biology, and electives, to be taught over a term spanning
sixteen weeks). Consequently lectures are strictly based on a single science text. In the
last ten years, The World of Physics (Avison, 1984) was the recommended light and
geometrical optics module text, for both students and the teacher.
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The reading material, (see Appendix 1), used by the research subjects in this study was a
81 page booklet titled, Light and Geometrical Optics Module: Reading Material,
compiled from a number of sources (Oxenhorn, 1983; Arnold, 1984; & Avison, 1984). In
compiling the material, the principal researcher took great care and time to number each
page and to sequence reading topics coherently. Special effort was put in to arrange topics
in order of their increasing complexity; that is, to sequence topics dealing with simple
concepts to the more complex, including the application of light and optics. This
procedure was applied based on the principal researcher's past experience in facilitating
learning needs of the cohorts of this study. In addition to making the reading material
available to the control group the field teacher was offered the opportunity to utilize the
material for the control group's lesson preparations.
The principal researcher was aware that the above texts were out of date by eighteen
years. However by PNG standards they are quite current. Educational institutions in PNG
see little or no change in their school curriculum for up to twenty years. The current
science syllabuses or teachers' guides which first year teachers from UOG use when they
arrive in new schools were those developed by UNESCO in 1974. Thus, to introduce an
advanced text for this study would have unfairly misrepresented the objective, curriculum
resources and good intent of schools in PNG.
Second, the literacy-based activities, (see Appendix 2), titled Light and Geometrical
Optics Module: Reading, Writing, Vocabulary Development & Motivational Activities,
used exclusively with the experimental group, was a 70 page booklet containing a range
of science word activities intended to substitute the teacher's role in lecturing or
providing tutorials to his students. Again, these activities were compiled from a number
of sources (Oxenhorn, 1983; Arnold, 1984; Avison, 1984; & Wilkinson, 1989) plus the
principal researcher's background and experience. In preparing these activities care was
taken to sequence the word activities to run parallel with relevant topics found in the
reading material booklet of Appendix 1. For easy reference the topic title and the page
number where the topic could be found in the reading material booklet was identified
before each word-based activity. Whilst the rest of the activities were compiled from
sources mentioned above, the following exercises found in the 70 page word-based
activities booklet of Appendix 2 belong to the principal researcher: Writing a scientific
story, page 4, Writing a scientific story, page 15, all activities, page 20, Multiple Choice,
page 21, all activities, pages 26 27, all activities, pages 29-3 3, all activities, pages 4041, An optical fiber or light pipe, page 44, all activities, pages 49-51, and all activities,
pages 58-61.
-

The activities ranging from multiple choice to scientific story writing were aimed at
encouraging students to read relevant topics, comprehend the main science ideas, define
and use science words in various science contexts (e.g. to write a scientific story), and to
use them appropriately to construct sentences. As the difficulty level of these exercises
would match the abilities of research subjects, and as lessons would be more studentbased a part of the aim of these activities was that whilst enriching students' language
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skills (reading and writing science words), they would promote students' motivation. The
role of WSTS was discussed in chapter 4.5.
Third, with the experimental group, the field teacher's role was reduced to that of a
supervisor assisting students to complete the required number of activities during each
contact time, that is during the three hour lecture or the one hour tutorial. In other words,
with the experimental group the field teacher no longer had to apply his normal teaching
style employed with the control group. Instead, his responsibility to the experimental
group was to demonstrate any practical oriented science activity, set up laboratory
experiments and the weekly assignments students needed to complete.
5.3.3.3 The Research Design
The research design or plan is crucial to any research investigation. For the beginner
researcher,
The source of appropriate research designs is frequently a bewildering
problem ... Existing designs or pre-packaged plans often do not fit either
the research question or the situation in which the study is being
conducted ... Consequently, researchers frequently find that they must
modify basic designs; or they must even contrive a totally new plan,
using components from several basic arrangements
(Hardman & Drew, 1985: 77).

Often an investigation will not fit a particular textbook example for its research design.
This means that the specific study being planned will require slight or even major
variations to the existing model that is relevant to the study. Each study situation presents
a unique set of problems to be solved (e.g. the setting, materials, subjects) before a sound
investigation is executed. The crucial element of any research design is the planning
involved to reduce effects of unwanted influences on the investigation. A thorough
planning before the investigation is begun will ensure all other influences on the
investigation are controlled except that which is under study (Hardman & Drew, 1985).
The Concept of Control

According to Hardman and Drew (1985), the concept of control is the most central idea in
research design efforts. Controlling all other influences not essential to the study is the
main concern of the researcher, especially within a laboratory setting. This is so that when
a study is completed the researcher will want to attribute the results to treatment alone.
For example if the researcher is setting out to investigate the effectiveness of a particular
technique for teaching reading, this will be accomplished only if the other possible
influences are controlled, leaving the influence of the reading instruction technique free to
generate an impact. What are these undesired influences on the study?
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Research Design Validity

The researchers (Hardman & Drew, 1985; Salkind, 2000; Miller, 1987; & Burns, 1984)
mentioned the undesired influences as pitfalls that should receive consideration in
planning and designing studies. As these writers point out, they are a threat to design
validity. (Hardman & Drew, 1985 and Salkind, 2000) define investigation validity as the
technical soundness of a study. It is stressed that investigation validity is always
approximate because in practice investigations only attempt to provide the best
approximations possible regarding some theory or hypothesis. There are two types of
validity, internal and external.
Internal validity and threats

Internal validity refers to the technical soundness of an investigation. An internally valid
experiment is characterized by having successfully controlled (or accounted for) all
systematic influences between the groups being compared except the one under study. For
example, two groups of children are compared for the effect of one teaching method
against the other.
Componson
question

Teaching method 1

Group I

Teaching method 2

Group 2

Fig. 5.1: Design comparing two methods of teaching. Source: Hardman & Drew (1985.'
120)
The experiment variable in this situation would be the treatment method. The experiment
would be internally valid only if all other systematic differences between the two groups
were eliminated except the treatment method. Hardman & Drew (1985) and Salkind
(2000) define these systematic differences other than the treatment as threats to internal
validity. Without examining each threat in detail their sources are listed below as history,
maturation, testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, Hawthorne Effect, bias in
group composition, and experimental mortality.
As far as the practicality of any experiment planning and design is concerned the
researcher must keep in mind two important points about the control of the undesired
influences on the experiment.
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First, it is important to avoid as many threats as possible to conduct
the most vigorous study feasible under the circumstances. Second, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to totally eliminate all problems;
nearly every study conducted has some area in which it could be
strengthened. After all threats.. .have been taken care of, those remaining
are something that must be "lived with", and interpretation of results
must be account for them (Hardman & Drew, 1985: 122).

Hardman & Drew (1985) further explain how a research report should account for the
unavoidable threats to internal validity.
the beginning researcher may be wondering if any investigation can
be designed that controls or circumvents all possible weaknesses.
The answer is a negative one ... design changes often involve

compromises or alternatives that trade improvements in one area at
the sacrifice of another. Researchers must use their best clinical
judgment when deciding exactly when it is most critical to
implement the tightest control and when they can best afford
to live with less rigorous control.. .lt is important to restate the

necessity to control certain factors and account for others in the report.
This is further evidence of the sacrifice in some areas to achieve tighter
control in others. The process of accounting for some threats involves
discussing their probable contaminative influence in the research report.
Such discussion must be well grounded in logic. It is no longer
acceptable to ignore the threat or even state that no effect occurred
without specifying on what basis the statement is made (p147).

External validity and threats

External validity refers to the issue of generalizability. That is, to what populations,
settings, treatment variables, and measurement variables, can the results obtained be
generalized?
Real

0 ion

setli

Mei

'oriables

Fig. 5.2: External validity questions generalizability of results to the world outside the
investigation. Source: Harman & Drew (1985: 121)
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Issues of concern with external validity, as outlined by Hardman & Drew (1985) are:
• .Is the sample sufficiently representative that the researcher can
accurately say something about the population being studied?,
how well do the results of a given investigation represent or
apply in terms of the population that is being studied and the
environment in which this population resides?. are the measures
recorded representative of performance criteria that may apply in
the outside world? If treatment variables are involved in the study,
do they represent something that may serve as a treatment in the world
outside the research setting?... if a survey is involved, does the survey
ask questions that are relevant to the world outside the interview or
questionnaire setting? (p.121).

External validity is not concerned with whether the manipulation of the independent
variable had any effect on the dependent variable, but whether the results of an
experiment are generalizable to another setting. An investigation is externally valid to the
degree that the arrangements, procedures, and subjects are representatives of the outside
setting, thus, making results generalizable.
Without examining each threat in detail, the threats to external validity as identified by
Hardman & Drew (1985) and Salkind (2000) are: population-sample differences,
artificial research arrangements, pre-test influence and multiple treatment interference. Of
practical importance to the planning or the design of a study is the reality that external
and internal validity are sometimes at odds with each other. According to Hardman &
Drew (1985)
The logistics involved in designing an internally valid study occasionally
mitigate against the achievement of, as much general izab il ity is desirable
Approaches that exercise a great deal of environmental control (such as
some laboratory experiments) may have great internal validity but may
be less externally valid because of the artificial setting. Other approaches
(e.g., participant observation) may have great external validity if the
environment remains neutral, but internal validity may be reduced to
some degree. Thus, beginning researchers should realize that a given
study may sacrifice some degree of either internal or external validity
to achieve a greater deal of validity from the other perspective (p.121).

Given the number of field factors that are needed to be controlled how does one,
especially the beginner researcher, design a validly sound investigation? The answer,
according to Salkind (2000) is
Use your judgment. Strive to conduct your experiments in such a way
as to ensure a moderate degree of internal validity by controlling
extraneous sources of variance through randomization and a control
group. Ditto for external validity. Unless you can generalize to other
groups the value of your research may be limited (p.223).
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A suitable model of research design

Having carefully considered the various field and logistical problems associated with this
study the model of a research design suitable to the study was 'The Nonequivalent
Control Group Design'. This research design is one category of the quasi-experimental
Method, a cousin of the Experimental Method. The quasi-experimental method does not
have the same degree of power as the true experimental method.

Experimental Group

Pre-test

Treatment

Post-test

Control Group

Pre-test

No Treatment

Post-test

Fig. 5: Non-equivalent control group design. Source: Salkind (2000: 231)
The difference between the quasi-experimental method and the true experimental method
is that the hypothesized cause of differences that might be observed between groups has
already occurred. For example, if a study investigated the differences between males and
females on verbal ability, the possible cause of differences in verbal ability (the
independent variable, gender) has already occurred. That is, the group assignment had
already taken place. The researcher had no control over who would be in which group,
since sex is predetermined, as is age, ethnicity, hair color, and hundreds of other
variables. That is, there was a pre-assignment to groups based on some characteristic or
experience of the group.
The quasi-experiment is preferred for one reason. It allows for the exploration of topics
that otherwise could not be investigated because of ethical, moral, and practical concerns.
Topics of investigation would require 'treatments' or placement into groups that would be
unethical or impractical for a researcher to arrange artificially. For example, placing one
child in Group A (which receives reading help) or group B (which does not) is one thing,
but could depriving a pregnant woman of sufficient nutrition to examine effects on the
child or could moving an elderly person into a nursing home to see the effects of the
move on intellectual ability be justified? Quasi-experimental methods allow for
exploration of questions that other wise could not be ethically investigated (Salkind,
2000).
In terms of control and internal validity, quasi-experimental studies have a higher level of
internal validity than pre-experimental designs but not as much as true experimental
designs. In terms of external validity, quasi-experimental designs can also have
substantially high levels of external validity as true experimental designs.
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The tests

The tests, pre- and post-tests, used in this study were researcher-made norm-referenced
achievement tests. They were designed specifically for the content of the light and
geometrical module taught to the research subjects of this study. The control group's
achievement score on each of the tests was compared with that of the experimental group.
A third test, a motivation test which was used in a similar study (Renandya, 1997), was
also adapted and used to measure the subjects motivation levels for a selected number of
classroom tasks during each lesson.
Validity and reliability of tests

The issue of validity as applied to tests is quite straightforward. Does the test in fact
measure what it claims to measure? In addition to validity, standardized tests must
possess satisfactory reliability. Again, the issue of reliability as applied to tests is quite
straightforward. Does the test consistently measure whatever it is that it does measure?
In this study the most serious threat to the internal validity of the non-equivalent design is
selection since the groups, (control and the experimental), might differ on characteristics
that may be related to the dependent variable. The scores of a pre-test will be compared to
see if the groups are equivalent. In this case, the pre-test scores will be tests and exam
results for courses undertaken by research subjects during the semester prior this study,
(see chapter 6.4). If the groups are equivalent, (i.e., statistically there is no significant
difference between them), there should be less concern about their equivalence.
Statistically, the differences will be worked out using such techniques as analysis of
covariance. But even if the initial differences on the pre-test could be statistically
equalized, that does not mean that there are not other factors (that randomization could
take care of) that can still pose a threat to the internal validity of the experiment.
However, the non-equivalent control group design is the most frequently used design
when randomization is not possible, and works because, through the use of the control
group, there is some control over the influence of extraneous variables. Some equivalence
of groups, while not assured, is at least approachable. The reliability of the pre-test will
also be discussed.
The post-test used in this study was the module test, which the research subjects sat for at
the end of the study, (see chapter 6.5 for a discussion on the results of this test). Although
the post-test was never field tested for its validity and reliability discussion will focus on
its continuous use with cohorts of this study in the past 5 years without it, (the test),
undergoing any major structural or content changes.
The independent variable is the teaching strategy employed with the two groups, the
control group which received no treatment, (it was exposed to NTS discussed in chapter
5.3.3.1), and the experimental group which received treatment, (it was exposed to WSTS
discussed in chapter 5.3.3.2).
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5.3.4 Field Constraints
In spite of the principal researcher's thorough planning put in place to use two other
schools for the study, the time factor would always limit the completion of study. Firstly,
the two schools had been closed, due to a teacher's strike, during the period WSTS would
have been pilot tested. On the second attempt, (the science topic, light and geometrical
optics), which had been prepared to test WSTS was outside of both schools' teaching
schedule. The school timetables did not allow light and geometrical optics topic to be rescheduled for teaching during the period of this study. It became obvious that a change to
the science topics teaching schedules in these schools would mean extra funding for this
study, as well as an extra team of four field teachers to successfully test WSTS on the
principal researcher's behalf.
The other constraint, which contributed to the abandonment of study in these schools,
was the participating teachers' reluctance to take on the extra responsibility. The general
feeling was, 'with no relief teachers in sight to take care of their normal classes, the extra
hours demanded by this study was unfair'. Consequently, the principal researcher was left
with one choice: to use the second year UOG science teacher trainees for the study. They
were chosen because the group, whilst representing the target population, already existed
as a group of students studying secondary science topics. Seventy-four students took part
in this study. Their previous contacts with the light and geometrical optics topic were in
grades ten and twelve, where they were introduced to the basic ideas of the topic.
5.3.5 Ethical Issues
Ethical considerations must underpin all research. The Northern Territory University has
put in place procedures to ensure that these are addressed before the commencement of
any research activity (Faculty of Education, NTU, 1998).
Prior to this study ethics clearance was granted by the NTU Human Ethics Committee for
the study to go ahead. As per requirements of ethics committee procedures and guidelines
the subjects of this study were fully informed of their rights concerning their personal
details and views sought by tests and questionnaires of the study. This was achieved in
three steps.
Firstly, an information titled, Your Rights, (see page v of Appendix 1), was made
available to the student. This information made research participants aware that they were
not obligated to take part in the study. Secondly, the Plain Language Statement, which
explained in detail what would be expected of them, their confidentiality and their choice
whether or not to take part in this study, was also made available. (See appendix 3 for a
plain language statement). The final step required students to sign The Consent Form,
(see appendix 4).
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In summary this chapter described how data was collected in the field. It explored the
various field constraints, which a researcher must try to control. Finally it looked at how
the newly developed literacy-based instructional strategy developed for this study was
tested in the field. The next chapter, (Chapter 6), will analyze data collected in the field
and evaluate WSTS.
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at all data collected in the field, both primary and secondary. The data
has been presented in tables. Some statistical analysis of data was carried out to highlight
any significant findings, which tables alone could not reveal. The discussion of results
starts with an analysis of the language background of research subjects, which part of
PNG they were from, what language they used at home, and the age at which they first
learned to speak English.
The discussion then moves to the analysis of the subjects' overall module scores for
courses studied prior to their participation in this study. This pre-study data, (or secondary
data), will serve as a reference point from which to evaluate the effect WSTS had on the
learning outcomes of the subjects during the study. WSTS is short for Word Structured
Teaching Strategy, and was described in chapter 5.3.3.2. The module called, Light and
Geometrical Optics, was chosen to test WSTS with the subjects. It was one of the course
modules studied by subjects at the time of this study, and in the principal researcher's
experience Light and Geometrical Optics topic is a difficult one for students. The two
groups' overall results, including the mean scores, for this module will be compared to
gauge the effect, if any, of WSTS on the subjects' learning outcomes.

6.2 Analysis of Background Data of Participants
Tables 6.2-1 (page 86) and 6.2-2 (page 87) present subjects' background data. First, it is
important that features of these tables need to be explained in order to make meaning of
the data shown. The heading, Subject, refers to the research subject who took part in the
study. For example El is the code for first subject in the experimental group while Cl is
the corresponding subject in the control group. No criteria were used to place the subjects
in the order they appear in the tables. To maintain consistency El or Cl shall refer to the
same individual whose details will be displayed hereon, and in further data analysis.
Under the heading, Sex, F denotes a female subject; blank cells mean the subject is male.
This was deliberately done to visually highlight the number of female subjects in each
group. However, in other columns of the tables blank cells indicate subject volunteered
no information. The heading, Region in PNG, refers to part of PNG or the neighbouring
Solomon Islands the subject is from. NGMC stands for New Guinea Mainland Coastal
region. HL stands for Highlands region. SI stands for Solomon Islands, NGI stands for
New Guinea Islands region, and PC stands for Papuan Coastal region. The heading,
Home Language, means the language subject used at home.
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Age
English
Spoken

No. of Other
Languages
Spoken

5

2

8

2

7

2

MT
Asaro
Gimi
Tok Pisin
Are'Are
Selepet
Tok Pisin
Maia
Enga

10
8
10
6
7
10
9
7
8

2
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
2

Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Kote
Tok Pisin
MT
Kuanua
MT
Hube
MT
Melpa
Tok Pisin
Jiwaka
Kuanua
Dedua
Yabem
Malalamai
MT
MT
Tok Pisin
Kote

5
6
8
7
13
7
7
7
8
6
11
10
5
7
6
7
8
6
8
7

2
1
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
4

Subject

Sex

Region in PNG

Home
Language

Mother
Tongue

El
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EIO
El I
EU
El 3

F

NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
HL
NGMC
SI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL

Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin

Kewapi
Mauake

E14
E15
E16
E17
E18
E19
E20
E2 1
E22
E23
E24
E25
E26
E27
E28
E29
E30
E3 I
E32
E33

--

-

F

F
F
F

F

F
F
F

F

NGI
NGMC
NGMC
PC
SI
NGI
HL
NGMC
HL
HL
NGI
HL
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC

MT
Tok Pisin I MT
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Are'Are
Selepet
Tok Pisin / MT
Maia
Tok Pisin!
Enga
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Kote
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
MT
Tok Pisin I MT
Tok Pisin I MT
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Jiwaka
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin /MT
Tok Pisin / MT
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin

2

Table 6.2-1: Background Information of Participants (Experimental Group)

The heading, Mother Tongue, denotes the language subject was introduced to at birth. For
example Asaro (table 6.2-1) is a language spoken in the Highlands region of PNG. The
symbol, MT, stands for mother tongue. When asked in the survey what language they
used at home or the name of their mother tongue some subjects (e.g. E3 1 and E22)
responded with just 'mother tongue'. Thus, the symbol MT is not a name of any
language. It only represents whatever actual language is the subject's mother tongue or the
subject's home language. The heading, No. of Other Languages Spoken, stands for how
many other languages, beside English, the subject spoke at the time of study.
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Subject

Cl
C2
C3
C4
CS

Sex

I F
F
F

Region in PNG
NGMC
HL
PC
HL
HL

Home Language

Tok Pisin
Enga
Mekeo
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin /
Yagaria
Bel
Hube

Mother
Tongue

Age
English
Spoken
5

No. of Other

7
10
8

Languages
Spoken
2
2
3
2
2

Bel
Hube

9
7

2
4

Arvamu
Enga
Mekeo
Imbongu
Yagaria

7

C6
C7

NGMC
NGMC

C8

NGMC

C9
CIO
CII
C12
C13

PC
PC
PC
HL
NGI

Tok Pisin
Daga
English
Tok Pisin
English

Tok Pisin
Daga
English
MT
English

7
6
3
6
7

2
3
2
2
2

English
Karite
Enga
Hube
Jiwaka /Kuman
Tok Pisin /
Meteka
Tok Pisin /
Sambrig

English
Karite
Enga
Hube
Jiwaka
Beteka

4
9
8
7
10
7

2
2
2
4
4
3

Samberigi

8

3

Tok Pisin
English

Megen

7

2

Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin

Tok Pisin
Bena

8
8

2
2

A're
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin /
MT
MT

8
8
10

2
2
2

7

2

Ata
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin
Jiwaka
Vanimo

9
6
7
12
10

2
2
2
3
2

Tok Pisin

6

2

Tok Pisin

10

2

F
F

C14

C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20

F
F
F

NGI
PC
HL
NGMC
HL
NGMC

C21

F

HL

C22
C23
C24
C25

HL
F
F

HL
NGI

C26
C27
C28

F

HL
HL

C29

F

HL

C30
C3 I
C32

PC
HL
NGMC

A're
Tok Pisin
Tok Pisin / MT

C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
C38
C39

NGI
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC

MT

C40
C41

F

NGMC
I NGMC

Ata
Tok Pisin
Walu
Jiwaka /Melpa
Tok Pisin /
Vanimo
Tok Pisin /
English
I Yatmal

Table 6.2-2: Background Information of Participants (Control Group)
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Throughout all data analysis care was exercised to preserve details of each research
subject so that information about one subject was not accidentally mixed up with other
subjects. For example actual names of subjects were retained in tables during initial data
analysis but were removed only after the author was satisfied that data coding and format
was finally refined.
The interpretation of tables 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 can be illustrated with subject Cl who was a
New Guinea Mainland Coastal male. At the time of study he was using Tok Pisin at
home. He learned to speak English at five years of age. Apart from English and Tok Pisin
Cl spoke the Arvamu language, his mother tongue, and two other PNG languages. Cl
was multilingual with English just one language he could use when it suited his time and
place. Equally he would employ his other spoken languages whenever the situation arose.
The discussion of background data will be centred on four areas of prominence: gender,
region, the home language and the use of English.
6.2.1 Gender
To clearly show the make up of the total number of female and male subjects by region
the use of another table was necessary. Mapped out in table 6.2-3 and 6.2-4 is the
breakdown of the two sexes by region for each group.

Region in PNG

Male

Female

NGMC

10
10
1

6

ilL

NGI
Pc
SI
No_response
TOTAL

3

2

10

23

Table 6.2-3: Sex by Region (Experimental group)

Region in PNG

Male

Female

NGMC
ilL
NGI
Pc
SI
No response

11
7
2
4

2
7
3
2

3
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Table 6.2-4: Sex by Region (Control group)

Note that in the above tables (6.2-3 and 6.2-4) a blank cell represents a nil score or there
was no observation to be recorded. Clearly visible from tables is the low female
representation in the study, which was 32 per cent of the total number of participants. Of
this figure 13 per cent (or ten female subjects) were in the experimental group while the
remaining 19 per cent (or fourteen female subjects) were in the control group. Further
analysis revealed that of the total twenty four female subjects who took part in the study
29 per cent (or only seven female subjects) were from the Highlands region while the
remaining 71 per cent (or seventeen female subjects) were from the coastal regions. In all,
the control group had more female subjects than the experimental group.
The experimental group had no female representation from the Highlands region. All
female subjects in the experimental group were from the New Guinea Coastal regions,
except one subject who was from the Papuan Coastal region. In the control group female
subject representation from the Papuan Coastal region was two, the Highlands region
seven, New Guinea Mainland Coastal region two, and New Guinea Islands region three.
Half of the total female subjects in the control group were from the Highlands region.
This figure was three times more than the number of female subject from any other
region. These were then some of the existing field conditions, which determined the
course of this study, and were beyond control of the study.
Overall, one third of the participants of this study were female. Of this sub-group the
majority, (two thirds), were from the coastal regions whilst the remaining third were from
the Highlands region. The reasons for this finding are complex and many but a large
contributing factor is parental attitudes. In the Highlands region of PNG many parents
prefer boys over girls when it comes to enrolling children at school. The thinking behind
this preference is that investment returns on boys' education is assured whereas the
returns on girls' education may not be realised. Boys are seen to stand far better chances
in finding and remaining in employment than girls in the male dominated formal
employment sector.
Most Highlands girls than boys tend to drop out at each level throughout their first ten
years of education. For example, according to Bacchus (1984) only 34 per cent were girls,
of a total sixteen thousand seven hundred and eight three students from the Highlands
region completed year ten in 1982. In the principal researcher's view the current ratio of
girls to boys completing ten years of education is much less than 0.34. In general female
to male enrolment ratio from high school to tertiary institutions is still unacceptably low
in PNG. Of the girls who survive the system and find jobs their chances of remaining in
employment are poor. An important contributing factor for poor job retention among
female school leavers, (from both coastal and highlands regions), is the fact that working
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girls of marriageable age are a well sought after commodity, because their employment
makes them preferred bridal targets.
While the low female to male ratio finding in this study is not a new discovery it does
exemplify the current state of female to male enrolment ratio in high schools and tertiary
institutions. Since the early 1980's the situation with female student enrolment in schools
has remained largely unchanged. The initial low female to male enrolment ratio in high
schools is still being carried over into tertiary institution enrolments.
The field conditions, which were beyond the means of this study's control, had two
established groups with one group (control) having 30 per cent more members than the
experimental group. Consequently there was an unequal distribution of sexes between the
two groups (see tables 6.2-3 and 6.2-4). Of the 68 per cent of, (or fifty), male subjects
who took part in the study, the majority (twenty one male students or 29 per cent) were
from the New Guinea Mainland Coastal region, followed by seventeen (or 23 per cent)
from the Highlands, two (or 3 per cent) from the Solomon Islands, three (or 4 per cent)
from the New Guinea Islands, and four (or 5 per cent) from the Papuan Coastal region.
three (or 4 per cent) of the male subjects did not indicate their regions of origin in the
survey. Overall, the male subjects from the New Guinea Mainland Coastal and Highlands
regions dominated the study.
If this study were conducted fifteen years earlier the above findings would have been
reversed for male subjects from three regions: the Highlands, Papuan Coastal and the
New Guinea Islands regions. In the principal researchers experience attendance rate for
Highlands males in tertiary institutions in that time would have been much lower than
that of New Guinea Islands or the Papuan Coastal regions. The change in this normal
trend in the last fifteen years would have been brought about by two largely recognisable
attributes: the improved economy and high population density of the Highlands region.
Prior to the 1980s the Highlands regions economy was based mainly on coffee exports.
To a large extent coffee is still the main source of income for many Highlands families
however, in recent years a boost in natural resource development in the region has meant
nearly all Highlands provincial governments have more to spend on children's education.
For example in some resource rich provinces like the Enga, the provincial government
there has passed legislation to allow children to receive free education, from primary
through to the tertiary level. In addition,
the discovery of valuable resources in minerals, oil and gas has been
a blessing to remote local communities. It has generated substantial benefits
for areas that previously no one had any interest in. These projects have opened
up and exposed remote locations not only to the rest of PNG but to the outside
world. For the Enga provincial government, the amount of revenue is into
figures never imagined before (Talepakali, 1999: 22).
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6.2.3 Home language
The Tok Pisin was found to be the dominant language of the home. This finding clearly
validates the observations of Smith (1990) and Swan and Lewis (1990) that Tok Pisin,
one of the PNG Creoles, is the largest spoken language, which may be very close to
reaching its maximum expansion. The use of Motu, the other PNG Creole, spoken in the
Papuan Coastal region does not feature in the results as a home language. Even among
the few Papuan Coastal subjects, (E17, C3, C9, C1O, Cli and C30) who took part in the
study, Motu does not feature as their home language. Instead they have used either their
mother tongue or Tok Pisin at home.
It appears that Tok Pisin is the preferred home language among some of the Papuan
Coastal students. This finding may suggest that Tok Pisin, as the largest spoken language,
has extended its dominance even in the traditionally Motu speaking homes. However a
claim cannot be made about Tok Pisin overtaking its rival, Motu, in the Papuan Coastal
region. There are two reasons, which prevents one from doing so. Firstly, there is
insufficient data. Of the total of seventy four total participants in the study only five were
from the Papuan Coastal region. Secondly, none of the five Papuan Coastal students were
from the traditionally Motu speaking areas of Papua.
6.2.4 The Use of English
The overwhelming majority of participants were multilingual with four students, (E31,
C6, C 18 and C 19), speaking four other languages beside English. Twelve participants
spoke three other languages, the majority (forty nine) spoke two, and only three
participants, (E8, E12, E32); spoke one other language beside English. 6 students, (E4,
C8, C14, C22, C23, C24) did not provide information about their use of other languages.
For a clear illustration of the comparison of the number of subjects who spoke other
languages beside English tables 6.2-5 and 6.2-6 have been constructed. They map out by
region and sex the number of people speaking other languages beside English.

fIt-

--1iI
I_I_

-

I-

-

Table 6.2-5: Number of subjects speaking other languages beside English by region and sex
(Experimental group)
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Other

NG
MC
F

NC
MC
M

HL

HL

NC!

NGI

PC

PC

SI

SI

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

1

8

4

3

3

2

1

3

4
3
2
1
Table 6.2-6: Number of subjects speaking other languages beside English by region and sex
(Control group)

Note that in tables 6.2-5 and 6.2-6 a blank cell represents a nil score or there was no
observation to be recorded. The heading, Other, stands for number of subjects speaking
other languages beside English. A closer look at tables 6.2-5 and 6.2-6 reveals that
subjects from the New Guinea Mainland Coastal and Highlands regions dominate the
total number of subjects who spoke more than 3 languages. Firstly the observation is
owed to one of the initially existing field conditions, which is, subjects from the New
Guinea Mainland Coastal and the Highlands regions dominated this study. The Papuan
Coastal, New Guinea Islands and the Solomon Islands were poorly represented.
However the most likely explanation for the observation is the high number of languages
spoken within the New Guinea Mainland Coastal and Highlands regions, and the high
population density of the two regions combined. In the principal researcher's estimation
about two-thirds of PNG's seven hundred languages are spoken in these two regions
alone. And within these regions are found almost 70 per cent of PNG population. This is
owed to the fact that geographically the two regions make up the bulk of the New Guinea
mainland with two of PNG's highly populated provinces, the Eastern Highlands and
Morobe, found in the regions. The number of participants who spoke two other languages
beside English was distributed fairly throughout the regions.
A quick scan of tables 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 revealed very little evidence of the use of English
in the home. The tables show that none of the subjects from the experimental group used
English as their home language. From the control group only 5, (Cl 1, Cl3, C15, C25 and
C40), all coastal female, subjects indicated the use of English at home. Of this small subgroup of English users in the home 3 were from the New Guinea Islands and one each
were from the Papuan Coastal and New Guinea Mainland Coastal regions. One likely
factor, which may explain this finding, is the family background of the five female
subjects. In the principal researcher's experience where a family unit has both middleclass, (or higher); working parents English is the preferred home language. Highly
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educated parents from this working class tend to regard a good grounding in English at
home is a surer start to better education for their children.
The five female subjects were fortunate in being raised to use English at an early age.
However, for the majority it was Tok Pisin, one of the local languages, or both (see tables
6.2-1 and 6.2-2). The consequences of this upbringing with regard to the child's English
skills development were discussed in chapter one. In essence it was pointed out in that
chapter that young people below the twenty five year-age bracket who grew up in cities
did not master either English or any of the local languages spoken in their communities of
origin. A number of reasons exist for this group's poor language skills. Firstly, English is
not the preferred home language because their parents do not use it.
Secondly, at birth children are taught their own cultural language as their mother tongue.
However when they go to school the need to get along with teachers and students from
different cultural origins paves the way for mastery in Tok Pisin. Neither the teachers nor
their parents use English at home so a meaningful conversation in English is not a
common experience at school or the home.
Thirdly, for people growing up in cities, the influence of relatives and the different
cultural or language backgrounds of their own parents may work against a mastery of an
indigenous language. In city dwellings young people are forced to share their homes with
other usually unemployed relatives. These relatives are often users of languages other
than their parents'. Therefore the use of Tok Pisin for communication between their peers,
parents, teachers, relatives and other city dwellers becomes an important part of their
lives. In the end, this leaves young people with no mastery of either English or any of
their community languages.
The reasons for poor mastery by schoolchildren to college graduates of the English
language or their mother tongues have been best summarised by a college lecturer.
Despite what we have done in the last 20 years to try to
solve the problems of foreign language learning, too many
students continue to struggle to express themselves properly
in English. No matter how hard we try, the English language
remains to be mastered,.. .because it is taught in PNG schools
but away from it specific foreign culture ... For some children,
particularly those whose families have spent most of their
lives in cities, they are growing up speaking English as
a mother tongue ... An English- only policy in bilingual or
multicultural classrooms often produces learners who are
efficient neither in their first language nor in their second
language (Yamuna, 1999: 64).

Yamuna's concerns illustrate the complex interplay between different indigenous
languages, Tok Pisin and English, which is currently occurring in PNG.
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The average age for the whole group was 8 years when English was first spoken.
Predictably the majority of the group who spoke English below eight years of age came
from the coastal regions of PNG, with one Papuan coastal female, (CII), using English at
three years of age.
For the one-third sub-group from the Highlands region nearly all subjects started using
English between eight and ten years of age. Only two students, C12 and E23, from this
region first spoke English when they were below eight years of age. One explanation for
coastal subjects using English at an earlier age than their Highlands counterparts is due to
the fact that in line with the overall development of the country, educational
establishments took root in the coastal regions before spreading into the hinterland.
6.2.5 Solomon Islands
Students who took part in this study came from all over Papua New Guinea (PNG),
except two who were from the neighbouring Solomon Islands. Their government
sponsored them to undertake teacher training at the University of Goroka. Like PNG,
Solomon Islands is a developing Melanesian state which boasts a host of diverse cultures,
and with more than sixty three different languages spoken by its people (Jourdan, 1990).
The dilemma of language in the Solomon Islands has been well documented (Jourdan,
1990; Keesing, 1990 & Thomas, 1990). Like its PNG counterpart the Tok Pisin, Solomon
PUin has risen above all other languages to serve the communication needs of
government, commerce and various indigenous language groups of the islands. Solomon
Islands was poorly represented in the study. As only two male subjects, (E9 and E18), out
of the total seventy four took part in the study any meaningful comparison of their home
language use or other data with that of a PNG regional group was not possible.

6.3 Some Statistical Methods of Analysing Data
Part of my PhD study is the knowledge that may be used by others in PNG to begin their
study. I therefore include a brief summary of the content of the method of data analysis
for their convenience.
Data from pre- study modules and, the light and geometrical optics module required some
statistical analysis to summarize observations, available largely as numerical data, of the
subjects' performances. The descriptive statistics field offers a broad range of methods for
analyzing quantitative data and, with the appropriate statistical technique a large mass of
quantitative data can be reduced to simpler, more understandable terms. Some methods
are complex and require lots of experience to use them effectively while the basic ones
allow users with little to no experience. The choice of a statistical method depends on the
amount of data, what aspects of data the presenter wants readers to know and, whether the
technique will make that data intelligible. In choosing the appropriate technique the
presenter's prime aim is to avoid readers getting bogged down in numbers.
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The quantitative data of participants in this study were a distribution of their end of
module scores for each of the four modules: light and geometrical optics studied during
the study (semester one of 2001) and, dynamics, chemistry and biology modules studied
prior to the study, namely in semester two of 2000. The statistical methods, which
sufficed, to analyze and present this study's data intelligibly were the mean, standard
deviation, skew and the z score. The methods could only be applied because the data, (or
module raw scores), were shown to be normally distributed in most cases or deviated only
slightly from a normal distribution in one or two cases. Before any data can be
summarized a brief discussion of the methods is in order.
6.3.1 The Normal Distribution
Any standard statistics text can be consulted to know what a normal distribution is in
statistical terms, its properties and what it does to a set of raw data collected in the field.
However, for the sake of continuity and of clarifying the terminology surrounding the
concept a brief description of its application has been provided below. The first step in the
analysis of raw module scores was to standardise them in order to create a common scale on
which to measure the relative performances of both groups. This involved the conversion of
the raw score to the z score. However, before a z score for each raw score can be
determined the mean and standard deviation of the set of scores need to be established.
The mean score, usually just called the mean, is the average score of the distribution or the
set of raw scores. The standard deviation is the most commonly used measure of the
dispersal or variability of scores. It reflects the amount of spread that the scores exhibit
around the mean. In other words it is the average amount that each of the individual scores
varies from the mean of the set of scores. The larger the standard deviation, the more
variable the set of scores is. For example, if all the scores in a sample are identical there is
no variability, and the standard deviation is zero.
The z score is the result of dividing the amount that an individual raw score deviates from
the mean by the standard deviation. Any raw score above the mean will have a positive z
score, and any raw score below the mean will have a negative z score.
The reasons for standardising raw scores were that firstly, the analysis would compare
different individuals on a particular test. For example the chemistry module test was sat for
by two different groups of individuals, (the control and the experimental groups). Secondly,
the modules being different there were a number of different assessment instruments or
modules tests given to each group. Thirdly, different instructors have taught each module
but to both groups. For example, in marking tests some teachers are easier markers than
others or that some teachers give marks over a limited range while others over a much
wider range. In essence what standardising does is, it normalises the effects of these
differences and places the performances of all individuals on a common scale. Standard
scores have the advantage that they have the same reference point and the same standard
deviation. But the most valuable use of standard scores is to compare scores from
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distributions that are different from one another. Salkind (2000) explains what z score really
means.
.different z scores correspond to different locations along the x
axis of the normal curve ...84 % of all scores fall below a z score
of + 1.0 (the 50 % that fall below the mean plus the 34 % that
fall between the mean plus 1 z score. 16 % of all scores fall above
a z score of+l.0 (since the total area has to equal 100%, and 84%
fall below a z score of +1.0 (p.160).

For most purposes the mean score is used to judge the performance of individuals or groups
when comparing their test scores, except when the distributions are substantially skewed.
Distributions with extreme values at one end are said to be skewed. In general, if a
distribution is skewed, that is, when the bulk of the observations are clustered together but a
few have much higher or much lower values (extreme scores), then the median or the very
middle score is usually preferred to the mean. An extreme score renders the mean untypical,
unrealistic or unrepresentative of whole group of scores.
Skewed distributions are biased by the extreme score or scores that tend to push the group
of scores one way more than the other. Thus, the distribution of the scores can be either
negatively skewed or positively skewed. Some suggestions for a skewed distribution are
that if it is negatively skewed it could mean that the examination was easy, too easy
marking, students worked hard, well-motivated or generally intelligent set of students etc. A
positively skewed distribution might mean the test was hard, severe marking, inadequate
learning or revision by most, poor motivation or incompetent teaching and so on.

6.4 Analysis of Pre-Study Modules Assessment Data
Data was analysed in terms of the mean scores, gender and the regions of origin of research
subjects. Further analysis of pre-study data was then carried out with respect to the standard
deviation of individual scores from the mean and the skewedness of the distribution of
scores.
The two-tailed or the one-tailed significance test was not suitable for application with the
sets of data from this study. The reason was that differences between any two mean scores
from the six distributions of scores (see tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6) were far too wide. A
statistical test of significance can only be applied if the difference between two mean scores
in question is the same or only slight. Therefore, applying a statistical test of significance to
data from this study was not necessary.
Tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6 present research subjects' final scores for science modules studied
prior to this study, namely in the second semester of 2000 at the University of Goroka.
First, it is important that features of these tables need to be explained in order to make
meaning of the data shown.
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PL CODE SEX Region

F
F

1 E24
2 E16
3E2
4E9
5 E30
6 EIO
7 E33
8 E3
9 E5
10 E29
11 E15
12E18
13 E19
14 E4
15E7
16 E12
17E20
18E25
19 Eli
20 E8
21 E13
22 E31
23 E32
24 E17
25 E22
26 E14
27 El
28 E6
29 E26
30 E23
31 E27
32 E21
33 E28

F

F

F
F
F
F
F
F

SCORE
1100
97
95
94
90
89
88
88
85
85
84
83
82
82
81
81
80
80
80
76
75
75
75
75
74
74
72.5
72
71
69
63
63
58
55.5

NGI
NGMC
HL
SI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
SI
NGI
NGMC
HL
NGMC
HL
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
HL
PC
HL
NGI
NGMC
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
Mean
SD
Skew

-

1.84
1.64
1.54
1.14
1.04
0.94
0.94
0.64
0.64
0.54
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.25
0.25
0.15
0.15
0.15
-0.25
-0.35
-0.35
-0.35
-0.35
-0.45
-0.45
-0.6
-0.65
-0.75
-0.95
-1.55
-1.55
-2.05
-2.3

1C14
F
2 Cli
3C9
4 C8
5 C41
F
6 C18
F
7 C25
C16
8
9 C20
10 C22
11 C6
12 C7
13 C23
14 C30
15 C39
C31
C5
8 C35
C26
20 C37
21 C33
F
22 C13
23 CIO
F
24 C24
F
25 C27
F
26 C4
F
27 C2
F
28 1 C40
F
29 C21
30 C32
31 C36
F
32 C3
33 C19
-28
1
34 C
F
35 C29
36 C38
37 C12
F
38 C15
F
39 C17
40 C34
41 Cl

-

-

-

-

-

r

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

78.55
100104
-0.36

PC
PC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGI
Pc
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
_______

Pc
NGMC
HL
HL
NGI
NGMC
NGI
NGI
PC
HL
HL
HL
HL
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
PC
HL
HL
HL
HL
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
NGMC

-

Sem22000
Table 6.4 I :Experimental group performance
chemistry_module
-

SCORE
1100

PL CODE SEX Region

Z

-

Z

92
89
87
86
86
85
85
83
83
83
80
79
79
79
78
77 1.
76.5
75.5
75
75
74
72
70
67
67
66
65
62.5
61
61
61
60
58
57
56
56
53
52
50
48
43

1.67
1.44
1.28
1.21
1.21
1.13
1.13
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.74
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.58
0.5
0.46
0.39
0.35
0.35
0.27
0.11
-0.04
-0.28
-0.28
-0.35
-0.43
-0.63
-0.74
-0.74
-0.74
-0.82
-0.98
-1.06
-1.13
-1.13
-1.37
-1.45
-1.6
-1.76
-2.15

Mean

70.55
12.82
-0.3

Skew
Sem 2 2000
Table 6. 4 2:Control group performance
chemistry module
-
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PL

CODE SEX Region

IE16
2 E29
3 E20
4 E21
5 EIO
6E6
7 E25
8E18
9 E12
10 E30
11E13
12 E3
13 E22
14 E14
15 E24
16 E31
17 E32
18 El
19 E2
20E9
21E23
22 E8
23 E5
24 E15
25 E28
26 E33
27 E19
28 E7
29 ElI
30 E26
31 E27
32 E4
33 E17

F

SCORE
/100
86 1
86
83
83
82
81
81
80
79
79
73
72
72
71
71
71
70
68
68
63
62
61
59
58
58
55
52
50
50
48
47
46
42

NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
SI
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
HL
NGI
NGI
NGMC
HL
NGMC
HL
SI
HL
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGI
HL
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
PC

F

F
F

F

F

F

F
F
F

PL

Z____

-

I C2
2 C15
3 C22
4 C26
5 C3
6 CII
7 C20
8 C18
9 C5
10 C27
11 C25
12 C36

1.46
1.46
1.23
1.23
1.15
1.08

0.93
0.47
0.39
0.39
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.24
0.09
0.09
-0.3
-0.38
-0.45
-0.6
-0.68
-0.68
-0.91
-1.14
-1.29
-1.29
-1.44
-1.52
-1.59
-1.9

Mean

66.88

SD

13.15

Skew

-0.27

F
IF

Sem 2 2000

SCORE
/100

Z

93
88
87
86
83
PC
79
PC
79
NGMC
78
NGMC
77
HL
77
HL
NGI
75
NGMC
75
74
74
NGMC
72
71
PC
71
HL
jNGMC
71
68
NGMC
68
PC
PC
68
68
NGMC
67
NGI
66
HL
66
HL
1
66
PC
63
HL
61
HL
61
HL
61
ING
58
HL
57
NGMC
57
HL
NGMC
55
54
HL
54 1
NGMC
54
NGMC
53
HL
53
NGI
51
NGMC
48
NGMC
HL
NGI
HL

F
F
F
F
F

13 C23

14 C41
15 C14
16 C16
17 C17
18 C32
19 C8
20 C9
21 CIO
22 C37
23 C13
24 C4
25 C29
26 C30
27 C21
28 C12
29 C19
30 C35
31 C38
32 Cl
33 C28
34 C39
35 C24
36 C34
37 C40
38 C31
39 C33
40 C6
41 C7

-

-

CODE SEX Region

F

F
F
F
F

F
F

67.9
11.2'
0.2

Mean
SD
Skew

Table 6.4 3: Experimental group performance
biology module
-

2.23
1.78
1.69
1.61
1.34
0.98
0.98
0.89
0.81
0.81
0.63
0.63
0.54
0.54
0.36
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
-0,09
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.45
-0.62
-0.62
-0.62
-0,89
-0.98
-0.98
-1.16
-1.25
-1.25
-1.25
-1.34
-1.34
-1.51
-1.78

Sem 2 2000
Table 6.4 -4: Control group performanc
biology module

-
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PL

CODE SEX Region

IE16
2 E18
3 E29
4E6
E8
6 E3
7 E2
8 E9
9 E20
10 E7
ii EIO
12 E12
13 E23
14 E26
15 E4
16 E25
17 E32
18 Eli
19 E33
20 El
21 E28
.22 E13
23 E27
24 E22
25 E15
26 E14
27 E21
28 E30
29 E19
30 E31
31 E24
32 E17
33 E5

F

F
I
I

F

F
F

F
I
F
F

F
F

SCORE
/100

NGMC
SI
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
SI
HL
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGMC
HL
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGI
PC
HL

75.5 1
74.3
74.3
72
71.8
70
68.9
66.6
61
59.4
59.3
58.9
57.9
55
53.2
52.2
52.1
51.6
51
50.1
48.7
48.2
48
46.9
46.5
45.8
45.6
45.1
44.4
44.3
42.2
41.6
33.1

PL CODE SEX Region

Z

1.83
1.72
1.72
1.51
1.5
1.34
1.24
1.03
0.54
0.39
0.39
0.35
026
-0.01
-0.17
-0.26
-0.26
-0.31
-0.36
-0.44
-0.57
-0.61
-0.63
-0.73
-0.76
-0.82
-0.84
-0.89
-0.95
-0.96
-1.14
-1.2
-1.95

Mean

55.02

SD

11.26

Skew

0.43
-

Sem 2 2000

I 620
2 C8
3 C22
4 9
5 30
6 31
7 33
CC41
8!
9 CIO
10 C39
11 C6
12 C15
13 C14
14 C37
15 C16
16 C26
17 C5
18 C23
19 C29
20 C18
21 C25
22 C13
23 C35
24 617
25 C19
26 C7
27 C4
28 C28
29 C27
30 C2
31 IC11
32 C38
33 C21
34 C24
35 C3
36 C12
37 C40
38 C32
39 C36
40 C34
41 Ci

NGMC
NGMC
HL
PC
PC
HL
NGI
NGMC
PC
NGMC
INGMC
NGI

F

NGMC
PC
HL
HL
NGMC
NGI
NGI
NGI
HL
HL
NGMC
HL
HL
HL
HL
PC
HL
HL
HL
PC
HL
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC

F
F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Table 6.4-5: Experimental_group performance
physics (dynamics) module

SCORE
/100

Z

66.1
64.3
60.4
60
59.3
58.8
57.3
54.7
54.1
53
50.211
49.2
48.4
46.5
46.1
45.1
45
44.9
44.6
44.3
43.5
42
40.8
39.8
39
37.7
37.2
34.6
33.4
32.2
32
31.7
29.5
28.6
28.1
27.2
26.9
26.5
25.7
22.5
20.7 1

1.95
1.8
1.49
1.45
1.4
1.35
1.23
1.02
0.97
0.88
0.65
0.57
0.51
0.35
0.32
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.2
0.17
0.11
-0.02
-0.12
-0.2
-0.27
-0.38
-0.42
-0.63
-0.73
-0.82
-0.84
-0.86
-1.04
-1.12
-1.16
-1.23
-1.26
-1.29
-1.35
-1.61
-1.76

Mean
SD
Skew

42.25
12.28
0.14

Sem 22000
Table 6.4-6 : Control group performance
physics (dynamics) module
=
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As defined in Chapter 6.2 the following symbols, (El, Cl, Region, HL, NGMC, NGI
and F), which appear in tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6 carry the same meaning they represented in
tables 6.2-I and 6.2-2. In addition to these symbols are PL, which stands for the
subject's position in class or group with respect to his / her performance in the module,
and Score which stands for the overall module score for each subject ranked out of 100.
The symbol Z represents the subject's z score, mean represents the group's mean
score, SD means standard deviation, and Skew represents the extent to which the
distribution of scores is skewed. All the above symbols will maintain their meanings
when used again in tables 6.5-1 and 6.5-2 to discuss light and geometrical optics data.
6.4.1 Chemistry module
Table 6.4-7 compares the mean scores and the standard deviations for all modules
studied by subjects prior to the study.
Experimental

J Group

SD

Skew

10.01
13.15
11.26

-0.36
-0.27
0.43

= Control Group

Module
Mean
Chemistry 78.55
66.88
Biology
55.02
Physics
(dynamics)

-

-

-

Mean

SD

Skew

70.55
67.98
42.25

12.82
11.27
12.28

-0.30
0.22
0.14

Table 6.4-7: A comparison of the mean scores and standard deviations

Overall the experimental group performed extremely well in chemistry compared to the
other two modules, (biology and physics), with a mean score of 78.55. Given the total
module score was ranked out of 100, 78.55 is unusually high for a group's average
score. Table 6.4-1 shows the highest chemistry score to be 97 with a z score of 1.84 or
almost two standard deviations above the mean. It was scored by a NGI female (subject
E24). Subject E16, a NGMC region female, scored the next highest of 95 with a z score
of 1.64. In fact the top ten scores in table 6.4-2 are impressively high and were scored by
largely (seven out of ten) NGMC and NGI students.
Only two HL males and one SI male featured in the top ten chemistry module marks.
The three female subjects in the top ten were from the NGI and NGMC regions. Female
subjects from the HL region, and PC region males were not represented in the
experimental group. Table 6.4-1 also shows that of the ten coastal female subjects from
experimental group seven scored below average. In chemistry the majority of male
subjects (six out of ten) from the HL region scored just around the mean. They were
average performers in chemistry. The only PC region female in the group (E17) came
251h
in chemistry. She scored just below average at 74 marks.
The four lowest scores in this module belonged to subjects E23, a male from the HL
region, E27 and E21 (both female subjects from the NGMC region), and subject E28
(a male subject from NGMC region). Despite being at the bottom of score ladder it is
interesting to note that these four subjects still scored high marks, that is, above 55
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marks. According to the current UOG grading system (University of Goroka
Undergraduate Studies Handbook, 2000) these four students each scored a C grade,
which is a much better outcome for someone at the bottom of the class. There are no
failures in chemistry in the experimental group.
The control group also scored higher marks in chemistry than in the other two modules,
(biology and physics), but eight points lower than the experimental group's mean score.
The control group's mean score for chemistry was 70.55 (table 6.4-7). Table 6.4-2
shows the highest chemistry score to be 92 with a z score of 1.67 or almost 1.7 standard
deviations above the mean. This top scorer, subject C14, did not specify his or her sex
and region of origin in PNG. Subject Cli, a PC region female, scored the next highest
of 89 with a z score of 1.44. In the control group the top 10 scores in table 6.4-2 are all
above 80 and were scored by largely (seven out of ten) NGMC and PC students.
Only one male subject from the HL region (C22) and two from the PC region (C9 and
C16) featured in the top ten chemistry module marks. The three female subjects, (Cl 1,
C18 and C25), in the top ten were from the NGI, NGMC and PC regions. The remaining
three female subjects, (C40, C3, and C 15), from the coastal regions of PNG scored
below average marks. Female subjects from the HL region were well represented in the
control group. There were seven in all, (C24, C27, C4, C2, C21, and C17), and all
scored below average marks.
Table 6.4-2 also shows the majority of male subjects (eleven out of fourteen) from the
HL region scoring below the mean in chemistry. Only three HL region subjects (C22,
C3 I and CS) scored above average marks. All subjects from the NGI region, (C25, C35,
C33 and C 13), also scored above the mean in chemistry. From the PC region all subjects
scored above the mean except for subject C3. Out of the thirteen subjects from NGMC
region only five, (C40, C32, C36, C34 and Cl) scored below the mean of 70.55. The
majority scored above 75 marks.
The four lowest scores in this module belonged to subjects C15, a female subject from
the NGI region, C 17 (another female subject from the HL region), C34 and Cl (both
male subjects from the NGMC region). According to the current UOG grading system
(UOG Undergraduate Studies Handbook, 2000) subjects C15 and C17 would have
scored a D grade, which is a Pass mark. Subjects C34 and Cl would have failed
chemistry.
6.4.2 Biology module
In the biology module both the experimental and control groups recorded almost the
same average mark, although the control group did slightly better than the experimental
group. The mean score for experimental group was 66.88 whilst the control group
scored 67.98 (see table 6.4-7). The difference in the means is about 1.0. However when
individual scores for both groups are compared, (see tables 6.4-3 and 6.4-4), there are
far more better performers in the control group than in the experimental group. This
comparison allows a close examination of the results which points to the control group
performing higher than the experimental group on the whole.
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For example the top score from the control group was 93, which is 2.23 standard
deviations above the mean whilst the top score from the experimental group was 86,
which is 1.46 standard deviations above the mean. The lowest score from the control
group was 48, with a z score of -1.78 whilst the lowest score from the control group
was 42 which is 1.9 standard deviations below the mean, or a z-score of—I .9. In the
control group the top five scores, (scored by subjects C2, C15, C22, C26 and C3),
ranged from 83 with a z score of 1.34 to 93 with a z score of 2.23. Comparably the
experimental group had low marks for its top five scores. They were scored by subjects
E16, E29, E20, E21, E1O and E6, and ranged from 82 with a z score of 1.15 to 86 with a
z score of 1.46.
With respect to the bottom five scores from each group again, the control group scored
higher scores with individuals scoring from 48 (z-score of—I .78) to 54 (z-score of1.25). They belonged to subjects C40, C31, C33, C6 and C7. In the experimental group
the bottom five scores belonged to subjects El 1, E26, E27, E4 and E17. Their scores
ranged from 42 (z-score of—i .9) to 50 (z-score —1 .29). According to the current UOG
grading system (UOG Undergraduate Studies Handbook, 2000) four of the five low
scoring subjects from the control group, (C40, C31, C33, C6, and C7) would have
scored a C grade each. The remaining subject (C41) would have scored just a pass mark
or a P grade. There would have been no failures from the control group in control group.
Comparably from the experimental group only two, (subjects E29 and E30), of the
lowest five scorers would have scored a Pass mark, which is a P grade. The last three
subjects, (E27, E4 and E17), would have failed biology.
It is interesting to note that for both groups in the biology module, (see tables 6.4-3 and
6.4-4); there is no cluster of female subjects in one area along the score ladder as was
the case with the chemistry module (see tables 6.4-1 and 6.4-2). Female subjects are
placed evenly along the score ladder for each group in the biology module. In the
chemistry module the control group for example had a big cluster of female subjects
from the 22 d position down towards the bottom of the class list. In the past boys at
UOG performed no better or worse than girls (Science Department Student Records,
1999). Therefore it can be observed that the results of biology modules studied during
this study are only a repetition of past performances in biology modules studied at UOG.
Sometimes girls have been recorded to outperform boys in biology (Science Department
Student Records, 1997).
The biology module results (tables 6.4-3 and 6.4-4) also show that in both groups
(control and experimental) subjects from all regions of PNG were evenly placed
throughout the score ladder. In other words, subjects from no particular regional group
were clustered around any one location on the biology module score ladder.
6.4.3 Physics (dynamics) module
Both groups, (control and experimental), did poorly in the physics (dynamics) module
than in the chemistry and biology modules; the control group more so than the
experimental group. Table 6.4-7 shows a mean score for the control group as 42.25
which was 12.77 scores lower than the experimental group mean of 55.02. The top
scorer in the experimental group for physics was E16, a female subject from the NGMC
region (see table 6.4-5). She scored 75.5 marks with a z score of 1.83. The lowest score
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for this group was 33.1 with a z score of —1 .95. It was scored by ES, a male subject from
the HL region.
A closer look at table 6.4-5 reveals 40 per cent of female subjects in the experimental
group would have failed physics. The other 60 % would have score a P grade or better.
Of the whole group three subjects, (E28, E13, and E27), would have scored a P grade
each. Twenty students, or 61 per cent of the group, would have scored C grades or
better, whilst 25 per cent of the group, (or eight subjects from position 24 down to 33 on
the score ladder), would have scored F grades. Of the ten HL male subjects who took
part in the experimental group only two subjects, (E22 and E5), or 20 per cent would
have failed the module. 80 per cent of the HL region subjects in the experimental group
would have scored P grades or better in physics. Subjects from the NGI and the NGMC
regions dominated the experimental group. There were twenty in all. Table 6.4-5 reveals
that 33 per cent of the subjects from these regions, (that is seven subjects), would have
scored F grades. The majority, (66 per cent or thirteen subjects), would have scored pass
marks or better.
Overall in the experimental group male subjects from HL region performed better than
their counterparts from the NGI and NGMC regions in physics. Of the whole group 30
per cent or only ten students, (position 24 down to 33), would have failed physics. The
majority, 70 per cent, from the experimental group would have scored pass grades or
better.
Comparably, in the control group the majority, (twenty eight out of the total thirty three
subjects), or 85 per cent would have failed physics. This means only 15 per cent in the
control group passed the module with a pass grade or better. A clearly noticeable
characteristic of table 6.4-6 is the cluster of female subjects in one location, which is
from position 19 down to 41, on the score ladder. It shows that all female subjects in the
control group, that is thirteen out of the total fourteen female subjects in the control
group, failed physics except one, (subject C 15 from the NGI region), who scored a P
grade.
Another notable feature of table 6.4-6 is the top score of that group, which is 66.1 (zscore of 1.95). Clearly this is poor for a top score. Of the seven male subjects from the
HL region in this group only two passed physics with a C grade or above. The rest failed
the module. All seven female subjects from the HL region failed physics and so did the
remaining six from the coastal regions of PNG.
The summary, chapter 6.4.4, will attempt to establish the initial characteristics of the
two groups (control and experimental) before this study was conducted.
6.4.4 Summary
Overall all module scores, tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6, were normally distributed. In other
words no extreme scores were found in any set of module scores to cause severe
displacement of the scores from the mean. The skew in each distribution of module
scores clearly confirms this observation. For all sets of module scores the skews in their
distributions were centred close to zero, that is between —0.4 and 0.5, with the highest
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positive skew (0.43) recorded in physics and the lowest negative skew (436) recorded
in chemistry.
Furthermore the standard deviation, SD, values for all sets of module scores confirm the
distribution of all module scores were normal. That is, the standard deviation for each
distribution of scores (tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6) was large enough; meaning the scores were
more variable or variably dispersed around the mean. From the above discussion
(chapter 6.4) it can be summarised that experimental group had performed better in
chemistry and physics than the control group whereas, the control group had performed
slightly better in biology than the experimental group.
It was also observed in the discussion that lowest module marks were scored in the
physics module by both groups, with a mean of 55.02 for the experimental group, and a
mean of 42.25 for the control group. The control group performed poorly in physics.
These, then were some of the existing characteristics of the research subjects from each
group, and field conditions prior to this study being undertaken. A look at the light and
geometrical optics module data is now in order to compare if WSTS had any effects on
the research subjects learning.

6.5

Analysis of Module (Light) Assessment Data

Data, (tables 6.5-la and 6.5-2a), will be analysed in terms of the mean scores, gender
and the regions of origin of research subjects. Further analysis will then be carried out
with respect to the standard deviation and the skewedness of the distribution of module
scores. For comparison purposes a closer look at the subjects' performance in
assignments and tests will also be made. Tables 6.5-lb and 6.5-2b show details of
research subjects' assignment and test scores for the physics (light and geometrical
optics) module used in the study to test WSTS.
6.5.1 Analysis of Overall Module (Light) Assessment Data
First, it is important that features of tables 6.5-1a, 6.5-ib, 6.5-2a and 6.5-2b need to be
explained in order to make meaning of the data shown. As defined in Chapter 6.4 the
following symbols, (El, Cl, Region, HL, NGMC, NGI, F, PL, Score, Z, SD and Skew),
which appear in tables 6.5-1a, 6.5-1b, 6.5-2a and 6.5-2b carry the same meaning they
represented in tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6. In addition to these symbols are A, which stands for
assignment score marked out of 15, P (which stands for practical work score marked out
of 15), T (module test score marked out of 70), and TL (total module score marked out
of 100).
Other new symbols which appear in table 6.5-2b are T40-Mean, which stands for mean
module test score excluding test marks for subject C3 1, T40-SD (which stands for a
standard deviation of module test excluding test marks for subject C3 1), TL40-Mean
(which represents total module score excluding test marks for subject C3 1), TL40-SD
(which represents standard deviation of total module marks excluding test marks for
subject C3 1), and Skew 40 (stands for the skew of the distribution of the total module
scores excluding the test score for subject 31). (Note that subjects C3 1 did not sit for the
end of module test, as indicated by his zero score in table 6.5-2b).
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PL CODE SEX Region

I E16
2 E9
3 E29
4 E18
5 E12
6 E8
7 EIO
8 E27
9 E6
10 E2
11 E20
12 E30
13 E22
14 E14
15 E3
El
E32
8 E4
E31
20 E7
21 E26
22 E25
23 ElI
24 E33
25 E13
26 E23
27 E19
28 E5
29 E21
30 E24
31 E15
32 E28
33 E17

F

F
F

F
F

F

F

F

F
F

F

SCORE
/100

NGMC
SI
NGMC
SI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
HL
NGMC
HL
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
NGMC
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
NGMC
HL
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
PC

82.54
82.01
80.95
78.84
76.72
74.6
74.07
72.49
71,96
71.43
71.43
70.37
69.84
68.78
625
67.72
66.67
66.14
66.14
65.61
65.61
65.08
63.49
62.96
62.43
61.38
60.32
59.79
59.26
59.26
58.73
58.73
521
Mean

Z

PL CODE SEX Region

2
1.93
1.78
1.5
1.21
0.92
0.85
0.64
0.57
0.5
0.5
0.35
0.28
0.14
007
-0.01
-0.15
-0.22
-0.22
-0.29
-0.29
-0.36
-0.58
-0.65
-0.72
-0.87
-1.01
-1.08
-1.15
-1.15
-1.22
-1.22
-2.01

I C8
2 C27
3 C2
4 dO
5 C5
6 Cl
7 C15
8 C20
9 C6
10 C25
Ii C30
12 C23
13 CII
14 C28
15 C39
16 C16
17 C17
18 C22
19 C33
20 C38
21 C41
22 C37
23 C24
24 C14
25 C26
26 C36
27 C40
28 C34
29 C35
30 C9
31 C18
32 C29
33 C4
34 C3
35 C12
36 C13
37 C32
38 C7
39 C21
40 C19
41 C31

67.77

SD

7.38

Skew

0.31

Sem 12001

NGMC
HL
HL
PC
HL
NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
NGI
PC

F
F

F

F

F

PC
HL
NGMC
PC
HL
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
HL
HL

F

F

F

F
F
F
F
F

F

NGMC
NGI
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
NGMC
HL
NGI
HL
NGMC
PC
HL
HL
HL
HL
HL

Table 6.5-1a :Experimental group performance
physics (light) module
-

SCORE
/100

Iz

83.6
78.84
77.78
76.19
75.13
74.07
74.07
73.54
73.02
73.02
71.96
71.43
70.9
70.37
70.37
69.84
66.67
66.67
66.67
66.67
66.67
65.08
61.9
61.38
58.73
58.73
58.73
58.2
57.67
56.61
56.08
56.08
55.56
5397
53.97
53.44
52.91
51.85
44.97
43.92
13.23

1.65
1.26
1.18
1.05
0.96
0.88
0.88
0.83
0.79
0.79
0.71
0.66
0.62
0.58
0.58
0.54
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.15
-0.1
-0.15
-0.36
-0.36
-0,36
-0.4
-0.44
-0.53
-0.57
-0.57
-0.61
-0.74
-0.74
-0.78
-0.83
-0.91
-1.47
-1.55
-4.02

Mean
SD
Skew

63.18
12.41
-1.61

Sem 12001
Table 6.5 2a Control group performance
physics (light) module
-
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PL

CODE SEX

I E16
2 E9
3 E29
4 E18
5 E12
6 E8
7 EIO
8 E27
9 E6
10 E2
11 E20
12 E30
13 E22
14 EU
15 E3
16 El
17 E32
18 E4
19 E31
20 E7
21 E26
22 E25
23 ElI
24 E33
25 E13
26 E23
27 E19
28 E5
29 E21
30 E24
31 E15
32 E28
33 E17

F

F
F

F
F

1

F

F

F
F
-

F

14.06
14.06
13.59
12.19
13.59
15
12.66
14.06
12.66
11.25
11.72
10.78
11.72
9.84
8.44
10.78
12.66
10.31
11.25
8.91
11.72
13.13
8.91
11.25
10.78
11,72
13.13
10.31
11.25
7.03
5.16
7.03
5.63

9
12
10.5
12
3
9
12
9
6
0
9
9
6
9
7.5
3
6
9
9
9
9
9
10.5
9
9
7.5
6
9
9
4.5
6
3
4.5

TL
/100

T.
/70

A
/15

P
/15

.

57.14
55.71
55.71
54.76
54.29
49.05
50
48.1
50
52.86
49.52
49.52
49.05
49.05
50.48
49,05
45.24
46.19
45.24
47.14
44.29
42.38
44,76
42.38
42,38
40.95
39.05
40.48
39.05
44.76
45.71
44.76
40.48

82.54
82.01
80.95
78.84
76.72
74.6
74.07
72.49
71.96
71.43
71.43
70.37
69.84
68.78
68.25
67.72
66.67
66.14
66.14
65.61
65.61
65.08
63.49
62.96
62.43
61.38
60.32
59.79
59.26
59.26
58.73
58.73
52.91

P

Mean
SD

7.73
2.83

A

Mean
SD

11.11
2.44

T

Mean
SD

47.26
5,01

TL Mean
SD

67.77
7.38

Skew

0.31

-

Sem 1 2001
Table 6.5 lb: Experimental group performance
physics (tight) module
-
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PL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

CODE SEX

C8
C27
C2
CIO
C5
Cl
C15
C20
C6
C25
C30
C23
CII
C28

P
/15

F
F

-

-

-

F

F

F

15 C39

A
/15
10.5
10.5
10.5
9
12
9
9.
9
6
10.5
9
13.5
9
6

I
/70

12.66
13.13
15
11.25
10.78
11.72
10.78
11.25
11.25
14.06
11.25
14.06
12.19
13.13

-

TL
/100
59.05
54.29
51.43
54.29
52.86
51.9
52.86
51.9
52.38
48.1
50.48
45.71
48.57
48.1

83.6
7884
77.78
76.19
75.13
74.07
74.07
73.54
73.02
73.02
71.96
71.43
70.9
70.37

7.5

12.66

48.1

70.37

10.5
9
9
9

9.38
14.06
8.44
12.19

50
42.86
48.57
44.76

69.84
66.67
66.67
6667

16
17
18
19

C16
C17
C22
C33

20

C38

10.5

15

41.43

66.67

21 C41
22 C37
23 C24
24 C14
25 C26
26 C36
27 C40
28C34
29 C35
30 C9
31 C18
32 C29
33 C4
34 C3
35 C12
36 C13
37 C32
38 C7
39 C21
40 C19
41 C31

7.5
9
9
9
9
13.5
10.5
13.5
9
9
7.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
9
9
9
7.5
10.5
10.5
7.5

12.19
12.19
12.66
7.97
10.31
11.72
7.97
11.72
9.84
8.91
10.31
11.72
9.84
10.31
11.25
8.44
9.38
9.38
9.38
11.25
9.38

45.24
43.33
40
44.29
39.52
36.67
41.43
36.19
39.05
39.05
37,62
35.24
36.67
34.76
34.29
36.67
35.24
34.76
27.62
24.76
0

66.67
65.08
61.9
61.38
58.73
58.73
58.73
58.2
57.67
56.61
56.08
56.08
55.56
53.97
53.97
53.44
52.91
5185
44.97
43.92
13.23

F

F

F

F
F
F
F
F

-

'

-

-

'

F
-

-

Mean
SD

9.51
1.7

A

Mean
SD

11.23
1.85

T

Mean
SD

42.44 T40-Mean
10.34 T40-SD

P
-

IL Mean
SD
Skew

63.18 TL40-Mean
12.41 TL40-SD

64.43
9.61

-1.61 Skew40

-0.18

Sem 12001
Table 6.5 21): Control group performance
physics(light) module
-
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Overall, the experimental group performed better in the physics (light and geometrical
optics) module than the control group (see tables 6.5-la and 6.5-2a). The experimental
group's mean score was 67.77 compared to 63.18 for the control group.
A close examination of these tables reveal that in terms of the variability of scores there
is less spread in the experimental group's distribution of scores from the mean of 67.77,
as indicated by a small standard deviation of 7.38. The lowest score for the experimental
group was 52.91, (with a z-score of —2.01), and the highest score was 82.54, (with a zscore of 2.0). One consequence of this effect, that is a small standard deviation for the
experimental group, is that nearly all individual scores are far more closer to the mean.
Since the mean, 67.77, is slightly higher for an average mark the small standard
deviation means that all subjects from the experimental group passed the physics (light
and geometrical optics) module with a C grade or above. There were no failures.
Statistically, the distribution of scores for the experimental group is normal as indicated
by a positive skew of 0.31 which is pretty close to zero, (see table 6.5-1a).
Another interesting feature of the experimental group results (table 6.5-1a) is that female
subjects were evenly placed throughout the score ladder. In other words, there were no
clusters of female subjects around any one location on the physics (light and geometrical
optics) module score ladder. The same observation can be made of the regional subject
groupings. Subjects from all regions of PNG were evenly placed throughout the score
ladder. In other words, subjects from no particular regional group were clustered around
any one location on the physics (light and geometrical optics) module score ladder.
In the control group the standard deviation was quite large, 12.42 SD, from the mean of
63.18 (see table 6.5-2a). This means the scores were more variable or widely dispersed
around the mean. The highest score in the control group was 83.6, (with a z-score of
1.65), and the lowest score was 13.23, (with a z-score of —4.23), scored by subject C31.
This extreme score, 13.23, scored by subject C31 is not a true reflection of that subject's
abilities. C31, a male subject from the HL region did not sit for the end of module test,
therefore he scored a zero point for the end of module test, (see table 6.5-2b). This
means that in reality the lowest score for control group really was 43.92, (with a z-score
of —1 .55), scored by subject C19. Excluding subject C31's physics module scores the
true mean for the control group's physics (light and geometrical optics) module score
distribution is 64.43, (see table 6.5-2b which shows TL40-Mean is 64.43). The true
standard deviation for this mean is 9.61, (see table 6.5-2b which shows TL40-SD is
9.61), which is still large and indicates the scores were still more variable and widely
dispersed around the mean.
When Cl's scores are included, the skew value for the control group's score distribution
is —1.61 (see table 6.5-2a), which means the distribution was not statistically normal, it
was negatively skewed. However when C3 l's extreme score is removed the control
group's physics (light and geometrical optics) module score distribution is normal with
a skew of—U. 18, (see table 6.5-2b which shows Skew 40 is —0.18).
As in the experimental group, female subjects in the control group were evenly placed
throughout the score ladder (see table 6.5-2a). In other words, there were no clusters of
female subjects around any one location on the physics (light and geometrical optics)
module score ladder. The same observation can be made of the regional subject
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groupings. Subjects from all regions of PNG were evenly placed throughout the score
ladder. In other words, subjects from no particular regional group were clustered around
any one location on the physics (light and geometrical optics) module score ladder.
In the control group the four lowest scoring subjects excluding C3 1 were C32, C7, C2 I
and C19, who were from the HL region. Excluding C31 's scores only two subjects,
(C21, a female subject from the I-IL region and C19, a male subject also from the HL
region), failed the physics (light and geometrical optics) module. The majority passed
the module with a C grade or better.
In summary both groups, (control and experimental), performed well with subjects in
the experimental group scoring slightly better marks than their peers in the control
group. A closer look at the internal assessment components of the module, (for example
the module assignment scores or the practical work scores), is now in order to determine
how well each group completed each assessment task in the physics (light and
geometrical optics) module.

6.5. 2

Analysis of Practical Work, Assignment and (Light) Module Test Data

The overall physics (light and geometrical optics) module assessment scores for each
group were discussed above (chapter 6.5.1). Discussed below are the results of the
internal assessment tasks; namely the assignment, practical work and the end of module
test data for each group.
A comparison of practical work scores, (tables 6.5-la and 6.5-1b), reveals that control
group performed slightly better than the experimental group. The control group's mean
score was 9.51 compared to the experimental group's mean of 7.73. In the assignment
component of the assessed module tasks both groups on average put out the same
performance. The control group's mean score was 11.23 compared to 11.11 for the
experimental group.
The end of module test results show more subjects in the experimental group scoring
slightly higher marks than their peers in the control group. The mean score for the
experimental group was 47.26 (SD = 5.01), compared to 43.5 (SD = 7.89) for the
control group. (The control group's mean score for the end of module test was worked
out without including subject C3 l's scores since he did not sit for the test. Therefore, in
table 6.5-2b the control group's mean score is given as T40-Mean is 43.5, with a
corresponding standard deviation, 140-SD of 7.89).
On average the control group did slightly better than the experimental group on
practical work. This obviously is an outcome not anticipated from the study. Although
the control group's mean score is slightly higher than the experimental group's mean
score one cannot be conclusive about the quality or the performance of the different
instructional approaches used to conduct practical work. With this area of module two
already existing field conditions, which favoured the control group, clearly stand out,
and they were beyond control of the research design of the study.
Firstly, time limitations on the module duration disallowed the field researcher to
conduct all three practicals initially planned for the study. Instead each group
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conducted only one practical. Given the rush to end the module on time, and the aim
of the literacy-based teaching approach used with the experimental group, (i.e. for this
group to read laboratory work procedures and set up the necessary laboratory
apparatus all on their own with just the supervision from the field researcher), the two
mean scores based on a single practical work is inadequate to be conclusive about
which was the better of the two teaching approaches.
Secondly, the control group had eight members, (n = 41); more than the experimental
group, (n = 33), that is the experimental sample had one fifth less research subjects
than the control sample. Ideally, the smaller a group the better the learning outcomes
for the group. This happens because of the increased attention and adequate
supervision now available from the teacher for all individuals in the group. In this
study an adequate individual or group work supervision was the underlying strategy of
the literacy-based teaching approach, which was to be used with the experimental
group. However the time factor and the class size, (n = 33 for experimental group),
would not have facilitated the strategy to be fully exploited.
Similar observations can be made about the other two assessed components of the
module; assignments and the end of module test. While students undertook
assignments in their own time both groups sat for the module test in a formal testing
situation. Therefore the field researcher would have offered little or no input to how
students completed these tasks. In essence, the assignments and test results would be
largely attributable to the way each group was taught.
Interestingly for assignments the group mean scores are the same. As with all other
assessed work both groups completed a similar assignment task. Again, for reasons
noted above it was possible only for one of the 3 assignments to be completed by each
group. Thus, with inadequate data any claims about the effectiveness of each
instructional approach on assignment tasks are not possible. The result may be
attributable to a host of factors, including chance. The strongest possible explanation
being that in spite of the two groups being taught differently both were allowed an
equal time length, and to draw on resources outside of instructional settings to
complete the assignments. That is, both groups were given ample time to read notes,
seek help from friends or lecturers, and research the answers. This reasoning rules out
the actual instructional practices having contributed wholly to the two groups' mean
assignment scores.
In the experimental group the lowest end of module test score was 40.48 whilst the
highest score was 57.14. In the control group it was 24.76, the lowest end of module test
score. The highest test score for the control group was 59.05. For each group's
performance in the end of module test the effect of the different teaching strategies
employed with each group cannot be easily dismissed. The different teaching
approaches would be seen to have contributed significantly to the end of module test
outcomes for each group. The main reason for this observation is that in a test situation
students are not assisted with answers to test questions. Everyone is given the same
amount of time to complete the test, and that supervision of students is restricted to
cIarifing what questions mean, not helping them to answer questions correctly.
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In essence this section, (6.5), attempted to point out which group performed well in the
physics (light and geometrical optics) module. It also explored reasons behind each
group's performance in each of the module assessment tasks. The next chapter, (chapter
seven), will first make a comparative summary of pre-study modules and light module
assessment data. It will then provide justifications for any claims made from this study.
Further, it will offer some suggestions for improving instructions aimed at lifting
performance of students through literacy-based science teaching.
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7.1 Introduction
The conclusion is a summary of the main issues addressed by each chapter and some
recommendations and strategies, which may help, resolve the issues. Some issues, for
example literacy (chapter two) and language (chapter three), are so big as fields, that even
their further discussions in this thesis would not be able to paint a complete picture of
their breadths and depths. Where necessary only recommendations can be made for
further investigative work on topics identified by thesis. Only issues directly addressed by
thesis and relevant to but with practical implications for the needs of research subjects of
this study have been discussed thoroughly in this chapter. In addition, some of the
important results of this study have been used to confirm similar findings of studies
undertaken elsewhere and as data which support the resolution of those relevant issues of
concern raised and discussed throughout the preceding chapters.

7.2 A Summary of Chapters
The first chapter looked at the early development of education in Papua New Guinea
(PNG), the effects of socio-economic development on secondary education and the
language and literacy issues in education. In essence, the thrust of that chapter dealt with
the dilemmas of teaching and learning in English and how language and literacy problems
in schools can be addressed.
During colonial times, the education system in PNG was quite small and dualistic. Firstly
it featured the 'good' schools closely modelled on British or European schooling. These
schools were all urban, followed very academic curricula, and were attended mostly by
the children of colonists, colonial administrators, and wealthy locals. Then there were the
"impoverished" native schools which were rural based, and featured largely vocational
curricula emphasizing subjects such as agriculture and handicrafts. The aim of these types
of schools was to enable people to make a better living in the rural areas, but Papua New
Guineans regarded these schools as second-rate, and designed to keep them ignorant and
poor.
Independence brought with it high public expectations of widely accessible, academic
schooling. In the years following independence successive PNG governments spent
enormous amounts of donated but mostly borrowed money on expanding the postprimary education infrastructures. As well as the intense public pressure to do this, the
view that education was the key to economic and social development spurred the
expansion process on. Unfortunately PNG now finds that the investment process has not
paid off, as the economy cannot absorb the growing numbers of high school graduates.
Rather than promoting social development, the mass migration of educated youths to the
sprawling cities adds to many social ills, particularly poverty and crime. To combat this
social problem, the current education reform has re-introduced vocational and rural
education programmes, in the hope of keeping young people on the land and making
them apply skills acquired through education to their local environments. The initiative
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a
looks great on paper but as with all past remedies proposed by successive governments
take
re-visit to reforming vocational, technical and agricultural education is not likely to
off from the paper. It is just another proposal that sits on the shelves in Waigani.
of
Of all subjects, the highest expectations should have been levelled at science in terms
this
its potential to bring about national development and modernisation. Unfortunately
has not been the case. Education development in PNG has tended to favour a high turn
e
out of well-trained and qualified professionals in fields other than science, for exampl
ia
lawyers and accountants. Vibrant economies like Japan, Singapore and now Malays
the
have demonstrated that in order for developing countries to successfully graduate to
developed the essential requirement is a pooi of local professionals with technical knowed
how and expertise. For PNG, science curricula were eagerly borrowed from advanc
es.
nations: programmes that had been trialed ten to fifteen years earlier in those countri
Sometimes, these culturally inappropriate syllabi were not even modified to local
conditions. Teachers who would teach the syllabi were often hurriedly trained or under
clear
qualified and school facilities and equipment were inadequate to the task. Now it is
that science education is doing no better than others in terms of its contribution to the
ds,
development process. The combination of irrelevant curricula, poor academic standar
onal
and a general lack of direction are merely adding to the frustration of educati
of
planners. Part of the borrowed curriculum from abroad is the language, the medium
science instruction in schools.
Nearly all PNG students are ESL (English as second Language) students. Unlike a student
whose first language is German or Japanese, the special problem faced by the PNG
student is that the language he or she speaks in daily life Tok Pisin or local native
.
language does not mirror many of the basic concepts fundamental to modern science
to
relating
ts
For example, most PNG languages have no precise equivalents for concep
ssible
measurements of length, mass, or time. Concepts involving 'probability' are inexpre
and
tion'
in most native languages as are those associated with terms such as 'assump
'theory'.
-

-

Tok Pisin, which most Papua New Guineans use as a platform from which to gain
competence in English, presents its own problems of no specificity and misleading
classification. As examples, the term 'kapa' may apply to ferrous as well as cuprous
metals; the term 'swit' is applied to savoury as well as 'sweet' flavours; the broad
category covered by 'snek' applies to 'snakes' as well as eels and caterpillars. It follows
from these examples that what science comes down to is learning culturally foreign
concepts in a foreign language.
Explanations in class usually come down to essentially the same thing the use of 'magic
words' that supposedly explain something without necessarily adding to students'
the
comprehension. Understanding science is only partial in which survival depends on
memorization of a stock of responses. Even problem solving is seen as a matter of
memorizing the answer, not taking basic information and working out the answer.
-
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Science, like the rest of schooling, then becomes a ritual, not valued in its own rights but
for the rewards that completion of the ritual brings School Certificate and hopefully a
job with a salary. This effectively makes education as PNG's number one cargo cult. As
highlighted in chapter one there are no simple solutions to this deeply entrenched problem
area. Advanced scientific concepts can only be effectively mastered once students are
highly competent in English. It follows that students whose home language is English are
at an immense advantage to other students in science at university level.
-

The second chapter defined literacy for the purposes of this study, clarified what
effectively makes a person literate and proposed that literacy is acquired through levels. It
was revealed in this chapter that literacy needs a medium through which it can be
transmitted. The medium being language, a question raised in the chapter was, which or
whose language should a person acquire his or her literacy? This depends on the person's
literacy level and the purpose for being literate to such a level. For example a teacher's
literacy level is much higher than that of motor mechanic's. Although he or she may be
literate, the motor mechanic's occupation follows a routine where he or she is not called
upon to read more than is necessary. The teacher on the other hand has to be highly
proficient in both reading and writing to practice his or her profession effectively. As for
the question of language, it was outlined in the chapter that to function effectively in a
society a person needs to be literate in the dominant language of the society.
Scientific literacy, as defined in the chapter, is more specific than merely knowing how to
read and write. As with other subject areas, and with literacy in general, scientific literacy
is also acquired through levels, with the highly scientifically literate person being the
scientist him or herself. As highlighted in the chapter the criteria employed, to judge
whether or not a person is scientifically literate, was almost impossible for any society to
match up to. For this reason alone, it was stated in the chapter, that in any society science
was perceived as a cold subject.
As far as school science is concerned, teaching science literacy is about students having a
basic understanding of the science language, and being able to communicate well in the
language. For example, for a student to qualify that he or she has a good comprehension
of a science topic, the student must demonstrate that he or she can communicate, (written
or oral), effectively to others what he or she knows. In other words the student must
possess well-developed language skills, which must utilize the science language to
convey science concepts more effectively.
Various models of literacy-based science instruction also featured in this chapter. In
essence, these literacy-based science instructional models come down to students
mastering science content through the literacy process. Science learning involves
comprehending and composing a range of written and oral genres that use science
language, tables, graphs, symbols, and formulae. Since these tasks can be demanding for
students, instruction should be modelled to explicitly teach or demonstrate the specific
vocabulary and the language features and structures of genres that are commonly used in
science. When taking this approach, it has to be borne in mind that students will
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demonstrate their understandings of science through language, therefore when time is
spent improving students' literacy skills, they are able to communicate their
understandings more effectively.
In the third chapter it was discussed that stemming from everyday language is the
language of the discipline. Each field of study has its own language. Like all other
disciplines science has its own language. In this PhD thesis interest has been directed to
the English language used for scientific purposes using the English language to read,
talk and write about science.
-

This research has confirmed that science language is growing at an increasing rate, and
that it is difficult for lay persons or even students of science to keep up with its
comprehension. For students of science there are at least four problem areas with learning
of science and the use of its language. These are the technical and non-technical terms,
which take on unique meanings when used in science lessons. The importance of
knowing science words and using them correctly was highlighted in the third chapter. For
science students understanding words of science help to communicate science concepts
better. For the layperson science language, (especially in the areas of modern medicine,
engineering or agriculture), has invaded the speech habits of any community and found its
way into the homes and the vernacular. To be ignorant of science words means relying on
other people to read medication prescriptions or to interpret television programmes about
new discoveries in science.
It was outlined in the third chapter that science technical terms come in levels from basic
naming words to the abstract concepts. As one goes up the technical terms ladder one
finds the naming or labelling words at the bottom, words which are basic science
concepts in the middle, and words which describe theories somewhere near the top part of
the ladder. Abstract mathematical terminology is found right at the top of this ladder. It
was pointed out that the problem of comprehending technical science words is
compounded when some words take on dual meanings, one meaning for science and the
other for everyday language.
The use of non-technical words should be straightforward in science learning however,
this group of words are sometimes ambiguous and do present their own problems. The
important observation made about non-technical vocabulary was that difficulties with its
comprehension eases as students grow older and acquire a richer vocabulary.
In the fourth chapter it was shown that definition of literacy is not a static one. It changes
over time. It has varied from just knowing how to write one's name to a definition, which
encompasses a wider range of functional skills and knowledge. Literacy is a process,
which is transmitted through language. Languages are unique cultural objects, and any
culture may have its language promoted to a literate state. Some languages will not, and
where this has happened languages die off.
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Currently only a few powerful languages are spread throughout the world. They are the
most literate of all languages, and continue to spread because of the need for a common
language of trade and government business. Wherever there is literacy work anywhere in
the world there is a world language close by. That is, behind every literacy programme is
a world language. English is one of them. In many cultures English is an imported
language. English learning requires certain ways of teaching and assessing or certain ways
of evaluating writing. Its spread brings with it particular literacy practices. It has the
ability to stamp out indigenous or local literacies.
In PNG English, one of the colonial legacies, is sometimes used as lingua franca (e.g. in
the area of trade), sometimes it is the language of the elite, sometimes it is used in the
workplace, and sometimes used in the home but in education it is the nationally
recognised language of instruction from pre-schools to universities. It is English, which
must provide a vehicle for literacy transmission in schools. English literacy is very much
school-based, as it often does not fulfil the functional needs of the wider illiterate adult
population. It is the local literacy programmes, which contribute to adult literacy in
developing countries. They have attempted to serve any fulfilling needs of the illiterate
population. However, the different target populations to which each literacy programme,
(local / adult and school-based), is directed has meant that, there is very little to draw
from adult-based literacy programmes for input into the school-based literacy
programmes or vice-versa. The most obvious dividing factor being the medium of
instruction or the language through which each group learns its literacy.
Science literacy acquisition forms part of the school-based literacy programmes, which
the PNG Department of Education has implemented recently. As imported foreign
western culture science has brought with it its own language. This PhD thesis recognises
that science language is just one subset of English. To understand science better one
needs first of all to be proficient in the use of the science language through the literacy
processes. The thesis proposes that acquiring the science language through the literacy
processes serves as a sound platform from which to gain science knowledge.
Chapter 5 looked at the choice of research method and the instruments, and how they
were designed to collect field data. Some justification for the use of this instrument in the
study is in order. Firstly, the type of data to be collected and analysed in this study
dictated that one or more of the quantitative methods would be used. From this point on
the data collecting instrument would be designed based on the refined objectives of the
study.
The design and the use of data collecting instrument were determined mainly by
conditions in the field. In essence the study required testing of a newly developed
teaching strategy, WSTS, against an existing strategy, (or control), used with research
subjects at the time of study. WSTS was not previously used with research subjects in this
study or elsewhere. Having carefully considered the various field and logistical problems
associated with this study the model of a research design suitable for the study was "The
Non-equivalent Control Group Design". In effect it allows the researcher to use existing
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groups of research subjects to test for the treatment effect. For example, in this study a
similar instructional strategy was used with two groups of subjects. Only one group
received treatment in the form of completing literacy-based activities.
This method of data collection does not have the same degree of power as the true
experimental method. It was a preferred method over others for one reason. That it
allowed for the exploration of topics that otherwise could not be investigated because of
ethical, moral, and practical concerns. Sometimes topics of investigation require
'treatments' or placement of subjects into groups that would be unethical or impractical
for a researcher to arrange artificially. The main strength of this method is its recognition
and acceptance that the hypothesised cause of differences that might be observed between
groups had already occurred. The research subject group assignment had already taken
place. The researcher had no control over who would be in which group.
The analysis of collected data in chapter six required some statistics to summarise
observations, available largely as numerical data. The descriptive statistics field offers a
broad range of methods for analyzing quantitative data and, with the appropriate
statistical technique a large mass of quantitative data can be reduced to simpler, more
understandable terms. Some methods are complex and require lots of experience to use
them effectively while the basic ones allow users with little to no experience. The choice
of a statistical method depends on the amount of data, what aspects of data the presenter
wants readers to know and, whether the technique will make that data intelligible. In
choosing the appropriate technique the presenter's prime aim is to avoid readers getting
bogged down in numbers.
The quantitative data of participants in this study were a distribution of their end of
module scores for each of the four modules: light and geometrical optics studied during
the study (semester one of 2001) and, dynamics, chemistry and biology modules studied
prior to the study, namely in semester two of 2000. The pre-study test-scores are
important components of research data, as they serve as benchmarks, from which to judge
the effectiveness of any experiments conducted with the research subjects. The statistical
methods, which sufficed, to analyze and present this study's data intelligibly were the
mean, standard deviation, skew and the z score. The methods could only be applied
because the data, (or module raw scores), were shown to be normally distributed in most
cases or deviated only slightly from a normal distribution in one or two cases.
The main findings from this study need to be summarized before any conclusions can be
drawn about them. These were:
• The overwhelming majority of research subjects were multilingual, with some speaking
more than four languages. About one third of the world's languages are spoken in PNG
alone. However, according to the results, none of these native languages featured as the
dominant language of the home. It was Tok Pisin, which was the preferred language of
the home. This finding is not surprising because with so many languages representing a
culture, it is difficult for one culture to push for the promotion of its own language to a
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national language. The Tok Pisin takes care of the problem, of any one of PNG's seven
hundred languages, vying to be elevated to a national language.
• A third of the research subjects were female. Of this sub-group the majority were from
the coastal regions of PNG, with only a third of this sub-group originating from the
highlands region. This finding can be attributed to the prevalent attitude of parents at the
time this study was conducted. In the highlands region of PNG, the general attitude many
parents have is that, boys get first preference when it comes to education of their children.
• This study shows that the use of English, by students at all levels in the PNG education
system, has been restricted to classrooms. This means that it is not compulsory for
students to use English in order to function adequately in the society. Apart from its
educational relevance, the study also showed that English was used for trade purposes. As
education and trade are important areas, on which PNG's economic development rest, it
is vital for the language to be fully integrated with all subjects in schools. This would
enable English to be developed to an extent meaningful communication among its users
is possible whether it is used for trade or in education.

7.3: Concluding Points and Recommendations
This research has highlighted the importance of the adoption of English (not added-on
Pidgin) as educated Papua New Guineans' primary functional language. This importance
cannot be overstated when English, (as one of the world's powerful languages), is
becoming increasingly universal. For students at all levels science comprehension can
only happen when the medium through which science is learned is mastered. Many views
about best possible ways of addressing this deeply entrenched language problem were
explored in chapter one.
One alternative is to replace English as a medium of instruction with one of PNG's seven
hundred languages. The main reason for taking this route, it was argued, was that students
would be able to express themselves better in a native language. In PNG any native
tongue elevated to a national language or a medium of instruction in schools would not be
accepted by all seven hundred cultures, as this would mean the exclusion of all languages
except one. The best possible option, which still utilizes a students' mother tongue, as
proposed by Yamuna (1999), is to allow students to be taught in their mother tongue to at
least year five. This alternative is well grounded in theory. It not only allows students to
express themselves better, it also helps to preserve the native language.
The other alternative involves the adoption of both the 'Malaysian solution' and the
establishment of a Centre for Teaching of the English Language. As with the Malaysian
solution outside expertise can still be sought but the idea is for local teachers trained in a
native English-speaking environment to operate the Centre with assistance from recruited
native speakers of English. The Centre would ideally house the resources, (print, audio or
electronic and training venues), which would effectively serve language needs of subject
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departments at each learning institution. The ideal location for such a centre would be at
any one of the three premier universities, but most ideally at the University of Goroka
from which all other institutions can gain access to facilitate their language programme
needs.
As noted in the second chapter, this research has established that English as a subject
which is responsible for the initial development of students' literacy skills should not be
taught in isolation. In the PNG education system this practice has had abysmal or no
effect on improving science students' communication skills in English. To improve
science students' communication skills a more concerted effort needs to be made by all
parties concerned; content area teachers, the English teacher, the head teacher of the
school, the librarian, and students. The whole-school approach stands far better to
adequately address science students' language skills because learning involves a learning
of and the understanding of new language of science. In essence improving literacy skills
means improving learning outcomes, as literacy serves as the vehicle for communicating
and understanding science content.
Students studying science, for example, for the first time need to study the language of
the area to be fully literate in science. A mastery of literacy process enhances content
learning. Thus the importance of the English teacher and the science teacher
cooperatively producing a balanced programme, which caters for the needs of science
content as well as the language skills, cannot be overstated.
The third chapter looked at what science language is and discussed its effect on science
teaching and learning. It identified that there are two main sources of difficulty in learning
technical language. One results from the introduction of new terms, which are at such a
level of abstraction that students are incapable of understanding them at their present state
of cognitive development. The other stems from introducing pupils to abstract terms prior
to giving them the concrete experiences needed to give those terms meanings. What
strategies should be employed to deal with the complex nature of science language?
There are no easy answers on how students can alleviate science language comprehension
difficulties. However based on the causes identified above, we can attempt to devise ways
to counteract the problem.
One solution aimed at easing students' science language comprehension difficulties has
been to provide a glossary of words, which gives science context meanings. However, the
solution is not an adequate one because it does not provide contexts or experiences in
which new words can be learned. A solution, which incorporates the 'glossary of words'
strategy with 'concrete experiences', acknowledges that students are not ready or at the
stage where they could function comfortably with new terminology. Science terminology
is introduced when students have not reached a certain stage in their intellectual
development. Unintentionally, some teachers wrongly assume students already know and
will use science words comfortably to learn science. This is a common practice that even
some teachers in all other disciplines adopt.
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To help ease students' new science words comprehension difficulties ample time and
resources should be at their disposal so that they practice the use of new science words in
as many situations as possible. That is, students should be provided with wider
experiences to develop the language. Word meaning development in students' minds
should be facilitated through appropriate teaching and extended experiences. This means
modelling a range of word development experiences, which can be sequenced to start
with simple naming words, then extending the experiences so that the words become
concepts. The strategy gives students the time to get acquainted with or make meaning of
concepts and new ideas represented by science words.
The summary, above, on chapter four has shown that literacy is transmitted through a
medium, which is language. A language is a unique cultural object. Any culture may have
its language promoted to a literate state, as has happened to some of PNG's seven
hundred native languages. As also highlighted in the summary, this PhD thesis has shown
that in order to master subject content students need to be literate in the area. Acquiring
literacy in the subject area means being able to apply literacy, language or
communications skills proficiently to understand or communicate science better. It has
also shown that being able to comprehend and communicate ideas competently is one
aspect of acquiring scientific literacy.
As the qualification for being scientifically literate is a difficult one, this PhD thesis does
not imply that students should be trained scientists in order to communicate science
better. It recognises that science language is just one subset of English. To understand
science better one needs first of all to be proficient in the use of the science language
through the literacy processes. The thesis proposes that acquiring the science language
through the literacy processes serves as a sound platform from which to gain science
knowledge. One aspect of school-based science literacy programmes should be
development of students' literacy skills in the use of science language.
This thesis has also shown that acquisition of literacy, both by individuals and whole
societies, has been presented as desirable and essential. But there are vital literacy issues,
which still remain unresolved. For example, what really is literacy, and what universal
paths lead to literacy acquisition? These issues have led to increasing concern with, and
search for, methods and materials for making people literate. To date very little research
data pertaining to the development or application of clear instructional models for literacy
acquisition, (adult, emergent or school-based), exists. However, there are some theoretical
standpoints from which literacy instruction can be launched.
In the rich world scientific literacy has often been associated with the incorporation of
science language development into the school science curriculum. Knowing the science
vocabulary is only the first step one takes towards becoming science literate. For most
people knowing science words is where their scientific literacy ends. School-based
literacy teaching practices still focus on addressing difficulties posed by science technical
language in students' learning. The scope of science language development in schools can
be widened to meaningfully apply all communication process skills because language
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plays a crucial role in the transmission of science literacy. This thesis has highlighted that
even in the developed world, school-based literacy programmes have not ventured
beyond this point until recently.
The traditional approach to teaching science literacy has been to treat science words,
since scientific terminology is still regarded as a great reading hurdle that needs to be
overcome to properly comprehend science texts. The purpose of school-based science
literacy programmes today should be no longer a case of tackling difficult words only but,
also one of providing meaning-based learning activities and experiences through which
students' language skills can be properly developed. For example, this means expanding
science literacy programmes from teaching reading only to a wider application of all
communication skills.
Based on current research findings this thesis undertook to contribute to the approaches
used and made known by current research to teach science literacy for the sake of
promoting science concept understanding better. The teaching strategy developed and
tested in this study is the Word Structured Teaching Strategy, (WSTS for short). Fore
most was the aim that this teaching strategy would meet the literacy demands of science,
(in this case the selected science topic light and geometrical optics), because of the
recognition that one of the impediments to teaching and learning of science is that
students are not able to listen, speak, read and write appropriately. Another intended
outcome of the strategy was to improve science students' literacy achievements.
-

WSTS recognised that a successful outcome of teaching the whole scientific literacy
concept was not easily achievable. Instead it concentrated on developing students'
language skills as a means to facilitate an improved teaching and learning of science
content and literacy. Having defined what science literacy was the teaching strategy
moved on to design science teaching experiences or activities with an emphasis on
building the language skills. This was accomplished through diversified reading and
writing tasks. This design recognised that students construct meaning in science when
they integrate literacy skills, (of reading, writing, speaking and listening), with the science
process skills (describing, classif\jing, predicting, instructing, summarising, discussing,
arguing, explaining and recounting). The teaching strategy further recognised that science
literacy acquisition will not happen through the use of literacy activities alone. For this
reason literacy activities were supposed to have been integrated with a diversified
listening and speech tasks. However, this could not come about due to field constraints
outlined in chapter five. In essence, WSTS, as discussed above may offer best directions
for science literacy development in science classes.

7.4: Contribution of this PhD Research to Knowledge Base
First and foremost, this PhD research has found in chapters two, four and seven that not
much research, (current or past), has been directed towards identifying or implementing
theory-based instructional models for teaching adult or school-based literacy. It was
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highlighted in these chapters that literacy programmes worldwide have not been using
research-based or theory-based prescribed models on which to teach literacy. It was also
highlighted in these chapters that current literacy programmes, including UNESCO
initiated ones, were directed mainly towards getting local populations to read or write in
their own languages. However no coordinated efforts have been made to measure the
success rates of these programmes. This research has attempted to first identify theorybased models on which to design literacy instructions. It then proceeded to develop an
instructional strategy whose purpose was two-fold. Firstly, to find out if the literacy-based
science instruction would increase students understanding of science concepts. Secondly,
to find out if such instruction would increase students' literacy levels.
Secondly, for some time now, the trend with importation of manufactured products by
third world countries from first world countries has been that third world countries are
left with only one choice in terms of products consumptions. That is to consume the
manufactured goods whole or if in parts, the importer can only modify the product to suit
his or her needs. The finished products sometimes being intended for their own
consumptions in the first world, the third world consumers usually have no say in how the
product should be tailored to suit their specific needs. A good example is with the
importation of science curricula. Sometimes third world nations have imported from
advanced nations curricula, which had been trialed for some years in those developed
countries. As pointed out in this thesis such imported curricula or syllabi are used with
little or no regard for how it might perform under local conditions.
For example, in PNG's case such a practice has had very little or no effect on increasing
its pool of technically resourced personnel (local) with the expertise and know-how.
Further such practice has not contributed to increasing its citizens' literacy levels, for
both the semi-educated and the villager with zero-literacy status. This PhD research set
out to contribute in two major areas. Firstly, by designing and producing a research-based
instructional strategy to increase PNG students' literacy levels in English and concept
understanding in science. Secondly, rather than importing ready made literacy-based
instructional models from the first world, (which may not suit PNG conditions), this PhD
research has attempted to demonstrate that developing nations like PNG can position
themselves to produce appropriate literacy-based instructional programmes, which can
meet their own needs. This research also contributes to economic independence by
producing its own educational resources and materials, which would perform better under
PNG conditions.
Thirdly, this research contributes to current efforts, development and trialing of new
classroom-based teaching practices or research initiatives, to produce innovative science
instruction for limited English proficient or ESL students. This group of students come
from cultures where their home vernacular is not English but their education system
dictates that they receive science instruction in English.
Fourthly, this research constitutes part of the current efforts made by various
organisations, (e.g. AAAS, NSES, ICASE, UNESCO and Australia's Questacon), and
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researchers to foster scientific and technological literacy for all as we move into the
twenty first century, to increase science students' motivation to study science, to improve
scientists and science learners' communication skills so that they become more
persuasive and effective communicators of their ideas and discoveries.
This study also set out to investigate recent claims that literacy process skills are the root
system for growth in scientific knowledge, and they enable science content
comprehension. That is, literacy processes are the means by which science content is not
only learned, but also transmitted, since content information is rooted in written and oral
language. The literacy processes, (of reading, writing, speaking and listening), facilitate
comprehension and communication of ideas. These processes in turn support the
development of science process skills necessary for gaining knowledge and understanding
of the physical world.
To what extent do the results from this study support the broad aims of the study? As
outlined above the hypotheses were that literacy-based instruction improves students'
science concept understanding. It also increases students' English literacy levels. Having
researched, developed and tested under PNG conditions does a literacy-based science
instructional approach such as WSTS achieve what it sets out to? Does it facilitate the
enhancement or promotion of students' understanding and application of science process
skills? Does it increase students' motivation to study science, and does it make science
students any better at communicating science?
This research was centred on these questions and did set out to seek the answers.
However, aims as broad as these could not be met in this one study alone. Effectively all
questions raised above needed the design and or use of the relevant assessment
instruments to gauge answers. In a single study, such as this, this was not possible. To
me, it was important that at least two of these research questions should be adequately
answered via research data taken from the field. To this end the data collected and
analysed served to answer only two questions, which were, did the literacy-based science
instruction used in this study increase students' understanding of science, and did it
increase their motivation levels?
Thus, only two assessment instruments were developed and or used to gauge answers to
these two questions. As for the question of motivating science students' through literacybased science instruction an appropriate instrument was used and relevant data collected
and analysed. However, both the data and its analysis were not included in this thesis due
to thesis writing time and space constraints. This data can be used later for
recommendations for further study. The analysis of pre-study modules assessment
(chapter 6.4) and the analysis of this study module (light and geometrical optics) data
presented in chapter 6.5 are relevant only to the first question.
The overall analysis of the results from this study shows three important findings. Firstly,
that research subjects came from all regions of PNG. The important features of subjects
highlighted by their background data is that subjects in this study came from diverse
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cultural and linguistic backgrounds, with some speaking more than four languages beside
English. Equally important is the finding that the mother tongue spoken at birth for all
subjects except two was a language other than English. Even in the home English was
never used as the home vernacular. And Tok Pisin was the dominant language of the
home. Except for the two, all subjects learned English only when they started school. The
average age at which subjects were introduced to English was seven years, but results
show some subjects learning English at age twelve.
The underlying picture, which clearly stands out with the subjects' use of English, (both
male and female subjects), is that it was only used for learning purposes. It was not used
on the street, at leisure or at home. Given this background, it is hardly surprising when
recent studies have revealed that PNG students at all levels of education exhibit poor
communication skills in English. If this is the main picture, then their ability to cope with
specialist language like science must be extremely limited because the science language,
like all other specialist languages, is just one subset of English. This study set out to
establish that to compensate for science students' initially poor English communication
skills they need be provided with experiences through which they may enhance their
language skills as well as improving their science content understanding. The outcome/s
of study has been summarised below.
Secondly, the analysis of pre-study modules data and the initial or existing field conditions
it established in chapter 6.4. Existing characteristics were that overall all module scores,
tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6, were normally distributed. In other words no extreme scores were
found in any set of module scores to cause severe displacement of the scores from the
mean. Furthermore the standard deviation, SD, values for all sets of module scores confirm
the distribution of all module scores were normal. That is, the standard deviation for each
distribution of scores (tables 6.4-1 to 6.4-6) was large enough; meaning the scores were
more variably dispersed around the mean.
From the above discussion (chapter 6.4) it can be summarised that the experimental group
had performed better in chemistry and physics than the control group whereas, the control
group had performed slightly better in biology than the experimental group. It was also
observed in the discussion that lowest module marks were scored in the physics module by
both groups, with a mean of 55.02 for the experimental group, and a mean of 42.25 for the
control group. The control group performed poorly in physics. These, then were some of the
existing characteristics of the research subjects from each group, and field conditions prior
to this study being undertaken. A look at the light and geometrical optics module data is
now in order to compare if WSTS had any effects on the research subjects learning.
Thirdly, the results from this study are promising for further literacy-based science teaching.
That is the group, (experimental group), which received literacy- based teaching treatment
did perform slightly better in content understanding than the control group. This outcome is
no different to the existing pre-conditions where the experimental group had always
performed better in the pre-study physics and the chemistry modules. However students
were given the opportunity to use adequate science language-based exercises, (from word-
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structuring exercises to reading for the purpose of writing essays), through which to
improve their literacy skills and science concept understanding. In the pre-study physics
(dynamics) module the mean score was 55.02 where as in this study physics (light and
geometrical optics) module the experimental group's mean score was 67.77. Given that in
both modules the score distributions were normal the experimental group's exposure to
literacy-based instruction did lift its performance.
Although there are a host of factors attributable to this promising outcome of study, it does
demonstrate that literacy-based activities employed as part of science topic teaching can
contribute to improving students' concept understanding. The existing field conditions did
not allow subjects to extend their science language development experiences through all
language or communication process skills. With regard to whether WSTS improved
students' literacy skills it is not possible to make any claims for two reasons. Firstly, the
available data is not sufficient to point to any effect WSTS had on students' literacy skills
development. Secondly, no instruments were used in the study to measure students' literacy
skills before or after the experiment. A recommendation for further study would be to
develop instruments, which can do this.
Finally, this study promotes awareness in the mainstream educators, (especially in the
developed world), that students of science from minority linguistic and cultural
backgrounds have special language and communication needs. Some educators from the
mainstream education system have misconceptions about minority linguistic and cultural
background students' learning needs and their abilities; some of which are:
speaking English as a second language or being bilingual is a disabling condition.
• science educators err in assuming that these students will learn all the English they
need to know in ESL classes, or that they will easily understand typical school or
college science textbooks.
• these students will understand rapid speech, unfamiliar vocabulary or long and complex
sentences in lectures.
these students will understand the alternate and very precise scientific meanings
attached to everyday words in English, e.g. force, work and energy.
This PhD study contributes towards highlighting language and communication problems
encountered by students whose home vernacular is never English. It is hoped and that
educators may accept these problems exist and work towards facilitating science teaching
for these students in more positive ways. The use of WSTS principles may go some way
towards achieving this.
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Overview of Module
Summary
Light conies into contact with objects all around us.
This module looks at what happens
10 light when it comes into contact with substances, mainly
mirrors and lenses.
There are three object types in so far as their contact with

light is concerned.

Opaque Objects (e.g. a piece of wood)
Opaque objects block out or reflect light. Colours and
Shadows are results of Opaque
objects blocking out or reflecting light.
As an opaque object a Mirror is a good reflector of light.
Transparent Substances (e.g. a glass louvre blade)
Transparent substances allow light to pass through them.
In doing so, they Bend or Refract light.
A colour is the result of transparent objects bending light.
Lenses used in cameras or binoculoses are good refract

ors of light.

Internal Reflection or a Total Internal Reflection of light
are some of the properties of
lenses.
Transluscent Substances (e.g. a dirty car windscreen)
Because of their very nature, Transluscent substances allow
some light to pass through
them while blocking out or reflecting the rest.
This module will not look at transluscent substances as

a topic of study.
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Module Concept Map

Light
-

Opaque Objects

(e.g. piece of wood)
Blocks out light

Reflects light
Shadows

Transparent Objects

Transluscent Objects

(e.g. louvre blade)

(e.g. dirty car windscreen

)

Allows light to pass thr
ough

Refracts light

Will not be studied, or
examples will not be

Lenses

used much

Colours
Colours
Mirrors
Optical Instruments
camera
telescopes
microscopes
etc.

Internal Reflection
Total Internal Reflec
tion (TIR)
Optical Instruments
camera
telescopes
microscopes
hi noculoses
0/H projectors
the eye
etc.

Li
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Experiments and Teacher Demonstrat

ions

Compiled from a number of sour
ces, experiments and teacher demonst
rations will
complement lectures. They will illus
trate and reinforce ideas and conc
epts
that you will
learn from studying various light topic
s.
Teacher demonstrations are only mea
nt to be observed, while at the sam
e time,
recording useful observations. Expe
riments are to be performed by
stud
ents
. Only eight
have been selected for assessment.
These are:
• Investigating tile laws of reflection
on page 15,

• Verifying images fornied by a concave
mirror, using a candle and a scre
en
on page 28
• Verifying inagesforined by a convex
mirror, using a candle and a screen
on page 28
• Measurement of i and r on page 35,
• Measuring refrac(ive index bp real

and apparent dept/i method on page 37

• Measuring the critical angle of glas

s on page 40

• Verjfying iniagesforined by a convergi
ng lens, using a candle and a screen
on page 56
• Verjfying images formed by a divergin
g lens, using a candle and a screen
on page 56

Assignments
In this module you will be required to
complete and submit only three assi
gnments found
at the end of this booklet. Use
spaces provided on assignment ques
tionnaire sheets to
write down your answers. Rememb
er to hand up all your assignments
for marking.

Assessment
Module assessment will comprise

of the following.

Practicals................................. 20%
Lab Reports.............................30%
Module Test.............................50%
ill
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Contact Time
l.eciure.s' .............. 2

/U)2ilS

ii,io,ia/,v ............. / hour,

/rUCfjC(l/S ............ 3 /u,ur,v

Personal Details
Please fill in your personal details

form below.

Name -

(Actual student names will not
be used when data
is anatysed and reported).

Male / Female________________

__

Cultural Background (Tolal, Sepik,
Man

us, etc)________________________

__

What is your first language?______

_________________________

How many languages do you spea

k?_______________________

Write down the names of these lang

uages 1.

3.

4.

2.

5.

What language do you mainly use

at home?

At what age did you learn to spea

k English?

Perception Questionnaire
Towards the end othis booklet are
attached some perception questionna
ires. Please fill
out a questionnaire at the end of
each session, ( whether it was a lectu
re,
tutorial or a
practical session).

iv
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Your Rights
You may choose not to take part in this
study. If you do so, you will not be penalised
in
any way. However note that some complete
d exercises, practicals, assignments and the
module test will be assessed. Any marks you
score for these exercises will make up your
final light module grade, and eventually coun
t towards your overall science grade.
Your personal details and any views you
express on the perception questionnaire will
be
kept strictly confidential. For example all
personal information, including your nam
e,
will not be disclosed when data is analysed
and reported. You will not be penalised for
expressing views of your desire. Anyone
wishing to know the results of this study can
write to the researcher,
Mr. Pole Awei, C-I Faculty of S.I.T
.E, Northern Territory University, CASUAR
INA
CAMPUS, Ellengowan Drive, DARWIN
, NT, AUSTRALIA 0811.
Good luck and thank you for your cooperati
on.

V
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Content

LIGHT RAYS AND REI'LECJ'ION
Where does light come from? I
The importance of light 2
How does light travel? 2
The electromagnetic spectrum 3
Invisible light 4
Visible light S
What happens to light when it strikes matter? 7
Experiment tleacher Demo : To prove that light travels in straight
lines (Expt.3.1) 8
Shadows 8
Experiment/Teacher Demo: Is there more than one kind of shadow? (Expt.3.2) 8
Eclipses 11
A simple camera 13
Experiment: Jo make a pinhole camera and see how it works (Expt.3.3) 14
Rays Meet l'lane Mirror 15
Experiment: Investigating the laws of reflection (Fig.1.7) 15
Images 17
Experiment: Finding the image in a plane mirror (Fig.1.8) 17
I-low image is formed in a plane mirror 19
Experiment : What is lateral inversion? (Expt.3.5) 20
The periscope 21
The kaleidoscope 21
The laser 22
Experiment I Teacher Demo: Investigating the angle turned through
by an optical pointer (Fig.1.10) 22

vi
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Experiment : Investigating the images formed by two plane mirrors (Fig.1.11) 22
What is laser light? 23
Rays Meet Curved Mirrors 24
Shapes of mirrors 24
Teacher Demo: Curved mirrors Use C/B diagrams and visual aids (Fig. 1.12) 24
-

The caustic curve 26
Teacher Demo: Thecaustic curve/Concavespherical orcylindrical reflectorUse a cup of half-filled hot brown tea (Fig. 1.15a) 26
Teacher Demo True or single point focus / Concave parabolic reflector
Use reflector of a hand held torch (Fig. 1.15b) 26

-

Rays diagrams 27
Experiment : Images formed by a concave mirror (Using a candle and
a screen verify the image types predicted by ray diagrams
for the various object distances) (Fig. 1.17) 28
Experiment : Images formed by a convex mirror (Using a candle and
a screen verify the image types predicted by ray diagrams
for the various object distances) (lig.I.18) 28
Experiment : Measuring the radius of curvature of a concave mirror (Fig.1.21) 30
Mirror calculations 31

LIGHT RAYS AND REFRACTION
What is refraction? 33
Refraction Light Rays Change Direction 34
Experiment : Investigating light passing through a rectangular block
of glass (Fig.2.1) 34
Experiment : Measurement of i and r (Fig.2.2) 35
Laws of refraction 35
Internal reflection 35
Refractive index 30

VII
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Real and apparent depth 37
Experiment : Mensuring refra
ctive index by the real and apparent
depth method (Fig.2.6) 37
Teacher Demo : How water appe
ars to bend a ruler
Use C/B diagrams and visual aids

-

38

Teacher Demo : The Mirage
Use C/B diagram 39
-

Total Internal Reflection 39
Calculation of critical angle 39
Experiment: Measuring the critic
al angle of glass (Fig.2.8) 40
Teacher Demo : Prisms at Work
(Diagrams a, b, c) 40
An optical fibre or light pipe
41
Colour
What gives an object its colour?
42
Teacher Demo : Newton's Expe
riment (Fig.2.9) 43
Deviation and dispersion 43
Teacher Demo : Producing a pure
spectrum (Fig.2.10) 43
Teacher Demo: Recombining the
spectrum (Fig.2.11) 44
Sums with colours 44
Addition of colours of light 44
Teacher Demo : A demonstratio
n of colour addition 45
Subtraction of colours of light
45
The colour of an object 45

Teacher demo :The colour of a filter
(Fig.2.14) 46
Coloured objects 47
Adding coloured lights 47

ptll
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Expericmnt : Adding coloured lights 47
Experiment Objects under coloured tights
48
What is a lens? 43

LENSES AND OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lenses 50
Teacher Demo

: Lens shapes (Fig.3.1) 51

Experiment : Investigating properties of lenses
(Fig.3.2) 51
I-low does a lens form an image? 52
The image of a larger object 53
Lens definitions 53
Teacher Demo : Properties of lenses (C/B
diagrams and visual aids) 54
Experiment: Measuring f of a converging
lens

-

rough method (Fig. 3.6) 547

Experiment: Measuring f of a converging
lens -accurate method (Fig. 3.7) 54
Ray diagrams 55
The three special rays used in ray diagrams 55
Experiment : images formed by a converging
lens (Using a candle and
a screen verify the image types predicted
by ray diagrams
for the various object distances) (Fig.3.9)
56
Experiment: images formed by a diverging
lens (Using a candle and
a screen verify the image types predicted
by ray diagrams
for the various object distances) (Fig. 3.10)
56
The lens formula 57
The power of a lens 57

LENS APPLICATION : OPTICAL INSTRUM
ENTS
How do we see? 59
Rays Enter The Eye 60
The structure and action of the eye 60
Hoe do eye glasses help some people to see?
62

ix
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Where does light come

fro in?

The sun gives off light. So does the moon. But they
do not give off light in the same way.
The sun gives off its own light. The moon does not.
The moon has no light of its own. The moon gets
its light
fioni the sun. Sunlight shines upon the moon.
The light
then is reflected. Some of the reflected light reache
s Earth.
An object that gives off its own light is called
a
luminous [LOO min us] object. The sun is a lumino
us object.
So are switchedon light bulbs and burning wood.
An object that light shines upon is called an illuminated [ill 00 rniri AY ted] object. The moon
is an illuminated object. In fact, most things you see are illumin
ated
objects. They do not give off their own light. Light
shines
upon them.
Look around. How many different things do you see?
How many give off their own light? How many just
receive
light?
Look at this book, for example. Does it give off its own
light, or does light just shine upon it? Is this book
luminous
or illurnir,oted?
Some luminous objects are very small. Tlìeir light
seems to come from a single point. It does not spread
out much.
A small luminous body is called a point source of light.
Some luminous objects are large—and close by. Their
light comes from many different points. The light
spreads
out greatly. This kind of luminous body is called an
extended
light source.

1
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3.
3.1

Light rays and reflection
The importance of light
'1 spy with my little eye, something bcgiiming with ......his is it
ga ne we have all )latyed at some tine in our lives. Wit at,
lit wever, won ki we spy if we were in it dark ron in withdic li g hts
turned oil? The answer, of course, is that we would see nothing.
In order to see we ,,iart have light.
Where does fight Conic from? The answer is that there are
many
different sources, but most of our light comes from
die Sun,
l50 000 000 kin away. During the day, rays of light from the
Sun travel down to the Earth and strike tin object. They tire
then
reflected into the eyes of an observer, who sees the object. At

night without light or in it dark room there are no rays to strike
an object. Therefore none are reflected and nothing can he
observed.
i/ow

.3.2

,nauy ot/jcr vbjeaj

can ywi

t/ii,,k of that g/ve out 1,,'/jt?

How does light travel?
On a h rigi it hut cli tudy day we nitty get so rite idea as to tow
die
rays of light travel.
Figure 3.1 shows very cleai ly that rays
e :it appear to travel in
straight lines. We can prove this by dc
it simple experiment
in the iahuirtttory.

Iltiltre 3.1

Rays of light item the Sun

Because rays of light travel in straight lines, we can draw 'ray'
if iagrti tot so cli as that in Figure 3.2 to S Itnw what is lap C nitig to
the ligh t A ray is show ii by a st raight line ftc a rruwhettd ahows
the eli rection in which the ray is travelling. (If the ray is bent or
clevitit ( d e.g. by ;t ritirror or lens, it is usuul to draw tote
:irruwIttid before and otlear rowlicacI titer the dcviation.)
.

concepts
Living things on planet "Earth"

need light to live.
Animals need light to see. Plants need light to make their food.
Light is invisible.
It travels in straight lines.

2

It sometimes behaves as a particle Willie other times it is a wave.

Light is a form of energy.
It is also an electromagnetic radiation.
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It moves at 300 000 km per second. Light is made up of seven colours.
Luminous objects give out light.
Non-luminous objects do not give out light on their own, they only reflect light.
Teacher Demonstrations
I. Using Newton's colour wheel demonstrate to students why light is made up of
seven colours.
2. Show students the electromagnetic spectrum, (source = science moves) from
radio waves to micro waves, and demonstrate where light is, in the spectrum.
3 Use a prism to break up light into its seven parts. (At this stage it is not
necessary to teach how different colours bend according to their wave!engths).
4. Demonstrate why light is invisible, using chalk dust and a flash light, in a dark
room.
JNuI;RsIANl)lN(; 'l'llE El.E('i'lU)MA(N'ilC stl;cl'RtJM

------

radio wavet

---

microwaves

,

inirared
rays

ultraviolet
rays

arays

cosmic
rays

gamma
rays

nib,asioo speed increases

Figure A

3
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What is invisible light?

The visible sped rum is a member el an even larger
spectrum. It is called the elect romagnnlic (i LEK trob meg
NET 1k) Sl)eclrtlflL

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM IS A SERIES
OF RAYS (OR WAVES). This series of rays ranges from rays
that vibrate very slowly to rays that vibrate very last. See
Figure A on the facing page. For example, the band of radio
W1Ve5 vibrate slowly. AL the other end
of the spectrum are
the band of cosmic rays, which vibrate very fast.
In Aim 4 you learned about wavelengths. And in Aim
6 you learned about frequency, or how fast a wave vibrates.
Each kind of electromagnetic wave (ray) has a different frequency and wavelength. Slow-frequency waves have long
wavelengths. Fast-frequency waves have short wavelengths.
ALL WAVES TRAVEL AT THE SAME SPEED—THE SPEED
or' LIC I-IT.
Our eyes are sensitive to a small band of electromagnetic waves. We call this band of waves VISIBLE
LIGHT. We see objects because they give off or reflect visible
light rays.
Our eyes are not sensitive to infrared rays or to
ultraviolet rays. However, there is photographic film that is
sensitive to infrared rays. Such film makes pictures of
objects based on the infrared rays they send out. These picLu res can be made in Co mpl ate cia rkness.
Infrared rays from the sun or any hot object are felt as
heat. If an object absorbs them, the object is warmed. However, glass transmits infrared rays and so is not warmed by
them.
Ultraviolet rays are the rays that give us a sunburn. A
small amount of ultraviolet energy is healthful to most
plants and animals. Too much is harmful,

4
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What is the visible
spectrum?
Nature puts on many beautiful
'shows.' One of the
most beautiful is the rainbow. A
rainbow frames the sky with
an arc of colors.
Have you ever seen a rainbow?
It was probably right
after a rainstorm. Let's find out wha
t causes a rainbow to form.
The sun gives off "white" light.
White light seems to
have no color at all. But this is
not true. Just the opposite is
true. White light is made up of "eve
ry color of the rainbow."
This interesting fact was discove
red in 1666. In that
year, Sir Isaac Newton, an English
scientist, was experimenting with light. He passed white
light through a glass prism.
The prism broke up the white ligh
t. A rainbow of colors was
produced: red, orange, yellow, gree
n, blue, indigo [IN duh go],
and violet.

re

b
iue

9reefl

These colors are called the visible
spectrum. The order
of the colors never changes.
How does this explain a rainbow
? During a rainstorm,
there are billions of tiny drops of
water in the air. Sometimes
they act like prisms. They break
up sunlight into its spectrum
of colors. This produces a rainbow
.
When you studied sound, you
learned that pitch depends upon frequency of vibratio
n. Frequency tells us how
fast sound energy vibrates. Colo
r depends upon frequency of
vibration, too.
All colors vibrate very fast—muc
h, much faster than
sound. But each color vibrates at
a different speed (and wavelength). Different vibration spee
ds produce different colors.
The slowest vibration produces
red. The speed increases as
you go from red to violet.

5
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Experiment 3.1
To prove that light travels in straight lines
Place three screens in I ne on the bench and tli read a thin Piece
of cotton through each hole.
Pull the cotton ao that it is tight. The holes are then i n a straight
line (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2

Holes in a straight line

Ran ni hrjld

LiiL

LIasonce

Figure 3.3 Holes not in a miaight line

Gently, without moving the screens, remove the cotton and look
through the three holes. What can you See?
Now rearrange the screen so that the holes are not in a straight
line (Figure 3.3).
What can you see now? What does this prove?

6
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What happens to light when

it strikes matter?
Light, you have learned, travels in a straight line. It
moves along at 300,000 kilometers per second. This is an
almost unbelievable speed.
Light also needs no medium in order to travel. Light
can move through a vacuum, where there is no matter.
What happens to light when it strikes matter? Three
things can happen. The light can be absorbed, reflected, or
tm nsm I tted.
Light that is absorbed is "soaked in" by the matter
it strikes.
Some objects absorb light better than others. Black
objects are the best for absorbing light. In fact, black substances absorb all the light that strikes them.
• Light that is reflected "bounces off" the substance
it strikes.
A mirror works by reflection. Light strikes an object.
The light reflects off the object onto the mirror. The light then
reflects off the mirror and into your eyes.
it

• Light that is transmitted passes through the matter
strikes.

Only certain substances transmit light. Substances
that transmit light are said to be transparent [tranz PAIR ent].
Window glass, water, and air are transparent. We can see
through them clearly.
Some substances—like waxed paper and frosted glass
—transmit light. But they also "scatter" the light. We can see
light through them but we cannot see any details. Such substances are said to be translucent [tranz LOO sent].
Substances like wood and metal do not transmit light.
We cannot see through them at all. They are said to be opaque
[oh PAYK].

7
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3.3 Shadows
II we place alt oJmqlle object between a light source nnd screen we
will create an area ol dii rkness on the screen called a jhadow. The
shadow w II lc I lic Sante xi tape as the oh icc t b it large t (Pigu re
3.4). 'lb is agit ii p roves that light does travel in Straight lines.

light

liqitie 34

El

cOtuCe

A shadow kis the twine sitapo as its object

ilii opaque object is one u'hic/i ui/i not a//ow light to pass through
citE what I/Jew two wo,ds mean: (a) Iras'sJmrriit, (b) tranj//(cc',lt.

it. Paid

As light cannOt
pass through an opaque object and, travelling only in
straight lines, cannot bend round the object, then the
space behind an opaque object must be totally dark.
We can demonstrate how a source of light casts a
shadow in the laboratory and use this to explain how
eclipses are caused by shadows.

Experiment 3.2

Is there more than one kind of shadow?
Turn on a sit tall bulb and a i in Its light on to a screen 50-90
ciii
away.
Place an object midway between the bulli tl)d
the screen
makes a large shadow on the screen.

sit

that it

Look very carefully at the edges of the shadow.
Now replace the small source iii I igit t by it l a rgcr n
tic (e.g. a
large bulb).
I\giiin 111(11< at the slitdow tilt (lie screen. In litirticob
htt)k at III I..
edges. Is there any dillerittee between this Nltitilt iw
toil I lie tie
made wi t h the snail light source? Write ;t seltritce
extliiu t i t tg
what is the difference tttd w1t' y0it think it ltttppeoeul.
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light sou rce andascreen,a sharp, dark shadow is kriocd. This
rge l ight,
dark shadow is Cal led an wnbra, if, llowever, we use a Ia
(h).
source, two kinds of shadow are formed, its i n Figtirc3.5

Soo-

/
ta'qe SOUlCO
of t.t

Op55C

Figure 3.5 Shadows created by sinafl and bt:ge sources of light

shadow so
I igi tt Iro ni the source cannot reach the cc n tre of the
the
hcre we have a very dark shadow -an umbra. Around
off, so
edges, however, only part of the light has been blocked
a, eg
here there is it lighter grey shadow. This is called apenumbr
a rca A, bitt
l ight fro ti the hi Itto to of the source cats not reach
is
light Irotit the top of the source CSIl. Iherelore the shadow
grey rather hIatt black (see Pigure 35(h)). Probably the most
crested
well kflown and exciting shad ow tit at we can see is tint t
by a Si l;i ccl psi

9
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What is a shadow?

You are walking along the street on a sunny day. You
see shadows of lampposts, fences, buildings, cars. You see
your own shadow to& It follows you as you walk. It imitates
everything you do. Then a cloud blocks the sun, and the
shadows disappear.
What is a shadow? How is it formed?
A shadow is an area of darkness or partial darkness.
It forms when an object gets in the way of light. The object
prevents light from striking some surface.
Blocked light may come from a point source or from
an extended source.
Blocked light from a point
source forms a completely
dark shadow. This area of
total darkness is called an
umbra. There is a sharp
border between an umbra
and the surrounding bright
area. You can see exactly
where the shadow ends.
The sun is very large. But
it is very far away. The sun
acts like a point source of light. Objects on earth that block the
sun form dark, sharp umbra shadows.
Note. the pnnsmbrnj A shadow
blends in with the. -j source has
lighted area.

from an extended
two parts: a dark
inner part and a gray outer

umbra

The dark

j.mba_

This is
'
.
ii
__-.--

I

.

1

i

l.

The gray outer part receives some light. This
area is called the penumbra [pi NUM brub].

10
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PC LI PS P S
An eclipse is the total or ilarri.rt disappearance tit the sun
or moon as seen from the earth. is t his seers eclipses are
expiairred in terms of the motions of the earth and moon
and the shad DW that one casts on the at is er.
The solar eclipse or eclipse of the sun
Records of solar eclipses have been kept since the time of
rite ancient Chinese who were afraid of tlreret, thinking
that a dragon was trying to devour the sun. The phi litsopiters of ancient Greece understood that the moon was
responsible for eclipses of the sun and were even able to
predict a solar eclipse. In 1543 Copernicus started a
revolution of thought and understanding when Ire published a hook in which he suggested that only the ni on n
sveimr rrmurtrl the earth and tirar the earth, like all tire tinter

'if rim, itt,, r,rk,,, l'n',,, a I,ci.tt,t .19000 n amiss ic, tc,ct Ar 0th
rn,, i. , ant ,.in'fi,',t al,. tin ii,,,S ,arnn,,,a,, te r se,, ny d e,urn.

van

n.,, I

nnnrpn,nnoqnapn. S1i lunch

planets, went rurrrr,i rise surr. Until this idea Oil,,' inotion
of ilrc earth ,n,,,i t,r,n,mrr was a,,'. tred it was
illilDrssilsic to
explain fully how tire dillenetnt types of eclipses hap.
pencd.
We now know that the sun is eclilrsed when the Innon
passes between the sun and the earth. When it lraptcns it
causes rtnexpected darkness during the daytitrre. Strlar
eclipses are ra titer rare for 1w rr reasons.
a) A solar eclipse can Ira p'.'n only at rr ew moo n
( wiret
the moon is trrtahly dark). iftise rtrbit of lire rssorrtr lay in
the sante plane as that of the earth there wortH be an
eclipse every rnonrir. The moon's orbit is, lrovr'cver
,
inclined at an angle of about 5n to the eartit's orbit srt
that only rarely does the new 01000 pass exactly
througit the line joining the earth and the sun, prindric.
ing a solar eclipse.
It) When a solar eclipse (ir,cs r,ccrrr the patit of t he
trtotrtas
umbra across tire surface of the carrlr is very narrtrw,
(never wider than 272 knt) srr that nttrst people on the
earth see only a partial eclipse.
Fig. 1.3a shows wltere the total and partial eclipse
occurs on earth and fig. 1.3c shows the view frortt tire
earth. The photograph shows the view from pt>sit jots B irs
a total eclipse. Th i s nnagrriiiccrtt sigirt, wh i ch can
never
]as[ for rnsr,re than airr,ur it ririrlrites, ,tlir,ws Its to se, rise
sirs's arnursptsere which is orirmally not visii,le lrccurrtse Of
tire Inriglrtrness of tire stirs's rhsc itself. lied lrrcunrcu'.cs
and he pearly cr,rorta, witicli rings the drcu,t,leren,e if
tire moon, can be seen at the sante rinse as stars in the sky.
The airtt ri/ar eclipse
Sometimes the rttnbra of the moon is not qsritc long
enough to reach the earth because the distarrce between
tire moon and the earth varies (the moon's orltit is ci ipti cal). When the moon is iurtltcr frttnt tite earth its tiisc is
very slightly smaller than the sntn's disc, sir wirert a solar
eclipse occurs the moon is not large enoriglu to trnrally
cover the sun. A bright ring of sunlight can he seen rsnnrnd
the edge of the dark disc of the nirton. An annular or ring
eclipse is a solar eclipse in which •1 ttis itrigirt ring can be
seen arrrr,nd rite rrrrurn's disc, as sirrrwn in hg. 1.31r.

lb itblfl,ILitCih hhlrvr,nrJrOnr,

risc

scqnn,,ls,rq

,,J

'be,', pun

54.itlry.

I'
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al Total amid t,nrtial eclipse iii the stilt

Ii) Annular eclipse sit lire Sun
sun

ci The slew fr o m earth

at

at A

at B

c

:::::ariasy eclipsed

—
1~

moon. sun totally eclipsed

as U

moon. too small to hide

the sun completely

Ihe cOgent
ring of sunlight sh,,sys round

moon
The lunar ecltse or eclipse of the
moon does not enjit light itsglf, but only reflects light
from the sun; thus when it passes into the earth's shadow
The
of direct sunlight is cut off. A lunar eclipse
its Supply
umbra,
occurs when the moon passes through the earth's
but it only happens occasionally when the moon is full.
the
'-Uflar eclipses can last as long as ij hours because
li'floon is muds smaller than the earth and takes some time
ss through the earth's umbra. During a total lunar
a
s C 11 is still just possible to see the moon because
amount of sunlight reaches it by way of the earth's
n spbere. This sunlight, bent or refracted by the earth's
t,
L
Sphere, reaches the moon turning it a dint coppery
Ftg. 1.4 explains the lunar eclipse by a ray dia-

0-111-1111

drawn to scale and the sun is drawn
1) If the ray diagram of fig. I,) is
the earth he drawn?
the same size, how far away should
Tlyquesrlons I.!
Fiestre 1.4

to

1.4

Eclimmset'f She ,,m.m.n (tul iii i,tf)

mitt stttltut

12
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lii LJIC

--

above table, however, we can SCC iliiit the iOC Wo Id he Shari)
but dim. We would thierc(ore have to wait a long time for
enough light to pass through the small hole to produce a good
photograph. This means that a pi nIcole en me ra could only b e
used to take pictures of scenes or people remicinicig still for
several minutes. It would be impossible to take photographs of
objects that moved. In order to let more light in sic that it won Id
be possible to take photographs of nbects that moved, thin
pinhole could be made bigger. But as we have discovered iroict
Experiment 3.3, this results in the image being more l,hurrccl. In
modern cameras we do use a large hole to get a lot of light into
the camera but over the hole is a specially shaped piece olgiass
called a lens. This makes the image sharp even though the hole is
large.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show ray diagrams which explain the
difference between the images produced by a small and a large
hole.

hUll

I

Figure 3.8 A sharp image is brined on lice
tracing t)Ot)ei t iy the rays of higi it

'rcr

Figure 3.9 A very blurred image is tootied with too large a hole

13
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The forniatlon of an image in a stinpic pi nhole camera
further pruoi that Light travels iii s traight lines.

iii lr'rs

Experiment 3.3—
To make a pinhole camera and see how it works
I.

Take two cardboard tubes and check
the other as in a telescope.

that

one will Fit snugly into

Cover one end ofthe thinner tube with tracing paper and seem c it
with a piece of Sellotape.
Cover one end of the tatter tube with
with a piece of Sellotape.

silver foil

arid secure

it

Make a small pinhole in the foil. Use a pin, sharp pencil or
compasses point.
Place the 'driiiricr tube inside the larger tube with both the
eirvei'.d cods pirioiiirt tire same way. The pinhole camera ruiw

as in Figure 3.7.

1i

:3,7

1 i>v lii iii.iku a

pinhole driers

Siririding at one side of the room, point the foil at the windows cur
the rp osite side (on it bright day simply pointing i t Out of the
Wi odi iw may he su I fi c hr rit) ci nd I m k at the tracing paper.
Note down live things about the image you can see.
Move tile inner rube in and mit slowly. Write down what
a pcni ng to the I Irrage.

you

see

Now make thrc, lou r, five, tell, twenty holes. Write down each
iii re what you see.
Ill timoall holes close together is almost the same -.is one large
hoic. Make onc large hole with the blunt end mif your pencil. 'IIy
tim look at the i magu oii die tracing paper. 'then complete the
table hclinv.

to. A lot

'I it' irnaçc is

Nimurbcr of /;o/e.m

I

slirrp, dim, upside down

4
5

10
20

I large hole

14
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'.3
RAYS MEET PLANE MIRRORS
We can see the sun and stars, lamps and lires because they
are all sources of light; that is to say, light is produced in
tltcm which travels 10 our eyes. Most things can only be
seen when tire light from one of these sources, likc the
stzn, bo-o-ires oil the surface of the object and reaches our
eyes. We call this bouncing of light reflection. An object
which reflects no light appears a dull black colour and is
difficult to see. An object which reflects all light appears
r.zirn, colour as the light It Is reflecting, so when white
sunlight shines on it, its colour is white.
A white sheet of paper and a highly polished silvery
metal surface as on a mirror both reflect all the light that
(ails on tltem; why then do they appear so different?
Fig. 1.5 shows that the difference Is due to the nature of
the surfaces of the materials. The surface of a polished
sheet of metal or a mirror is very smooth and reflects all
the parallel rays of light from a particular source in one
direction only; this is called regular or specular reflection. The Irregular scattering of the light rays in different
directions by a rough surface is called diffuse reflection.
Reflection by a plane mirror
A. plane ridi ror isa flat smooth reflecting surface which by
regular reflection is used to form Images. it is often made
by bonding a thin polished metal surface to the back of a
flat sheet of glass; but for special applications the front of a
sheet ?Cglass may be silvered, or there may be -to glass at
all. in diagrai,ji the silvered side of a mirror is shown by
the slsading behind the reflecting surface. When using a
glass plane mirror in an experiment the silvered surface
should be placed on the reflecting line drawn for the
experiment, as shown in fig. 1.6. In many ray diagrams the
glass ola mirror is not shown.
rigure 1$

lnvcstigaItrtg fits laws of reflection
The laws of reflection are true for all reflecting surfaces for
curved mirrors as well as plane mirrors, but it is simplest
to investigate the laws using a plane mirror. If a darkened
room Is available the reflection of light is most Casily
studied using a ray box and plane mirror arranged on a
sheet of paper as shown in hg. 1.7. (A ray box Is an
arrangement of a lamp and a single slit and usually a
cylindrical converging lens. By adjusting the distance
between the lamp and the lens a thin parallel ray of light
may be produced.)
• First draw a reflecting line XMY on the paper and then, using
a protractor, another line MN at ngitt angles to t!te first.
MN is called the normal to the reflecting surface. The
point M on the mirror is the point at which reflection will
occur. The arriving ray, called the incident ray, must be
carefully directed at the point M. We say that the line MN
is the normal at the point of incidence, meaning that it is
drawn at right angles to the mirror where the incident ray
strikes it.
The angle of incidence i is the angle between the
incident ray and the normal.
• Using a protractor, measure and mark several angles of
incidence on the paper.
• Stand a plane mirror upright with its reflecting surface on t)te
line XMY and then shine the ray of light alostg each of the
directions in turn, being careful to see that each time the ray strikes
the mirror at M.
• Mark the direction of each of the reflected rays with across.
• Draw in tire reflected rays and measure the angles of reflection,
recording these in a table. Typical results are shown in table 1.1.
The angle of reflection r is the angle between the
normal and the reflected ray.
• Can you draw any conclusio,ts about the angles of incidence
and reflection?

Tcpo oJrcftr'stioa

t,.tteIryStr,tfl

light So—,

triir,,.,,,rj,,.UIicd turtace

ri.t, t'.t, stjrlacv like

-

iegt.tar itleci u,,,i,rs1,tnilar,elleO;,,n

ncr

iriegul.-i, rrlteiIiiiiiiiiitil1userilticnion

I,, Iii '.nirit,,,,ii,,ii

itt ier.iltet ayr.iri ,.ieiito,iily ,vlIxliU I, lilc,i-n diriii

Ivin.tikr surt.ii-s I,,g,ii lni.igrs

Ill_il I.,, 11,11)411 Multi isst.illu-r I,' IllilliM ti5lll

.-

-I

/5.'

l

( Itt'
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How does light reflect?

How does a ball bounce back to you after you throw
it against a wall? It depends upon how you throw it.
If you
throw the ball straight on, it will bounce back straigh
t on.
If you throw it at an angle, it will bounce back at an
angle.
Light, you know, can bounce. "Bounced" light is
reflected light. We can predict how reflected light will behave
.
Just follow the explanation.
A single beam of light is called a light ray. Light is
made up of many, many light rays. But let us look
at one
light ray.

mirror

inc,dant

roflected

ray

ray

I

This is a single light ray.
It is hitting a flat mirror
at an angle. Then it is
bouncing off. It is reflecting.

The ray that hits the mirror is called the incide
nt
[N si dent] ray.
The ray that bounces off the mirror is called the
reflected ray.
incident

30e angleof
incidence

mirror

.

30 angle of
reitectioa

—rni

Now let's draw a line that
makes a right angle (90
degrees) where the incident
ray hits the mirror. This line
is called the normal.

• The angle between the incident ray and the norma
l
is called the angle of incidence.
• The angle between the reflected ray and the norma
l
is called the angle of reflection.
The Law of Reflection states that "the angle of inciden
ce
is equal to the angle of reflection."
In the example on this page, the angle of incidence is
30 degrees. The angle of reflection, then, is also 30
degrees.

16
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TAlv 1.1

Fl pa Cs' 1 .6 Rejlcclrori by a plane glaSs mirror (plait view. ,frurn lrbow)

51.910 of incidence
j/riegree

Anrjk of ,eJleclinn
rldrgrcn

0

c d

rell ecrerl ray (rvllçrred r
f
l

y

5

II

30
45

32
44

60

60

75

72

at
argi—
I

experimentalturning
line drawn an paper

Figure 1.7

back

0

UI I

shading Indicates
silvered surface

Eaprriment to measure the angles of incidence arid reflection

milder

Inane nrirerr

Ml

60,

22il
7/!
/

nay ban

5

line ol relies, nd rays
marived can paper

!.._._nnrrnndl

5.
nrnrnral

- uric ni 911
lit reflc.clisip sull.tnc

siren-i ol paper

[Ce

also that an incident ray which travels flat along
rface of the bench will be reflected
from the mirror

Images
When we look at the surface ofa caIrn lakc, oral ourselves
in a mirror, what we see is commonly called a reflectron.
in physics it Is called an image.

the

bench surface, provided the normal to the mirror
the sat-ne
flat surface. If tue mirror were leaning
wards, so its normal pointed upwards at an angle 10
nch, then the reflected ray would leave the bench
and not be seen on th Paper.
tire mirroranrd see reinnt appenn.c
uesc observations lead us to
the laws of rellcctiorn:
lmcngk O[ttlnicicrtce ilttr.ulr
llt idUlli ,'lr-/Iiitr it
TIt, the rcjlcs-ted l
-,ir ,itij Itti innnrn,Il .11 1::.
lticids'rrce all It, j,t f/ti Ui/Inn

Fintdtng the lltlage itt a plalle mirror
A fairly accurate method of finding the position of an
image in a plane mirror is louse pifla to mark the directi,tn
oltw tint r niore rays of Ii girl from an object wis ich resets the
eye alter reticctissrt by the mrrirror. Fig. 1.8 shows the
arrarngermlelll used to Ii rid tire i trio gc Intl i lrc trinjc1 11111 0.
• Fasterr a s/meet of paper on a Jririvirrg barJ into it-Irk/i j'cits
.all easily be pressed.
• Mark hip reJlennrg litre ant the paper, arid slirnul the rcJln'rlirig
surfac, n,f a p/uric mirror 1upn9111 all tine 1/nit'.

W

means In effect (ust t Irey cart all be d ri wit

S?f paper.)

I VIA

i
I.)

-

.g)

10 C

plo ii

i.
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rays

Jig nrc 1 .9

Ij,,di,,q it,:

,lun.vl/

and

rc/t

she in,,rqi'J,,r,,,cd hr a

vtrtrsal i,su5r

tunkr,u tries is: sir, sat i_nyc

inIslsr

7JTI

It.

\\

Ill

l:tlr,5I,y

\\

ryr
oobjeo pin

cl,c'cl 1,1 tstc

liar

Measttrr'tsies,ts from this cxperisncstt
that:

sltoty

a) OM=IM.
The object and image are I/ic same distance front the mirror.

N,
tat rays

(a) IMO

•

Press an object pin 0 into t/re board and mark its posit ion.
• With one eye view the image I of this pin, I/ten place a sighting
pin P 1 exactly in line with tire image I and your eye so that I/Ic—
image is covered up.
• With your eye in the same position place a second sighting pin
P1 so that it covers up both the object pin's image land P1 .

The image I is now known to lie somewhere in line with
P and P2.

is

at rh/tt angles to I/ic mirror.

As we shall see later, curved mirrors and lenses can
form real images.

Real images are formed wise,, all the rars cssrtnlg from a point on
nobject are brought together again at another single p0/itt.
Real images can be formed on a screen and can produce
a permanent image on a photographic film.

•

Mark these pin positions and remove the pins.
the image (from a different position and repeas tire
process using sighthtg pins P, and P4 .

S

Now view

As the image also lies on a line drawn through P5 and P4.
(twill always be found where the two lines cross.

• Remove the pins and mirror, draw the lines through P1 P2 and
P3P4 and also the line joining the object 0 and image!.
• What do you notice about the positions of/he object and intage?
Real and virlttal

Light actually travels from the object pin 0 to the eye via
tire mirror, so this is called a real ray of light and it is
sitown as a solid line with an arrow. Our eyes are easily
fooled and cling to the belief that light travels in straight
lines. in this case the eye believes that light has come from
the image I, but in fact we know that there is nothing
behind the mirror at all and light cannot pass through the
reflecting surface of the mirror. The imaginary rays behind
the mirror are called virtual rays and to distinguish them
from real rays weshall always draw them as broken lines.
There are also two kinds of images. An image is formed
where the real or virtual rays from an object cttnre together
again. The image formed by a plane mirror is called a
virtual image because it is formed where the virtual rays
appear to come from when the real rays are reflected by the
mirror. Just as the virtual rays are not (here, (ire virtual
image does not exist either; it is an illusion. No light ever
reaches a virtual image so it cannot be formed on a screen
and it cannot affect pitotograpiric (tint placed at its apparent position.
Virtual in15,1 cr arc ll,i'w ii'/,icli ras Of light oat/p
/5111 rio real rats crrr rots.

aj'pear to cclsrtcJio,,r

Lateral inversion

You may have noticed that sometimes the writing on the
front of a police car or an-tbulance is Written backwards in
a special way. This is so that when it is seen through the
rear-view mirror of a vehicle in front, the writing will
appear normal. The image formed by a plane mirror has
left and right reversed as shown in the photograph; this is
called lateral inversIon. The image you see of yourself in
a plane mirror is always different from the way everyone
else sees you. For example a parting in your hair which
you see on one side of your head is seen by everyone else
on the other side. Compare a pIsotograit of yourself with
your Image in a mirror. Can you explain why the photograph is not laterally inverted?

Describing images

When describing an image the following questions should
be answered.
I) Is it real or virtual?
Is it inverted in any way?
I-tow does its size compare with tire object?
Vs'here is it?
First we can answer these questions for the image formed

by a plane mirror. Tire irsragefornred l' a plane mirror it:

I) virtual (meaning imaginary).
erect (meaning the right way up) but laterally invcrtcd
(meaning left and right sides reverscd).
the same size as the object,
as far behind the mirror as the object is in front, and the
line joining the object and image is at right angles, or
normal, to the mirror.
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a plane mirror?
3.7 How is an image formed in

what we see are images of
When we look into a plane mirror from objects striking tire
objects. These are formed by light
.
mirror and reflecting into out eyes

7/
—

7

7

-

plane rnrr,or
Formation ol a virtual image in a
tIre
ls in straight litres the eye sees
Because light usually trave
Rays n I ligh t do I rot
r.
mirro
the
d
in
heir
I
at
image of the object
only ;rlrlle:Ir
helrjrrd tire rnir rcrr; they
actually travel through and
d a Sn/Hal
calle
fore
there
is
e
an imag
to do so (Figure 3.14). Such
image (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.1 4

r iclure 3.15

A vilirrl irrrnqe is sir

lhe eye ia lrickrrrl loIn ras ii ii
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fl

L Lfl.

wilcuici

triage is rc;iI or virtual.

t

.

SCreen

eiqtire 316 A reel
iniage. can be shone on to a screen
Experiment 3.5
What is lateral inversion?
Write out the alphabet using capital letters
on a single line of
writing paper.
PIn cc a pIn ic mirroitr a hove the writing a rid
copy accurately wira
you see below each letter.
Check that what you have done is correct by
placing the mirror
above this second line of writing. in the mirror
you should now
see the alphabet. This second line of writing
is a lateral inversion
of the first.

Now, without using the mirror,

write your name and address in
mirror writing'. When you have finished, use
a mirror to check
that it Is correct.

20
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The diagram shows how two plane mirrors are used in a simple
periscope to help a person see over an obstade. Note that the image
seen is erect, but will it be laterally inverted?
The periscopes in submarines use prisms iri:ttad of mirrors but the
principle is the same (p 28). IC each case the rtrtctrng surtaces are
lacing each other and are parallel but set so that the angles of incidence
and reflection will be 45'. turning the ray of light through 90' at each
mirror.

obstacle—

., -.

A

;

Image
(erect and o(rmua

ray turned through yr

eye

by each motor

The kaleidoscope
Two plane nirrors set at any angle will produce; by multipte reflections,
more than one image of an object placed in front of them. As the angle
between the mirrors is reduced the number of images increases untit
there are, in theory, an infinite number of images when the mirrors are
parallel and facing each other. In the kaleidoscope the two mirrors are
• usually set at 60' to each other as shown below. At this angle six
identical views of an object can be seen, one being the real object and
• five virtual images. The images are laterally inverted by each reflection
(Ormtng a symmetrical pattern.

Worked Example
Laws of reflection

The angle between an ittciderrl ray and a plane minor is 25°. Calculate.'
(a) the angle of incidence. (b) the nrrgfe of reflection and (C) the angle
tamed through by Site ray of ligh
Referring 10 fig. 1.9 we can see that;
the angle of incidence I = 90'— 25' = 65',
she angle olreflection = the angle of incidence = 65%
the angle the ray is turned through = ISO' - (65' + 65°) = 50'.
Answer; the angles required are; (a) 65'. (b) 65°, (c) 50°.

t.

FIgure 1.9
two plane mirrors set

/

at 60'

'))

\\
,'

•tr

\\

/ /Y/// SS
111
janClrwmrdthrough

60
•55

/
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I phi navels back and (ord, mani iiirirs
retlrcied be, morn Inn too parullot pi.niirnrirrors

plane
mirror

time it is passed through a special csi or gas
which is stimulated into
producing more light of the same colour by the
light passing through it.
To build up the light to high intensities the light must
pass through the
arrrptilier many tines This is achieved by placing
two exactly parallel
mirrors at opposite ends In the simplest design
these would both be
plane mirrors, as shown in the diagram. However,
the light can be
locused into a narrow parallel beam more efficiently
by using a shghtly
concave surface f or one or bolh of the mirrors. One of the mirrors
allows a small amount of light to pass through it providing the
light

•

Ito, Ivan

air

99% rrtlrnilve

crysiat or gas in
whirl, tm lighi
Is rim third

output of the laser.

nero mirrOr

-

A slrrr pie design iaiisrg two parallel plane mirrors

The photograph shows an argon gas laser (on
the left) sending a green laser beam into a more
complicated laser system. As the laser beam

I

pastes backwards arid forwards between two
plane mirrors it is focused onto a liquid jet of
dye by two cured mirrors. An interaction with
the atoms of the liquid dye converts the laser
beam to red light. High-quality mirrors of many
kinds are used in lasers and are a(t essential part

of their design. Adjusting screws used to set the
mirrors can be seen in the photograph.
LASER is an acronym for tight Amplifkatiori by
t he Stiioul,ited Emission of Radiation.

to

lie vttc ivrnr.b ihm,viqtm liii?,

'thor t

,.,n,ifrr

Figure I_tI

1ioi.ti3 in lta

,mirririOmi't

mt

9v • ibirri rio

V

red Innidenir:NJ() raphon

f

rrrrasitrr.ngle ray
60
0:

i)

go
it o d p

ji

it lntrr

irtmiiCal moiflier

Set up a sirnolar arrangement of apparatus as shown
in Pg. 1.10,
Investigate the relatiorm between the angle the
mirror is turned

through and the angle this causes the reflected
ray to turn through.
Set the mirror in turn at each of the marked angles
with the laced
light ray always directed at the point M on the mirror,
then measure
the angle the rellected ray turns through from its
starting position.
Tabulate and compare the two angles.

0

I

'O OfO

liniitIdiZrmrrm

irmih'ilmimnilh

inveseigare the images formed by two plane
mirrors

) Arrange two plane mirrors at the exact angles
shown in hg. I. lb. For
each angle count how many images you can see.
Can you explain
how the images are formed when
the mirrors are set at 90?
k) From your observations of two mirrors placed
at 60. draw a
diagram of a kaleidoscope as on pfl and using a
letter K as the object
in position 0, draw the Poe images of this letter
as they would be
seen in the kaleidoscope

Li

-
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What is laser light?

Light is a form of energy. Light can make things move.
It can do work for us.
In Aim 23 you learned that a mixture of all the colors
produces white. Sunlight is called white light. It is a mixture
of visible light waves that have many wavelengths. These are
the waves that our eyes see as colors.
Waves have energy. However, the energy of a mixture
of different waves cancels each other out. You learned in
Aim 11 that sound waves of different wavelengths can cancel
each other out.
Single-color light has just one wavelength. It can have
more energy than mixed light.
We can produce single-color light by using filters. But
filters reduce the amount of light. Very little light energy is
left. And what is left spreads out—just like white light does.
Scientists use electronics to produce single-color
light. But it is more than just "single color." This light has
very special properties.
This light is very concentrated.
• All the waves are in phase

.

They work together.

•The waves stay together. They hardly spread out
at all.
This produces an enormous amount of light (and heat)
energy. We call this light loser light.
Laser light has many uses, but it is very diffucult to
handle. Much research is being done to put the laser to
work. There has been some success. Laser energy is used in
medicine, industry, and scientific research. It is also used by
the military for national defense.
Some present-day and future uses of laser energy are
shown on the following pages.

23
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jgj rays and rrjlthidb
1.4

RAYS MEET CURVED MIRRORS

Curved mirrors are made in many shapes and sizes and
have many varied uses. By experiment, ray diagram and
calculation we can discover the properties of these mirrors
and their images.
Shapes of mirrors
Fig. 1.12a shows the two basic kinds of curved reflecting
surface whose shapes are called concave and convex. A
mirror which curves in (caves in) is called a concave
mirror and one which curves outwards is called a convex
mirror. The surfaces of curved mirrors are threedimensional and form part of a sphere or cylinder as
shown in fig. 1.12b. A mIrror which has a parabolic
section Is used in some applications because it has special
properties.
Figure 1.1 2

C5nrt mirrors

oncave suacC
( (raves In)
a) Concave and convex surfaces

concave spherical
part of t he inside surface of a sphcmc(

conoen spisericat
(part of the oulsidc surface

:1:::::::

era rptscre)

convcn surface
(bulges out)

)

concave cylindrical
(part of the Inside surface of a rylirmrfer)

cnnoeu clyindrical

(jrart of the outside surface rifa cylindvr)

J
,onc

.

mvIlecimr(

I'clia"e
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Rays meet curved

Converging and divergin9 mirrors
When parallel rays of light are reflected by a plane mirror
they remain parallel, but curved mirrors reflect each ray in
a different direction.
A concave mirror converges (brings together) parallel
rays to a point called a real focus F (fig. 1.I3a).
A convcc mirror diverges (spreads Out) parallel rays so
that they never meet but appear to come from a point
called a virtual locus F (fig. 1.I3b).
The pole P of a mirror is the centre of its reflecting
surface.
The centre of curvature Cola spherical mirror is the
centre of the sphere of which the mirror is part.
The principal axis of a mirror is the line passing
through its pole and centre of curvature.
The radius of curvature It of a spherical mirror is the
radius of the sphereof which the mirror is part. (PC and
MC=Ron fig. 1.14.)
The principal focus F of a concave mirror is the point
through which all rays close to and parallel to the principal
axis pass after reflection by the mirror. This is a real focus.
The principal focus F of a convex mirror is the point
from which all rays close to and parallel to the principal
axis appear to come after reflection by the mirror. This is a
virtual focus.
The focal length I of a mirror is the distance from its
pole to its principal focus. (PF =fin fig. 1.14.)
Figure itS

mirrors

The laws of reflection
The laws of reflection are obeyed by all curved mirrors. in
fig. 1.14 the radius CM is also the normal to the surface of
the mirror at the point of incidence M. An incident ray
LM, parallel to the principal axis is reflected from M to F
so that angle i = angle r (away from F in the case of the
convex mirror).

The relation between focal leesgtls and radius ofcosrt'atssrefora
spherical mirror
If the incident ray LM is close to the principal axis of
a spherical mirror it can be shown that, approximately.
R/2.
Referring to fig. 1.14a. in triangle MCF:
angle r = angle i
also angle MCF = angle i (LM is parallel to CF)
triangle MCF is isosceies and MF = CF
now if M is close to P: MF = PF (almost)
PF=CF=IPC

1=

P

or

The focal length is half the radius of curvature.
FIgure 1.14

Curved mirror definitions

The rorsvergissg and diverging action of curved mirrors
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Liqi,f rays is,,.i rs1!cciioss

The caustic curve
The light from a single lamp collected inside a cup half full
or lea produces a curve of light rather than a focused spot
of light on the lop of the lea. The inside ofa cup, acting as a
wide concave cylindrical mirror, forms a curve of light

known as a caustic curve. Fig. 1.15a shows hts
rav$
further out from the principal axis of a concave minor
ir
circular section pass through points nearer to the rnirnr
and only those rays close to the principal &'us pa
through a point which is R/2 distant from the mirror.

rlgurc 1.15
al

A rims ave its Irrar of ii rctO,,r sort l on tor,ns a Caurti rrt,rvr Instead of a

poltri focus

r

-

1tara11e1 1.1w

a

\

C

b) A concave parabolic mirror has a true point torus for all rays parallel to its princlplesols

conca~e parabolic

single pev:
focus

.,trallrl sari

-

Only a parabolic concave reflector has a true
single point focus as shown in fig. I .1 Sb. For this
reason the concave reflector used in telescope5
has 10 have a parabolic section to avoid a caustic
curvdIornting. Similarly, only parabolic
reflectors are capable of producing a parallel
beam of light from a small filament lamp placed
at the focus of the mirror. The reflector behind
a spotlight, car headlamp or hand torch is
usually a concave parabolic mirror. The ray
diagram for such a reflector is the same as in
fig. 1.1 Sb but with the direction of all the rays
ryversed. The lamp filament is placed at F.

The concave parabolic reflector

26
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Rays meet cgrv€d mirrors

Ray diagrams
Ray diagrams can be used to explain how and where a
curved mirror lorms an image. They also help us to
describe what happens to light rays in experiments.
Among the vast number of rays which could be drawn
Figure 1.16

thrc are three which are particularly helpful in constructing ray diagrams. These special rays, which we shall
number® ® and®, are shown in fig. 1.16. Two of these
rays are needed to find an image.

Tlrree special rays for use in cars .ciruclitrg carved mirror ray diagrams

.tvTrvrn

a ray paraild to the principal axis is reilnvted through r

a ray parallel to the principal axis is rrficcird or itt canir from F

a ray arriving through Fix reflected paralici

in the principal axis.

a ray arriving in line tvlii, Fir rellvr.rrd raralici
in hr principal .lsis.® is® rrvcrsn,i

© is® reverseri

f
P,

ar'vlrtg through C strikes the reissue at right .n.gieu
u1 along thorax,0
pour lisrougli

c

—
a.

a ray arriving in Site with C sirikes the mirror at rigid .rt,glcs
n.j retort,, along lu t,rrriv pail, axc.rn Iris,,, C
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FIgure 1.17
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FIgure 1.18

The image formed by a conv minor

convex mirror

-

—

the Image Is funned where the rays
entering the eye appear to come from

Image is
I) cirinral
cr01

dl nninininrd

iv) itetwoern F and F. litirind the mien,,

.
——

-

0
all object positions
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inert curved in/ri-an

imagesformed by a concave mirror

A rough method of measuring
the focal length
of a concave mirror
Rays of light spread Out from a point
on an object and only
a few of them are collected by a mirro
r or a lens. Fig. 1.19
shows how, as the object is move
d further and further
away from a mirror or lens. the rays
collected from a single
point on the object become almost
parallel.
In the rough method of measuring
the focal length of a
concave mirror, we assume that when
an object is distant
from the mirror, say at the far end of
a room, the light rays
from a single point on it arrive at the
mirror parallel.

The type, size and position of the
Image formed by a
concave mirror depends entirely
on how close the object is
to the mirror. Fig. 1.17 show
s ray diagrams constructed
using the three special rays for each
of the possible object
posit

ions.
For two reasons it Is usual to draw
an object as an
upright arrow istanding on the princ
ipal axis:
when the image is formed we can tell
which way up it
Is,
we draw rays coming from the tip
of the object at a
point off the axis of the mirror in order
to indicate how
large the image Is compared with the
object Rays from
a point on the axis return to a point
on the axis and give
no indication of size.
The image is found in each case where
the two rays meet
again after reflection (or where they
appear to come from
after reflection when the image is
virtual). If the reflected
rays are parallel, as in case (b) of fig.
1.17, then they will
never meet except at infinity. Thus
in case (b) we say that
the image is at infinity. in all other
cases (C) to (f) the
image is real, is formed where rays
actually meet, and can
be formed on a screen placed at the
image position. The
image Is described by answering
the four questions we
asked on p 8. Remember that the rays
drawn are only two
of the very large number which actua
lly leave the object to
be reflected by the mirror.
images formed by a conves mirro

r
A convex mirror forms virtual imag
es which are always
diminished, erect and between the
mirror and its principal
focus F. The eye shown in fig. 1.18
believes that rays
®
ssd fj have come from the position
of the virtual image I.
1.19

TIre rays cal lecird from a distant point

-

• I-fold a concave mirror
at one end of a room, facing a distan
t
window.
• i-fold a white screen in front of and
facing 1/ic mirror so that it
receives rays reflected from it but allows
rays to reach the mirror
from the window, fig. 1.20.
• Move the screen to d(ffere
nl distances from 5/IC mirror until a
sharp image oft/ic window is formed.
• Measure the distance
from the screen to the mirror wit/ia metre
ruler.

This distance is a rough value of the
focal length of the
mirror because the roughly paral
lel light rays from the
window will form an image at the
principal focus of the
mirror. The ray diagram in fig.
1.17f shows how this
image is formed.

I

a point object or a slnglt
point On an drum
-._..____

ri/rn,, or Ic,,,

light rays nprn.id out
it ill di,ecrio,ru

object are almost parallel
point object

a distant point object
rays itmosi parallel

point

object very raraway

pa ral lel rays

.2s

The rough, method of in rasuriog the

focal ksrgthr

'f a ca'Ilrarr mirror

whirr

focal length

of window or
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jisht nor a,,,!
Measuring the radius of curvature
of a concave mirror
From fig. I. 17d we can see that Iran object
is placed at tire
centre of curvature C of a concave mirror
its image will
also be lurmcd at C. Thus by Finding the
position where
the object and image coincide we can measu
re the radius
of curvature R of the mirror,
half of which Is its local
heir gt It.
Fig. 1.21 shows a practical arrangement
using a highi
box with an illuminated object. An uprigh
t sharp arrow
drawn on translucent paper covering
a circular hole In
front of the light box forms a suitable illumin
ated object.
• With i/ic mirror facing the illuminated
object, adjust the
distance between them until a sharp image is
formed on the screen
alongside the object. This- image will be sharpes
t when it is exactly
the same size as the object.
• Wit/i a metre ruler measure the distance
between the object and
back oft/re mirror.
• Make several attempts at finding the position
of the s/ia rpest
image and repeat the measurement, calculating
an average value
for tire radius of curvature oft/ic mirror.
• Divide your result by two for 5/re focal length
of the mirror.
Flgurc 1.21

An al(enrative isrel/tod Using no'paralla

'

This method also finds the positi
on of tht CCfltT
curvature C by arranging for the object
£
and the Image I

coincide.
• Support a concave mirror
vertically first a trove hcrrc/r levci
j
that the centre oft/re mirror is on tire same
level as tire tip of a pi
mountcd in a cork, as sircu'r, irrfig. 1.22.
• More tire object pirr along tire axis of
tire mirror, viewing it o
ann's frogs/i along SIre same line.
• When a real inverted image oft/re pin can
also be sent, tilt the
mirror carefully so that t/re sip oft/re image pin
just toudm es tire ti
of the object pin.
-.
• Now adjust tire position of the object pin
until it exactly
coincides with its irrrage. To do this accurately look
for tlrc comtdit io
known as no'parallax (see below).
• Measure the distance from the object pin
to tire back of the
mirror giving its radius of curvature
R. Again the location o
the pin position and the measureme
nt of R should be
repeated several times to obtain a more
accurate average
value.

.4

Parallax and no-parallax
• Look out of a window and move your head
,from side to side.
The near window franic and the distan
t objects outside
appear to move relative to each other
although they are
actually in fixed positions.

Alea,ure,,,rnt ,( R a.:df of a.c,r,,raw ,,,irror using a,,

iit,,,,,i,,ated otnjecr

The apparent relative ,mror'enre,rt of two objects
at drjfererrt
distances fro,rr an observer caused by rerot'empre,rm
of the
ohoen'cr is called parallax.

U

tlturntnarrd objccv
rotc covered wtll,
translucen, paper

Flgur 1.22

I

light

"-

/

This effect is noticed when looking out
of the side win
dow of a moving car or train; near object
s appear to move
past distant objects. Which way do the near
objects appear
to move compared with the movement of
the observer?
When two objects are exactly the same
distance from an
observer, movement of the observer
will produce no
relative movement of the two object
s. in the previous
experiment the object pin and its image
will stay together
as the eye is moved from side to side only
if.they are the
same distance from the eye, that is, they
are coincident
at C.

Image rormed on
whtle screen

When two objects (such as tire pin and its image)
stay tog ct/icr as
the eye is moved, the condition is known as no'par
aiiax.

Fir,dirrg the centre of curvature of a mirror by tire na.parat

tax nrcthod

Irrugn otptn

¶

'

.t,lro ptn
or tdt

c k

:m.gc
no—

\\:emenr

eye ormscnctlt
tmrt pin. (c
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Mirror calculations
All distances are measured from the pole of the mirror:
the focal length f of a mirror is the distance from its
pole to its principal focus,
the object distance u is the distance from the pole of a
mirror to the object, and
thelmage distance v is the distance from the pole of
a
mirror to the image.

Worked Example
Calculating the focal length of a concave mirror
Two sets of results were obtained by d)fJerens eaperiments
for thesanie
concave mirror. Calculate its focal length front each set of results.
Results a): distance to real object
= 30cm (u)
distance to real image
= 20cm (v)
flstulls b): distance to real object
Scm (a)
distance to victual image = - 24cm
)v)

Calculation (a)

The sign convention

Using:

The real-is-positive sign convention is used in this book:
the distances (from a mirror or lens) to real objects,
images and focuses are positive, but
the distances (from a mirror or lens) to virtual objects,
images and focuses are negative.
To carry out any mirror or lens calculations successfu
lly
we need a system of giving positive or negative values
to
all distances. There are two systems commonly used
but
they must be used separately.

The mirror J'ormula
By experiment or by geometrical proof it can be shown
that the relation between[ u and v, as defined above for all
spherical mirrors, Is given by the formulas:

or

1

I

u

V

I

f
UV

1

Using:

1

LIV

the results give
I
t
I
+
f - 30cm 20cm

-

2+3

5

60cm

60cm

the results give
30cnsx20cm

30cm + 20cm
-

I

600cm5

12cm

f= 12cm

50cm
•'.

f°' 12cm

Calculation (b)
Using:

Using:

I
I
1
fu + v

Liv

since v is negative, being the
distance tea virtual image, we
get:
I_I
I

f

From measured values of the object and image distances
,u
and v, the focal length of a mirror can be calculate
d. The
second rearranged formula may be found easier to
use
when calculating the focal length f. Similarly, knowing
the focal length and the object distance a, we
f
are able to
calculate the Image distance v. Some worked examples
are
ven below.

1

-

sinces-is ncgattvr, i/visaiso
ncgative.so we get:
8cm

8cm 24cm

X

(-.24cm)

8cm-i4csst

3-1
2
I
24cm 24cm = 12cm

f= 12cm

-

-192cmt
-16cm

f= +i2cnt

Assswer: The two sets of results agree% the focal length of the

mirror is 12cm and the positive value confirms that it isa
concave
mirror with a real focus. The two forms ofihe formula
do,of
course, give the same answer.

The convex mirror used (ogivea wide field of view
car is wise before deciding to overtake.

ex spherical mirrors are often used
for the-wing mirror of a car,
give the drrver the advantage of a
wider field of view than with a
mirror. This n-scans that the
driver can see a greater width of road
Kl Film. On a motorway he has a view of the overtaking lanes
as
,the lane behind him. The disadvantage of a convex wing mirror is
I makes the image
smaller, giving the impression that the cars
idare further away than they really are. This can be dangerous
and
10 learn to ludge
distances differently when using a convex
Os car. A quick check in the plane rear-view mirror inside the

The wide angle otvtew in a convex mirror means that a large
area is
included in the image, for which reason they are used in shops
so that
assistants can have a wide view of a large floor area. They are
used also
at the top of the stairs in some double-decker buses so that the
conductor downstairs can see all of the top deck.

c

plane mini,,

of View nanow 'ten these ray, can be

'-_..
tictd of clew wide
(otircis over a wlttes angle can be seen but 1heir iniagts

scent

are dlrni,nislwd)
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Magnification

when an image is larger than
the object we say it Is
magnified and when it Is smal
ler we describe it as
diminished. The numerical comp
arison of the image size
with object size is always called
the magnification. The
definition of linear or transverse
magnification in (meaning magnification of one dimension:
the length or distance
across) is given by the formula;
magnification in

=

height of image
height of object

Magnification in

image size

in greater than I

m> 1

magnified:
larger than the object

in equals I

in = t

image same size as the
object

in less than I

in < 1

diminished:
smaller than the object

Worked Ezample
Calculation of image poshion
An elmira is placed (a) IS cm and (b) 4
cot from a co,mcavr ot/,7or
length 6cm. Find the position, magnif
ication and nature
of the image
formed in each case.
Using! +!

and re:rangingwchave

Now, for a real object and a concave
mirror with a real focm,ihe
distances u andfwlll be positive so we
havef
+ 6cm and
U = +l5cmwhichgive
I
v

I
1
5-2
3
1
6Cm 15cm 30cm 30cm 10cm
v=4-I0cm

now usingm

--

to catculate the magnificatio
n gives

10cm 2
15cm 3 or 0.67 (no units)

in = -

-

Answer: The Image Is real (the value
ofvls positive),
diminished to 2/3 of the objeci
size and Is fonned 10cm away
from the mirror. Being a real Image,
it must be In front of the
mirror.
Using the rearranged formula again,
with the valuesf' 6cm
and u = 4cm
from
weget

if
1

U

1

1

2

-3

—t

v=—I2cm
now using
gives

Alternative formula for linear magnificati

on

In the simplified ray diagram of
fig. 1.23:
OX
IY

= height

of object
= height of image

P0 -object distance it
P1 = image distance v

(and ignoring the signs)

in

--

m

12cm
-3
4cm

(no units)

Answer: The image is virtual (v
is negative), magnified to
3 X the size of the object, and
appears to be 12cm behind the
mirror when looking into the mirror
.

Triangles PDX and PlY are simila
r (angle i = angler and
both contain a right angle), theref
ore we can say about the
ratio
l of their sides ihat:

lY
P1
OX = P0
and since the first ratio gives
the magnification in, the
second does as well:
rnogtcttkaiton =

image distance
.
object d istance

in =

v
-

mc

Note:
when using this altcmstive formu
la for linear mnsg.
nificailon any minus t.Igns for mc
or vmay be ignored.
Magnification has no units, as ills
a ratio.
e) Image positions and magnificati
ons may also be found
by accurate scale drawings. This
approach inured on
p42 to solve a similar lens proble
m.
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What is refraction?

bend

Light travels in straight lines. Out light
They can change d irection.

rays

can also

''

You have seen that light changes direc ion
t
when it is
reflected. Light also changes direction
when it passes at on
angle from one medium into another med
ium. This bending
is called refraction (ree FRAK shun).
Refraction causes us to see objects at
positions different, from their actual positions. You
may have experienced
refraction. Did you ever reach into a
fish tank to pick up a
rock? Was the rock exactly where you thou
ght it was?
How can refraction be explained?
Light travels at different speeds thro
ugh different
mediums. Light travels at about 300,000
kilometers (186000
miles) per second in air. But light slow
s down in other substances. In water, for example, light
slows down to about
225.000 kilometers (140.000 miles) per
second.
The speed at which light travels thro
ugh a medium
depends upon the density of that medium.
Density has to do
with how closely packed the molecules
of a substance are.
The more closely packed the molecules
are, the more dense
the substance is.
Different substances have different dens
ities. For example water is more dense than air.
The following are the Lows of Refractio
n. They explain
how light bends.
l no,mal
a ir
Light that moves at an angle from a
less dense medium to a more dense
medium bends towards the normal.
• Light that moves at
an angle from a
more dense medium to a less
dense
medium bends owoy from the norm
al.
• Light that moves straig
ht on from one
medium to another does not bend. It
is not refracted.
•

(less dense)

I

light ray

(snot dense)
air
(less dense)

li ght ray
normal

water
(more dense)
air

less dense)
igtray

water
dense)

refraction: the bending of light as
it passes at an angle from one
medium to another
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2

Light rays and

2.1
REFRACTION

LIGHT RAYS CHANGE DIRECTION

refraction

Investigating light passing through
a rectangular block of glass

hen light enters or leaves a transparent materia
l the
rays ntay bend cuusing many interesting and

W u5hl

sometimes beautiful effects.

• In a darkened room, arrange
a ray box ,vi(l, a si'igle slit
send a narrow ray of light into a rectang
ular block of glass
as shown infi,q. 2.1.

r:

The block should be placed with its largest face
on a

sheeti
of white paper so that the ray enters at an angle
through

long side, near one end.

FIgure 2.1 A ligiri ray 'aasisq (lire ugh a glass blouk

la

dlspl.ccmctis
• Look for a ray e,nergi,Ig at the opposite side.
Notice what
happen., to this emergent ray as the angle of i#iddenc
e 115 changed.
• Draw round the block of glass and mark
the pat/i of the
incident ray® and the emergent ray®.
• Remove the block and draw in the path oft/ic
ray through the
block.
• Draw normals to the surfaces of the
block at paine X and Y
where the ray enters and leaves the block.
• Look at the angles between the rays and the
normals. As the
ray enters the block at X and leaves at Y, which
way is it betit,
towards or away from the normal? Which angles
are equal? What
do you notice about the directions of rays® and®?
Observations

At X the incident ray® is bent as it enters the
glass. This
bending is called refraction and ray
is called the
®
refracted ray.
Refraction is the bending of light which occurs when
it passes
from one trartsparent material (called a medium)
to anal/icr.

The angle of refraction r is the angle between the
refracted ray and the normal.

At X, as the ray enters the glass, angle r
is smallcr than

angle i and we say that the ray is bent towards
the normal.
This happens when light enters an optical
ly denser
medium. The glass is optically denser than
air, by which
we mean that light travels more slowly In glass
than air.

At Y, as the ray leaves the glass, it is bent
back to its
original direction. The angle of refraction,
now In the air,
is larger than the incident angle (in the glass).
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Rrfracta,': litnl rays 6ao3r drttio

o

When a ray of hg/ti enters on
optically denser medium is is
bettl
Iowa rda the normal.
Conversely, when it ente
rs a less dense medium it
is bent
away from the normal.
If the block of glass has
parallel sides, the emergen
t ray
(13 is parallel to the incid
ent ray (13, but it is late
rally
displaced. This means
the ray is travelling in
the same
direction but it has bee
n shifted sideways whe
n it
emerges. This also happ
ens to light wltcnever II
passes
through a plane glass wind
ow at an angle to the norm
al.

Measurements

We can use the same appa
ratus to measure the angl
es of
incidence i and refraction
r, and then investigate
the
relation between them.
FIgure 2.2

Measuring the ,uigie of refraction rota

ray eaten a glass tutorS

ray boo'\ j3

ih,l at paper

.,,'

\ \

60
tln drawn
paper to mark
in sider ot ho
gta Slunk

l—trn't and ioclderut,
av
direti louts utrawu rut pa pot

it y rnrerttc', I,CrL.
ri ra
do trtnnk airunC
—parattrl lines

brwkI

r

v
'

StatS tin iiroiirooui,noui

".____dircorirrrr rut n000r
gont rays
ouarkrd rut alt ,

The laws of refraction
Snell's discovery is usua
lly called a law of refraction
. The
other law is based on
the observation that,
as with
reflection, both rays of light
and the normal to the surfa
ce
are all in a flat plane (usu
ally the flat sheet of pape
r on a
bench top in experiments)
.
The incident ray, refracted ray
and the normal at the point
of
incidence all lie in lire Sante
platte.
2 Sod/s law
For light rays passing from one
transparent rnediuns to anoth
er,
the sine of the angle of incide
nce and ti:estne of the angle
of
refraction are in a constant
ratio.
Internal reflection
A closer look at the light
rays in a glass block reve
als
reflected rays as well
as the refracted rays.
in a well
darkened room and usin
g the same glass block
and ray
box as before, it is poss
ible to see two other rays
leaving
the block.
• Look at the positions wher
e the rays leave the block
and at their
directions. Coot pare I/se brigh
tness of each of the rays leas'i
isg the
block. tV/tick angles are eqsts
l? Cats you esplaits ltott' melt
ray is
produced?
Figure 2.3

Ref rad,u,vr strut ruft,ctu.tuu in a gl,tso
tuluik

i

N
oi

I,

®
w accurately two parallel lines
on white paper to mark the
he glass block.
5 0 protractor, draw
a normal, in a position as 51,0W
?, in
and measure from it sever
al angles of incidence i.
irately aim the incident ray
at X, and for each angle of
mark tlse directions oft/se emer
gent ray with two crosses.
IOve the glass block, draw
in the emergeiss and refracted
1. measure the angle
s of refraction r.
late the
valuer of the angles i and
r and also, using a
C.Or tabl es , the valu
es ofsi n land sin r.
.L gives som
e typical results. It is not
easy to see
thon between the angles
i and r. Many scientists
ilcd to find the relation
when in 1621 a Dutch
Tsas!cs professor called
Snell discovered that the
sines of the angles gave a
constant value.

rldegree

tO
I

20

tint
0.54
0.50
5.71

os,

5100
Ott
5.34
0.47
0.57

sits I
slflr

1.55
1.47
1.51
1.55

tue Obtained from you
r rsul
ts. The
e
0 glass
is about 5.5 as
can be seen from
Ib-ove. Ttte
s-same given to
this constant
% index.

~
I X
E

-d.,ugl,s

I
ts it

Fig. 2.3 gives an explanat
ion by drawing the path
of the
rays inside the glass bloc
k.
AIX the incident ray is divid
ed, part of is being refle
cted
from the surface of the glas
s and part entering Else
glass.
The reflected ray
® is fainter than the refracted may
most of the light enters
® as
the glass. The surface of
the glass
acts like a plane mirror
and the reflected ray obey
s the
laws of reflection.
At Y some of the
light is internally refle
cted. The
inside surface of the glas
s also acts as a plane ntirr
or. In
this experiment tile insid
e surface, like tlsc outside
surface
of the glass, is only a part
ial nsirror, that is to say,
only a
part of the light is reflected
frosts it svlti Ic the rest pass
es
tltrssugls tlic surface and
is re(riwted.
Most of sIte isttrrttalf y refle
cted light essictgcs along
ray
® but some of this light will be Internally reflected
agaitl.
Each time the light is divid
ed up it becomes fainter.
tn a
similar way multiple inte
rnal reflections occur in
tisick
glass mirrttrs and cause
tnultiple itttages which s,s,skc'
ttti,'tst
unsuitable for sonic appl
ications (p 26).
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Light rap and refracrh,n

As we shall discover soon, under some
conditions the
internal reflectIon of light inside a transparent
medium
like glass becomes total. When total interna
l reflection
occurs no light emerges through a surface
at all.

Flgstre2.4

-

The ,-r!atit'ts I'ctsrrrst rtfractnss att,i rite
speed ef tiqhg

Refractive index

The value of the ratio sicsi/sinr indicat
es how much
refraction or bending will occur when a
ray passes from
one medium to another, hence Its name:
refractive Index.
Strictly speaking, the ratio sinifsinr for two
media gives
lttcir relative refractive Index. This is becaus
e the extent
to which a ray is bent depends on both
the medium the
light is leaving and the one it is entering. For
convenience
all materials are given a value called their
absolute refractive index which indicates the refraction that
would occur
if a ray of light passed from a vacuum into
the medium. In
practice, when a ray of light passes Into a medium
from air
the refraction is very nearly the same as it would
be from a
vacuum. So we often drop the word 'absolu
te' and assume
that light is entering a medium from the air.
The absolute refractive
index ofa medium it

sini (in a vacuum)
sin r (in the medium)

The (absolute) refractive index, symbol
n, has no units.
The (absolute) refractive indices of some
common transparent materials are given in table 2.2. These
values may
be used for light passing from air into the
medium. The
larger thte refractive index the more
a ray will bend
towards the normal as it enters the medium
. (There is no
need to mernorise the values.)

Thus the refractive indices for a ray of
light passing It
opposite directions between two media are
reciprocals.
For example: if the refractive index from
air to glas
symbol n5, is about 1.5 or then the
refractive index frote
glass to air, n. can be found as follows:

I.

I

atta

I

T

or

0.67

Note that rays travelling in opposite directio
ns are bent it
opposite directions. The direction of bending
can be found
from the value of the refractive index as
summarised it
table 2.3.

Table 2.2 Absolute refractive Indices of some
transparent materials

*

Medium

Refractive intkvn

glass
perspex
water
ice
diamond

about 1.5 or I'
1.5
1.33 oc
1.3
2.4

Table 2.3

Refractive index
n

Ray direction
I

ray entering an
opticaliy denser
medium

ray is bent cowards
the normal

is =

I

etLher direction, no
change of opticat
density

no bending occurs

is <

I

ray entering an
optically lest dense
medium

ray is bent away
from the normal

greaterthan

The refractive Index of glass can vary from 1.48 to 1.96
according to
the composition of the glass.

It

equals

The reversibility of light

The principle of reversibility of light simply
states that tile
paths of light rays are reversible. This means
that ifa ray of
light is sent in the exact opposite directio it will
n
follow
the same path.
When a ray of light passes from medium
Ito medium 2
this is indicated by using the symbol 5 n2 for the refracti
ve
index. Referring to fig. 2.4
I n2 =

cmi
slur

where angle i is in medium I and angle ris in
medium 2.
For a ray travelling in the opposite directi
on, from
medium 2 Into medium I, the symbol
used is 2n. Referring again to fig. 2.4
an t

sin r
sins

n
tess than

Refractive index and the speed of light

The speed of light in a vacuum has been
very accurately
measured and is about 3.0 X 108 rn/s
or 300 million metres
per second (see appendix 0). Light travels
more slowly
in transparent materials and it is thought
that the bending
or refraction of light is due to this change
of speed. An
explanalion of this is given in terms of the
wave theory of
light (p 4.44).
For light passing from a vacuum into a medium
:
the absolute refractive
index ttfa medium n

From tisese relallon

s we see that:

Wit at happens
to the ray

Si>

-

s ecti of light in vacuum
speed of light irs tncditttrr

For light passing from medium ito medium
2:

tt

-

speed of light in medium I ,c
speed of light in medium 2,
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For example: for light
passing from air to glas
s the speed
of light in air is very
near to the speed in
a vacuum,
3 X 10rnls. and the refr
active Index ii1 = J This
.
means
that light travels I time
s as fast in the air as It
does in glass.
The above relation
shows that the speed
in
glass is
therefore 2 )< IOmls.
-

3
2

3 x lOam/s (speed of light
in air)
2 X 10° mis (speed of
light in glass)

Since we have a relation
between the speed of
light and
refraction, two equal
ratios are linked by the
refractive
index for a pair of med
ia (fig. 2.4).
sini
stnr

C1

=C2

Real and apparent
depth
II you look Into a eka
r puoi of water it app
ears to be
shallower than It really
is. A swimming pool, for
example,
which is really 4 metres
deep will appear to be
only about
3 metres deep.
in fIg. 2.5 we see how
an object 0, seen thro
ugh a
transparent medium
likc water, appears clos
er than it
really is. This effect is caus
ed by refraction at the
surface of
the water. Rays of light
coming from the object
0 are bent
away from the norm
al as they leave the wate
r so that they
appear to come from a
virtual image I which is
above the
object 0.
Figure 2.3 Rtal and apparel,:
d':t,

Rrooio; 45I roys chn

r dirrcrioo

Using fig. 2.5b we can
find the relation between
the real
and apparent depths.
Light is passing front
water to air
and the refractive inde
x is given by:
sin I
sin r
also angle XOY = angle
i (alternate angles)
and angle XII = angle
r(corresponding angles)
-

sine olangle XOY
XV/OY II
sn
angle
XY/IY = 01

Now when the eye is vert
ically above the object,
Y and X
are together, then 01 =
OX and IY = IX, therefor
e
IX
apparent depth

- OX =
dep
th
Now by reversing the
light direction we get
the refractive
index from air to wat
er. (in the reverse dire
ction the
refractive index has
the reciprocal value.)

real depth
apparent depth
This relation is only
accurate when an obje
ct is seen
normally through a surf
ace, that is when rays
of light from
the object to the eye
pass through the surf
ace at right
angles.
We can use this rela
tion in a method of mea
suring
refractive index.

Meast.i ring refraeive inde
x by the real and apparent
depth method
• Stand a glass block an end
across a straight line draw
,, on a
sheet of paper, as ira fig.
2.6.
• Support a search pin
in a arravabbe holder
so tlta( it can be
moved up and down and then
held steady while measurem
ents are
made.
Looking from above,
the line under the glas
s block will
appear to be nearer whe
n seen through the glas
s than
when seen through the
air.
Figu re 2.6
,,,ethod

Meuss.rinq rcfracIiv j,,,ka by

liar rrl! ,uul Ippocc, it aiO'ti
,

gtus
btod

rtcph
rcl cpili
-

-.

-

tine .ti=ii on 1w,
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Lrfu rays and refraairrii
• To find liar apparent position of the line as nest, through the
glass, mote thr carci: pin up and dowss the side of the block until it
is at the same level as the apparent position of lire line inside the
glass.
This is done by lo(rktng for no-parallax between the line
and thc search pin. Move your eye across the top of the
block at right angles to the line. When no-parallax is
found the search pin and line, seen through the glass,
should move together. If, however, they separate as your
eye moves across then raise or lower the search pin by a
small amount and look again for no-parallax.
When the position of no-parallax is found, the search
pin Indicates the apparent depth of the block.
• Fix the search pin and measure time apparent depth of use
block, ,rseas:rring down from the top of the block to the pin.
• From (ime measured values of tlte real and apparent depths of
the block, calculate the refractive index of glass:

Worked E.vwtt;sltReiractiots and 11w speed ui light

Tire specti r'ftiqiit in irati'r ii 2.25 x I fC rrletr. per....(.
rat .Irrd in
air
3.00 X 10' metres per second.
a) Calculate the rifractire i,idenfririn air to waler.
h) tf a roe of light paasirrq from air to O'atl'r is incident
at tire S'r!ar.e,
anqtc .rf30. art cr.tate the art gte rrf rrlracliorr in
liii' reeler.
The relractive sides
from air to watrr

3.00

2.25 51 tO5 m/s

2.25

sin i(in air)

-

sin r (In water)

-

slnr
-

stnr

Athtckglasrnrtrror
forms several Images
by reIracslo,, and
t,,ternal reltectlon

0

/

2.2551 505 rnls

2.25
0.50 51 2.25
=

3.00

0.375

22A

Answer: The angle of refraction r

22.

Worked Example

Real and apparent depth

A swimming paot appears to be only 1.5 mctres deep. If the refractive index
of water is 4/3. catestate tire real depth of water in tire pool.
real depth

—How a thick glass mirror forms tnultiple images—

FEE

3.00 x tor mls
-

0.50 3.00
sIn.

At glass mrrors silvered at the back surface produce faint ghost-like
ariages which blur the main clear image In the figure, t Iis the clear
image formed by a single reflection of light at the silvered back surface
of the mirror. The taint image I I is formed by a small amount of light
being reflected from the front surface of the glass. Images l. 1, and so
on. get fainter as less light remains. Each time the light reaches the inside
of 0 ic front surface of the glass some of it escapes and is refracted while
the Inst is internally reflected. Images are seen in line with each
refracted ray which leaves the glass. that is to say along the broken lines.
To avoid those problems, mirrors used in accurate instruments are
made with a pofished aluminium Elm on the Irons surface of the glass,
but this can be very easily damaged.

1.33 (so Units)

speed of light in air
spred of light in water

sin30

and so r

speed oilight in air

speed of light In water

3.0051 lOam/s

real depth
refractive index of glass apparent depth
A similar method may be used to find the refractive
index of a transparent liquid.
• Fill a tall beaker or gas jar with time liquid.
e Drop a pin to the bottom of the liquid inside its container to act
as a marker for tlte real depth of liquid.
Seen through the liquid this pin will appear to be nearer
than it really is.
• Locate its apparent position as before with a search pin outside
f/sc container.
• Measure the distances dowmt from the top of time liquid to the
two psns, real depth inside and apparent depth outside.

=

apparent depth
4

real depth

3

1.5m

A.nswer: The real depth of water

X 1.5 m

2.0 metres.

I-low water appears jo bend a ruler

This effect can be seen by half immersing a ruler in a sintt or bowl lull of
water as shown in the figure. The rays of light from the end of the ruler
at 0 are refracted at the surface of the water (away from the normal.
entering an optically lets dense medium) so that they appear to conic
from the virtual image I. The real ruler is not bent, and is drawn

ttraighf. The virtual image is. as usual, drawn with broken lines.
What appears to happen to the length of the ruler and the size of its

graduations below the water surface?
eye

ruler
1311

air

water

•,

from the normal as

/
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Refradian; fig/if

rayi change dire
ctiu,i

e mirage

The mirage is produc
ed by refraction in the
air as shown. A nvrage can
happen when the air
nearer the surface of
the ground is less den
that above. When the
se than
sun has been shining
on
a desert or a road and
has made the surface ver hot
y
, the air next to is
heated and expand
becoming less dense.
s,
The optical density
and refractive index
gradually increases
of the air
with height above the surf
ace
as the air gets cooler,
Light from a distant
object may reach an
observer't eye by the two
pathS thown in the
figure with the resu
lt
that the object is seers
position and also as
in its true
an inverted image belo
w it. The inverted ima
virtual and is caRed a mira
ge is
ge.
rigure 2.1

lir(rrodl rc/h'ciitr.i and crif

iS,l

i)r,qk

The most likely exp
lanation o(the curved ray
path is that it is
gradually refracted as
the light passes thro
ugh air of gradually
density. Approaching
changing
the surface, as the air
gets hotter and less
the decreasing refracti
dense,
ve index bends the
ray
awa
y
from the normal.
After skimming alon
g the surface the ray
is
gra
dua
lly
bent back towards
the normal as it rise
s through air of incr
easing density and
index.
refractive
There is a hazy region
on the ground betw
een
the object and the
observer where the
surface seems shiny
or reflective and a hot
road may appear to
dry
be wet.

90' refracted ray

)

\

15.5 15'

Angle of thxidnn
ce unit than
the critical ang
ler

Total internal

b5 When 5h ang
le of rnftovtlori r
9g.,
the angle of inci
dence I
the critical ang
iec

e) When the ong
le o(tncidnrsce
I is greater
than the critical
angie c total inte
rnal
tottoction occu
rs

ref

lection
ave seen that wh
en light passes fro
m air to glass there
Nays a reflected
ray and a refrac
ted ray. Now we
out whal happen
shall
a when light trie
s to pass from gla
ss
2.7a a ray meets
the surface at a
small angle of
i and a we
ak Internally ref
lected ray is pro
is the refracted
duced
ray. The angle
of refraction r is
tan the angle of
incidence i. it foll
ows that if the
Lncidence is Inc
reased it will rea
ch a critical value
e angle of refrac
tion is just 900 and
the refracted
rs along the sur
face of the glass,
fig. 2.7b. This
the angle of Incide
nce is called the
critical angle:
cal angle be wre
n two media is 1/w
aiiqlcc'luictdeita'
Optically den.ter
med jam far which
,
the miql
9Q0

Calculation

of critical angle
For a ray of ligh
t going from gla
ss to air, the an
incidence i equals
gle of
the critical ang
le r when the ang
refraction r isJust
le of
90°:
i=c when r=90
°
and the refractive
index from glass
10 air
sine

sinr

sin90°

tr'ta is given by:
sine

= ft = -

or:

StflC

of refraction is

Rpl lncldene
I is furthe
r increased. bccstn
hé critical angle
sing
(i>c. fig. 2.7c), it
ngle Of
is itmtpoSrefraction to exc
eed 90°. Now no
light
the light is totally
internally reflected
. TIme
fthe glass behave
s
like
a
per
fect nsirror.
'refle lion
occurs whens:
Is .In
c op
sld
thetically de
nser of two
esoence at the sur
le paIr of me face Is greaser titan tise
dia.

sini

refractive index
of glass

Thus if the refrac
tive Index of gla
ss a $l g
sine =

1.5. we have:

0.67

therefore the crit
ical angler = 420.
in general the
critical angle c betw
een a medium
(absolute) refrac
of
tive index it and the air
is given by:
sine =

it
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Mcasnnng the critical angle for glass
A semicircular block of glass or perspex is
particularly
suitable for this experiment because it allows
a ray of light
to enter the glass through the curved edge
without being
refracted. This happens when a ray is directed
at the centre
of the flat edge along a radius so that it enters
the curved
surface at 90°, as shown iii fig. 2.8.
• Draw round lhe semicircular
block on a slice! of paper and by
,neasuremen( draw a normal at the midpoint of tlte slraig
Its side.
• Direct a ray of light through the glass to be
internally reflected
c.ract/y at the midpoint of f/se straight side.
• Move the ray box round until
the critical condition is found.
It should be possible to see a refracted ray
grazing just
along the surface so that r = 90°.
• Mark the direction of the jnddc,it ray and
reflected ray tilt),
two crosses each
• Remote the block and draw in (lie rays.
• Measure (lie angle between the incident
and reflected rays with
a protractor.
°risreis are blocks of glass or transparent material with
a triangular
ection. They come in various shapes and sizes with different angles
Detween the three sides.
A prism with one 90° corner and two 15° corners
can be used to
turn a ray of light through 90°. Such a right-angled prism
is used in some
periscopes in preference to a plane mirror because
there is no exposed
silvered surface to becoette damaged and no rni.jltiple
reflections.
The ray is totally internally reflected once, because
the angle of
incidence i = 15° is greater than the critical angle for
glass to air, C = 42°.
The ray is deviated by 90°.
A right-angled prism can also turn rays of light through
180° by two
total internal reflections. These eliminate lateral
inversion because
reflection has occurred twice, but the image is seen
irwerted as st-rowe in
figure (b). Two pairs of these prisms are used in
prism binoculars to
reduce the length of the instrument and produce
an erect final image for
the whole inttrument (p 51).
A five-sided prism or pentaprism is used in many
modern cameras. In
a single lens reflex (SLft) camera the pentaprism
is used to turn the light
rays round inside the camera so that the photogra
pher can see the
actual picture he is going to take through the camera
tens. By two total
internal reflections the pentaprism turnt the light
through 90° and
produces an image which is erect and not laterally
inverted. The
external surfaces of the prism need to be silvered
for total internal
reflection to occur because the angles of incidence
are less than the
crityal angle.

This angle is lsvice the critical angle since
the
reflection equals the critical angle of inciden
ce.this angle gives the critical angler.
Figure 2.8

Atr.&ttiriri tlic .'s-iihtl i,t.le

intrrllt,11 Ii uttt,i1,t,,i

no'

rf tiratgtu

t

raytian
seth ted ray

urine r.ryhox until anglc

e is reached

at work

T

I through

-Ia - lot gt,rss

t,,iat

(and
internal
retieri,,,nnecurs

a) A rlgtrt-arrgtod prism timed to
dentate a ray by 90

i nverted

:

ray turned through too'
b) A right-angled prism used to turn
rays of light through 180

a orctlon (hrough the pentaptism which
lotion a charar.leris;tc hoinim
..the toss otSLR camera, ,,.-..

Cl The pentaprism used In
i shngtr tent relies Carriers
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hg/it rays rltirt_qc jjrerl10,,

/an optscas jicrre or isgrn pipe

An optical fibre is a long glass rod which can be
anything from a fraction
of a millimetre to 50mm thick, Light can travel
along a glass rod even
when the rod is bent. When a ray of light strikcs
the inside of the surface
of the rod. if the angle of incidence i inside the
glass is greaser than the
critical angle, then total internal rcflgction traps
the light inside. It works
as if the surface of the rod was silvered, but it
is i-sot: the solid glass rod
has a perfect reflecting surface inside.

niiririab

I>'

at Single o5st1ra5 fibre or tight pipt.
Contain,
by multiple total internal reflectio
n,

light ray

light
otmtrcr

if, ;

tlrmlble I,uriiilr

lxztgluim libirt

iii

The image is formed from a pattern
of tights and dark diii,, radi dot
is made by a separate glass fibre:
C

1, htbres marrying no light prirnitir
dark pamoot t he Image

iiiclil c,ih:lc 1co ii,ira as t hick.

fibre, carrying

—

-

tight appear
bright

olgiass fibret used uotronsmir animage

al fibres can be used to carry light round bends
and into places
touId be difficult or dangerous to suppty electricit
y, for
art instrument used for stewing inside the body,
called an
espe. passes light along a th- n flexible
bundle of very fine glass
ends an image of the inside of the body back along
another
tibres. This second image-forming bundle may
have thousands
fibres of diameter about 0.0 t mm arranged
in fixed

positions so that the image does not becorrie
scrambled. Each fibre
forms one dot of the image.
The most Important new use for optical fibres
is in the
coi-rsmunications industry. Optical fibres can carry
laser light over great
distances. The laser light is made to vary very
rapidly to represent
information such as telephone cOnverSations,
computer data and
television pictures. By this metlsod the optical
rib -c cable can carry more
information than a copper wire cable carrying
a varying electric current.
Optical fibre cables are also much thinner and
lighter and, being made of
glass, are becoming cheaper while cables made
of scarce metals such as
copper are becoming more expensive.

()ifit.rcxtsnsplcs

iii where total itsterstal r.'hlectkits
occurs iiscltsde
the ksrrss;stissss oh sssiriigc's, optical
fibtes (Figure 4.15), cat's-eyes
i n the road, bicycle reflectors (Figu re 4.16), cable televisiots and
sit oc ul itrs.
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Name

What gives an object its
color?
Joan's dress is red. Torn is wearing a blue
shirt. Grass
is green. An orange is of course
orange. Color, color,
everywhere! Look around. How many
colors do you see?
You have learned that when light strik
es an object
one of three things can happen. The light
can be reflected,.
absorbed, or transmitted. What happens
to the light when it
strikes an object is what causes the color we
see.
What causes color in opaque and transparen
t objects?
OPAQUE OBJECTS The color of an opaq
ue object is the
color that it reflects. For example, a red objec
t reflects only
red light. It absorbs all other colors. A green
object reflects
only green light. It absorbs all other colors.
What about white and black objects? A
white object
reflects all the colors that make up white light
(ROY C. BIV).
A black object, on the other hand, absorbs
all the colors that
strike it. No color is reflected. Black is an
absence of color.
Most objects reflect more than one color
. The colors
combine. We see them as mixtures of color
s, like blue-green
and red-orange.
.

.

.

TRANSPARENT OBJECTS The color
of a transparent (or
translucent) object is the colOr that posses
through the object.
For example, red glass transmits only red
light. It absorbs all
other colors. Blue glass transmits only blue
light. It absorbs
all other colors.
Ordinary window glass transmits all color
s. White light
that has passed through window glass is
still white light. It
still has all the colors of white light. None
of the colors has
been absorbed by the glass.
You have learned that some substances
transmit only
some colors. All other colors are blocked.
These substances
are called filters. Filters are often used
in spotlights and in
photogphy.
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2.2
COLOUR
The colours of things we see depend on the colours of the
light which reaches our eyes from them. Without
light
nothing has colour. Learning about the physics of colour
helps us to understand and apprcciatc the colourful world
we live In.
Newton's experiment
Newton observed that a ray of white sunlight was
split
Into a spectrum of colours as it passed through a
glass
prism. We can reproduce that original experiment using
a
ray box as the source of a white light ray, fig. 2.9.
• Direct the light ray through the prism 0,1(0 a white screen sortie

distance away in a darkened room.
• Where do you find the spectrum?
• Witici: colours can you see in (lie spectrum?
• Which colour has been deviated most and which least?
Deviation and dispersion

Deviation is the change In direction of a ray of
light
produced by the prism. Each colour of light has a slightly
different deviation which is caused by the refractive
index
of glass being slightly different for each colour. Violet
light has the greatest deviation, and the refractive index
for violet light is slightly greater than for the next colour
In
the spectrum. Indigo.
Dispersion is the separation of white light into
its
constituent colours, that is to say the colours of which
it is
made. The prism does not add colours to the light,
but
only separates or disperses all the colours which already
exist in white light. White light is not a single colour;
it is
a combination of all the colours in the spectrum.
NCt4lOttS

The colours in the spectrum produced by a prism alone
will not be pure because each colour is blurred on
tlse
screen and overlaps its neighbouring colours.
A PW
spectrum is one in which light of one colour only forms
each part of the image or spectrum on a screen.To produce
a pure spectrum the following conditions should
be',
arranged:
.
the source of white light must be restricted by a very
narrow slit,
the white light should arrive at the prism in a paralleli
beam,
the parallel beams of different colours of light emerg.
ing from the prism should be focused by a lens Onto
a
screen so that they do not overlap.
Pig. 2.10 shows an arrangement for producing a pure
spectrum. The first converging lens is used to produce
a
parallel beam of white light. This Is done by making
the
distance from the slit to the lens equal to its focal length
(p 41). The second converging lens reverses the effect
of
the first so that the parallel beam of each separate colour
is
focused onto a screen. The combined effect of the
two
lenses and the prism is to produce a focused image of
the
slit on the screen in slightly different positions
for every
colour in the spectrum.
FigureS. tO

The

ray enretilig glass Is
(rent towards tie normal
ivir,tel It heat mime Iron red)

Prodrrc(rnq ir re vpeeirvnnr rnf rr.h,ilc light

Parallel btarn

oPerimeiranrent

M

in a rainbow. They are usually named in order 1
a rl
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and Violet
colours gradually change frons one to the next and
thrt
are no boundaries between the colours. We describc
th
spectrum of white light as continuous, which
means ths
there is a complete range of colours from the red end to
sh
violet cnn of (lie spectrum with no g.lps or breaks.
Each
colour of light has a different frequency and waveleng
g
and the light spectrum is only a small part of a much lasg
spectrum of radiation called the electromagnetic spec
,fllc
(see chapter 23).

Producing a pure spectrum

Both these words apply to what happens when white
light is split up Into a spectrum of colours by a prism,
but
they have different meanings.

igure 2.9

The colours of tile spectrum of white hg/ti
The colours of the spectrum of white light are those

CO

tl

,rr

prrsm
rays leavIng glass
are bent away (trim

w

convergi.

rtorrvLri1i

cr,rmvvrging lens
oct50 la1hrh
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'E
trnrsett Images rh lies Iii
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Recombining the sped rum

White light can be separated Into a spectrum
of different

colours of light it can also be synthe
siscd (meaning put
together) from the separate colours.
Two methods may be
tried. These are shown In fig. 2.11.
Ft gure 2.11

Rccøwbm big !J,e caloun of the spectrum
edges of the beom
may be coloured
violet and red.
can ywhy?

There is overlapping of the zones
of the spectrum
detected by the three types of cones.
If the eye receives red
light, only the red sensitive cones will
be stimulated, but
yellow light will stimulate both red
and green sensitive
cones. Although the eye has only three
different colour
detectors, it can distinguish all the colours
of the spectrum
from the variety of combinations of respon
ses produced by
the overlapping of the zones.

Addition of colours of light

With the eye having three types
of cones, or colour
detectors, it is not surprising to find that
three colours can
be used to simulate the other colours
in tite spectrum. Red
(R), green (G) and blue (B) light are
called the primary
colours of light.
The three primary colours of light
are thtose which
cannot be made by adding (or mixing
) any other colours of
light together.
The secondary colours of light are made
by adding two
primary colours together. They are:
yellow (Y), magenta
(M) and ryan (C) (sometimes also called
peacock blue).
Table 2.4 shows how the secondary colours
are fornsed.

a> Using two prisms

q01G

Table 2.4

Newsoos disc

Primary colours of >1gb> odded
a) The second prism reverses the deviat
ion and diaper.
sion of the first prism so that the
colours of the
i spectrum recombine where the
beams overlap. The
edges of the emerging beam may be
tinged with violet
. and red.
Newton's disc is a card coloured with
all the colours of
'-the spectrum In equal areas. If the
disc Is spun round
.rapldly the persistence of visIon
of the human eye
remembers all the colours it sees as the
colours change
places. The colours of the spectrum are
added together
and appear as nearly white. The off-wh
ite colour is due
the imperfect reflection of colours from
the disc.

:

k

Sums with colours
loan eye has three types of light sensiti
ve cells or
detectors called cones. each type of
cone detects
I the spectrum of white light as
shown In the
(led plan of fig. 2.12.
:h2

The three types of cones detect
Octrtap>i/79 Zt1,,t 'I the

spears Ill

Secondary colour made

15+0
R+B
15+0

-Light of the secondary colour yellow
(made of red and
green) is indistinguishable to the eye
from the true yellow
light in the spectrum of white liglst.T
his is because the red
and green sensitive cones in the eye
are equally stimulated
by a mixture of red and green light or
pure yellow light. A
prism would distinguish between the
two kinds of yellow
light by separating the red and green
parts of the secondary yellow light. True yellow light is
a single colour and
cannot be separated;
A combination of all three primary colour
s will stitnulate the three types of cone in the eye
in exactly the same
way as a continuous spectrum of all
the colours in white
light. Thus when we see the three primar
y colours mixed
together in equal intensities they give
the impression of
white light. We can now do sonic more
sums with light
colours. as shown in table 2.5. In
each case all three
primary colours are present, but two
may be combined in
a secondary colour. The pairs of colour
s above are called
complensentary colours.
Table 2.5
Colours of tight mixed

Colour made

15+0+15
bloc co,,sil cc

green
0 3—:111ye
Seositire

15

V
+

whiic
while
svtiile

+ B

C

0

whiie

+ M

Complementary colours of light are
a primary colour
and a secondary colour which when mixed
together make
white light. There are three complementa
ry pairs and they
are given in the table above.

cone
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Lsq!,i rays and rrfrarriorl
-

A demonstration ofcss/our addition

Jung Puce projectors or three light boxes
we can demonstrate
addition of the colours of light on a white screen
. The colours to be
sdded can be selected by placing colour
a
filter in front of each of the
projectors or light boxes. it is import
ant to have colours of equal
brightness on the screen but colour titers tend
to vary in density
allowing different amounts of light throug
h them. The brightness of the
colour s can be adjusted by setting the projec
tors at different distances
from the screen or using rheostats to contro
l the lamp brightness in the
light boxes.
A particularly effective way of showing
all site possible combinations
of primary colours it shown in figure (a). The
colour triangle of figure (b)
is a way of summarising the results. Any
corner and opposite side are a
complementary pair making white
light.

The (0/Our of an object

Fig. 2.13 gives exaissples of how
we explaits Ys'liat
an object will appear in vario
us colours of light
pigments in dycs and psints are
not pure colour reg
and they usually reflect some
of several Colour
s
complicoies the explanations,
but the conclusion w
is that the appa reSt! colour of
ass object is i/se suns oft/se
Co/os
rcJfrcsissq, Thus:

a) a white object appears white
in white light bees
reflects all colours which add
to give it a white as
ancr,
a black object appears black
in any colour of 1
it
because is absorbs all colours
and reflects none, but
a white object appears green
in green light because
can only reflect the green light
that shines on
it.

flgure 2.13

llw rye

TIre colour 0/ass trlsjca dctrersd
s

on thrtrlos,rt s'Ikg/st

tirterj

white light
at

white

w

reflects sit colours
appears white

any cotoar olliglit
black

bi

al The three primary rotoars. ROSen a ,creenTwo overla
pping primary
colour, snake a secondary colour
. CMV; all three make white

A

Cl

dl

[A~
green tIght

reflect, green light

1

appears green

]:

white or red tiglri

rs

reflects red
green light

rl LIF- 1.

4e1

0
C

reSect, no colour,, absorbs all
colours
appears btack

><

hi The colour triangle for additio
n uf colours of light

light

ars black
[~~,
white -yellow light
YdI.w

and yellow iigiri

H

<11G ryan tight

0
g)

Subtraction of colours of light

When light arrives at the surfa
te of any object or medium
three things happen to Is in varyi
ng proportions:
some light is reflected.
some light is transmitted
(it passes through the
medium),
C) some light is absorbed.
The colour of an object is deter
mined by the colours of
light which it reflects. The colour
ofa filter is determined by
Site colours of light it lransnsits
or allows through. The
colours of light which are neith
er reflected nor transmitted
nsust be absorbed into the
medium. Liglst which is
absorbed effectively disappears
, apart from a slight rise In
temperature of the absorbing
material. We can think of the
absorption of light as the subtr
action of certain colours
from the spectrum.

absorbs btoe light, reflect, green
light,
appears firm

Coloured objects can
appear to change colour as
in the
following examples:
a red object appears red in white
or red light because it
can reflect red light but:
a red object Illuminated with
green light will appear
black because it absorbs the
green light and reflects
none.
I) a yellow object appears
yellow in white or yellow
light; it reflects yellow light
and usually also the two
primary colours, red and green
, which together appear
yellow. If however a yellow
object is seen in any
colour or light which conta
ins some red, yellow
or
green light it can reflect those
colours and may appear
to change its own colour, for exam
ple:
g) a yellow object seen in cyan
light will appear green
because it absorbs the blue
light and reflects the green.
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Mixing paints

When paints are mixed together
their colour absorbing
properties are added, that is to
say more colours of light
are subtracted and less are reflec
ted from the painted
surface. The only colours reflected
are those not absorbed
by either of the paints mixed togeth
er. Thus as more
colours are mixed more light is absor
bed, less is reflected
and the colour eventually becom
es a dirty grey or black.
For example:
yellow paint + blue paint = green paint.
This well-known example appea
rs to disagree with what
we have learnt about adding colour
s of light. The cxplanatioti is that in mixing paints we
subtract more colours of
light rather than add. The blue paint
only reflects blue and
sottle rccn and indigo light. The
yellow paint reflects
only the green in these colours
and absorbs the others;
therefore only green is reflected
by a mixture of blue and
yellow paint.

Colour television

Because all the colours in the spectr
um can be synthesised
from the three primary colours and
our eyes cannot tell the
difference, a full colour television
picture can be created
using dots of only the three prima
ry colours (P. B and G).
A dose examination of the screen
shows it to be made up
of thousands of dots of the three
colours. A different
phosphor is used to produce each
colour on the inside of
the television screen. The dots
of phosphor convert the
energy of the electrons striking the
screen into each of the
three primary colours of light (p 352).

Joe rauwow-

lo understand the rainbow we need
to snow about refiuction.
dispersion and internal reflection.
White light from the sun, entering raindro
ps in the sky, is refracted as
it passes from air to water
and again as it leaves the raindrop going
from
water to air. Violet light will be bent more
than red and so the white
sunlight is dispersed into the colours of the
spectrum.

The colour of a filter

Fig. 2.14 gives some examples
of light passing throtiglt
filters of various colours. In the
case of filters, very little
rhlection occurs and the colours
we see are those that are
transmitted, the missing colours
being absorbed or subtracted by the material of the filter.
Filters also allow small
amounts of other colours throug
h so that demonstrations
of subtraction of colours by filters
often do not work very
well. In theory any two prima
ry colour filters placed
together should transmit no light
at all as shown in fig.
2.14b.
2.14

calourJillerr
A single raindrop produces a
spectrum, by relratitojo and
Internal rcfleclton
-

white tigIrt

0

GBf

eye seer green

green with some
yellow and blue transmitted
jr

red and violet ends

of the spectrum

absorbed in green filter
ltS IISCC

itostiitted

To reach the eye of an observer the light
is internally reflected inside
the water drops. The obser-er will receive
light of only one colour from
a particular drop because all the other colours
from that drop are
dispersed in different directions. Other drops
in different positions send
the other colours to the eye of the observe
r. Thus each colour conies
from drops in a different position in the
sky.
The curved, bow shape is the locus (or joining
together) of all the
raindrops in the sky for which the angle betwee
n the rays of light from
the sun and the rays entering the observe
rs eye are the same for each
colour.

eye sees block
II tIle iltiqic iriilr I lilt .irtgle lrt'liit'ur
i

hit tIer1 , etitli tilliyseii light
Ill

lie rays upon ifrr neil (tout iii it,, ,,lititioi

v

absorbs
nirrpr S

goen filter absorbs
red light

cvliiie light frutiti

tod filter together

fli'liioil

\ )
\f

ulil fereiti tiur1ns itt
t3

llttsiiiiliissi'uitl rut ienttiiir
'. ill
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.iettti, nut il

vi,utel light nu, ii
nnsnfled
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(c) A green dress looks green in daylight because white light
from the Sun hits the dress (Figure 4.21). All the colours are
absorbed except for the green which is reflected back into
our eyes.
VViu, hqhi

mm)

Figure 4.20 Solrtlirrg and recombining the colours in
white light
WIN
GIiI'I

in Experiments 4.8 and 4.9 you ought to have been able to
recombine the colours of the spectrum to produce white. You
have therefore (as Newton did) proved that white light is a
mixture of coloured lights.

(ii,...

The Newton's disc experiment often produces a milky white
colour rather than a pure white. This is because the colours of
your paints and pencils ate not pure.

4.6 Coloured objects
If we go outside and look at ;in object, we see the object liv
the
rays of light from the Sun reflecting ofithe object into our eyes.
If there is no light (e.g. at night), there is no light to reflect back
into our eyes, so we see nothing. In other words, we see black.
But what happens when we look at
a coloured object such as a
green blazer? The blazer is green because during its
ntLflUfacture the material was impregnated (soaked) with a green dye.
The effect of the dye is to make the material absorb all the light
which is hitting it except for the colour of the dye which is
reflected. Here are some examples.

mm)

Figure.

.1.21

The green dress rellecis only green light

(d) A white object looks white because it reflects all the light
which hits it.

ma

0

mm)
0
mm)

4.7 Adding coloured lights
Before we can proceed any further in looking at coloured
objeets we need to h a ve a look at the effects of mixing coloured
lights. There are three colours that cannot be made by adding
other colours together. These are red. green and biter, and they are
called the primary co/oars. If any two of these three colours are
mixed together in equal amounts, they produce srcom/arj'
colours.

jj

How many secondary colours wi/I there be?

Experiment 4.10

A black object looks black because it absorbs all the
light
which hits it, so that no light is reflected back into our
eyes.

Adding coloured lights

A red poster looks red in daylight because white
light from
the Sun hits the poster, and all the colours are absorbed
except for the red which is reflected back into our eyes.

in this experiment you will sneed some coloured rays of light. There
are many different ways of producing coloured lights. 11 yours are not
the same as those described below, then listen carefully to the
instructionS from your teacher before starting this experiment.

ma

You will need three ray boxes, a screen
and a set olsix filters
red, blue, green, magenta, cyan and yellow
.

-

In a dark part of the laboratory shine two
of the ray boxes without
any filters attached at the screen (Figu
re 4.22).

Finally shine all three ray boxes with
the red, blue and green
filters :ttt;thcd on to the screen. Wha
t colour does this
produce?
The nyc rail effects Ofadding eoh, tired lights
can be sun it arised
in it colour triangle.
, .,

5,,,.,",

St

R;,y

5)

"''ku''
by
uoJ,fl,,,lO

Ray
Green

Figure 4.23 The colour triangle

4.8 Objects under coloured lights
Figure 4.22 Mixing coloured lights

Repeat the experiment using different
combinations of filters
and fill in the table below.

Colour

I

Colour 2

Red

Blue

Red

Green

Green

Blue

Yellow

Blue

Red

Cyan

Green

Magenta

5)

Experiment 4.11

Put a red filter into one of the ray boxes
and a blue filter into the
other. What colour is produced on the
screen by mixing these
two colours? (Htht. Look at the four
remaining filters.)

Colour I + Colour 2

.5)

L
5)

Objects under coloured lights
For this experiment to work properly, the
room must be completely
dark except for the light from the ray
boxes.
Choose four objects - one red, one green
, one blue and one
yellow.
Put the blue object in front of the ray box.
Then insert the blue
filtcr (Figure 4.24). Whit colour does the
blue object look in blue
light?
lt,y lox

Figure 4.24

Ri,,, ii,

An object in s coloured light

Blue hook

5)
—a

-5)

5)

Repeat the experiment with die other (mhjects mml thc
filters.

thc-r

(22 \ilm.mt immimitir will a i ticuji car limik cijoler m;mIgemmtlm light?
/\2 Mmmn'mmmm limtlmt is ;m immiXILrFi I i- ed minI hIUC li.Clml.
\Vliemi time

ligio hits lie ircc-mi mmlmjeL t both the red t1od blue art,
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lilI in the titl,lc' helm cv with vmmitr ri'smilts.

Li4I1

7,ic' colour oJ lIe' objemi.r

Blue

Blue

Blue

11CLI

Blue

Green

Red

Red

Red

Green

Red

Yellow

Yellow

Red

Yellow

Blue

Yellow

Green

Green

Yellow

Green

Blue

Green

Red

IA/mJmaimwl

((1/u/fT

1/ f/mm rm/j,mmlm

Read the Questions and Answers below. Then, with a copy ol the
colour triangle in front of you, write a similar explanation for all
the
above results.
QI What colour will a red object look under it yellow light?
Al Yellow light is ntade by a mixture of red and green light. When
the light strikes the object the green light is absorbed and the
red
light is reflected. Therefore tliv object iooks red.

Q.3 \X!J rm( m.m mhmmim r will a cc-him l'. em r Ippear to be tinder red
light?
Am A cell m 'mhic-vt Inks m'ehimiv bc-c,muse it dint ellect both red mmmd
crc-i-tm hmImt, lbc-reimmre tinder red bight the yellow car cm-ill reflct
tile
mid light i ak m it :pmj mc -;i r Tech.
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What is. a

Have you ever snapped a photo
or looked through a
inic:roscope? If your answer is
yes, then you have used an
optical device.
There are many kinds of optical
devices. Cameras and
microscopes are two examples
. Others are projectors, binoculars, telescopes, and even eyeg
lasses.
Every optical device is different
. But they all have one
thing in common. Each one has at
least one lens.
What is a lens? A lens is a tran
sparent substance that
bends or refracts light in a
definite way.
Most lenses are made of glass.
Many lenses are made
of plastic.
Most lenses have one or two curv

ed surfaces.
There are two main types of lens
es: convex [kon VEKS]
and concave [kon KAVE].
• A convex lens is thicker at the
center than at the
edge. It magnifies or makes things
look bigger.
A convex lens converges, or brin
gs together, light rays.
The point where the light rays
meet is called the focal
[FOE kul] point.
Light that passes through a conv
ex lens can be focused
on a screen or other surface. This
forms an -image of the object
that gave the light. Convex lens
es are used in projectors and
cameras.
• A concave lens is thinner at
the center than at the
edge. It minifies or makes things
look sma

ller.

A concave lens spreads out ligh
t rays. They cannot
form an image on a screen.
Concave lenses are often used
together with convex
lenses. They help the convex lens
es give sharper images.
Most eyeglass lenses have com
binations of concave
and convex curves.

lens: a transparent material that
refracts light in a definite way
convex lens: a lens that is curved
outward
concave lens: ate. us that is curv
ed
inwairt
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--3

Lenses and opticai
instrumen t
ii

this c/ia ptcr we shall sludy
the properties

of lenses
and soitie of their applicalio
I
ns in optical inslnwtcitts.
The action of lenses, like prisms, depe

nds on the refraction

of light.

3.1
LENSES
Lenses are made with a grea
t varicty of shapes at
different kinds of glass but
hey till belong to Cilhe
g
converging group or the diver
ging group of lense
s
converging type of lens conve
rges (brings together) ra
light and the diverging type diver
ges (spreads ou() rays
light.
As can be seen in fig. 3.1, the
converging lenses
are
tisic-ker in the centre than at the
edge whereas the dl5
ging lenses are all thinner in (lie
Centre than at tile edge.
Figure 3.1

Lt-,it .tlritpco

converging tenses (tatter in
the u- flirt)

0

lit-convex

pt.nnn-rnnvexconvn

g

diverging lenses (thinner in
the centre)

hi-cnnvave

piano-concave

diverging rrienlscus

A meniscus lens has both
a Concave and a convex
surface and so, to avoid confu
sion, we shall refer to lenses
by their converging or diverging
property rather than their
shape. Converging lenses which
are bi-convex (i.e. have
both surfaces convex) are olten
called convex lenses. But
notice also that confusion can
arise because a concave
mirror converges rays of light
but a bi-concave lens
diverges rays of light.

Investigating the properties of
lenses

First we shall compare the magn
ifying properties of some
lenses with their Shapes.
• 1-fold a lens of each
shape in your hand over a page
of print
and observe what happens.
• Borrow some spectacles and
hold th em over th e print and
decide what type of lens is in the specta
des.
a Draw a summary table whith
gives the name of each lens
ecaminod, draw its shape and state
its magnifying properties.
• Which type of lens is usuall
y called a ntagntfying glass?

.

lire

.:si.ac-- ---------

-

rq,rifyiirq g!a.ctitnrcaiinq italic
propk ti -tilt floor o'niqhi,

5'
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Lenses

Now compare the conv
erging and diverging prop
ertics
n1dilfcrnl lenses.

• Set up an experiment in
a darkened raom as show
n in fig.
3 .2a.
• Use a light box or lamp in a
holder to produce multiple rays
by
passing light through a mult
iple slit.

Cylindrical lenses, as
shown In fig. 3.2b, are
the most
suitable type to use beca
use they have the sam
e crosssectional shape down
to paper level on the bench,
and
they will stand on their
hat edge.

• Mark on the sheet of paper Site
paths of the rays before and
after passing through each lens.
• Try some combinations of two
lenses in close contact.
FIgure 3.2

Tt,eactionofateiiv

• Try drawing a similar diag
ram to explain the action
of a
bi.concave lens based on tile
results obtained in your
expriinen

u.
As a ray of light enters
each prism It is bent towa
rds the
normal and as it leaves,
away from the normal.
The
larger
angle prisms at the edge
s of a lens deviate the
light rays
most, while the Oat piec
e of glass in (he centre
of
the lens
produces no deviation
at all.

How does a lens form
an image?
We do not normally see
light rays unless there
is something In the air to mak
e them visible. We can
see the path
of a light ray in fog or
smoke; particles of dust
in the air
can show the rays of
sunlight streaming into
a room
through the window. The
light rays become visib
le when
small amounts of light
are reflected or scattere
d from the
small particles of dust
or water as they drift
through the
path of the light. Thus
what we actually see is
the small
particles brightly illum
inated by the beam of
light. Light
rays travel through air
whether we can see them
or not.
We can use a large box
filled with smoke part
icles to
make the paths of light
rays visible, to help expl
ain how a
lens forms a real image,
fig. 3.3 The box has a tran
sparent
front and sides (made of
glass or perspex) and a
means of
blowing smoke into It.
Figure 3.3

Thesmokctw.v

.1 the expertinentat arrangement

10
•

it

cytinds-trot
ptano.convez

cytissdslcat
cxtimtrivai
bi.convex
bi.concave
tens shapes which can be
used in this expertment

°

metal plait with
holes drilled Intl
mokc

of light

converging lens
if - IS cm. dianne, 10cm
)

Itena.re(ram and
deviates light like. priso
t

lens as a group of prisnts

paths you hare

obtained for each n'je of lens.
the action of the lens
es in terms of
rays at the surfaces of
the lens? It helps
tns as being made from
several prisms,
produces a different
amount of
agtam gives an explanat
ion of the cotsbttcsnvex lens by cons
idering it as

An intense light source,
which sends out light rays
in a
broad beam through a
circular hole in its housing,
is used
as an object. A few rays can
be selected by placing a
metal
sheet with holes drilled
in list one end of the smo
ke box.
Rays can only enter
the box through thes
e holes. A
number of rays reach
a large converging lens
mountcd
inside use box.
The action dl the lens on
these rays can now be
investigated. The rays arc all l)Ts)Ught
together and pass through
a
single poi1st in th e 5lt ott
the oilier side of the lens
. Tue rr is
only one position whe
re this happens and this
is
whe
re
the real image is formed
by the lens. An image is
a copy of
an object which is form
ed by a lens or ttlirror as
a result of
its action on rays of light
coming from the object.
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L,,,,e, a,,l ,,,i,,,it j,,lir,i,,u,,tc

•

1ry nioii,iq (he ci'nvei hiq le,is to different
( ,05ii11'iis uidc' (ire
smoke box.
• Britig the iniense Iiqlit tourer ((lie olijecl). riqltt zip
to the end 'f
tire smoke box and their move die co it i'erqirr
q lens gradual/v nearer
to (lie object. (Viral happens to tIre image?
• Wit/i (lie object bark
in its original position, remove (lie (neSsl
p/ale with Itoh's in it or that all liqin rat's enter thu
srrinke box its it
Inroad hrcann (('Irar, do you see?
• Insert a white screen in (lie box at (ite positio
n where life rat's
cross. What do von see?
• Reassenible (lie arrange
ment of object, lens and screen outside
tIre smoke box and int'esliga(e where (lie image
h fanned by flaring
(Inc screen to various distances front (lie lens.

Some observations

a) The distance from the object
to the lens affects the
position of the image. We can see
that the rays cross at
a different place in the smoke box.
In) When the object gets very close
to the lens the rays
cannot be brought together by the
lens and no real
image can be formed.
Rernovintg the metal plate shows that
all the rays in the
beam which pass through the lens
cross at die same
ills SC.
A sharp image of the object can only
be formed on a
screen it one position, which is where
the rays cross.
At all other distances from the
lens the image is
blurred.
A converging lens will form a
real image at the
position where all the rays are
brought together
whether or not we can see it. The
smoke in the box
helps us to see where the rays form
an image and if a
screen is placed at (lie same positio
n it becomes easier
for us to see the image.
I) Without a screen positioned where
the image is formed
the rays do not stop at the image
but carry on in
straight lines. it is important to real
ise that rays neither
stop nor bend at the position wher
e an image is
formed.

The image of a larger object

Rays of light come from every point
on an object and to
understand how a lens forms an image
of a large object we
must explain what happens to all the
rays collected by the
lens. Fig. 3.4 shows how a conve
rging lens forms a real
image of a tree. All the rays from
the top of the object 0
collected by the lens are refracted
to pass through a single
point t which forms the same point
ott the image of the
tree. Similarly, all the rays from the
bottom of the tree at P
are brought together again at J.
Figure 3.4

This diagrant only shows I Inc
rays Froiti the
tt
of the tree, hin t ire sonic
hstitiens t o all 1
1
collected by the lenin front every
(On/tnt on (lie (reel
every different poi nt on an nnlsjet
ii tere is a corse t
p
different point on tire image where
the lens brings
rays together again.

fiotnonnn

The action of a lens ott paralle
l light

rays

Arrantge the smoke box apparatus
shown in fig 3.2
produce parallel light rays as follow
s.

• P/lice arm additional
cortn'erqinq cylindrical lerts in
front of i
opening oft/ic I/girt box.
• AJ)tot the distance betrveenn the lanmp
in the light box sntd lb
addttrona/ lens tinS! the Inroad lrearnn
of lqlit em erg es paralle
l
(lie rats prod need by the nimilfiple slits
are also parallel.
• lnt'estiga(e (lie action of Irothi eoni'ec
n;
yinrg and diverging 1ees
Ott these parallel light rart.

The point through which all parall
el rays pass (or, intl
case ala diverging lens, appear to
cottie from) in Called
focus. Any group of parallel rays are
converged to a lots
by a converging lets, but there isa
special focus known
the principal focus of a lens. The
ray diagrams of fig. 3
explain the exact meaning of the princip
al focus and lot
length cif a lens.
Lens defntiliinst.c

To explain exactly (lie meaning
of principal focus and
focal length we need to define the
important features of a.
lens. Fig. 3.5a shows how the two
faces ols lens may hav
quite different curvatures centred
at C 1 and C5 . Titus the
two radiuses of curvature of the surfac
es may be different
and the relation R = 2f. used for rurved
ntirrurs, does not
hold for lenses. A line joining the
two centres of curvature
will, however, pass through the centre
of the lens and is
particularly important in the constr
uction of ray diagrams.
This line is called the principal axis
tilt lie lcns.
The principal axis of a lens is
the line joining the
centres of curvature of its surfaces.
The optical centre of a lens L
is the point midway
between the lens surfaces on its
principal axis. Rays
passing through the optical centre
are not deviated.
The principal focus F of a conve
rging lens is the point
10 which all rays incident parall
el to the principal axis
converge alter refraction by the lens. This
focus is real.
The principal focus F of a diverg
ing lens is the point
from which all rays incident parall
el to the principal axis
appear to diverge after refraction by
the lens. This focus is
virtual

.

The focal lengthf of a lens is the
distance between its
optical centre and principal focus.

((ow a tennsfornn ,s air inuage ola large atra
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figure)5

Lenses
rropersiea nJtenw

13e 2
I

-

Two principalfoctmses
A lens has two prin
cipal focuses, one on
each side of the
lens. Thin tenses and
those with the sam
e curvature for
both faces have equ
al focal lengths for
light passing in
opposite directions.
When drawing ray
diagrams the prin
cipal focus F is ma
rked on both sides
of the principal axi
s.
Measuring the foc
al length of a conver
ging lens

C - (mire
C1 centre otcorvalurc ef(a
ce 2
t. OpIi( antic
-the principal axis and
optIcal emotem. I.

-—

A rough method
We sometimes nee
d a quick method
of finding the foc
length of a lens.
al
For example we
may need to sort
lenses of different
out
focal lengths which
hav
e
become mixed
up. As we saw in
fig. 1.19, as an obj
ect is moved away
from a lens or mir
ror the light rays
col
lected from the
object become alm
ost parallel to eac
h other. So the ima
of a distant object
ge
formed by a conver
ging lens will be
roughly at the prin
cipal focus of the len
s.
• Voing the window fram
e at the far end o[a room
(or better s/ill
something like a buil
ding visible through
the window) as a dista,ct
object, obtain a sharp
image on the wall, as
ahown in fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.6

lens
F - principal (mOos (real)
f" focal length

A rough ,netlwd of weo
surirtq £IreJrc,tl

kntgrlt ,rl'a cn'rlrCrgio
q

'—

TIre principal locu
s F. and local length Cola
converging lens

...... . ..... ... .......
• Measure the distanc
e front the lens to the
i/sage to obtain a
rough value ofthefoc
al length of the lens.
Note that the image
is seat, inverted and
dintinished.
0'

t lotuS (virroal)
rtgrh
ioco F.anti focal
length [of a d)ea-rgln
g lens

An accurale metho
d
• Draw an object (cre
ss-wires) on a piece
of tran51ucen1 pap
and fit it over a circular
er
hole in a while screen.
When placed in
front of a light box
this will form an
il1uminatd object
as shown in fig. 3.7
.
FIgure 3.7 nhtcarinnit
g tlicfnv'tl le,tgtlt of.i t,ute
r'ginq kus rising a platt
ndrrnr anti tin ill,nn
e
i,tat

Eli

cl .'llj'.t

prllrl bean, 01
to and from

light

lnverlcd teat Imag
e little Cmmeercd wIth
tramtsluer,n
homed in jttrtn.
m.mer hmrint tllntomina
led tlmjen
Sanit' st-xe us ,rhjon
-
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Lenses in contact. ,neasu
rin.q the focal length
of a diverging tens
it can be shown experimertt
ally that when thin len
ses are
placed together in contact
their powers can be add
ed. Thus
a converging lens

Worked Example

The lens formula

and magnification
An object is placed in fron
t of a converging lens o[foc
al length 12cm. Find
the nature, position and
magnification of the imag
e when the object
distance is (a) tirni and

of power 4-lOD in
contact with a
diverging lens of pow
er —7D will act as a
single lens of
power +313. This sim
ple relation provides
a method of
measuring the focal len
gth of diverging lenses
. A converging lens of known gre
ater power is placed
in contact with
the diverging lens of
unknown power. The
focal length of
the converging combin
ation of lenses is then
found by any
of the methods we hav
e described. This gives
the power of
the combination and
hence the power and
focal length of
the diverging lens.
Measuring the focal length of
a
using the len

Measssn,i5 tire focal least), of a

converging lens using the

+12cm (converging Icon

f

using:

+

)

_L

-,-

f

u

and rearranging, we hav

e:
-,

12cm 16cm 48cm
48cm
v
+48cm

thcr1ore

now using:

converging lens

s formula
This experiment Is som
etimes used to establis
formula. However, usin
h the lens
g the lens formula we
can calculate
the focal length of a len
s from measurements
of the object
and image distances
, u and v. The most unders
tandable
form of the experim
ent uses an illuminate
d object in a
darkened room to form
a real image on a scre
en as shown
In fig. 3.13. The arrange
ment is the same as in
a projector.
The Illuminated object
takes the place of the
film or slide
in the projector. Th
e image on the screen
is rcsl and
Inverted but Its size
dep
we have learnt from ends on the distances u and v as
the magnification for
mula It is
probably simplest to
obtain a set of results
for u and v as
3.13

(0)8cm.

a = + 56cm (real obje
ct)

m

-

48cm
16cm

we have:

Answer: The Image Is
real
from the lens on the opp (via posttivC) and inverted, 48cm
osite side to the object and
magnified) x.
a
+8cm (real object)
+12cm (convergIng tens
f
)
using:

-

-

v

f

I

-

-

u

as above, we have:

5

1

2-3

now using:

lens

tlglu baa

\

r•— whirr

24cm

5,

in

-

a

24cm
8cm

we have,
I.

—1

v 12cm 8cm
24cm
therefore
v = —24cm

Answer: This image

Is

also magnified 3X but
negative), erect and on the
lISa virtual (vis
same side of the lens
as the object.
14cm from the tens.

4 front u(Ughr boo:
conycrging

on scl

vp the illuminated obje
ct in a fixed position at
one end of a
r,'sle and then for various
positions of the screen mov
e the
th e image is sharp on
the screen.
ort the heal pos
ition for the tens by find
ing the point
ybetween lite
positions where you can
tett that the image is
il of focus.

P

two ktis positions for
each screen position.
Do
anything about the val
ues of u and v for the
se
results as shown in tabl
e 3.1.
of I/u, 1/v and i/u
-i- 1/v to two sign
ificant
calculator or tables of
reciprocals. Average
the
t, V to give a mea
n value of I/f.
,efocal length
I from rite reciprocal of
this mean

Worked Evanspie

The power of a

diverging lens
A diverging tens of pow
er —2.0 diopt ret is used in
a pair sr[opectades to
correct the zig hI of a short-sig
hted person. Cairutate
(a) its focal length arid
(b) the position and nature
of the image itformns
of an object 2.0 metres
away from it.
a) F'= —2.0t3.SlnccF=
t/fIhcrrf.'
F

S/F.therefore

—SOD

—0.5m

Answer: The foca
l length of he tctss is —0.5nt
or —50crtt and it
Is diverging.

b) f
Using

— 0.5 in (diverging lens
). u
1
1
we have:
-

J-

I
-

+1.Oni (real object).

..__L__

p —0.5n1 2.om
2.0m 2.0m
therelrsrev

0.025

Answer:

2.0m

The

negative vatuc oft' indi
cates that a virtual image
Is formed 0.4m from the
object. Thus the eye sees lens on the same side of the lens as the
the virtual image by look
ing through
the tens.

0.042
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3.2
RAYS ENTER THE

EYE
When we look at an obje
ct our eyes farm an ima
ge of it at
the back of the eye like
a camera does, but our
eyes are
much more than an
optical instrument.
They are our
window on the world,
and what we see and
do not see
through them affects
ourwholc view of Ilfe.
With our eyes
we send and teccive mes
sages; in them we see
love and
hatred, hope and fear.
By learning about the
eye we realise
eveti more what an ama
zing instrument it is.
The structure and acti
on of the eye
The human eye is sph
erical in shape except
for a slight
bulge at the front. A
horizontal section is
shown in fig,
3.14a with the optic nerv
e leading to the brain
on the nose
side of the eye.
The outside of the eye
isa white, tough and fibro
us layer
called the sciera with
a transparent part at the
front called
the cornea. Inside the
sciera is a layer of tissu
e called the
choroid, which supplie
s blood to the eye and
also contains black colourin
g which reduces refl
ecti
on of light
with
in the eye.

ylgure 3.14

Thrlttonao eye
octoa )whiiol

asic
ho.

Opiic nerve

;';
to whirl, tire
F
em is attachcd by iigatncns
a) A horiuontat section
through a human eye
I) most of the rerraction occur
s a, the cornea

OaI

ani

l

o

bi

flay

I

diagrams for a huma
n eye
11)
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How do eyeglasses help
some people to see better?
How many people do you koow who
wear eyeglasses?
Probably many. Eyeglasses are very
common. In the United
States alone, more than 100 million
people wear them.
WHY are eyeglasses worn?
Some people do not see clearly.
They have blurred
vision. In most cases, eyeglasses can
clear the blur.
WHAT causes blurred vision?
HOW do eyeglasses help?
Let us first see what is meant by a
"normal" eye.
A "normal" eye sees clearly. Its
length
that is, the
distance from the cornea to the
retina
is
"jus
t right."
Light rays that enter a normal eye
converge (come together)
directly upon the retina. The ima
ge, therefore, is in perfect
focus. No correcting lens is needed.
In some eyes, however, the length
of the eyeball is not
right. It is either a bit too long
or a bit too short. Because
of this, light rays do not converge
on the retina. The image
is out of focus. Vision is blurred.
There are two main types of blur
red vision: nearsightedness and farsightedness.
Both may be corrected with
lenses. The lenses bend or refract
the light rays so that they
converge on the retina.
NEARSIGHTEDNESS
-

-

CAUSE u A nearsighted eye is slig
htly longer

than
normal. Light rays converge at
a point in
front of the retina.

CORRECTION a Nearsightedness
may be corrected with a
concove lens.
FARSIGHTEDNESS

CAUSE m A farsighted eye is slig
htly shorter than
normal. Light rays converge
at a point
beyond the retina.

CORRECTION • Farsightedness
may be corrected with a
convex lens.
farsightedness: blurred
vision
caused when light rays converge beyond the retina
nearsigbtcdness
caused when

blurred vision
light rays converge in front of the retina
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Some other def
ects
Lack of accomm
odation or pr
esbyopia affec
as we get older.
ts us all
The ciliary muscl
e gradually becom
able to change
es Less
the shape of
the
lens enough to
objects which
focus
are either far
aw
ay or very clo
Inability to ad
se. This
just the focus
ing of the eye,
accommodatio
cal
led
lack of
n, can only be
corrected by usi
of spectacles or
ng two pairs
bi-focals (two-i
n-one), contai
verging lens for
nin
g a conseeing close up
and a diverging
seeing far away.
lens for

This pnsot, is wea
ring a contact tens, A ghsa
t or plastic kus. c/ta
(Invatu,e of the
ped tafit the
Cornea and flrnthtg
on lean, guts cka
r vish',, in till directio
ns.

AstIgmatism
is a defect in
which the ey
different focal
e has two
Lengths in tw
o different pla
caused by the
nes. This is
cornea being slig
htl
y
tha
barrel shaped
; n true spherical. Th
rather
e defect is cor
rected using a
lx1cai lens of
cylinthe opposite po
we
r
to
omea. The effect
the defect in
the
of astigmatism
hrble to see cle
is to make the
eye less
arly in one partic
ula
r
pla
1!. 010 ur blindne
ne or direction
.
ss. Total colou
r blindness is
there axe
very rare,
a few people wh
o
see
no
mneIr world is
colours at all an
monochromati
d
c, Like a black
lcvlston pictur
and while
e. Many more
pe
op
le cannot tell
dlfftrence betw
the
een two or mo
re colours or
tUlty In doing
find some
so. One commo
n inconvenient
lal colour
form of
blindness make
W Ctn
s it diffi cult to
distinguish
red and green
. The defect ma
y be caused by
.,tIencY of one
oftite types of con
a
e cells in the ret
Ched retIna. So
ina.
metimes the lig
¶ ack of the ey
ht sensitive lay
er at
called the retina
'L"(he choroid bee,hin
, becomes detac
hed
d. This defect
can now someti
eted using a las
mes
er to 'spot-we
ntr
ld' the retina ba
pulse of laser
ck.
A
light burns the
ltsvetcells in the
y small patches
which attach the
The
m to the cells
OPCtstion lav
cs small
POlttts.
blind spots at
the
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Optical inttrrn,,enls

leaves of the diaphragm change the size of the hole in their
centre and thus control the amount of light entering the
camera.
The diFferent settings of the aperture are referred to as
'stops' and are labelled with values known as f-numbers.
Thc range of f-numbers is from near 1 for a very wide
diameter lens to 16,22 or even 32 for a very small diameter
(nearly as small as a pinhole). Two factors detcrmine the
effective aperture of' a lens, its diameter and its focal
length. The f-number is the ratio of the focal length of the
lens to its diameter. Thus a stop labelled 14 means that the
focal length of the lens is 4 times its diameter. A lens of
focal length 50mm and maximum aperture f-number 2
will have a maxImum diameter of V = 25mm.
There are two Important effects of the aperture setting.
The aperture controls the amount of light entering the
camera.
Small apertures, like the pinhole camera, have a large
depth of field (objects over a large distance range form
focused images on the film), but wide apertures produce sharp Images only for objects at a particular
distance from the camera.
Focusing is done by turning the focusing ring which
moves the lens nearer to or further from the film. A distant
object requires the lens-to-film distance to be the focal
length of the lens, but a nearer object requires an Image
distance greater thanfand so the lens is moved outwards.
Tablc 3.2 compares the eye, the pinhole camera and the
lens camera.

Table 3.2
hj,e
Type of
lens
Method q
focusing

Light
control

pinhole camera

Lens camera

converging

none

converging

change of lens
shape: thicker
for near objects

all distances
focused lipin.
hole is stitall

lens mOves
away from the
fi lm for near
objects

a) iris
Ii) sensitivity of
retina

a) hole size
b) esposure
time
C) sensitivity or
Site film

iris
eiiapltragm
exposure

time or

shutter
speed
ci sensitivity of
the film

The projector or enlarger
A projector uses several lenses and a concave mirror (fig.
3.21). The projection lens is a converging lens which
produces on a screen a real, magnified and inverted image
of the slide or film. (For the image to be the right way up
the object, that is the slide or film, must be upside down.)
Focusing the image on the screen in achieved by screwing
the projection lens in or out, thereby adjusting tine distance of the lens from the slide or film. The slide, being use
object, is positioned between fand zflrom the lens, as in
fig. 3.9c.
The rest of the projector is designed to give the maximum possible even illumination of the slide. The lamp is

positioned at the centre of curvature of a concave mirror.

This reflects light travelling away from the slide through
the centre of curvature to the cttitticnser Ictis. Tue coin.
denser lens Is usually made oftwo piano-convex converging lenses, separated by a heat shield which protects the
film or slide from the heat of the lannp. The condenser lens
converges the light evenly Onto the whole area of the slide
which now forms the illuminated object. for the projection
lens.

5' View ofa camera sl,mn I,,,,, tile lens is bttiltfrot,t sit eltqnetgts.
teen ofglass. You ca,t also see tite pesttoprtsnt and ,ttirrar.

I

The magnifying glass
The simplest of optical instruments is a Isand-Iseld converging lens used to produce a magnified erect and virtual
image. This common application of a converging lens,
known as a magnifying glass or simple microscope, is
explained by the ray diagram of 11g. 3.9a. The object must
be placed between F and the lens and the virtual image is
seen by looking through the lens.

Tlte prajcrsor

Concave mirror

projection lens

condensci lens

mat tncerte,t
ittagititie

tin.tge

,t'jt t.itject

steel's
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The compound microscope
To increase the Inagit liofl on of a ft icrosetipe
two lenses
are used, fig. 3.22. The first lens, nearCs
t the object 0 is
called the objective lens.
The objective lens is a powerful conve
rging lens of
short local length (principal locus at F,,). It is
used to
produce a real, Inverted and magnified image
l. Titus ilte
object must be placed between F,, and 2F,,
oltltc objective
kits and the arrattgemcitt is similar to that
of the priljc'cllrr.
The eyepiece lens is the lens nearest
lie eye. It has a
short focal length (principal focus at F,),
and is used to
tnagrtify lie first image I, its action being
that of a
magnifying glass. Thus the first image 11
is the object for
the eyepiece and must be positioned betwee
n the lens and
Fe. The final image, formed by the eyepiece, 1, isa virtual,
erect and magnified Image of l.
The cunibittat ion of the two lenses produc
es a hinal
trIage 'a which is inverted compared with
the object 0
and (in nornsal adjustment) will be at the
near point of the
eye.

The astronomical telescope
This is a refracting telescope which uses
two converging
lenses to produce an inverted virtual image
at infinity (fig:
3.2.3).

The corrrpot.r,d rnkroscapt

Figure 3.22

lens

small

::l:lcctivv lei:

Notes a!rtsttt dratt'ittq the ray dictqra
,,t
Trace the path of two rays completely
tltroug
hil
instrUnIC114 from object to eye. These rays
sltould be
only twice, as they pass tltroughi the two
lenses;
they should not bend where I is formed.
in order t o find the path of the rays
between
eyepiece and the eye it is necessary
to draw
construction lines as slsown in hg. 3.22.
These
lint'g
stbey the rules of rays coming from 11
but should not
shown as rays (Ito arrows on them).
The positions of 0 and 11 are critical and
the
NS
of F,, and F,, on both sides of each lens must
be shsw:
on the diagram first.
The virtual image I and the virtual rays from
it stiou
ldJ
be slsown as broken lines.

V7

acting as a pr:rlvclur

5
-

..- -' _..

- flttat virtual image turrved by the

li lt

d

,irasv it

Figure

f ed

ii:),

I1,

bj t

oi, line,

I

t ra ys

tiriri theposition ott,.

b I
25w

SIte astrorro,,,,:ai It'!ecco;,,

3.23

a) Ray diagram

b) Arsgttt.r rrragnifleatiotr: /,!
objective lens:

eyepiece tent:

ronegIngtongf,.

verging shonf.

Paraik( 0

o

pl,
unaided eye

ITflT
angle a Is the angle between the rays
cnrning from ditterent
nts on itic distant nhiccr ((or nrarn(rte
,the c'dges oft),,, nrr:rrfl)
ey enter the telescope objective (leti) or tt,e
uito(dcd eye

ys

Z

F.
tens

tctt
to theI
C
"Ise
'

, crno1
:n

r

angle jtis tire angle between the stoic rays
as they corer
the eye atlrr passing th,rrngh ihe tntnscrqre
. Angr:iar
rnagnliieallon Is prrtdoevd i,onaosc flit wider
iSa::
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Optic.:! it:,t,1,,nt,,tt

The objective lens Is a wide
aperture converging lens of
long focal lertgilt. The large apert
ure cnoblcs the telescope
to collect as much light as
possible from weak distant
sources and also improves
the resolving power of the
instrument. (Resolving powe
r can be thought of as the
ability of the Instrument to
form separate images of two
distant objects like two stars
which are very close
together.) Acting like a came
ra taking a picture ofa distan
t
object, the objective forms a
real inverted Image 11 at its
principal focus F,. This Imag
e is diminished.
The eyepiece lens is a short local lengt
h converging
lens which is used, as in the
compound microscope, as a
magnifying glass, but with
one difference. ii is usual to
adjust the telescope so that the
final image, like the object,
is at Infinity. This is achieved
by positioning the first, real

Prism binoculars
The length of an astronomical
telescope and the fact that
its final image is inverted make
it unsuitable for sonte
applications. Two prisms are
used in binoculars to overcome these problems, as show
n in fig. 3.24. Placed be
tween the objective and eyepi
ece lenses, they both shorten
the length of the instrument
by passing the light along the
tube three times and also produ
ce an erect final image. The
total internal reflection used
in the prisms was described
on p 28.
Elgure 3.24

Prism binoculars

68
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l_.nsrs as:J ''r:caI ,ilru,,u-,,Lr
The reflecting or Newtonian telescope
improving the performance of a telescope needs
a larger
diameter objective lens. This allows the
telescope to
collect more light and improves its resolvin
g power. The
largest objective ola telescope is about 1 metre
in diameter
since a larger lens would distort under its
own weight
and, besides, would be extremely difficult to
make.
For telescopes with larger apertures we use
a concave

The Hale telescope at Mount Pato,nar. California
uses a concave parabolic
,nirror of Jimetcr 200 i,sclset, or about 5 metres.
This large mirror oollrcts
rstosmqIs liqlts to snake sery weak stars s'isil,Ie. Tile
observer is sitting at the foosso

Figure 325

parabtilic mirror in placc of the objective
ICflS
The problem with tins .lrrangenlertt is getting(fig, 19
the
flA
image in a position where it does not obstruc
t the lflC5
ing light rays. Newton solved this problem
by plan
small plane mirror at an angle in Irotit of
ig
the COflç
5
reflector, just short of its foctts.
The eyepiece works Ire same way as in
a refracti
telescope, forming a linsi virtual image at infinity.

of the ,nirror. Li3ht mires the tetescape
from be/sited the observer to travis the
mirror, which ca,, be sees, at the far e,,d of the
structure.

TIte reflecting (Newtonian) telescope

6q
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Perception Questionnaire
Date

Time (circle)..................am / pm / even

ing

What you think about the lesson we just

had

The purpose of this survey is to find
out what you really think about the lesso
n, and what
activities you enjoyed doing during the
lesson.
Please rate the following topics acco
rding

to the scale below.

4 = Very interesting

3 = Interesting
2 = Not so interesting
I =Boring

0 = Not covered in this lesson
This lesson, overall was
Copying notes from the chalkboard
The teacher's talk
The teacher's demonstration Is
Undertaking reading
Answering set questions after reading
Learning the meaning of scientific voca
bulary
(learning meaning of scientific terms
provided)
Doing word exercises
Writing a scientific story
Doing experiments / practical lab work
Answering assignment questions

70
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Assignment One
Why does a lunar eclipse not occur every month?

Why are lunar eclipses more common than solar eclipses?____

_______

Describe the image formed by a plane mirror

Complete the following table.
Table I : Prooerties of mirrors
Plane mirror
Shape
Effect on parallel

1 Concave mirror

Convex mirror
bulges out

converges them

rays

Type of focus
Type of image

none
real except when 0
is nearer than F

Size of image
compared with
object

Field of view
compared with
plane mirror
Two applications

Explain why sharp theories support the theory that light travels

in straight lines.

.7,
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6, Fig. 1.25 shows two plane mirrors set
at an angle 1000, to each other. A ray
strikes
one of the mirrors as shown at an angle
of incidence of 450 Redraw and com
plete the
diagram showing the path of the ray and
calculate the angle of reflection at whic
h it
leaves the second mirror.

Figure 1.25

The Angle at which ray leaves second mirro

r__________________________

7. The following questions are about carve

d mirrors.

What is the main advantage of using a

parabolic reflector for a headlamp?

Give one disadvantage and one advantage
of using convex mirror as rear
view mirror.

72w-
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A concave mirror has a focal length of 15 cm, calculate
its radius of curvature

and the position of the image of an object standing
30 cm from the

20 cm from the mirror

(d) 10 cm from the mirror

A dentist has the choice of three small mirrors, convex, concave and plane. State
which she should use to give the best view
Give your reasons for this choice rather than the other two_______

Draw a ray diagram to show how a concave mirror produces a magnified virtual
image of a suitably placed object, and show where an eye must be positioned in order to
see the image.
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11. Draw a ray diagram to show how a convex mirror hung from
the ceiling of a shop
enables customers to be watched over a wide angle of view.

12. The distance between an object and its enlarged real image
produced by a concave
spherical mirror is 200mm when the object is placed 100mm
from the pole of the mirror.
Determine the linear magnification of the image and the focal
length of the mirror

7/7L
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Assignment Two
State the laws of

What is the refractive index of a substance?

What is the critical angle of a substance?

What is total internal reflection?

5. Write the meaning of:

dispersion

pure spectrum

What is the difference between primary, secondary and compli

mentary colours?

7$-
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What are the relations between primary, secondary

and complimentary colours?

Complete the following table. (Assume that all
secondary colours also reflect the two
primary colours which add to make the secondary
colour).
Table 2 Reflected light
Object colour in white light
white
white

Colour of light shining on
object
red

Apparent colour of object
red

blue

red
red
yellow
yellow
black
magenta
magenta
magenta

blue
magenta
red
cyan
green
t blue
cyan
black

Complete the following table. (Assume that all
secondary colours also transmit the two
primary colours which add to make the secondary
colour).

Table 3 Transmitted light
Colour of light shining on
filter
white
white
white

green
green
cyan
cyan

cyan
red
red

Colour of filter or filters
together
red
green
+ green
red
yellow
blue
magenta
red+ blue
red + magenta
I magenta + cyan

Colour of light transmitted
red

red

7'
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10. Fig.2.16 shows a ray of light passing through a transparent

material.

Figure 2.16

y

\

Name the angles marked X and Y

X

.

Y

11 Fig. 2. 17a and b each show a ray of light entering and leaving
a transparent plastic
block.

Figure 2.17

[

(l

In Fig. 2.17a what name is given to the angle
For Fig.2. 1 7b, A) name the type of reflection at point P.

B) explain why this reflection took place

77
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12. Fig.2.20 shows a torch being held under water in such a way that a ray of light is
produced which can strike the surface of the water at different angles i.

Figure 2.20

air

Calculate a value for the critical angle; the refractive index of water is 4/3.

Draw sketches to show what will happen to the ray of light after it has struck the
water air boundary when i is about 20 0
and when i is about 60 0
Account for the
different behaviour of the ray in the two cases.
-

,

.
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Assignment Three

I. Fig.3.27 shows two rays from the top of an object OA which pass through the lens L to
the image lB.
Figure 3.27

On a sheet of graph paper redraw the ray diagram and draw two rays from the top of the
object 0 A1 which pass through the lens; hence find the image of 0 A and label it
I 1 B.

(use a graph paper to draw your ray diagram, cut out and paste it here for marking).

0*191
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Calculate the linear magnification of the image.

The image of the frame was produced 500 mm from the
lens. By calculation (not scale
drawing), determine:
the distance of the actual frame from the lens

the focal length of the lens_______________________

Wiwi
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Find also the height
of the image.

cm, and position

cm from L,

Without drawing further ray diag
Tams, state the nature and pos
ition of the image, saying
also whether it is large or sma
ll, when the object is at a dist
ance from the lens
5.5

(ii) 10

(Exact numerical answers are

not required).

4. Fig. 3.28 shows scale draw
ings of a window frame and the
image of the frame
produced on a screen by a con
verging (convex) lens.

Figurc 3.28
480 ,rn,

image
L
Li
window (ran,,
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Personal Details
Please fill in your personal details form below

.

Name

(Actual student names will not be used when data
is analysed and reported).

Male / Female
Cultural Background (Tolai, Sepik
, Manu

s, etc)________

What is your first langu

age?________________________

How many languages do you
speak?____

_____________

Write down the names of these languages
3.

4.

1.

2.

5.

What language do you mainly use at home

?

At what age did you learn to speak English?
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INSTRUCTION
The activities contained herein have been developed to help you study the light and
geometrical optics module. Each topic (underlined) has been developed through a range
of activities. The numbers found beside a topic refers, and directs you, to the page
number of the Reading Material booklet.
Ensure that you complete all set exercises during times allocated to you by your lecturer
for this purpose. If you run out of time, complete them in your own time, but before the
next lectire session.
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Laws of refraction 35
Internal reflection 35
Refractive index 30
Real and apparent depth 37
Total Internal Reflection 39
Calculation of critical angle 39
An optical fibre or light pipe 41
Colour
What gives an object its colour? 42
Deviation and dispersion 43
Sums with colours 44
Addition of colours of light 44
Subtraction of colours of light 45
The colour of an object 45
Coloured objects 47
Adding coloured lights 47
What is a lens? 43
LENSES AND OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lenses SO
How does a lens form an image? 52
The image of a larger object 53
Lens definitions 53
Ray diagrams 55
The three special rays used in ray diagrams 55
The lens formula 57
The power of a lens 57
LENS APPLICATION: OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
How do we see? 59
Rays Enter The Eye 60

iv
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The structure and action of the eye 60
Hoe do eye glasses help some people to see? 62
Long-sightedness and short-sightedness 63
Some other facts of the eye 64
The pinhole camera 65
The lens camera 65
The magnifying glass 66
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LIGHT RAYS AND REFLECTION
Where does light come from? 1
Exercise; Read page 1 Then complete the following exercises.
LUMINOUS AND ILLUMINOUS OBJECTS
POINT AND EXTENDED LIGHT SOURCES
COMPLETING SENTENCES
MATCHING
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LUMINOUS AND ILLUMINA
TED OBJECTS
Study Figure A. Then answer
the
questions.
The
flashlight, cat

gives off

its own light.
The

flashlight. cat

does not

give off its own light.
The

cat. flashlight

is illumi-

n ated.
Figure A

The

is luminous.

cat, flashlight

A luminous body

give off its own light.

does, does not

An illuminated body

give off its own light,

does, does not

Complete this sentence:

-

An illuminated. A luminous

from

-

body usually gets its light

body.

an illuminated, a luminous

POINT AND EXTENDED LIG
HT SOURCES
Study Figures B and C. Answer

the questions by figure letter.

One of these diagrams shows a
point light source. The other
shows an
extended light source.
Which is the point light sou
rce?

I
Figure B

Which is the extended light sour

ce?

3. Which light spt'eods out
greatly?

I

Which light does not spread
out
much?

'

Fi

g

Which light seems to conic from

ure I,,

one point?

PA
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Na VkJL
Which light comes from many points?
Which would you use to light up a Jorge area?
Which would you use to light up a small area?
Which light is more concentrated?
Which light is less concentrated?

CO1ffLE:FLNG
SENTENCES

Complete the sentences with the choices below. Four of these
may be used twice.

an extended
burns

a point
an illuminated

a luminous
illuminated

An object that gires off its own light is called

object.

An object that receives light is called
A flaming log is an example of

object.

__________________

You are an example of

object.

object.
objects.

Most objects we see are
Any object becomes luminous when it
A small luminous object is called
B.

____________________

source of light.

A large and close luminous object is called
Light from

_______________

source of light.

light source does not spread out.
light source spreads out.

Light from

J\4ATCHING Match the two lists. Write the correct letter on the line next to
each number.

_________

light

a) an extended light source

luminous object

b) receives light

illuminated object

c) gives off its own light
d) a point light source
e) a form of energy

3
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The importanceofiight ,,'L
Exercise Read page 2. Then complete the
exercise below.
.

WriIin a scientjfk story. In no more than 3 lines descri
be how we can see objects.
Use the follong ird; source, dark, 4h4 sun, strike
, reflect, observe,, to lwzte
your story.

The electromaietic spectrum
Read pages '5

3

Then complete the following exercises.

UNDERSTANDING THE ELECTROMEAGN
ETIC SPECTRUM
TRUE OR FALSE
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UNDERSTANDING THE ELECTR
OM

AGNETIC SPECTRUM

F ..-

radio waves

microwaves

infrared
rays

vibration speed increases

ultrav
rays

rays

gamma
rays

Figure A
List the members of the elect
romagnetic spectrum from left
to right.

a) The members of the electrom
agnetic spectrum vibrate
at one speed. at different speed
s

b) The kind of energy dep
ends upon how

the waves

The farther to the righ
t you go on the electromagnetic
spectrum, the
faster. slower

the waves vibrate.

Which vibrate faster,
gamma rays or radio waves?
gamma rays or cosmic rays
?
ultraviolet rays or x-rays?
infrared rays or ullraviotet rays
?
visible light or radio waves?

5
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4%

5. \tjrh is the only form of energy that we
6.

7.

can

see?

List the members of (he visible spectrum in
order, starling

a) Ultraviolet is to the

_______________

right

Violet

-______________

rail.

_

:.iiiniil

Red

be seen. But ultraviolet

_______________

right. cit

__

be seen. But infrared

Ultraviolet and infrared are called

TRUE OR
FALSE

-

__

be seen.

__________________

idocci. rapidly

_

of red.

Infrared cannot be seen because it vibrat
es too
9.

_______________

call. i:tll,,cit

__________________

can, cannot

rod ...__

of violet.

Ultraviolet cannot be seen because it vibrat
es too
8. a) Infrared is to the

with

______________

can.

cannot

be seen.

__________________

slowly. quickly

light.

Write T on the line next to the number
if the sentence is true.
Write F if the sentence is false.

_________

Visible light is part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

_________

Visible light takes up only a small part of
the electromagnetic spectrum.
Every member of the electromagnetic spectr
um vibrates at the same
speed.

________

We can see every member of the electromag
netic spectrum.

_________

We can see ultraviolet light.

________

We can see infrared light.

_________

Ultraviolet light vibrates too quickly for
us to see it.

_________

Infrared light vibrates too quickly for us
to see it.

_________

Infrared rays are heat rays.

_________

The sun gives off ultraviolet and infrared
energy.

6
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What is visible ligti

Exercise : Read page

5
$. Then complete the following exercises.

UNDERSTANDING THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
COMPLETING SENTENCES
REACHING OUF
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UNDERSTANDING THE VISIBLE SPEcTRuM
Study Figure A. Then answer the questions.

Figure A

Light is passing through a glass shaped like a triangle. What do we call this kind
of glass?
2.

What kind of light is entering the prism?
The prism is

___________________

reflecting, retracting

the light.

The white light is breaking up. It is separating into a-rainbow of colors. What
do we call this rainbow of colors?
There is an easy way to remember the colors of the visible spectrum. Just think
of the name ROY G. BIV. The R stands for red. Red is the first color of the visible
spectrum. It is labeled in Figure A. Now use ROY G. BIV to label the rest of the
colors in Figure A.
Which color vibrates the fastest?
Which color vibratee.the slowest?
Which color is refracted the most?
Which color is refracted the least?

8
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COMPLETING Complete the sentences with the chcncos below. Two of these
SENTENCES may he used twice.

visible spectrum
violet
many
orange
Sir Isaac Newton

blue
red
much faster
green
prism

no

yellow
how fast
indigo

Light from the sun gives off light that seems to have
"White" light is really made up of

-

color.

colors.

The colors that make up white light are called the

-

The colors of the visible spectrum in order are

Color depends upon

light energy vibrates.

The color that vibrates the fastest is
The color that vibrates the slowest is
Light energy vibrates

___________________

than sound energy.

We can separate the colors of white light with a
The scientist who discovered that colors make up white light was named

REACHING OUT

wh i te

In Figure B, light is passing
through two prisms. They are facing in
opposite directions.
What kind of light do you think
is coming out of the prism on the
right?
What does this prove?
Figure B

9
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What happens to 1iht when it strikes matter?
Exercise: Read page

7. The complete the following exercises?

HOW UGHT STRIKES MATfER
TRANSPARENT, TRANSLUSCENT OR OPAQUE
COMPLETING SENTENCES
REACHING OUT
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

!ii
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Look at Figures A through F. Each one shows light being absorbed, or reflected,

or transmitted. Which does each show? Answer by writing a sentence under each
figure. Start the sentence with "Light is being
.

Earth

I

II

•

Figure B

Figure A

2.

qI

Figure C

Figure D

3.

4.

oo

Figure

5.

E

Figure

___________________________

F

6.

11
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Now answer these questions.
Matter that blocks light is said to be
Matter that transmits light but no detail of that light is said to be
Matter that transmits light along with detail of that light is said to be

COMPLETING Complete the sentences with the choices below. Three of these
SENTENCES may be used twice.

transparent
a desk
absorbed

transmitted
frosted glass
translucent

opaque
window glass
reflected

Three things can happen to light when it hits matter. It can be
or

______________

or

Light that is soaked in is
Light that bounces off matter is
Light that passes through matter is
A substance that transmits light as well as detail is said to be
A substance that blocks light is said to be
A substance that transmits light but no detail of that light is said to be

An example of a transparent object is
An example of an opaque object is
An example of a translucent object is

REACHING OUT
The girl in Figure j is looking
at a mirror. She is seeing a reflection
of herself.
Trace the path light takes in order
for the girl to see herself. Use lines with
arrows.
(Hint: You need three lines.)
Figure
13
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CROSSWORI) Fill in
I)ZZLE

the blank spaces by following the clues across and
down.

Across
1.

Down

Light travels as this kind of wave
What you give to a question

An object may absorb, reflect, or
light

Longitudinal or transverse

Soak in

Color of fire

300,000 kilometers per second is

the

Greeting
lit. Crowd
Allowing no light to pass through
Opposite of down
15.

of light

Ocean

Allowing light and detail to pass
through

Bounce off
Natural covering on your head
A kind of intelligence test
United Nations
Extra message in a letter

14
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Shadows

g

Exercise : Read pagesg —/0 Then
complete the following exercises.
.

I. Writing a scientific story. In no more
than 3 lines describe how a shadow is
formed. Use the following words
source, screen, opaque, shadow, sfraight lines,
totally dark; to write your story
.

2. Complete word activities on:
UNDERSTANDING SHADOWS
COMPLETING SENTENCES
REACHING OUT
WORD SEARCH

is
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Study Figures A and B. Then answer the questions.

71

Figure A
The light bulb is covered with a hood. The hood has a hole.
The hole is
large, -small

-.

The hole makes the light bulb
a point, an extended

a) The disk is

light source.

___________

opaque, translucent, transparent

b) it
transmits' blocks

light.

A shadow

formed.

is, is not

How many parts does this shadow have?
The shadow is labeled
A,B,AaridB

-

The shadow is receiving
souse light, no light at all

This kind of shadow is called
an umbra, a penumbra

AreaBis

-

tartly in slsadu,s, not in shadow at all

16
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a) The border between the shadow and the area that is not in shadow is
sharp. lt,z.zv

b) This shows that the light source is
If you remove the hood, the shadow

_________

will. ixill tint

change.

Figure B
The hood has been removed from the bulb.
The light source is now

_____________

a point, extended

Is the shadow the same as in Figure A?
a) How many parts does this shadow have?

-

b) What are they labeled?
Area A is receiving

no light at all, part of the light

What do we call the part of the shadow labeled A?
Area B is receiving

no light at all, part oil he light

17
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The area at C is

_________________

entirely, partly, not

in shadow.

The border between the penumbra and area C is
a) The penumbra goes out of shadow
b)

This shows that the light source is

__________________

sharp, fuzzy

suddenly, gradually

a point, extended

Which is darker, an umbra or penumbra?
Which is a gray shadow area, an umbra or penumbra?

COMPLETING Complete the sentences with the choices
below. One of these
SENTENCES may be used three times. One of these may
be used twice.

is not
penumbra
sharp
darker

darkness
umbra
gradually
landing

A shadow is an area of

blocked
gray
partial darkness

_____________________

A shadow is formed when light is

or

two words

___________________

.

The light is -stopped from

on a surface.
The part of a shadow that receives no light at allis called the
The part of a shadow that receives some light is called the
A point light source gives a shadow that has only an
An extended light source gives a shadow that has an

7. An umbra is
B.

and a

than a penumbra.

A penumbra can be described as the

area of a shadow.

one word

The border of a shadow from a point light source is

-

The border of a shadow from an extended light source
It

sharp.

changes

18
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REACHING OUT
At times, the shadow of the moon
hits the earths surface. Paris of the earth
become totally dark. Other parts beco
me
partly dark. What is this 'show of natur
e"
called?

-

-

Figure C

\IVORD Th.e words in this list are
SEARCH the boy. Try to find each hidden within the group of letters in
word

. When you find it, draw a line
around the word. The spelling may
go in any direction.

ILLUMINATED
LUMINOUS

NO L A M RON
OR D

POINT

AR A U LU P EN
E N

EXTENDED
NORMAL

E B A D M PDX
T DO

INCIDENCE

C L H Y T I I A
U M I

REFLECTION
RAY
SHADOW
UMBRA
PENUMBRA

N

U

E

X

T

E

N

D

E

D

T

EM T E N I TO
I B C
0 I N DMA LV
U X E

I

M

C

U

N

LW

I

P

R

U

LU

CI

D

E

MI

R

I

H

SR

CD

EN

U

A

MB

R

M
B

A

S

L

OF
S

E

N

R
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Eclipses

it

Define the follosvzg terms in your oiim words.
(Do not quote word for word
e'ecdy from tex).
Solar eclipse

II

Lunar eclipse

In which paragraphs do youfzndthe answers?
(You need to nrite thnwz page
numbers, as we14 beside your answer).
When a solar eclipse occurs, why do most

people on earth see only

a partial eclipse?__________________

Why can a solar eclipse only happen at new

moon?

What is the annular or the ring eclipse?
Airniecera

/3

Use the words below to fill in the blank
y when completing sentences. See reading
material on page 9for he/p.

A
wait

camera could be used to take
for enough_

to produce a good photograiz. A

.

One would have to

to pass through the

pinhole__________
20
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could only be used to take pictures of scenes or people
several

.

for

It would be impossible to take pictures of_________ that

(objects, remaining still, a long time, pinhole, light, camera, minutes, photographr,
moved, small hole)
Multiple Choice
1. The pinhole cwnera forms a: a) large image, upside up, b) large image, upside
do, c) small image, upside up, d) small image upside doz.
2. Photons are: a) rays, b) energy in bundles, c) beams, c) small stars.
Rays Meet Plan

r: How Does Light reflect?

Exercise: Read through pages

-

Then complete the following exercises.

REFLECTING RAYS
KINDS OF REFLECTION
COMPLETING SENTENCES
Questions on Chapter 3
3. DIY Crossword on Chapter 3

21
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Two reflecting rays are shown in Figures A and B. Identify
the parts shown by
number. Choose from the following:
incident ray
reflected ray

normal
angle of incidence
angle of reflection

Write your answers next to the correct numbers.

Figure A

Figure B

-

ii. State the Law of Reflection

12. Which of the angles above are equal? (Use number
s.)
In Figure A,
In Figure B,

________

and

are equal.

and

are equal.

Something Extra
If you have a protractor, neosure the angles in Figures
A and B. What degrees
do the, angles measure? Figure A
Figure 13

22
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tS.. I IV U0 t.J 1' r1_1.1'

1 15. JJ'v.J

There are two kinds of reflections: regular and diffuse [di FYOOS].
What are
the differences? Find out for yourself. It's easy! Figures C and D show the two
kinds of
reflection. Study each figure. Then answer the questions that go with each.
Figure C shows

regular. diffuse

reflection.

A surface that gives a regular reflection is

even. sjne,'en

rigure L rieguiar rejiect:on
Every ray has its own normal. In regular reflection, the normals
face in the same direction,

__________________

do, do not

In a regular reflection
every angle of incidence

__________________

,s. is not

every angle of reflection
5,

the same.
the same.

is not

.5.. Fi.gureD shows a
reflection:

regular. diffuse

6. A surface that gives a diffuse reflection is_________________
even, uneven

Figure D Diffuse reflection
In a diffuse reflection, the normals
do, do not

face in the same direction.

In a diffuse reflection
every angle of incidence
is, is not

the same. (Careful, remember

where the angle of incidence is!)
every angle of reflection
is. is not

the same.

23
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9.

10.

Which kind of reflection do you think a mirror gives, regular

or diffuse?

Hold your book up and look at this page.
Does the page reflect like a mirror?
This shows that paper gives a

reflection.

________

regular, diffuse

11. Run your hand over this page. To your sense of touch, paper

is

________________

rough, smooth

12.

a) To your senses, the surface of the paper is
even, uneven

b) To light, the surface of the paper is

COMPLETING Complete the sentences with the choices below. Two of these
SENTENCES may be used twice.

incident
equal
normal

diffuse
angle of reflection
reflected

angle of incidence
ay
regular

A single line of light energy is called a
A ray that strikes a surface is called an

ray.

A "bounced" ray is called a

ray.
90
A line that makes a
angle to a surface is called a
0

The angle between an incident ray and its normal is called the

The angle between a reflected ray and its normal is called the

An angle of incidence is

____________________

to its angle of reflection.

There are two kinds of reflections. They are

A perfectly even surface gives
An uneven surface gives a

S

-

and

reflection.
reflection.

24
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i_gh I I. ravels i n

Ii nes.

The darkest part of it dsndOW is called an -----The less dark part of a shadow is called a

2.

',.

An object through which light cannot travel is called

,in

object.
The angle of' incidence is equal to the angle
- inverted.

The image formed in a plane mirror is

Draw an accu rate, labelled diagram of a solar eclipse.

copy
out the f011Owing shapes on the left ofa piece of paper Th
draw the mirror images of the shapes on the right of the paper. 0

E
7

n
2

8YHq

[
Lgure 3.21

Parallel mirrors

DIY Crossword on Chapter 3
Copy
out the grid below and then fit in the following words:
ANGLE BEAM
BENT
PATE
PINHOLE RAY

LIGHT

TOTAL

MIRImiz
TRAVEl

Then write some physics clues to try out on your teacher. (Arrange your
Clues Across and Down as in the other crosswords in this book.)

25
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Exercise: Questions based on page
s 15- 2..21. What are the two main ideas of

text on pp4-21? (Circle them).

All surfaces reflect some of the light
that strikes them.
Black materials are poor reflectors.
Reflection by mirrors makes images
according to well-known laws.
Mirrors have a silvery back.
2. Explanations, Please answer In

one or two sentences.

What kind of image is made in a plan

e mirror?________________

How do rough surfaces differ from smoo

th surfaces in ability to reflect light?

What is diffused reflection?

Do shiny surfaces reflect more light

3. Multiple Choice (Circle correct

than do dull surfaces?

choice)

1. All surfaces
reflect most light which strike them
.
reflect some light which strikes them
.
C. stop most light which strikes them
.
d. curve the light rays around them
selves.
2. If you scratch the black paint and

silver ofTthe back of a mirror

most light will now pass through
most light will not be absorbed.
light can now be bent.
the angle of incidence is changed.

26
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The letter E in a plane mirror will show the image

a.
C.

d.
4. The image in a plane mirror is

real and inverted.
inverted and changed by the brain.
a twisted optical illusion.
virtual and imaginaxy.
4. Unscramble the letters
NEEGRY_________

RTUIVAL__________
OEFLCTERN____________
RMLNOA____________

ARNESSKD_____________________
Exercise : Read page2,, 'What is laser light? Th,tomplete
the following
exercise on:
1. COMPARING WHITE LIGHT AND LASER LIGHT'

27
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ei1L

Li1I

JNU

LASER LIGHT

Figure

A shows white light. Figure B show
s a beam of laser light. Look at the
figures. Then answer the questions
.

rr

Figure A

Figure B

White light is made up of
one color, a mixture of colors

Laser light is made up of
one color, a mixture of colors
Every color has

wavelength.

the same, a different

Laser light waves have
one waeelength. many
wavelengths

Waves of white light are mostly

in phase. out of phase

All laser waves are
in phase, out of phase

Out-of-phase waves make energy
stronger, weaker

In-phase waves make energy
weaker, stronger

0. The waves of white light
do. do not

Laser waves

combine their energy.

combine their energy.

,

The waves of white light
spread out. hardly a tiroad
out

Laser waves

synod nut. Inanity syreaul

White light
,,

Laser

light

unit

concentrated energy.
Co nl:ent rated energy

28
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Ras Meet Curved Mirrors

a

Shapes of mirrors
Exercises
a) Study Figd.12 (curved mir
rors
whose description is given belo ) on page 24. Then write down the surface type
w.
Caves
Part of the inside surface of a cylin

der.

Part of the outside surface of a sph
ere
Bulges out
Part of the outside surface of the

cylinder___________________

Part of the inside surface of a sph
b. Read page5. Then fill in the
A

__

ere_________________________
_
blank spaces below.

mirror diverges (spreads out) para

llel rays so that they never

meet but appear to come from a
A

point called

_focus.

mirror converges (brings together

) parallel rays to a point called a

__focus.
c) Read page.5 Then define the

following mirror terms.

pole P
radius of curvature
focal length of a mnTor f
centre of curvature C
principal focus F' of a convex mirr

or_________________________

principal focus F of a concave mirr

__________

or__________________________
____________

principal axis__________________
____________________

--
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State the laws of reflection as they apply curved

mirrrors________________

The caustic curve 2 6
Exrcise: Study Fig. 1. 15a on page.2. Describe
in your own words please, and in
no more than 5 lines, how a 'caustic curve' is
formed. Include the following
terms in your description: caustic curve,
conccwe spherical or cylindrical mirror,
curve of light, true point focus.

Rays diagrams

.?

Exercise: Read pagea7. Then complete the follo

wing exercises.

(i) For a concave mirror:
State what special ray 1 is___________________

_

State what special ray 2 is

State what special ray 3

30
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(ii) For a convex mirror;
State what special ray 1

State what special ray 2

State what special ray 3 i

Exercise: Read page
State the two reasons why it is adv
isable to draw an
object as an upright arrowj_ stan
ding on the principal axis.
.

(ii)

Exercise: Read page. How man
y light rays actually leave an obje
mirror?
ct to strike a

Exercise: Read page7. Describ
e the image formed by a convex
mirror.
(Include the terms virtual image,
diminished, erect, between pole P
F' of mirror) in your descrztion.
and vi rtual focus

•31
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I

Mirror calculations

Exercise: Read page
g( Use the space below to des
cribe (using diagrams to
illustrate your point) wh
y a convex mirror gives
an observer a wide fiel
whereas the plane mirror
d of view,
gives a narrow field of
view.

Exercise: Read page27
. Define magnification,
in, of a mirror using the
following terms: (height
of image, image distance,
object distance, height of
object)

Exercise: Read page 3
2. De
linear magnification, m. scribe the image size for the following cases of
m=
in <
m>1

Why does the linear ma

gnification not take on

a negative value?
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Write down True or Fa

lse in the space provid

ed.

Bathroom mirrors are alm

ost always plane mir

rors,

A 1ampshde gives dif

fused light.

truck

convex.

A side-view mirror on

a truck enlarges the

• A mirror used to gather (collec

view of the car beh

ind the

t) light rays to a nar

LIGHT RAYS AND
What is refraction 7
Exercise : Read page

rower beam must be

REFRACTION

93
3. Then complete the fol

lowing exercises
UNDERSTANDING RE
FRACTION
WHAT'S HAPPENING
?
REFRACTION AND
CHANGE N POSITIO
N
COMPLETING SENT
ENCES
S. REACHING our
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/rdckevv__

-

UNDERSTANDING REFR

ACTION
From your own experience
, you

know that glass is

light ray

Inure, less

dense than air.

.M

In Figure A, light is passing
from

glass

Figure A
glass to air, air to glass

3. The light is hitting the
glass

at an sngle, stra,ght on

The light

bending. It

is. is not

________

being refracted.

is, is not

Why isn't the light being refr

acted?

___________

Write the part of the Law
of Refraction that explain
s why this is happening.

Look at Figures 8 through G.
In each, light is being refracte
color is the normal. Is the
d. The dotted line in
light being refracted
towards the normal
the normal? Complete the sent
or away from
ence under each figure.

Figure 8

K

Light is being refracted
towards, away from

B. Light is being refracted

the normal.

Light is being

__._

towards, away from

Figure D
0.

Figure C

the normal.

Figure E
-

10. Light
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Now, answer with complet

e sentences.

Figure F

Figure G

11.
12.

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
Look at Figures H and I.
Answer
the questions with each.
r

1. a) In Figure H, ligh
t is passing
from

glass

air to glass, glass to air

b) Glass is
Figure H

dense than air.

The light is hitting the glas

more, less

s
at an angle, straight on

The light

bending. It

is. IS 1101

being refracted.

is, is not

The light is being refracte

d
towards, ewey from

the normal.

Write the part of the Law
of Refraction that explain
s why this is happening.

i

.

ar

z

a) In Figure 1, light is pas

sing from

air to glass, glass to air

b) Air is

i

____________
______

more, less

dense

than glass.
7.

The light is hitting the air

Figure 1
at an angle, straight on
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The light

bending. It

is, 5 nOt

being refracted.

,

is, IS not

The light is being refracted

____________

towards, away from

the normal,

Write the part of the Law of Refraction that explains why this
is happening.

REFRACTION AND CHANGE OF POSITION
Study Figure

J.

Answer the questions.

S x,

\7i'

*

ormal

1

gç-

2

T

JJ4

-

Figure
The fish is actually at C. But to the boy, the fish appears to be at D.
The boy sees the fish because light is traveling
from the boy's eyes to the fish.

from the fish to the boy's eyes

The fish is
giving off its own light, reflecting light

The light is moving from
water to air. sir to svater

4. The light from the fish is being refracted
towards. away from

the normal.
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The boy sees the fish
in

line with the refracted

light. The refracted ligh

t is

AD

a) The boy sees the
fish

_________

_________

fanher away, clos
er

than it really is.

b) The boy also see
s the fish
hIgher, lower

Refraction
does, does not

in the water than it rea
lly is.

seem to change the pos

ition of an object.

COMPLETING Complete
the sentences with the
choices below. One
SENTENCES may be used twice.
of these
is not
away from
at an angle

refraction
more
towards

The bending of light
as

more slowly
air
less

it passes from one me

dium to another is cal

Refraction takes pla
ce when light strikes
a surface
normal.

led

______

_________

_

to the

Light that strikes a sur
face in the same direct
ion as the normal
refracted.
Light travels at abo
ut 300003 kilomete
rs per second in
Glass and water are
dense than air.
Light travels
in glass or water than
it does in air.
Light that moves at an
angle from a less den
se medium to a more
dense medium
is refracted
the normal.
_________
_________
__

_________

_________
___

_________

_________

___
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(Va 4,

-

Light that moves at an angle from a
more dense medium to a less dense
medium is refracted
the normal.
medium A

The light ray in Figure K is being
refracted __________________
_____

umeN1

the

normal.
A is
than B.

___________________

dense
Figure K

REACHING OUT
Do this at homee

C/"°

Place a peony into a shallow
bowl.

Figure L

Move beck slowly. Stop when
you no longer can see the penny.

Figure M

38
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Jq

Have a member of your family
pour water into the bowl, (Care.
ful, don't move the Penny.)
slowly

Figure N
Notice what happens.
1. Write down what you see.

2.

Try to explain why this happe
ns,

39
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Ercise: Read page 36.
In two lines, and in your own words, state what refractive index

In two lines, and in your own words, state what reversibility

RL and pppientdepth 3

is

of light is

-

Exercise: Read page 3
In two lines, and in your own words, state what real depth is

b. In two lines, and in your own words, state what apparent depth

is

Exercise Read page 39. Then complete the exercise 'How
a Mirage
is formed'.

MA
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-.

d.rnisr

E
:E
EE9

__-A

R

t
Mirage is Formed Read page.9— 'The Mirage'.
.

we squared space represents air of varying density: the top layer is more denser
bottom layer. Explain, in the space provided below, how the person at A is seen
one at position B. Draw a ray diagram in the squared space to illustrate your

41
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Total Internal Reflection

39

Calculation of critical angle 3 9
Exercise: Read page3. Then complete exercise 'Copy and Comple
te
Critical Angle and Total Internal Reflection'.

42
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refracted ray

At the critical angle, i,the
refracted angle equals 90 0 .
The refracted ray runs along
the surface of the glass.

Copy and complete...

Angle '2 is greater than the
critical angle-Total internal
reflection occurs, 2

Critical Angle and Total Interna

l Reflection

When a ray of light goes fTroin a more
dense medium into a less dense med
ium
(e.g. from glass to air), there is an
incident angle at which the
ray
travels along the surface of the glass
. This incident angle is called the
angle.
Total
reflection takes place in a glass bloc
k when the angle of
incidence is
than the critical angle.
At the critical angle, the refracted angl
e is
degrees.
PRISMS
Since the critical angle for glass is
42°, rays of light in a prism with incid
ent angle
(internally) of 45° will be totally
internally reflected. This principle
is used for
turning rays through 900, and vario
us optical instruments make use of
it.
_________

_________

1'
50

A prism cah be used to turn
a light ray through 90.

B:noculars can use prtsms to
turn rays through 900 .

WI.
A periscope using prisms.

43
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An optical fibre or 1iht pipe 1/4
Exercise : head page 41.
In no more than 5 lines, briefly explain how an image can be sel't via an optical fibre or
light pipe. Include the following terms inybur explanation: critical angle, angle of
incidence, object, image, multiple t014 interhal rtions.

Colour

l/-2

Exercise Read page 4-2. 'What gives an object its colour?'. Then complete the
following exercises.
OBJECTS AND THEIR COLOURS
REACHING OUT
COMPLETING SENTENCES

44
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OBJECTS AND THEIR COLO
RS
Study Figures A through E, Ans
wer the questions with each.
OPAQUE OBJECTS
1. a) List the colors that are
striking the object in Figu
re A.

b) Together, these colors mak

-

e up what kind of light?
2. a) List the colors that
are being
reflected.

b) Together, these colors mak
e up
what kind of light?
Figure A
The color of an opaque object

is the color that the object
reflects, absorbs, transmits

a) What color is the object in
Figure A?
b) How do you know?

List the colors that are strik
ing the
object in Figure B.

________

a) All the colors are being
relectad. absorbed

b) None of the colors is bein
g
Figure B
reflected, absorbed

The color of an opaque object

is the color that the object

a) What color is the object
in Figure B?
b)

r,,flecls. absorbs. tr8flsmts

How do you know?

45
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9.

List the colors that are striking the objec
t in Figure C

List the colors that are being absorbed.

-

-

Which color is being reflected?

What gives an opaque object its
color?

Figure C
a) What is the color of the object in

Figure C?

b) Why?

TRANSPARENT OBJECTS
List the colors that are striking the glass

in Figure D.

a) Which of these colors are being
absorbed?

b) Which color is being transmitted?

-

The color of a transparent object
Figure I)

is the color it _____
__________

________

reflects, shsrbs, transmits

a) What is the color of the glass in
Figure 0?
hi Why?

46
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What is the definition of a filter?
a) Is this glass a filter?
b) Why?
White light is striking the glass in

Figure E.

List the colors of white light.

a) Are any of these colors be:
absorbed?

b) All the colors are being
reflected, transmftted

What kind of light is leav
ing ti
glass?
Figure E
a) Is this glass a filter?
b) Why?
Does this glass have a color?
a) What kind of glass is this?
b) Where can it be found?

REACHING OUT
The colors of the American flag
are red, white, and blue.
What color or colors does each of
these colors reflect?
Red
White
Blue
Figure F

-
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COMPLETING Complete the sentences with the choi
ces below. Two of these
SENTENCES may be used twice.
green
filter
absorbs
reflects

all
red
opaque

transparent
does not
transmits

An object that does not allow light
to pass through it is said
.

An object that does allow light to

pass through it is said to be

The color of an opaque object is the
A white object reflects

color it
the colors that make up white light

-

.

A black object
all the light that strikes it.
A green sweater absorbs all colors

to be

reflect light. A black object
except

The color of a transparent object is

the color it

Window glass transmits

the colors that strike it.

A red glass transmits only the colo
r
all other colors.

.

It
-

A substance that transmits some colo

rs and blocks others is called a

48
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4-3

Deviation and dispersio

n

Exercise: Read page

4-3

on 'Deviation and Dispe

rsion'
(a) In activities (i) and
(ii), fill in the blanks wit
h the temis found in the
end of each exercise. Yo
bracket at th
u can use a word more
than once to fill in the
blanks.
is the change in direction
of a ray of light produc
ed by a prisn
Each
of light has a slightly dif
ferent
__which is caused
by the
__ of glass being slightly
different for each colour
. Violet light
has the
deviation, and the
for violet light is slightly
than for the next colour
in the spectrum,
_________

______

(greater, deviation, gre

atest, indigo, refractive

_________

_______

The prism does not add

is the separation of wh

ite light into its constituen

colours to the light, but

all the

t colours.

only

which exist in

light is not a
all the

index, colour)

or
light.

colour; it is a

of

in the spectrum.

('colours, single, separa

tes, disperses, white, coi

(b) State the 3 conditions

nbi nation, dispersion)

under which a pure spe

(i)

ctrum can be produced.
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(iii)

Sums with colours

j.ç1

Exercise : Read page lon 'Sums

with colours'.

Fill in the blanks with the terms foun
d in the bracket at the end of exercise.
You can u,
a word more than once to fill in the blank
s.
The human eye has

types of

colour detectors called

Each type of

of

the

cells or

___________

of the spectrum

detects part of

light. There is

by the three types of cones. If the eye

light only the red sensitive cones will
light will

of the zones
receives

be stimulated, but

both red and green sensitive cones.

Although the eye has only three diffe

rent colour detectors, it can distinguish

colours of the spectrum from a variety

all the

of combinations of responses produced

by the

overlapping of the zones.
(stimulate, light sensitive, cones, cone
overlapping, spectrum, whit
e, detected, red,
yellow, three)
,

Addition of colours of light
Subtraction of colours of light

i/45

The colour of an oblect 14-5
Exercise: Read pageon 'The Rain

bow.

In no more than 10 lines explain how
'The Rainbow' is formed. In your expl
anation
include the following terms: (refractio
n, dispersion, internal reflection, colou
rs of the
spectrum, raindrop, white light, obse
rver)
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iured objects

4-?

Adding co)oured lights jL
Exercises: Colour

diagram.

revision. Complete

(I) Crossword puzzIe

and (ii) : Colour
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/l c rfjs.c
5
7.

9

12
14
16
17

I)uze',;

A

may rise two •1 dew

I

crtni, lnirrc,rs(9)

Opt cal fibres lisc 0
________________
cOcci no (ti)
'Ibis cnlnur, 12 across and
I
dnwi ire the three Seem
enlnums (7)
Sec 9 acrosS (6)

-

(;lllv:

(5)

1 iissi up nra n?
(3)

\llliti's

scientist

whim

iii-

vest ga ted 0 e spec
run (6)

2 A luing ol;ihsoibs all

colours (4)

3

4

Ile.,,.,..,..,,,,,. ohm swim
ni.riiiig pool
Is grc:mtcr than it
appears (5)

Sec 5 across (6)

6 A large source
of light
ft
I.igh t ravelling at thi'

Not cliinpktcly lilak
('I)
It nay be cot ical
-

lmmmrm,tms

( m)
critical
angle from glass to air
emerges
the surface of the glass

time

to

(5)
A magenta filter nraks,,

light limok black (5)
11 See 9 SCrOSS (4)
13

White light is made of mor
e
than
Colour (3)
15 A 'hit of light (3)
Trace th i s grid no
tim a piece ol

o

per, and then fill in the answ
ers.

Work out what the lout coloured lights A, B,
Ca ird I) are i t, the
diagram below.
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Whatisalens?

5O

LENSES AND OPTICAL II4STR1JMENTS
Lenses 5 1
Exercise: Read page 50and

/. Then complete the following exercises.

IJNDERSTANDNG LENSES
ABOUT FOCAL LENGTH
COMPLETiNG SENTENCES
REACHING OUT
SPELL THE MISSING WORD

53
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Six lenses are shown in Figure A. Study them. Then answer
the qu
by writing the correct letters.

1

K

2

Q

Figure A
What You Need To Know:
Which lens or lenses
1.

2.

Piano means 'plane' or "flat."

are thicker at the center than at the

magnify?

edge?

minify?

are thinner at the center than at the
edge?

_______

3. are concave?
4. are convex?
5.

Which lenses

. . .

11•

refract light?

12.

converge light?

13. spread out light?
______

14.

can form an image on a scr

15.

cannot form an image on a scr

i.

are most important for pro)e

are piano convex?

6. are piano concave?
7. is double concave?
8. is double convex?

and cameras?
Now look at Figure B.

focal pcar,t

focal lerrgih

Figure B
17.

a) Figure B shows a
h)

It
,:onvergcs, spreads

lens.
light rays.

- 54
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What do we call the point where light rays converge?
What do we call the distance between a lens and its focal

point?

ABOI.VF FOCAL. LE\'CCLL-i
Different lenses have different focal lengths.
Focal length depends upon the strength of a lens.
• The stronger the lens, the shorter the focal length.
• The weaker the lens, the longer the focal length.
A strong lens has a deeper curve than a weak lens.

A

Figure C
Two converging lenses are shown in Figure C. Study the
figure. Then easy
the questions by writing the correct letters.
Which lens
is more curved?
is less curved?

6. refracts light more?
7. has the shorter focal length?

_______

is stronger?

8. has the longer focal length?

is weaker?

9. magnifies more?

refracts light less?

10.

magnifies less?

55
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Figure D
What kind of lens is the boy hold
ing?
What kind of lens is the girl hold
ing?

COIPLETING
SENTENCES

Complete the sentences with the
choices below. Two of the
may be used twice.

refracts
focal length
edge

smaller
concave
focal point

center
convex
larger

A lens is a transparent material
that
The two main types of lenses are
lenses.

light in a definite we
and

A concave lens makes things look
A convex lens makes things look
The thickest part of a convex lens
is its
The thickest part of a concave
lens is its
A
A

____________

lens can form an image on a scree
n.

____

___________

lens cannot form an image on a
screen.

The point where converging light
meets is called the
The distance between a lens and
its focal point is called its
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REACHING OUT
A prism is shaped like
a wedge.
base

Its point is called the
apex. The opp
flat surface is called
the base.

-

Lenses can be descr
ibed as
One kind of lens can
be

apexes.

combinations of pri
sms.

described as a combin

ation of prisms touchi

ng at

Another kind of len
s can be described
as a combination of
at their bases.
prisms touch
How would you des
cribe a convex

lens?

0

How would you des

cribe a concave lens?

SPELL THE Fill in

the missing letters to

spell the terms that fit

the definitio
When you have answe
red
cor
rec
tly, you will spell ano
WORD in the box.
ther te,

MISSING

.._2_._

-

p

.

..Ji...

L..

..

.

...i!_

-

.

point (where light ray
s converge)
lens that is thicker at
the center
lens that is thinner at
the center
glassshaped like a we
dge

57
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How does a lens form an image?

52.-

The image ofa large object
Lens definitions

5

The three special rays used in ray diagrams

55

Exercise Read page53j/ 94'Define the following terms.

principal axis___________________________

__

optical centre L_____________________________

_

principal centre F of a converging lens
principal centre F' of a diverging lens_______
focal length f of a lens________________

____

Questions.
Why does a lens has two principal focus

es?

Study Figure 3.8 (p.%) on ray diagrams.
(I) For a converging lens state:
what special ray I is______________
what special - ray 2 is
what special ray 3 is
(ii) For a diverging lens state:
what special ray 1 is
what special ray 2 is
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what special ray 3
The lens formula

is_______________________________________

_____________

7

The power of a lens 51
d) Exercise: Read pages —about 'sign conve
ntion used in lens
calculations'. Then complete the following exeni
ses.
What do the symbols u and v refer to?
u is

from lens to the object.

v is

from lens to image.

0 stands for___________
State the lens formula in terms of f, v, and u.

f is positive for a

__lens.

f is negative for a

lens.

Exercise: State the linear magnification formu

la of a lens in terms of m, v, and u.

e) In less than 4 lines explain why converging lenses

form real images.
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in less than 4 lines exp

Exercises

lain why diverging len

ses form virtual image

Revision on Lenses

s.

and refraction.

True or False
When light is speeded

up or slowed down, it

is bent.

Lenses are glass objec
ts that reflect light.
Light rays in water can
foo

l our eyes.

Lenses can be used to

start fires.

Short Answers.
What kind of image is

made by a burning gla

ss?

What kind of lens ma

kes only virtual image

Can a convex lens be
What is the principal

s?_

convex on both sides?

focus of a lens?

Multiple choice.
We can show that a con

vex lens makes a real

image by

focusing the image on
the- mirror.
using a second lens.
focusing the image on
a screen.
turning the lens upsid
e down.
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A concave lens
spreads rays of light
gathers rays of light
reflects image
produces colours
An imaginary puddle of water on the road
is formed by an eye defect.
is a mirage formed by refraction
can never be seen
is the result of colour blindness.
Images formed by convex lenses depend on
the thickness of the lens only
the thickness and distance from the object
the kind of glass used
the atmosphere in which the lens is used
LENS APPLICATION OPTICAL INST

RUMENTS

How do we see?

5

Rays Enter The Eye £G'
The structure and action of the eye 60
Exercise Read pages
.$?-a Then complete the following exercises.
THE EYE
COMPLETING SENTENCES
MATCHING
IDENTIFYING PARTS OF THE EYE
REACHING OUT
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cornea

aqueous

lreou

/

to bra,n

Fig ure

The first refracting medium
of the eye is sometimes calle
d the 'window of the
eye. " Wha
t is its name?

Directly behind the cornea is
a transparent liquid. What is its
name?

The eye has a thick double-co
nvex tissue. What is it called?

Behind the lens is a transparent
jelly-like material. What is its
name?

List (in order) the refracting parts
of the eye:

In a normal eye, light rays conv
erge upon the
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The retina is made up of two kinds of nerve
cells. Namu them.
and
Rods are sensitive to

_________

Cones are sensitive to

________

Retina tissues join to form the
The optic nerve leads into the
We actually 'see' with the

COMPLETING
SENTENCES

Complete the sentences with the choices below.

color

converge

lens

refract

eye
brain
stronger

optic nerve
retina

brightness
transparent

The organ that is sensitive to light is the
The eye has several

parts.

The transparent parts of the eye bend, or

,

light.

The nerve layer of the eye is called the
In a normal eye, light rays

upon the retina.

The retina is made up of rods and cones. Rods
are sensitive to
Cones are sensitive to
7

Retina tissues join to form the

B.

The optic nerve leads into the
The part of the eye that can change focus
is the
When we look at close-up things, the power
of the lens becomes

453
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MATCHING Match the two lists. Write the correct letter on the line next to
each number.

eye

a) first refracting part of the eye

________

cornea

b) leads to the brain

________

retina

c) made up of rods and cones

lens of the eye

d) organ of sight

optic nerve

e) can change its power

-

IDENTIFYING PARTS OF THE EYE

Figure B
Study Figure B. Then, identify these parts of the eye by letter.
optic nerve
cornea
retina
aqueous humor
lens

______

vitreous humor
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REACHING OUT
Five more parts of the eye are listed below. Can you locate them by their descrip(ions? Write the correct names next to the numbers on Figure C.
Choroid Middle layer of the eye. Rich in blood vessels. Supplies the eye with
food and oxygen.
Ciliory Muscle Tiny muscle that changes the shape and power of the lens of the eye.
Pupil
Iris

Opening of the eye through which light enters.
Gives an eye its color. Opens wider or narrower depending upon the
amount of light present.

Sciera Tough, white outer layer of the eye.

Figure C
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Some other facts of the eye 41
Exercise : Read pages i-/4 Then complete the following exercises.
TYPES OF LENSES
TYPES OF VISION
FILL IN THE CHART
REACHThG OUT
WORD SEARCH
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1"
TYPES OF LENSES
Study Figure A. Then answer the
questions.
Which lens is concave?
a, b

Which lens is convex?

S

________

a, b

A convex lens makes light rays
come together, spread apart

A concave lens makes light rays
come together, spread apart
b

Remember these facts. You will
need to know hem for the next exercises.
Figure A

TYPES OF VISION
Figures B through D show three types of vision. Study the figures. Then answer
the questions with each.
1.

"Eyeball length" means the distance between the

and

Look at Figure B.
a) Is a normal eye too long?

-

b) Is a normal eye too short?
In a normal eye, light rays converge
El jt,n:t ly cm. in ironl of. Imyorici

the

retina.
The i nags on the retina is
II In urns, mint nil

Visinit is

t,Itmir,n, I.

rlfure 0

FIr. INkInIvItAl. r.rc.
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6, Compare the eye in Figure C to the
normal eye. A nearsighted eye is
than a normal eye.
longer, shorter

7. Light rays converge

drect1y upon.

the retina.
in front of, beyond

The image on the retina is
focus.
Figure C THE NEARSIGHTED EYE

in, out of

Vision is

blurred, clear

a) To clear the blur, we must make the light rays fall directly upon the retina.
The rays must be made

_______________

longer, shorter

b) What kind of lens does this?

concave. Convex

What kind of lens can correct nearsightedness?

concave, convex

Compare the eye in Figure D to the normal eye. A farsighted eye is
than a normal eye.
longer, shorter

Light rays converge

the retina.
directly on, in tronl of. beyond

The image on the retina is

___________________

focus.

In, out of

Vision is
blurred, clear
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To clear the blur, we must make the
light rays fall directly upon the
retina. The rays must be mad
e
longer, shorter

What kind of lens does this?
concave. Convex

What kind of lens can correct farsightedness?

Figure D THE FARSIGHTED
EYE

FILL IN THE CHART
Several characteristics are listed
on the chart. Each one is a characte
ristic of
a normal eye, or a nearsighted eye,
or a farsighted eye. Decide which
each is a characteristic of. Check the correct box.
(Three of these may be checked in
two boxes.)
Normal 1 Nearsighted
Eye
Eye

Farsighted
Eye

yebal1 too long
vision blurred
may be corrected with convex lense

s

light rays converge beyond the retin

a

may be corrected with concave lense

s

lens correction needed
eyeball too short
vision perfectly clear
image on retina out of focus
light rays converge in front of retin

a

image on retina in focus
light rays converge upon the retin

a

no lens correction needed
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(\Jb&l

e

REACHING OUT
The eye converges light. However,
stronger converging power is needed for
close vision than for far vision.
The ciliory [SiLL ee er ee] muscle
controls the shape and power of the lens.
The lens becomes stronger when we are
looking at close-up things.
The ciliary muscle stays flexible
and does its job well— up to the age of
about 40 years. After this age, it becomes
sluggish. Because of this, the lens does
not change its power as much as is
needed. Outside help in the form of eyeglasses may be needed.

Figure E
The person in Figure E is over 40 years old. She does not need eyeglasses for
far vision. But she does need reading glasses."
What kind of lens would be used in her reading glasses, convex or concave?

WORD The words in this list are hidden within the group of letters in
SEARCH the box. Try to find each word. When you find it, draw a line
around the word. The spelling may go in any direction.

E G R E V NO C F

RODS
CONES

R Y E CONOO S

CONVERGE

OP T I C R C NE

FOCUS
RETINA

D N I EN U E E S

CORNEA
LENS
OPTIC
VISION

S RN E S LA S I
C 0 A V I S 1 0 N
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A/ru

Human Ethics Committee Guidelines

p

PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT
RESEARCH PROJECT:

Language Skills and Science Concepts Development Through Science Teaching For
LEP / ESL Students

CHIEF RESEARCHER:

Pole PaulAwei

ASSOC RESEARCHER:

Notyet identified

PURPOSE OF STUDY:

You are invited to assist us by experimenting with you an instructional strategy the
chief researcher has developed. The experiment which is an important pat-I of this
study, has been designed to improve students language skills, increase their
understanding of science concepts, and their ,notivation to study science. We will then
gauge, using a c/uestwnnaire, to what effect the experiment has improved, for you, the
competencies identified above.

BENEFITS OF THE
STUDY:

This study will help teachers working in ,nulti-raciol schools and colleges in their
preparation of science instructional strategies which will best accommodate the needs
of their LEP/ESL student.

WHAT WOULD BE
EXPECTED OF YOU?

If you decide to take part in this research you would be expected to attend all the
classes during which the instructional strategy mentioned above will be experimented.
This means attending classes as, you would, your normal semester classes, At the end
of the experiment you will be required to sit for a test. This test will basically find out
how well you have learned science concepts taught during lessons, whether these
lessons have influenced your motivation to study science, and if they have helped you
with your language skills.

DISCOMFORTS:

There are ltQ spectfic riskt associated with this study. Lessons will not be video taped.
Actual equipment and persons (other than the principal researcher) conducting this
study will be limited to normal school science laboratory equipment and teachers. In
this regard, more than the necessary safety precautions for science equipment and
procedures is not vital.

CONFIDENTIALITY:

j ,
iuI7t,.,wilI be kept by the researchers and
Full confidentiality of your
the Northern Territory University. The test results will be kept confidential and only
used for teaching purposes. Your names and those of any other people who
participated in this study will not appear in the publication of results or in any other
applications.

YOUR
PARTICIPATION:

We would be grateful if you did participate in this study but you are free to refuse to
participate. Even ifyou do decide to participate, you may withdraw from the research
at any time. Your refusal or withdrawal from this research will have no effect on your
studies at this school / college.

RESULTS OF THE
STUDY

Ifyou wish to see the results of the test at a later date, arrangements will be made to
do so. A summary of the results will also be made, and you are welcome to read it if
you wish,

PERSONS TO
CONTACT

ifyou have any questions about the project, please contact the researcher. Pole Paul
4w.d on ph:(08)89466/29
if there is an emergency or ifyou have any concerns before commencing, during, or
after the completion of the project, you are invited to contact the Executive Officer of
the Northern Territory University Human Ethics Committee on 8946 7064. The
Executive Officer can pass on any concerns to appropriate officers within the
University.
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THE CONSENT FORM

AppendiX 4

AlTU I1u,aaa Ei/,ics Cp,,i,niaee
Gaidelmes

CONSENT FORM
I. ............................... .......of .......

.....................................

................................

Hereby consent to be a subje
ct of a human rese

arch study to be undertake
n

by

Ak)........................................ ......

............................ ......

and I understand that the purpose

of the research is:

To find out fan instructional
strategy developed by
the principal researche,', and
studi' will (a) improve the ubjc
experimented with subject
1 a language skills (i.e. read
in this
ing, writing, speech and listen
subjects understanding a/sci
ing skills), (b) increase the
ence concepts, and (c)
increase the xubject a motiv
ation levels to study science.
I acknowledge
I.

That the aims, methods, and
anticipated benefits, and poss
ible hazards of the research
explained to me by ..............
study, have been
.................................................
.........

That I voluntarily and freely

give my consent to my parti
cipation in such research stud
y.
1 understand that aggregat
ed results will be used for
research purposes and may
journals and academic journ
be reported in scientific
als.
Individual results will not be

released to any person exce
pt at my request and on my
suthoriaatiort.
That I ant free to withdraw my
consent at any time during
the study, in which my parti
study will immediately ceas
cipation in the research
e and any information obtained
from toe will not be used.
Signature. .......
.......
..
.......
..
.......
..
.. .............................
..
It:

Date......................................

In the event of a minors cons
ent, or a dependent persons,
please complete the NTU
Ethics Committees form
Human
of "Consent on Behalf of
a Minor or Dependent Pers
on'.
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